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Foreword
Structures and Sentiments:
Changing Perspectives
on Transatlantic Migrations

Most North American historians born before 1975 will remember the 1990s
as a time of intellectual ferment and – in some quarters – a sense also of crisis; I certainly remember an academy abuzz with heated discussions. These had
begun already in the mid-1980s in philosophy and literary studies and then circulated across disciplinary lines. The decade's growing scholarly enthusiasm for
post-structuralism and post-modernism was sometimes summed up by a simple phrase – the academy was experiencing a "linguistic turn" (or occasionally
"cultural turn" or merely "culturalism").1 Ensuing changes in the social sciences
were just as unsettling, pushing scholars in somewhat different directions as
theorists in anthropology, geography, and sociology identified a "spatial turn"2
and developed new scholarly scales of analysis, moving beyond what critics
would subsequently label methodological nationalism3 through greater attention to globalization, its expanding (and changing) spatiality, its history, and
its consequences.4 How could scholarship not be radically transformed with
so many challenges being made to familiar methods, familiar topics, familiar
1

2

3

4

See the end-of-decade assessment Victoria E. Bonnell and Lynn Hunt, eds., Beyond the Cultural Turn:
New Directions in the Study of Society and Culture (Berkeley, 1999).
See Edward W. Soja, Thirdspace: Journeys to Los Angeles and Other Real-and-Imagine Places (Boston,
1996).
Andreas WImmer and Nina Glick Schiller, "Methodological Nationalism and Beyond: Nation State
Building, Migration and the Social Sciences," Global Networks 2, 4 (2002): 301−334.
From a large literature, see Mike Featherstone, Global Culture: Nationalism, Globalization and
Modernity (London−Newbury Park, Cal., 1990), Roland Robertson, Globalization: Social Theory and
Global Culture (Newbury Park, Cal., 1992); David Harvey, "Globalization in Question," Rethinking
Marxism: A Journal of Economics, Culture & Society 8, 4 (1995): 1−17.
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fields, and familiar epistemologies? Some fervently welcomed change, others
found it shocking and objectionable.
Often enough – for example in feminist studies, where gender historians
parted ways from women's historians, forming new journals, creating new
courses, and even changing the names of academic departments – the resulting differentiation seemed definitive, even irreparable.5 Immigration history
was not immune to these changes, of course. Since the early 1970s, the field
had been largely defined by the so-called new social history, with close ties to
the structuralist social sciences but commitments also to a humanistic methodology usually described as "history from the bottom up."6 Soon, however, cultural histories challenged social history from within the interdisciplinary field
of American Studies and from within history itself,7 Other scholars in history
and the social sciences, responding to theories about globalization, framed
new research around diasporas, transnationalism, and mobility across borders,
challenging the hegemony of studies of individual nations of immigrants and
the ethnic groups that constituted culturally plural nations and increasingly
including writings on migration in global and world history.8 As in other fields,
the divergence between older and newer forms of scholarship on migration
could at times generate conflicts that seemed unbridgeable.9
By bringing together scholars from Europe and North America, the 2015
Maribor Conference "Transatlantic Migrations – Immigrant Communications
and 'National Homes' in the USA" opened fresh perspectives not only on the
specific topics enumerated in its title but also on the state of the field itself. It
demonstrated how extensively the interests of social and cultural historians

5

6

7

8

9

For the opening salvos, see Joan Scott, "Gender: A Useful Category of Historical Analysis," The American
Historical Review 91, 5 (1986): 1053−1075 and Gisela Bock "Women's History and Gender History:
Aspects of an International Debate," Gender & History 1, 1 (1989): 7−30.
Although first used by Theodore Blegen in the Hamline Review in 1923 (see "News and Comments,"
Minnesota History Bulletin 5, 2 (1923): 148−63, reference on p. 154), use of "history from the bottom
up" gained popularity only much later, with advocacy of social historical methods by radical historians, e.g. Jesse Lemisch, "Listening to the 'Inarticulate': William Widger's Dream and the Loyalties of
American Revolutionary Seamen in British Prisons," Journal of Social History 3, 1 (1969): 1−29.
Classic examples of this approach were Rudolph J. Vecoli, "Contadini in Chicago: A Critique of the
Uprooted," Journal of American History 51, 3 (1964): 404−417; and John Bodnar, The Transplanted: A
History of Immigrants in Urban America (Bloomington, 1985).
See Gabaccia, "Is Everywhere Nowhere? Italy's Transnational Migrations and the Immigrant Paradigm
of American History" Special Issue on Transnational History," Journal of American History 86, 3 (1999):
1115−1134; Gabaccia, "Time and Temporality in Migration Studies" in: Caroline B. Brettell and James
F. Hollifield, eds. Migration Theory: Talking across Disciplines (New York, 2014). For world histories of
migration and mobility, see Patrick Manning, Migration in World History (New York−London, 2005);
and Dirk Hoerder, Cultures in Contact: World Migrations in the Second Millenium (Durham, 2002).
The conflicts of the 1990s were on full display in the scholarly panel later published as forum in
Journal of American Ethnic History 18, 4 (1999), with articles by Jon Gjerde, Erika Lee and George
Sanchez and comments by Rudolph Vecoli, Donna Gabaccia and Elliot Barkan.
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had converged, a mere twenty years after the controversies of the 1990s. The
first cluster of papers exemplified some of the best recent work undertaken by
cultural historians of people on the move. The second cluster of papers developed and extended the reach and complicated the insights of social histories of
immigrant ethnicity in the United States. Rather than suggest that the scholarly
differences of the 1990s had deepened or even expanded during the intervening years, the papers presented in Maribor showed how scholars in migration history, much like those in women and gender studies and other fields, had
recently begun to "chip passages through or detour around older impasses."10
Indeed, in Maribor at least, even the memory of those impasses seemed faint
and fading. This paper uses the presentations at the Maribor conference to
ponder how and why the seemingly deep chasms of intellectual life that emerged in the 1990s could be so quickly bridged.

Twenty-first Century Perspectives on the 1990s
The introduction has described the 1990s as a decade characterized by a sense
of crisis in the intellectual life of the academy as scholars across disciplines
confronted rapidly changing methodologies even as the guiding and framing
questions of their scholarship were also changing. The subsequent passage of
two decades has made it possible both to grasp in greater detail the intellectual
turmoil of the 1990s and to re-assess many of the intellectual claims made at
that time.
Certainly, the conflicts of the 1990s seemed urgent and important. On both
sides of the 1990s debates, advocates of older and newer forms of scholarship
frequently disparaged the theoretical foundations and theoretical languages of
others as either epistemologically, politically or intellectually dangerous or simply as incomprehensible and useless "jargon."11 It is still possible to acknowledge that scholars of the 1990s did often build their work on differing epistemological foundations. Those who remained sympathetic to materialism and

10

11

M. J. Maynes and Donna Gabaccia, "Introduction to the Special Issue 'Gender History Across
Epistemologies'," Gender & History 24, 3 (2012).
See a discussion of "jargon" in Gabaccia, "Juggling Jargons: 'Italians Everywhere,' Diaspora or
Transnationalism?" Special Issue on Transnationalism and Migration, Traverse: Zeitschrift fur
Geschichte, 12, 1 (2005), 49−62. In interdisciplinary seminars, I usually offer a simple definition of
scholarly jargon "as someone else's analytical (or theoretical) terminology." Social historians who
critiqued the jargons that accompanied the linguistic turn had short memories: their own work
had been rejected and mocked as jargon-ridden in the 1970s. See Peter Burke and Roy Porter, eds.,
Languages and Jargons: Contributions to a Social History of Language (Cambridge, 1995). For an interesting discussion of jargon as an obstacle to interdisciplinary communication, see Richard T. Vann,
"The Rhetoric of Social History," Journal of Social History 10 (1976): 221−236.
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reluctant to abandon structuralism completely continued to embrace empirical and archival research, although more critically, while the more radically
relativist and skeptical of the postmodernists questioned the very concept of
knowledge and "know-ability" of any reality outside of language; these scholars
sometimes treated even archives as texts or focused on their construction.12
Much scholarly work sought to deconstruct categories (especially binary categories) and to demonstrate the fluidity of categories and the silences created
by efforts to stabilize them.13
The passage of time has now opened space for a historiographical analysis that can also see the common ground scholars at the time could not so
easily recognize. By 1990, social historians had already for three decades been
writing materialist histories without making strong claims to objectivity; even
those scholars who embraced social science history were skeptical that historical work could be scientific in the sense that scientists asserted. For example,
social historians had themselves deconstructed and thereby considerably
expanded the traditional definition of the worthy "subject" of history (as those
who exercised power in the economy or politics) and challenged so-called
master (often national) narratives through their overweening concern for the
agency of workers, women, migrants and ethnic groups.14 Cultural historians
in the 1990s may have differentiated themselves rather sharply from the social
historians, but they did so mainly by showing how gender, class, and ethnic
or national cultures – understood as ideologies, mentalities, imageries and
ideations – constructed the categories of woman, worker, and ethnic or and
national community, thus enriching social histories that still used these categories. Furthermore, the deconstruction of ethnic groups and ethnic communities rather quickly gave way to increased attention to the complex mental
worlds and imaginaries – subjectivities, memories, identities – of individuals
who might otherwise remain hidden within group constructs such as ethnic or working-class community or within fixed analytical categories such as

12
13

14

See Peter Fritzsche, "The Archive," History & Memory 17, 1−2 (2005): 15−44.
There is no single, satisfactory and brief introduction to these ideas. But see Michael Drolet, ed., The
Postmodernism Reader: Foundational Texts (New York−London, 2003).
The influence of E. P. Thompson in defining class as a process, not a structure was foundational for
much later social history; The Making of the English Working Class (London, 1963); see also Carole
Turbin, "Introduction to Roundtable: What Social History Can Learn from Postmodernism, and Vice
Versa? Or, Social Science Historians and Postmodernists Can be Friends," Social Science History 22, 1
(1998): 1−6.
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"woman" or "immigrant."15 Even in the 1990s, then, the two groups of scholars,
especially within history (a discipline which remained in dialogue with both
humanities and social science disciplines), could often agree that categories
of analysis were constructed and changeable over time and that knowledge
and reality were constructed, at least in part, through language and through
the subjectivity and positionality of researchers and archives.16 The embrace
of interpretation and skepticism about positivist notions of objectivity created
a middle ground – of the interpretation of text in context – that was rejected
only by those scholars in the social sciences who defined themselves methodologically through their commitments to exclusively quantitative analysis.17
The boundaries and even the name of the scholarly field to which the Maribor conference sought to contribute also changed during the 1990s. Scholars
who entered graduate school in the 1970s had encountered a field of social
history that was generally labeled as "Immigration and Ethnic History." That
field has persisted down to the present, mainly in the United States and a few
other countries that view themselves as culturally plural nations of immigrants.
Even in those places, however, concern with race and transnationalism have
become as important as analysis of ethnicities based on immigration in single
countries. (See Figure 1 for the parallel dynamics over time of immigration history and ethnic history).
During the 1990s, as scholarly work on diasporas, on diasporic and transnational life and on migrant culture and subjectivities challenged the notion
of fixed or stable ethnicities, scholars also sought new terminologies to try to
signal the shift in their analytical attentions. First, scholars increasingly wrote
about migrants, emigrants, im/migrants or trans-migrants rather than exclu15

16

17

Here, oral historians made especially important contributions. Compare, for example, the scholarly
trajectory of the Europeanist Luisa Passerini from Fascism in Popular Memory: The Cultural Experience
of the Turin Working Class (Cambridge, 1987) to "Oral History in Italy After the Second World War:
From Populism to Subjectivity," International Journal of Oral History 9, 2 (1988): 114−124, to that
work of the Americanist John Bodnar, from Workers' World: Kinship, Community, and Protest in an
Industrial Society, 1900−1940 (Baltimore, 1982) to Blue Collar Hollywood: Liberalism, Democracy,
and Working People in Amerian Film (Baltimore, 2003).
This is my own summary of a huge, complex and contested nest of changing ideas. It constitutes a preliminary and by no means settled or final statement. For recent discussions of the move "beyond postmodernity," from a different point of view, see Alan Kirby, "The Death of Postmodernism and Beyond,"
Philosophy Now (2015): https://philosophynow.org/issues/58/The_Death_of_Postmodernism_
And_Beyond Accessed June 16, 2015. Ironically, perhaps, and using a very different theoretical language, historian of migration Nancy Green had tackled the emergence of common ground already in
the 1990s in her article "The Comparative Method and Poststructural Structuralism: New Perspective
for Migration Studies," Journal of American Ethnic History 13, 4 (1994): 3−22.
These thoughts are based on my observations of the historical work presented at the Social Science
History Association (of which I am a former President) in the 1990s and early 2000s. Although I still
consider myself a social scientist historian and a materialist, I have never considered myself a positivist
but remained been interested in writing about ideas, ideology, and culture since my undergraduate
studies of sociology and my graduate training in anthropology and folklore.
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Figure 1: Google NGram of Terms "Immigration History" and "Ethnic History," 1900–2005
(https://books.google.com/ngrams/graph?content=immigration+history%2C+ethnic+h
istory&year_start=1900&year_end=2005&corpus=15&smoothing=3&share=&direct_
url=t1%3B%2Cimmigration%20history%3B%2Cc0%3B.t1%3B%2Cethnic%20history%3B%2Cc0)

sively about immigrants.18 Second, world and global histories of migration
argued for new typologies of migration which made immigration just one type
of many among human movements, and, third, some of these global historians also developed new theoretical frameworks for understanding the cultural
dynamics that accompanied different types of migration.19 One could plausibly argue that no other group of scholars was more challenged by critiques
of methodological nationalism and none responded more vigorously to the
challenges of theories of globalization and transnationalism than that group of
historians who began to understand themselves as participants in an interdisciplinary field called migration studies or mobility studies rather than as "Immigration and Ethnic History."20
Because the 2015 Maribor Conference was a gathering of scholars who
have lived, worked and done research on both sides of the Atlantic, it may
also be important to acknowledge that the debates of the 1990s developed
in somewhat differing ways on the two sides of the Atlantic. In Europe the

18

19

20

For a fuller exploration of this development, see my unpublished paper, "From Immigration History
to Mobility Studies," or Gabaccia, "Time and Temporality in Migration Studies."
For a discussion of typology, see Jan and Leo Lucassen, "The Mobility Transition Revisited, 1500−1900:
What the Case of Europe Can Offer to Global History," Journal of Global History 4, 3 (2009): 347−377.
See also Dirk Hoerder's plea for trans-cultural societal studies, Hoerder, "Transnational-TransregionalTranslocal: Transcultural," in: Carlos Vargas-Silva, ed., Handbook of Research Methods in Migration
(Cheltanham−Northampton, Mass., 2012).
For a definition of mobility studies as a interdisciplinary field, coming from the social sciences, see
Timothy Cresswell, On the Move: Mobility in the Modern Western World (New York, 2006); Kevin
Hannam, Mimi Sheller, and John Urry, "Editorial: Mobilities, Immobilities and Moorings," Mobilities
1, 1 (2006): 1−22; Sheller and Urry, "The New Mobilities Paradigm," Environment and Planning 38
(2004): 207−226.
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collapse of the so-called iron curtain and the accelerating consolidation and
expansion of the European Union (EU) especially encouraged both theorizations and considerable empirical work on the formation, imagination, re-construction and re-imagination (but also the possibly looming collapse or at least
irrelevance) of nation states.21 With the EU's opening of opportunities for freer
movement within its borders in the 1990s, some scholars celebrated the freedom of humans to move about as unprecedented, and unique to the present
moment, while others pointed instead to how limits on migration into "Fortress Europe" and the rise of new European nationalisms within Europe shaped
a persistently unequal world.22 Although working on a different spatial scale,
theorists of globalization and transnationalism in the social sciences initially
insisted that globalization too was a new, unprecedented and either threatening or potentially radically liberatory development; historians especially disputed the first of these assertions.23 In migration studies, too, the social scientists Stephen Castles and Mark Miller sharply differentiated what they called the
new age of migration from all previous times and migrations.24 Scholars who
embraced post-colonial and post-structural modes of analysis often suggested
their epistemological positioning could help to usher in a new and radically
transformed world in the very near future.25 On both sides of the Atlantic, then,
many scholars in the 1990s saw the world entering a new and unprecedented
epoch of radical transformation.26
Scholars' sense of living through a sharp rupture from the past heightened
the intensity and significance of the decade's scholarly debates. Historians were
perhaps not as critical of this kind of thinking as they might have been. Elsewhere, I have suggested that the common 1990s trope of a recent of rupture
from the past – whether along global scales and geographies of migration or
between structural and post-structural scholarship, or modernist and postmodernist epistemologies – functioned as a kind of scholarly millenarianism.
Millenarianism refers, here, to ways of thinking about the past, present and
21

22

23

24

25

26

See a typical statement of the time: Martin Van Creveld. The Rise and Decline of the State (Cambridge−
New York, 1999).
Mekonnen Tesfahuney, "Mobility, Racism, and Geopolitics," Political Geography 17, 5 (1998):
499−515.
Barry Goldberg, "Historical Reflections on Transnationalism, Race, and the American Immigrants
Saga," in: Nina Glick Schiller et al., eds., Towards a Transnatnional Perspective on Migration: Race,
Class, Ethnicity and Nationalism Reconsidered; Annals of the New York Academy of Sciences 645 (New
York, 1992). See also Jan Nederveen Pieterse, "Periodizing Globalization: History of Globalization,"
New Global Studies 6, 2 (2012): 1−24.
Stephen Castles and Mark J. Miller, The Age of Migration: International Population Movements in the
Modern World, 1rst edition. (New York, 1993).
Some of the best statements of the radical change that post-modernity brought appeared in the translations of the work of Jean Baudrillard, Simulacra and Simulation (Ann Arbor, 1994).
David Harvey, The Condition of Postmodernity (Oxford, 1989).
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future that posit moments of shift from one century or millennium to another
as radically transformative. Millenarian thought often gains currency near the
ends of centuries and of millennia as human beings take stock of their existence by looking backwards and forwards from the present moment.27 The
1990s was just such a moment.
The millenarian resonances of some of the intellectual claims made in the
1990s were captured most crudely, provocatively and explicitly by the proclamation of Francis Fuyukama in 1992 that human society had (with the collapse
of Communism) reached what he called the end of history.28 Of course, in reality, neither history nor historiography ended in the 1990s. The sense of crisis
of the 1990s drew on a kind of implicit and unexamined millenarianism that
made the intellectual innovations of the decade seem newer, far more radical
and much more widely accepted, even among scholars, than historiographical
developments of the twenty-first century now suggest they were.

Historiography and Intellectual Work in Maribor
However important it is to recall and to convey a sense of both the intense
intellectual excitement of the1990s and the accompanying sense of generational and intellectual conflict that characterized the era's debates, it is also now
possible an important to assess the 1990s within an ongoing historiography
that has continued to develop over the ensuing two decades. Along that longer arc of historiography, the social and cultural historians who gathered in
Maribor in April 2015 had no difficulties understanding or learning from one
another. Their work reminds us of a more extensive territory of common ground that existed beneath the swirling conflicts of the last decade of the twentieth century.
The epistemological debates and the divergence of social and cultural
histories which had occurred in the 1990s remained visible on the Maribor
Program in some ways, of course. But the intellectual passions that once surrounded them had diminished. Thus, to give one example, a cluster of papers
focusing on letter writing during migration captured some elements of the
1990s tension between social historical and cultural history approaches. In his
conference comments Jernej Zupančič called attention to the epistemological

27

28

Besides Gabaccia "Time and Temporality in Migration Studies," see the provocative work of Hillel
Schwartz, Century's End: A Cultural History of the Fin de Siecle from the 990s to the 1990s (New York,
1990). On postmodernism and millenarianism, see Frederic Jameson, Postmodernism, or, The Cultural
Logic of Late Capitalism (New York−London, 1991), ch. 1.
Francis Fuyukama, The End of History and the Last Man (London, 1992).
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differences among a cluster of presentations on migrant communication and
letter-writing when he identified papers presented by Irena Marković and Martin Šámal as "objective" analyses. Letters and oral histories can still be read by
social historians and are still being read by social historians as archives of information about the past, and as sources which can provide windows through
which, presumably, all scholars can look and all see the same, or at least roughly
similar, pictures of the past. But while the epistemological foundation for such
studies may seem fundamentally positivist, even the social histories of letterwriting offered in Maribor clearly showed the impact of the cultural turn, 1990s
critiques of methodological nationalism and heightened interest in the movement of ideas, sentiments and people transnationally, across and around the
Atlantic.
The title of Dr. Irena Marković's paper – "Baraga and Pirc's Missionary Letters as a Source for Knowledge of the United States of America and Indians
in Slovenia" – pointed clearly toward a reading of collection of letters as an
archive that captured and froze elements of past reality. Thus, the emphasis of
the analysis was very much on the content and information included in the St.
Leopold missionaries' writings. Still, Marković did not scrutinize these letters
because she wished to describe or understand better the history of the United
States, its Catholic missionaries' work, or the history of its native peoples. On
the contrary, Marković ultimately sought to understand how the transmission of the letters' descriptions of selective elements life in North America may
have shaped the imaginations and imaginaries of those reading the letters in
a faraway place (initially, at least, a group limited to the German speakers in
Slovenia). Arguably, for Marković, the goal of analyzing the contents of these
letters written in America was to better understand the history of Slovenia,
or of Slovenians. Social historians of Slovenia remain interested in explaining
why emigration began at the time it did, decades after the missionaries' visit to
North America. Part of an answer to that question certainly rests on a thorough
understanding of how content or information circulated around the Atlantic
from specific places in North America to specific places in Europe, including
Slovenia. Certainly too, a better understanding of what kind of information circulated builds a firmer foundation for a cultural history of how new ideations
emerged with that circulation, and shaped the world views, decisions and
expectations of the earliest migrants departing Slovenia for the United States.
In Dr. Martin Šámal's paper, "The Correspondence of Vojta Náprstek from
Milwaukee (1848−1858), too, letters served as an archive, which the author
mined in order to describe the life of an 1848 exile who traveled across the
Atlantic several times and who, after his final return to Europe, founded the
Náprstek Museum of Asian, African and American Cultures, n Prague. Šámal
sought to understand the chronological, autobiographical unfolding of an indi-
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vidual, unique and highly interesting human life; for him, the letters helped to
describe the transformation of Adalbert Fingerhut into first a Czech nationalist
with a Czech name and later, post-America, into a liberal democrat. Perhaps
even more important for Šámal, the letters exchanged between Fingerhut/
Náprstek and his mother and brother opened perspectives that were unavailable in other archives. Although Fingerhut/ Náprstek and his correspondents
almost certainly destroyed some of their letters precisely because of their intimacy and emotional expressiveness, the surviving letters allowed Šámal to
consider how a religious mother's disapproval of a son's unmarried love life
influenced the son's life options both financially and emotionally. Emotional
ties – whether to nationalists in the family or to the nation itself – have often
played a role in the development of nationalist consciousness as scholars have
long argued.29
Papers by Dr. Aleksej Kalc ("Non-written Correspondence: Audio Letters
as Means of Expressing Migration Experiences"), Miha Zobec ("Familial Network of Exchange, Support and Solidarity as Expressed through Personal Correspondence") and Dr. Mirjam Milharčič Hladnik ("Children as Correspondents
in the Epistolary Practices of Migrant Families") were even more concerned to
understand the subjectivity, emotions, and family dynamics of transnational
communication. What made these papers seem less "objective" to commentator Zupančič was perhaps the openness with which all three authors acknowledged and reflected upon their relationships with the people about whom they
wrote, their use of oral methodologies, and their positionality as researchers.
The establishment of personal relations are often the only way scholars can
gain access to correspondence collections held by families. Did the personal
connections between researchers and subjects shape the scholars' reading and
understanding of the letters? Almost certainly, which is why their openness
about the relationships were so necessary and important.
All three authors treated letters (and in the case of Kalc, audio tapes) as
narratives of communication that themselves created meaning and conveyed
emotions and sentiments. All combined the reading of letters with a concern
for orality or audality. None was particularly interested in creating a straightforward chronological narrative of events within a nation or ethnic historiography or even narrating a story of an individual or a family. Communication itself
was the focus of these papers and that communication was in all three cases
transnational, with participants in the family networks in multiple locations,
both spatially and linguistically.
In Marija Dalbello's paper ("Ellis Island as a Place of Reading and Writing:
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Thomas J. Sheff, Bloody Revenge: Emotions, Nationalism, War (Boulder, 1994).
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The Discourses of Literacy and Illiteracy") analysis of the vast archive of documentation created on Ellis Island did not aim to create a narrative of immigrant
lives and experiences. Instead it argued that documentation from Ellis Island
had as its purpose the creation, construction and institutionalization of the
category immigrant as governable a subject within a vast information system.
Twenty-first century readers can easily view that system as resembling a computer of flowing informational bits and bytes that facilitate the management
and surveillance of individuals. Ellis Island's system of flowing information
created the archive that later made social histories possible but it also established clear limits to the parameters of researchable themes or topics and the
kinds of knowledge scholars could create from information. Dalbello's concern
with information in the construction of categories and with how information
became documentation preserved as an archive again demonstrated the persistence of the 1990s cultural historians' fascination with epistemological issues
and the continued salience of histories that can help scholars to understand
how and what kind of knowledge they can plausibly create about the past.
Yet another example of surviving traces of the debates of the 1990s, and
one of special importance for historians of ethnicity, emerged from Wladimir
Fischer's presentation, "Identity Management: Towards a Case based Definition
(South Slav Examples from the US)." Dalbello had showed how the migrant
was created through documentation; Fischer's aim was to show how individuals of particular nationality or ethnicity were also created, managed, changed,
and rejected. His presentation focused particular attention on the migrant
men who consolidated power as "managers" of identity through their work as
money-loaners, journalists, writers, and newspaper editors. Many scholars have
argued that Italians were created abroad or that Czechoslovakia was created in
the United States. Fischer's presentation hinted at how much work it required
to create ethnic groups out of the fluid, changing linguistic, religions, and ethnic categories of the Austrian Empire.
Fischer's intellectual agenda might seem different (or "less objective"
in Kupanic's typology) than the remaining Maribor scholars who also wrote
about the ethnicity of Polish and Slovenian migrant communities and whose
papers collectively formed the second thematicof the conference. Certainly
the papers presented by Dr. Matjaž Klemenčič ("National Homes as the Gathering Places of Slovene Immigrants"), Dr. Adam Walaszek ("Polish National
Alliance in America in the Years 1895−1896 and the Creation of PNA Home in
Chicago"), Dr. Maruša Verbič Koprivšek ("History of Slovenian Home in Denver, Colorado – Political Diversity as an Exception"), Dr. Jernej Zupančič ("Spatial Structure of Slovenian "Ethnic Settlements" in the USA. The Role and Sense
of "Spatiality" among Diaspora-Members") and Dr. Bogdan Kolar "Slovenian
Members of Religious Orders in the United States as a Link between the Catho-
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lic Community in Slovenia and in the States" shared common roots in the social
and ethnic histories of the 1970s and 1980s. But even the titles of their papers
also acknowledged the importance of transnational perspective. And several of
the autors, rather than trolling archives of data or church records for evidence
of a pre-existing or perhaps even primordial ethnic or national identity, shared
to some degree Fischer's and Dalbello's interest in how categories, identities
and institutions constituted each other.
In fact it is possible to argue that even the papers that twenty years ago
might have best illustrated the subjectivist orientations of cultural history or
the materialist concerns of social history, in Maribor instead provided evidence
of how social and cultural histories of migration had converged recently. Newer
research had, over twenty years, picked numerous small passageways through
what once seemed an impenetrable epistemological wall.
Dalbello's paper, for example, delivered a finely grained sense of the material arrangements – the chairs, books, tools, spaces – that generated information
about migrants and that created categories through which migrants could be
either analyzed or governed. In a presentation titled "Migrating to Marry? The
Port of Trieste as Migration and Marriage Facility for Multi Distance Migrants,
1870s to 1930s," Annemarie Steidl's statistical analysis of Trieste population
records revealed and insisted upon the importance of her ongoing confrontation with cultural history. Steidl cared about the construction of categories and
about the impact of choosing appropriate categories for the kind of quantitative, structural analysis she prefers as an historian. In the project Steidl proposed,
the imagined life projects of migrants confronted and responded to state structures such as laws that prohibited or facilitated marriage between persons of
differing nationalities and religions. Kalc's analysis of communication by audio
tapes also rested on the firmly material foundation of changing recording technologies, and his analysis encouraged listeners to think about how the migrants
and their friends and relatives in Trieste used, shared and circulated the physical equipment within their networks of social relations. Zobec and Hladnik,
found they could not analyze the circulation of letters and expressions of solidarity from exchanges among family members of material goods. Their papers
demonstrated how communication created value and meaning within social
relations and both authors understood familial relations to be real, material
and social, not exclusively discursive. Although focused on images rather than
on written words, Dr. Rebeka Mesarić Žabčić's paper, "Image of Croatia through
the Eyes of Croatian Immigrants in USA," demonstrated the very real material
consequences of images, for example in in the form of increased or diminished
tourist dollars or enhanced investment in Croatia by the a large population of
Croatians living in diaspora. Furthermore, the images of Croatia were often
intensely material and focused, positively, on the physical beauty of the land of
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Croatia itself or, more negatively, on the structural constraints of employment
markets that forced many young Croatians to emigrate in search of work. In
short, social and cultural histories on the Maribor program seemed thoroughly
engaged in a creative dialogue about the interaction of society, economy, and
culture.
Although papers on national homes and other ethnic institutions, such as
the migrant Catholic Church, surely illustrated the survival into the present of
social histories of ethnicity, they provided considerable evidence of accommodation to ideas that had been hotly debated in the 1990s, and especially to the
importance of transnational and diasporic forms of analysis. Thus Klemenčič's
paper treated the creation of national homes as an Atlantic development, and
not one limited to the United States. Walazek's paper established firmly that
Polish immigrant institutions everywhere always existed within a wider diasporic world popularly called Polonia. All three papers on national homes also
took up the complex issue of how the national identities fixed by these institutions had to be constructed from a migrant population of complex, diverse and
– most importantly – conflicting identifications based on race, class, gender,
education, political affiliations, language, and migration experiences. Illustrations of the changing buildings, decoration and activities of the national homes
provided fascinating indicators of how the meaning and content of ethnicity
changed symbolically and materially over time. Social historians too, then, can
and do analyze how identities and categories were both managed and constructed.
The juxtaposition of papers on communication and ethic institutions raised
fascinating questions about expectations of material exchange of mutual and
collective support and social interaction within institutions such as national
homes, on the one hand, and family networks on the other. It may well be that
a particularly fruitful arena of collaboration for social and cultural historians is
to seek to better understand when, where and under what conditions familial / kinship networks and ethnic or national institutions structured exchange,
support, and identity or were mobilized by migrants as points of identity and
mutual support. Were families and ethnic networks alternative, competing or
complementary sources of the resources, emotional solidarity, and intimacy
that migrants needed in order to survive and flourish over the course of their
mobile lives?
It was indeed striking how often the words "home" and "love" appeared
and re-appeared across both sets of papers on the Maribor program. Although
studies of national homes might be considered as institutional social histories,
the word home in the titles of these organizations marked them hopefully also
as sites for the same kinds of sentiments or emotions that were more explicitly
the subject of cultural histories of familial transnational communication and
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networks. Nor was home or love of home ever exclusively sentimental. Love
was expressed and identities developed at least in part through fundamentally material practices and exchanges within family and wider social networks.
Home was itself a physical place – sometimes a very specific and physical family house or a very specific and physical church or a very specific and physical ethnic society's building, and sometimes more broadly a familiar and loved
landscape that was inhabited by familiar and loved persons in immigrant settlements or in migrants' homelands. The existence of national or ethnic Catholic parishes (as described by Bogdan) and of national homes (as documented
by Klemenčič, Walaszek, and Koprivšek) point also toward a specific type of
identity management that connects nations and families as overlapping arenas
of love, solidarity and mutual support. Theorists of the nation and of national
states beginning with Benedict Anderson have in the past two decades argued
powerfully that an emotional connection is as necessary as the creation of print
cultures and public spheres to the successful imagination of nations. One must
love ones country and not just write, talk or debate about it in public if the
nation is to flourish and to survive over the long term; if one does not love one's
country, quite simply, one will not die to defend it or its territorial boundaries.
A person will simply not reproduce either a national or a familial identity in
the absence of love or in the absence of some "other" whom is not loved. An
individual does not feel himself or herself a member of the nation unless he
also feels at home within its physical, richly material spaces. Thus , it was no
accident that the Polish identity managers described by Walaszek or the Slovenian identity managers who seemed only implicitly present in the papers of
Klemenčič and Koprivšek ultimately chose the word home (and not, for example, "saloon" or "office") for the ethnic and national spaces they sought to create
in diaspora. One suspects that those inhabiting what Jernej Zupančič called Slovenian "settlements" may well have described these spaces too as their homes.
The migrants' embrace of a spatially defined family or ethno-national home in
Pueblo or other settlements never precluded the simultaneous embrace and
sense of comfort with other homes, whether those homes were the space of
intimate transnational communicative space created by letters or homes, still
inhabited by friends and letters in far-away villages of origin. Perhaps scholars
can best imagine the national and familial homes of migrants as a border-crossing building with many intimate rooms, strung across transnational spaces.

Conclusion
This paper has used a single, recent conference program to demonstrate that
the intellectual conflicts of the 1990s, which once seemed so large and emotio-
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nally fraught, have now diminished. It suggests further that the study of structures and of sentiments, much like social and cultural histories, are most exciting
and productive when they remain in close dialogue with each other. By way of
conclusion, it seems important to consider how and why the sharp intellectual
differences of the 1990s have been so quickly overcome. Three possible explanations can be offered
First, with hindsight, one can see that scholars and academic are not so
very different from the broader human societies in which they live that they
remain unmoved and unaffected by deep-seated popular periodization of past,
present and future. Part of that periodization is the notion of the fin-de-siecle
and the transition from one millennium to the next as moments of exciting
and terrifying change, carrying with them the potential for both disaster and
human ennoblement. Some of the fervor and sense of rupture with the past
that characterized the unfolding of the linguistic or cultural turn in the 1990s
was contingent: the collapse of Communism mattered, as did the globalizing
impact of new communication technologies associated with the internet and
the widespread application of computers even to academic work. But some of
the fervor of conflicts between modernists and post-modernists, structuralists
and post-structuralists and older and younger scholarly generations also bore
telltale marks of millenarian thinking. The historians of the 1990s who chided
social scientists for proclaiming globalization or transnationalism to as new
and unprecedented phenomena were correct to do so. But even they remained
somewhat oblivious to how looming arrival of a new century and millennium
may have fed a more general scholarly sense of intellectual rupture, radical
change, and visions of a future transformed by new epistemologies, methodologies and questions. I do not mean to suggest that the scholarly turmoil of the
1990s was little more than a faddish academic "Y2K" hysteria. As demonstrated
in Maribor, too much of scholarship today continues to grapple with the serious issues raised during that decade. Still, it seems indisputable that once the
year 2000 had passed and life continued along somewhat familiar paths, even
while changing, both the sense of intellectual rupture and scholarly expectations for rapid and radical transformation also diminished, especially among
younger scholars who began their research paths only after 2000.
Second, it is helpful to remember that neither the study of ethnicity, the
methods of social history nor analysis of migrant transnationalism, culture or
subjectivity either began in the 1960s and 1970s (for social history) or the 1990s
(for cultural history). On the contrary, transnational historical and multi-disciplinary studies of migrants began almost a century ago, as new work by histori-
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ographers is now beginning to demonstrate.30 Scholars who wish to understand
the significance of the 1990s must embed the developments of that decade in a
much longer historiography if they wish to grasp swift intellectual convergence
that was apparent in Maribor. Here, one example of the deep and long scholarly
roots of the kind of research presented in Maribor will have to suffice.
The scholarly analysis of letters as archives of circulating information about
America is part of a historiography that began long before the 1990s but it is
not a crudely positivist one. Instead it is a historiography that has long connected social historical and cultural history themes in ways that did not neatly
fit within the debates and concerns of the end of the millennium but continued, largely unremarked, across an entire century. The Digitizing Immigrant
Letters Project at the University of Minnesota's Immigration History Research
Center (IHRC) has especially encouraged scholars to consider the early work of
Minnesota scholars such as Theodore Blegen and George Stephenson alongside the pioneering work of the Chicago School, and one of its key texts – also
based on analysis of letters – The Polish Peasant in Europe and America.31 The
two historians began writing about immigration history in the yeas around
World War I. (On this point it is useful to revisit Figure 1 which clearly shows
this early moment of development of the field of scholarship.) Independently, Blegen traveled to Norway and Stephenson to Sweden in the 1920s; both
helped to initiate significant collecting of the "America letters" written by immigrants and sent to their homelands. (Unfortunately their interest in transatlantic communication did not extend to the letters written by the migrants'
friends and relatives; such letters were however well represented in the archival
collections developed under IHRC Director Rudolph J. Vecoli in the 1970s and
1980s). The school of immigration studies founded by Blegen and Stephenson in Minnesota, which has continued down to the present, simultaneously
privileged immigrant voices, history from the bottom up (see n. 6, above) and
attention to migrant culture and subjectivity (which earlier scholars probably
would have instead labeled as "world view.") It is possible – and, I would argue,
helpful – to see both the "objective" analyses offered by Šámal and Marković
and the papers on communication that were more influenced by the linguistic
turn of the 1990s as developing along the same, very long historiographical arc.
Finally, it is useful to consider continuities in the transnational practices
of scholarly life pioneered by the generation of William I. Thomas, Florian
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Dirk Hoerder, "A Genuine Respect for the People": The Columbia University Scholars' Transcultural
Approach to Migrants," forthcoming; Donna Gabaccia, "The Minnesota School and Immigration
History at Midwestern Land Grant Universities, 1890−2005," forthcoming.
(http://ihrc.umn.edu/research/dil/aboutDIL.htm). William I Thomas, with Forian Znaniecki, The
Polish Peasant in Europe and America (Boston, 1918−1920).
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Znaniecki, Theodore Blegen and George Stephenson These have facilitated
communications between social and cultural historians for the past century. For
Stephenson and Blegen, the sons of immigrants, the creation of interdisciplinary and transnational bridges between scholars emerged from transnational
sentiments and emotional attachments and commitments as well as scholarly
agendas. One of the village correspondents quoted by Mirjam Milharčič Hladnik in her presentation in Maribor emphasized how sentiment also functioned
as a foundation for communication in a familial, migrant setting. "The bridges,"
she explained to the scholar, "were love and devotion that were instilled in us
by our parents." Transnational communication worked in this context to create a family network of intimate strangers. I for one left Maribor with the clear
impression that the social and cultural historians there assembled were also
a network of intimate strangers joined by a bridge that has grown more solid
with each year. Construction of scholarly bridges began long ago; for the participants in Maribor the bridge had been strengthened over two decades by a
sequence of research visits, workshops and conferences where many had previously met and by the circulation of publications in multiple languages that
scholars in migration studies continuously exchange, read, and share. The conflicts and creativity of the 1990s did not disrupt but rather helped to solidify
the bridge.
If scholars can view the 1990s as part of a much longer historiography on
the cultural and social lives of migrants and as part of a longer history of transatlantic scholarly communication they can also begin to see that the cultural
turn – for all its importance, significance, and continuing influence – was not
as radical a departure or foundation for future radical changes as some of its
early advocates wished to believe. The much older roots of historical interest
in ethnic and national institutional structures, culture (including ethnic culture), subjectivity, and communication quietly helped to create the foundation
for the convergence that was so obvious on the program in Maribor. Nor had
the study of migration ever been subsumed completely within national historiographies as critics of methodological nationalism suggested. Transnational
analysis too had its precedents in the aftermath of an earlier global era. One
advantage of acknowledging precedents and continuities such as these is the
pleasure future scholars can take in anticipating new ideas and research that
will enhance the foundations on which they build.

Donna R. Gabaccia
Ph.D., Professor of History
University of Toronto
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Abstract:

This paper deals with the topic of Slovene National Homes in the USA. There
are a number of reasons why they were built and why it's an important topic
for Slovene immigrant historian. The first is that in the United States before
World War I there lived more than 180,000 immigrants and their children who
claimed Slovene as their mother tongue, and that they already at that time
started to build Slovene National Homes. The second is that there were quite
a few of these homes built in the US in different historical periods and that the
history of some of the national home has been processed in the context of
research of some of the "Slovene settlements." All of this allows a comparison
of the extent to which on the one hand Slovene National Homes' impact on
the gradual transformation of the Slovene community in the US to the typical
immigrant community of American Slovenes and later from the 1950s onwards
to the community of Slovene Americans and on the other hand, how much this
transformation influenced and affected the development and daily operation
of Slovene national homes in the US.
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Introduction
Immigrant communities were built on mutual community relations (communication, information exchange, social interaction, etc.) and institutional network.
So immigrants soon after immigrating to a new geographic or social environment began to establish various organizations as part of their networking. These
organizations mainly included members of the same ethnic/linguistic origin,
although they also included members of other (related) ethnic/linguistic communities.1 On the other hand, it should be noted that the institutional networks
of one immigrant community never included all the immigrants of one ethnic/
linguistic community. According to some studies, in the beginning of the 1930s
all of the organizations of Slovene immigrants included only slightly more than a
half of all Slovene immigrants and their descendants in the USA.2
Immigrants once they settled in "new homelands," or in the countries of
immigration, set up different types of organizations. Some, such as family or
Church, they brought in the original environment, or from the "old country"
and adapted them to the needs of the new environment. Others, such as fraternal organizations, national homes, cultural and other associations, etc., have
been newly developed in the new homelands in order to meet the cultural,
social, economic or political needs. Of course, these organizations have a variety of other functions. Important are, in particular those, relating to the issue of
adaptation and integration of immigrant communities in society of immigrant
environment and the acculturation and assimilation of immigrants.3
Among the institutions that members of immigrant communities developed and enabled them to overcome the isolation in the land of immigration
and achieve higher quality of life and to meet their needs were also national
homes. Although they played an important role in consolidating and organizing immigrant communities around the world there is relatively little scholarly literature on national homes as cultural and political centers of immigrants
and their organizations. The small amount of writing that does exist, does
not acknowledge national homes as special political and cultural institutions.
Indeed, it could be questioned whether these homes can be considered special institutions at all, since the owners of these homes could be either political
or fraternal benefit societies or individual immigrants. Some owners were also

1

2

3

Peter Klinar, Mednarodne migracije : sociološki vidiki mednarodnih migracij v luči odnosov med
imigrantsko družbo in imigrantskimi skupnostmi (Maribor, 1976), 108–111 (hereinafter: Klinar,
Mednarodne migracije).
Compare: Slava Lipoglavšek Rakovec, "Slovenski izseljenci : geografski pregled predvojnega stanja,"
Geografski vestnik, No. 22 (1950), 7.
Klinar, Mednarodne migracije, 108.
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stockholding companies owned by individual stockholders, however. In this
case, homes could be called special immigrant institutions because they were
nonprofit cultural and political organizations.4
Even in Slovene scholarly and professional literature, with the exception of
a few articles,5 there are no published works that would address the importance
of Slovene National Homes. However, this problem is addressed in some monographs6 and journals7 that deal with Slovenian emigration. From these records
it is possible to determine that most of Slovene national homes were built in
the US, where there are also the oldest Slovene immigrant organizations. It is
interesting to note that those homes were identified as Slovene national homes
also outside the Slovene ethnic communities. For example, in many cases in
Western Pennsylvania where those homes are most numerous, one could see
also numerous signposts on the major highways.
There were, however, quite a few built also in South America, Canada, Australia, and Western Europe. In South America, most of Slovene national homes
were built under the names of "Slovene Society Homes" (Slovenski društveni
dom) after World War II, when numerous refugees came from Slovenia. Only in
Argentina around 30 were built.8 Canada is a special case because in addition
to 17 Slovene national homes as we know them elsewhere quite a few hunting
lodges were built.9 In Australia, Slovene immigrants built 18 Slovene national
homes as each of the Slovene cultural societies had their own building or at

4

5

6

7
8
9

Matjaž Klemenčič, Slovenes of Cleveland. The Creation of a New Nation and a New World Community:
Slovenia and the Slovenes of Cleveland, Ohio (Novo mesto, 1995), 219 (hereinafter: Klemenčič,
Slovenes of Cleveland).
Compare: Joseph Valenčič, "Slovenski narodni domovi v ZDA," in: Slovensko izseljenstvo : zbornik
ob 50-letnici Slovenske izseljenske matice, eds. Milica Trebše-Štolfa and Matjaž Klemenčič (Ljubljana,
2001), 187–188 (hereinafter: Valenčič, "Slovenski narodni domovi v ZDA"); Martin Jevnikar,
"Slovenski domovi v Argentini," Dve domovini, No. 7 (1996), 97–112 (hereinafter: Jevnikar, "Slovenski
domovi v Argentini"); Jože Prešeren, "Slovenski narodni domovi v Avstraliji," in: Slovensko izseljenstvo
: zbornik ob 50-letnici Slovenske izseljenske matice, eds. Milica Trebše-Štolfa and Matjaž Klemenčič
(Ljubljana, 2001), 269–271 (hereinafter: Prešeren, "Slovenski narodni domovi v Avstraliji").
Compare: Matjaž Klemenčič, Jurij Trunk med Koroško in Združenimi državami Amerike in zgodovina
slovenskih naselbin v Leadvillu, Kolorado, in San Franciscu, Kalifornija (Celovec–Ljubljana–Dunaj,
1999), 336–337, 362–365 (hereinafter: Klemenčič, Jurij Trunk med Koroško in Združenimi državami
Amerike); Matjaž Klemenčič, Zgodovina skupnosti slovenskih Američanov v Pueblu, Kolorado (=Zora,
79; Ethnicity, 15). (Maribor, 2011), 269–271 (hereinafter: Klemenčič, Zgodovina skupnosti slovenskih
Američanov v Pueblu); Klemenčič, Slovenes of Cleveland, 219–263; Matjaž Klemenčič, "Razvoj slovenske izseljenske skupnosti v Rock Springsu, Wyoming, od naselitve do začetka 30-let 20. stoletja," Dve
domovini, No. 13 (2001), 73–99 (hereinafter: Klemenčič, "Razvoj slovenske izseljenske skupnosti v
Rock Springsu"); Maruša Verbič Koprivšek, Razvoj etnične naselbine na primeru Slovencev v Denverju
(=Ethnicity, 15) (Ljubljana, 2014), 228–237 (hereinafter: Verbič Koprivšek, Razvoj etnične naselbine
na primeru Slovencev v Denverju).
Compare: Jevnikar, "Slovenski domovi v Argentini", 97–112.
Ibid.
Rado Genorio, Slovenci v Kanadi = Slovenes in Canada (=Geographica Slovenica, 17) (Ljubljana,
1989), 141–146.
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least picnic ground built.10 In Europe, most of the gathering places of Slovenes
are in leased apartments due to characteristics of European cities in general.
Most of Slovene national homes were simple wooden or brick buildings in
the middle of Slovene settlements, in which the meetings of different Slovene
immigrant organizations, various cultural events and entertainment, as well as
some political rallies took place. In larger settlements such homes represent
two-story building with one small and one large hall and several smaller rooms
for meetings of committees of individual societies. The halls that were large
enough for performances of choirs, theater groups or gymnasts are adorned
with pictures of landscape motifs from Slovenia (i.e. Bled Lake). Larger homes
had their own library and combination of a bar and an ethnic restaurant.11
This paper deals with the topic of Slovene National Homes in the USA.
There are a number of reasons why they were built and why it's an important
topic for Slovene immigrant historian. The first is that in the United States
before World War I there lived more than 180,000 immigrants and their children who claimed Slovene as their mother tongue,12 and that they already at
that time started to build Slovene National Homes. The second is that there are
quite a few US data on these homes in the US in different historical periods13
and that the history of some of the national home has been processed in the
context of research of some of the "Slovene settlements."14 All of this allows a
comparison of the extent to which on the one hand Slovene National Homes'
impact on the gradual transformation of the Slovene community in the US to
the typical immigrant community of American Slovenes and later from the
1950s onwards to the community of Slovene Americans and on the other hand,
how much this transformation influenced and affected the development and
daily operation of Slovene national homes in the US.
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narodni domovi v Avstraliji," 269–271.
Matjaž Klemenčič, "Slovenska izseljenska zgodovina kot del slovenske nacionalne zgodovine : inavguralno predavanje ob izvolitvi v naziv rednega profesorja na Oddelku za zgodovino Filozofske fakultete Univerze v Ljubljani, 8. 4. 1998," Zgodovinski časopis 52, No. 2 (1996), 175–193.
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Volume 2, Chapter 10: Mother Tongue of the Foreign White Stock (Washington, D.C., 1913), 960–1052.
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Amerikanci); Jože Zavertnik, Ameriški Slovenci – pregled splošne zgodovine Združenih držav, slovenskega naseljevanja in naselbin in Slovenske narodne podporne jednote (Chicago, 1925), 260–547
(hereinafter: Zavertnik, Ameriški Slovenci); Ivan Mladineo: Narodni adresar Hrvata–Slovenaca–Srba
(New York, 1937), 46–851; Cecilia Dolgan: Slovenian National Directory – 1st Edition (Cleveland,
1984), 7–9.
Klemenčič, Jurij Trunk med Koroško in Združenimi državami Amerike, 336–337, 362–365; Klemenčič,
"Razvoj slovenske izseljenske skupnosti v Rock Springsu," 89–92; Klemenčič, Zgodovina skupnosti slovenskih Američanov v Pueblu, 269–271; Klemenčič, Slovenes of Cleveland, 219–263; Verbič Koprivšek:
Razvoj etnične naselbine na primeru Slovencev v Denverju, 228–237.
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Slovene National Homes in the U.S.A.

The Idea of the Construction of Slovene National Home
Ideas for the construction of Slovene national homes in the US have emerged
in the early years of the 20th century. This was the period when many Slovenes
crossed the ocean to immigrate to the US. With the creation of families, births
of the children and immigration of new immigrants the "Slovene settlements"
became more stable. Life of the Slovene immigrants than mainly took place
only within the "Slovene settlements." As in Slovenia born professor of geography at the University of Washington in Seattle Jože Velikonja have written,
the Slovenes in these settlements
. . . remained isolated and cut off from the roaring world of new America. It was
not unusual that the Slovenian men only knew the way from home to the factory,
and perhaps to the church or pubs in the city center not walk /. . . / Stiffness in
the language and behavior are hidden /…/ in the environment that have done it
for the home.15

15

Jože Velikonja, "Slovenska naselja v Ameriki," Zgodovinski časopis 50, No. 3 (1996), 386–387.
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Within these so-called "Little Slovenias" Slovenes kept some forms of traditional life from the old country, and gradually develop their organizational
structures: Society fraternal organizations and cultural Societies, in larger settlements also the national home, Slovene Catholic parish and parish school.
This cultural and social isolation of American society is dampened by the process of adaptation to the urban lifestyle and at the same time preventing their
rapid assimilation in the "American melting pot."
Before the construction of the national homes the immigrants' social and
cultural life took place mainly in the saloons, which were owned by Slovene
immigrants, and within Slovene ethnic parishes. These forms of socializing
have originated from the "old country" where the former static agrarian society
in the Slovenian countryside offered just pubs and churches as an opportunity
for socializing. During this period dances, which took place in the saloon dominated as a form of entertainment; also there were a few attempts to stage theatrical performances and performances of choirs. Slovene immigrants established the first cultural and choral societies in the last decade of the 19th century,
but almost all ceased functioning after a few years.16 One of the main causes for
this was instability in size of Slovene population in then "Slovene settlements."
Many Slovene immigrants than lived in the U.S. only for a few years, just enough
to save some money and then returned to their homeland; many immigrants
moved from place to place within the US in search for work and better earnings. Because of all the above mentioned reasons, the number of Slovene immigrants in the "Slovene settlements" until the middle of the first decade of the
20th century changed a lot; and in parallel with this also the number of members of cultural associations.
As already mentioned the majority of cultural events, which were organized outside the Slovene ethnic parishes, took place in the saloons. Therefore,
immigrant saloons initially played the same role for immigrants as the national
homes did later.17 The first mention of saloons in association with the idea of an
ethnic home in scholarly literature is made by an American geographer Thomas J. Noel, who writes:
In their struggle to establish roots in a new country, immigrants relied on saloons
as both a haven for old world culture and an introduction to their new home.
Although the family, the church, and other institutions also played major roles in

16
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Frank Zaitz, "Slovenska kulturna društva v Zedinjenih državah", in: Ameriški družinski koledar/
American Family Almanac 1933 (Chicago, 1932), 60.
Klemenčič, Slovenes of Cleveland, 219.
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the lives of immigrants, saloons sheltered many of the activities …18

Although about the saloons often spread the voice as of litters of corruption and meeting places of the people of doubtful moral values,19 immigrants'
saloons, which were owned by their countrymen, "... relished /…/ as ethnic clubs
and community centers for a wide range of social, political, and economic
activities."20 This confirms the continuation of the Noel's record of Slovenes
and other Slavs in the Denver suburb of Globeville. He writes:
The many Slavic saloons in Globeville functioned as neighborhood community
centers. John Predovich's hall at 4837 Washington Street housed religious, fraternal, and union groups. Organizational meetings for the establishment of Holy
Rosary Slovene Catholic Church and Saint Martin's Polish Alliance, as well as
meetings of smelter workers, took place at Predovich's /…/ Walter Root's saloon
and boarding house became the Western Slavonic Association Hall after the
group was incorporated in 1908. This association still provides members with
life and home insurance, sends flowers to the sick, and arranges funerals. In this
alliance of various Slavic groups, the poor immigrants of Globeville pooled their
capital to help each other overcome hardships …
In poor communities such as Globeville, saloons also served as banks. The business manager for the American Smelting and Refining Company, which controlled the Denver smelters by 1900, complained to the Colorado Board of Labor
Arbitration that "fifty percent of the checks paid to our employees for years
back have been cashed by saloon-men, and the canceled checks show it. Over
$2,500,000 of the concern's money has been laid out over saloon bars, amid the
fumes of whiskey and beer"…21

Probably, also within those saloons the idea to build the Slovene National
homes originated. Even before the construction of the national home enterprising individuals or associations of fraternal organizations in some "Slovene
settlements" built a large hall and broadcast associations for meetings, celebrations, entertainment and cultural events. The first such hall, called "Knaus Hall"
was opened in 1904 in Cleveland. In its context as well as commercial premises
on the first floor spaces for social gatherings and a large hall with a stage and
asbestos curtain was painted by famous Slovene American architect Ivan/John

18

19
20
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Thomas J. Noel, "The Immigrant Saloon in Denver," Colorado Magazine 3, No. 3 (1977), 200–219
(hereinafter: Noel, "The Immigrant Saloon").
More about this see in: Trunk, Amerika in Amerikanci, 437–439.
Noel, "The Immigrant Saloon," 215; Klemenčič, Slovenes of Cleveland, 219.
Noel, "The Immigrant Saloon," 215.
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Jager.22 In addition to Knaus Hall also Grdina's Hall was known in Cleveland,23
and also already mentioned John Predovich's Hall in Denver,24 Hall of Society
of St. Joseph No. 7 of the Grand Carniolian Slovenian Catholic Union (hereinafter: KSKJ) in Pueblo,25 etc. This type of Slovene social center with associated
commercial, social and cultural spaces has been for decades the pattern for
some other Slovene communities in the United States.

Construction of the First Slovene National Home
The oldest Slovene national homes were built in 1905 in Chicago, IL, and Johnstown, PA. Over the next ten years new homes were built in Herminia, PA (1908),
Frontenac, KS (1910), Ely, MN (1911), Rock Springs, WY (1913), etc. The construction of Slovene National Homes was in correlation with the number of the
Slovene immigrants and their descendants. In all these areas, according to data
published by Jurij Trunk in the book America and Americans,26 lived in the first
decade of the 20th century more than 1,000 Slovenian immigrants and their
descendants. In Greater Chicago there lived even more than 4,000 of them. It
was a town with some large "Slovene settlements" where the Slovene American
population was renewed with the birth of offspring, and all the way to 1924
with continuous influx of new immigrants.
The first homes were built by both lodges of fraternal organizations, as well
as church organizations; although the Catholic priests in principle opposed to
their construction and strived to direct money rather to the construction of
churches and parish halls. In general, it was considered that the national homes
were built by liberal-oriented organizations of immigrants, while the Catholics and their leaders increasingly advocated for the construction of Catholic
Churches and church halls and organizing of the other Catholic-oriented institutions.
As the ideas to build Slovene national homes has repeatedly led to disputes
between the church oriented and other organizations as well as to the conflict between liberal and Catholic-oriented societies, in some of the larger "Slovenian settlements" have never built a classic Slovenian National Home. One
such major "Slovene settlement" was in Pueblo, Colorado, where in 1910 lived
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"Knausova dvorana," in: Clevelandski koledar za prestopno leto 1908 (Cleveland, 1908), 116.
Matjaž Klemenčič in Darja Emeršič, "Ideja in poskusi izgradnje Slovenskega narodnega doma na St.
Clairu v Clevelandu," Dve domovini, No. 1 (1990), 137–138.
Verbič Koprivšek, Razvoj etnične naselbine na primeru Slovencev v Denverju, 228.
Klemenčič, Zgodovina skupnosti slovenskih Američanov v Pueblu, 269–271.
Trunk, Amerika in Amerikanci, 464–542.
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"Slovene Workmen's Home" in Frontenac, KS – one of the oldest Slovene national home, which were
built in 1910 (Zavertnik, Ameriški Slovenci, 345)

around 2,400 people with Slovenian mother tongue and their descendants.27
Otherwise, the lodge Orel No. 21 of Slovene national benefit society (thereafter
SNPJ) in the 1920s began a campaign for the construction of a Slovene National Home. However, without the participation of the Catholic-oriented societies, which satisfied their needs in the Hall of Society of St. Joseph No. 7 KSKJ,
activities for the home construction stalled. Therefore, individual associations
of fraternal cultural organizations for meetings, social gatherings and cultural
events had to rent different halls.28 Singing Society Prešeren Club built a home
on the picnic ground in nearby mountains.29
Quite the opposite case is known from much smaller Slovene settlement,
which was formed in the suburb of Globeville, on the outskirts of Denver. There
in the construction, use and maintenance of Slovenian home involved all the

27
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13th Census 1910: Colorado. Vol. 34: Pueblo 1–216; Vol. 35: Pueblo 1–185; Vol. 36: Pueblo 1–173.
Photographed in Micro-Film Lab. Bureau of Census. March. #101.
Klemenčič, Zgodovina skupnosti slovenskih Američanov v Pueblu, 143.
Ibid., 145
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then Slovene clubs, including both clubs KSKJ, Sv. Rok No. 1 and Mary Help
No. 190 (the latter has become a shareholder Slovenian home after its establishment in 1924).30 It is true that in the initial period came to some tensions
between supporters of the establishment of Slovenian home and supporters
of Slovene parish, but in the end, however, willingness to unite members of
the Slovene community, regardless of their political or religious affiliation prevailed.31
Disagreements between individual organizations have occurred for other
reasons, not just ideological. An example is known from Rock Springs, Wyoming, where conflicts occurred due to the company "Slovenian National Home
Inc.," which was supposed to lead the construction and subsequent management of the home. Upon its establishment in 1912,32 the company was conceived as an independent profit organization that would only accept new
members upon payment of certain fees. If the assets of the company or home
grow, the fee would increase. This way of managing Slovene national home
immigrants would not allow membership in the Slovene National Home for
those immigrants who would join later, as the fees in a few years reached a dizzying amount. Thus, home eventually passed into the hands of the select circle
of people and within a few decades it has become their private property. Therefore most of the members of society "Slovenian National Home Inc." opposed
such rules.33 When, after a year of strife members finally agreed on the rules
of the organization, the company "Slovenian National Home Inc." on 24 June
1913 purchased from a coal company "Union Pacific Coal Company" the land
on which finally the Slovene National Home was built. Already on 31 December
1913, New Year's dance was organized in the Slovene National Home in Rock
Springs, WY.34
Newly built national homes allowed for better meetings of the needs of the
Slovene immigrant communities particularly in the field of organization and
functioning of societies in the cultural field. These Halls were better suited for
organizing cultural events than Saloons, where in many cases there were even
no chairs. Slovene national homes in addition to the parishes became the most
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Mary Perme, "Društvena naznanila in dopisi: Denver, Colo," Glasilo K.S.K. Jednote, 5 November 1924,
No. 45, 2.
Verbič Koprivšek, Razvoj etnične naselbine na primeru Slovencev v Denverju, 228–237.
Barbara Allen Bogart , United States Department of the Interior, National Park Service. National Register
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Zavertnik, Ameriški Slovenci, 540.
United States Department of the Interior, National Park Service. National Register of Historic Places,
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"Slovenski dom" (Slovene Home) in Rock Springs, WY – one of the oldest Slovene national home, built
in 1913 (Zavertnik: Ameriški Slovenci, 539)

important meeting points of the Slovene immigrant communities.
The construction of Slovene National Homes has encouraged the development of cultural life. Thus, in Chicago, IL, in 1905, a few months after the
opening of the Slovene National Home the Slovene choir "Slavica" was founded.35 Also, in the same year Slovene singing and educational society "Bled in
Johnstown, PA was founded."36 In both cities as well as in other cities, where the
Slovene National homes were built in the following years more vocal, musical
and theatrical societies were established. Among these Choir societies dominated, as the choral singing have always had a special role among the Slovenes.
It is therefore not surprising that the tradition of choral singing was preserved
among the Slovene immigrants in the countries of immigration and that they
tried quite successfully to expand it to their descendants. In the initial period
there were quite a few dramatic groups, which due to the inexperience of players and directors mainly staged one-act plays.
In addition to the above mentioned cultural organizations numerous
dancing sections and committees for the preparation of entertainment were
established under the auspices of the Slovenian National Homes. They organ-
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Zaitz, "Slovenska kulturna društva v Zedinjenih državah", 66–67.
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ized dancing and other entertainment events several times a year with which
they tried to arouse greater interest for active participation in the activities of
cultural societies and fraternal organizations among Slovene immigrants and
their descendants in the United States.37

Slovene National Homes and World War I
Several national homes began construction or were built during World War I,
when the Slovenes joined the other Americans in their concern for the fate of
the country and strengthen patriotism and worries also for the fate of the old
homeland. The money to finance political and relief activities was collected by
selling shares to individuals and organizations, with dance performances as
well as by selling pastries and the raffle.38
Slovene national organizations as well as local organizations held many
political events in the homes which were already built, especially during election campaigns. During the World War I, these were in places in which members of the Slovene community stated their views for or against the AustroHungarian Empire. Later the meetings to support for the establishment of the
Yugoslav state and meetings to support Yugoslav monarchy or republic also
took place there. The national institutions of Slovene immigrants have also collected material and financial assistance to the devastated country, which was
after the war, sent home and they used them for this purpose.39
The accelerated construction of the Slovene national homes during and after
World War I at the same time marked the beginning of the most fruitful periods
of operation in the field of cultural creativity among Slovenes in the US, which
lasted until the beginning of the economic crisis at the crossroads of the 1930s.

Slovene National Homes in the Period of Greatest Prosperity
The construction of Slovenian National Home has continued even after the
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Darko Friš, "The cultural activities of Catholic Slovene immigrants in the United States". in: European
migrants, diasporas and indigenous ethnic minorities (=Europe and the Wider World, 4), eds, Matjaž
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More on the activities of Slovene Americans during World War I see in Matjaž Klemenčič, Ameriški
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"Jugoslav
Society
Home" in Ely, MN
(Zavertnik, Ameriški
Slovenci, 378)

World War I. In the first years after the war, the Slovenes in the spirit of the
newly established Yugoslav consciousness joined forces connect with Croats
and Serbs together and built some national homes, such as American-Yugoslav
center in Euclid, OH, Slovenian-Croatian club in Escanaba, MI, and "Jugoslovanski društveni dom" ("Jugoslav Society Home") in Ely, MN, which was built
in a building at the corner of Sheridan Street and Center Avenue in 1919.40 The
name of "Jugoslovanski društveni dom" ("Jugoslav Society Home") in Ely, MN,
was sustained also after 1991 and part of the building which is still owned by
"Jugoslav Society Home Inc." is still today named "Jugoslav Society Home." This,
in spite of the fact, that Ely is the most "Slovene" city in the US, since there were
40,31 % (1,440 out of 3.572 total population of the city) people with Slovene
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mother tongue who lived in the city in 1910 and that there were only a few
people who had other "Yugoslav" mother tongues (Croats, Serbs, etc.).41
In August 1919 the first Slovene National Home was open in Cleveland, in
the Collinwood Slovene settlement. In the construction of it the whole community was involved. Thus, the local Slovene immigrants every evening in the
chain brought bricks from a nearby brick factory to the site.42
It should be noted that after the World War I the period of the isolated life of
Slovene immigrants ended. This happened mainly because the descendants of
immigrants were gradually taking on important functions in Slovenian organizations. Because they were educated in American schools and mastered the English language, the isolated lives within the "Slovenian settlements" hindered their
life in their "American World," which was for them presented in schools and in
the newspapers and television. Therefore, they began to gradually migrate to the
other, "more respectable" neighborhoods and suburbs. On the other hand by the
long stressful process of adapting to the American way of life also Slovene immigrants trained to communicate with the wider environment and were gradually
included in the American society. Both generations of Slovene Americans who
were members of the Slovene community by the end of the World War I gradually transformed from typical isolated immigrant communities to the community of American Slovenes, which was already well adapted to the American way
of life. Within a few decades of living in the US, Slovene immigrant communities
in the United States passed two important developments stages. Since the majority of Slovene immigrants originated from traditional rural environment, in the
first phase will first need to adapt the techniques and methods of work of modern industrial society. In the second phase, which took place within everyday life,
they had to adapt to the modern urban lifestyle. At least, in part, the need to learn
English and adopt the norms, values and behavioral patterns of the country of
immigration. For the majority of immigrants' stressful process of acculturation
into American society was completed at the end of the World War I.
1920s and 1930s represented heyday of Slovene immigrant communities
in the United States. Until 1924 or until the adoption of restrictive immigration
legislation43 in the US each year thousands of Slovenes immigrated and also, the
birth rate was so high that the population of "Slovene settlements" renovated
in a natural way.
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In this period culminated also the construction of Slovene National Homes.
They opened some national homes in Cleveland, OH: the Slovene National
Home in Newburgh opened on 13 June 1920, the Slovene National Home
on St. Clair Avenue, opened on 1 March 1924; the Slovene Workmen's Home
on Waterloo Road, opened on 1 January 1927; the Slovene National Home in
Maple Heights, opened on 3 October 1937; the West Side Slovene Home on
Denison Avenue, opened on 25 June 1939; it begin also construction of the Slovene Society Home in Euclid, opened on 21 February 1940.44 At the end of 1918
"Dom slovenskih društev" ("Home of Slovenian Societies") at 4464 Washington
Street in the Denver suburb of Globeville opened its premises;45 in December
1927, the first event was organized in the "Slovene Progressive home" in San
Francisco.46
Among ethnic institutions that opened its doors in the twenties and thirties of the 20th century's most significant is the "Slovenski narodni dom" ("Slovenian National Home") in Cleveland on St. Clair Avenue, in the midst of the
largest Slovene settlement in the United States. Although the idea of building a
Slovenian National Home in Cleveland first appeared already in 1903, the idea
to establish a national home on St. Clair Avenue, re‑emerged shortly before the
World War I. On 22 April 1914, Clevelandska Amerika called upon Slovenes in
Cleveland to prove that they had enough life energy to build their own national
home. It declared:
The people join together en masse and participate in our joint discussions which
will take place at Grdina Hall on Wednesday, 22 April, at 8:00 p.m. Space will be
enough for thousands of people. Excellent speakers will be on the platform.
Together we will shake hands and pledge an oath to keep together through all
times: good and bad …47

The meeting turned out to be a success—the participants voted unanimously to build a national home. A planning committee was elected and met for the
first time at Knaus Hall on 27 April 1914. Fourteen meetings occurred between
then and 28 June 1914. The full convention of organizational representatives
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took place at Grdina Hall on 3 August 1914.48 The convention gathered 105
representatives of 42 societies. Convention participants decided to call the
new building the Slovene National Home and proposed that funds would be
raised by selling shares at $10 each and by collecting donations. Regardless of
the sources of funding, the convention reserved to itself the final say in how the
home would be run.49
The World War I interrupted construction of the home. In 1916, however,
"Naprej" Lodge No. 5 of the SNPJ pushed for completion of the national home.
It constituted a special committee to collect information on what the planning committee had managed to accomplish up to that point. On 30 January
1916, the planning committee called a joint session of all society officials at
Grdina Hall.50 The session led to the actual sale of shares and collection of donations.51 The societies tried various schemes to raise funds. For this purpose, they
invented merchant stamps called "trgovske znamke." Slovene merchants were
issued the stamps by the board of directors, and the merchants distributed them
among their customers. As soon as someone bought $10 worth of stamps, the
board issued a share to the national home.52 The board also authorized the sale
of "bricks" – small pieces of paper sold at festivals and other society events – to
support the national home.53 Funds were collected at every social gathering of
societies that were members of the Slovene National Home effort, including collections at meetings, banquets, and private parties.54 By end of the year 1917 the
total sum collected was $18,000.55 At a meeting on 8 February 1918, the building committee proposed that the Slovene National Home organization purchase
the Diemer estate on St. Clair Avenue between the East 64th and East 65th. The
purchase price, which had already been explored with the seller, was $45,000.56
Work began promptly to restore buildings throughout the estate, and the
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Clevelandu).
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main building was rearranged to create two smaller conference rooms out of
one larger space.57 At the end of 1921, the majority of directors decided that
the groundbreaking should be scheduled. Immediately after the New Year in
1922, the board of directors summoned a meeting of society representatives
to discuss how the societies would purchase additional shares to support the
construction. The Cleveland societies passed a resolution expressing their willingness to pay for their shares in full by 31 March 1922 and their eagerness for
construction to begin in April. At the same time the resolution invited those
societies that had not yet purchased their shares to do so as soon as possible.
The societies responded, and already by the end of January the treasury of the
Slovene National Home had risen to $40,000. On 13 and 14 December 1922,
the largest special stockholders' meeting to that point was convened. They
consented to a bond loan worth $13,000, and work on the new home was
entrusted to the Satkovic contracting company.58
The land on which the Slovene National Home was to stand had already
been prepared for construction in the summer of 1922, and on 8 February
1923, the first brick was laid. The cornerstone was solemnly laid on 15 April.59
The new home's opening ceremonies took place on 1 March 1924. The new
building was built on the premises of a Victorian house. The main hall has
had 1000 seats in the stalls and more than 300 on the balcony. The building
also had several offices and commercial establishments, Falcon gym, reading
room and private clubroom. Among the tenants of the premises were Slovene
school, several choirs, drama school, led by A. Danilov, travel agency Kollander,
photo studio, School of Modern Art (led by Harvey Prusheck), Slovene National
Museum, the seat of Slovenska dobrodelna zveza/Slovene Mutual Life Association and almost 100 clubs and organizations. Shortly after opening, Maksim
Gaspari, a famous Slovene painter donated a picture of the famous "Mother
Slovenia."60 Slovene National Home in the once largest Slovene settlement at St.
Clair Avenue immediately after the opening became an informal cultural center
of American Slovenes. This role had been retained to this day.
Slovene national homes had been managed mainly by clubs or volunteers
from various associations. Each home had a managing committee, which in
most cases was made up of small merchants, saloon‑owners, and restaurateurs.
Few were highly educated. Despite the middle-class character of these managing committees, the homes were chiefly in the hands of the Slovene American
Left wing.
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Skuk, Spominska knjiga Slovenskega narodnega doma, 46–48.
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Maksim Gaspari's picture "Mother Slovenija" in "Slovenski narodni dom", on 6409 St. Clair Av., Cleveland,
OH (Klemenčič, Slovenes of Cleveland, 255)

As already mentioned, the period of the most intense construction of Slovene national homes was at the same time the most fruitful period in the field
of culture. In addition to many choirs, drama groups and other cultural societies Slovene immigrants in many "Slovene settlements" founded also the Slovene music bands and many button box and tamburitza groups. Vocal choirs
still prevailed, however. The editor of the organ of Yugoslav Socialist federation
Proletarec and Ameriški dužinski koledar Frank Zaitz, wrote:
Singing choirs performed at entertaining events of fraternal benefit societies and
other associations; in their concerts they played a couple of points, the rest of
the schedule was filled by visiting ensembles or a short play or drama. Only a few
choirs has evolved so much that they were able to successfully perform at events
of the other ethnic groups . . .61
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Nevertheless, some choirs managed to issue a gramophone disc, so that
their songs were played on some radio stations. There were less Drama groups
than choirs, as they faced shortages of experienced actors and directors as well
as to the lack of appropriate costumes and performing devices. Despite these
difficulties they were eventually began to tackle the demanding performances.
These events have led to considerable attention, both in the ethnic media
(newspapers and radio hours, which were owned by American Slovenes, as
well as in the local media in English. The most important cultural events were
occasionally reported in the newspapers in "old country." Slovene immigrants
reported on many of the above mentioned events in their letters to relatives in
the "old country."
Although the events of cultural societies were primarily designed to entertain visitors after hard working days, we should not neglect the important
contribution of the performers at these events to the preservation of the Slovene language and identity among the Slovene immigrants and their descendants. Also the reading rooms, which were set up in some of the major Slovene
national homes helped to reach the same goal.
The most frequent social events were dances, which were well attended
until the 1950s. At the dances throughout the Americas renowned Slovene
orchestras (i.e. The orchestra of Frankie Yankovic from Cleveland, Louis
Bashel's Orchestra from Milwaukee etc.).62 In the homes various political rallies are often held, especially during election campaigns and party conventions,
mainly by the Democratic Party candidates; although after George Voinovich
became active in politics this was not the rule anymore.
These events in the Slovene national homes attracted also participants
from the other ethnic groups. Among these should be mentioned in particular
the pre-election meetings for elected representatives at the state and national
level. Concerts of the "polka king" Frankie Yankovic attracted visitors from different nationalities from near and far. These contacts have accelerated acculturation of Slovenian immigrants to the American way of life.
Since the end of 1930s, the activities of Slovenian cultural societies began to
stagnate and with them also the development of the Slovene National Homes
One of the main reason for this stagnation was very restrictive immigration legislation passed by US congress in 192163 and 192464 which made almost impossible for the Slovenes to immigrate to the United States. The other reason was
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also the global economic crisis in 1930s, when more than half of Slovene immigrants and their descendants lost jobs and were thus forced to live only from
their (potential) savings. In such a gloomy atmosphere people did not show
excessive levels of interest in activities of the Slovene organizations. Among the
causes that have contributed to the stagnation, Frank Zaitz also mentioned "…
the withdrawal of the pioneers who have gone into the background most of
fatigue and weariness …"; also we could not neglect personal disputes among
members of certain cultural or fraternal lodges societies, associations, etc.
which occasionally even led to the dissolution of some of them.65
Since the 1930s (during the global economic crisis) process of migration
from traditional "Slovene settlements" intensified. At that time, the Slovenian
community gradually prevailed members of the second and third generations,
who were born in the United States. Many, especially the members of the third
generation, were also from the ethnically mixed families. As Americans they
have not been abroad, did not remain "close" to the Slovene settlements, which
are no longer relevant "center" for them. Therefore, they moved all over the
place and even in the suburbs, but also in many other cities across the United
States wherever they had found the opportunity to work.
Adjusting the members of the Slovenian immigrant community lifestyle in
a country of immigration is not just index the emigration from the traditional
"Slovenian settlements", but also in the new needs that could be generated by
modern industrial society. One of these was the need for relaxation and recreation. Thus, some clubs already in the period between the two world wars
started to build recreation centers in rural areas. Thus, in 1938 the Cleveland
Federation of SNPJ Recreation Center opened with a dance hall and sports
facilities in Kirtland (Ohio).

Period of the "Demise" of the Slovenian National Homes
Although World War II brought considerable worry and occasional lack of certain goods in the US, the life of American Slovenes after more than a decade
of economic crisis slowly returned to normal. This was a period when many
factories in the US diverted production for war purposes, and it was enough
work also for all those who have not been called into the US armed forces. It is
therefore not surprising that some homes were built during the World War II.
Thus, in 1942 the "right" national home also got Leadville, Colorado, although
the Slovenian community living there was already well into decline. However,
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the opening of some mines during the war, encouraged the local American Slovenes to establish "Slovenski društveni dom" (Slovene Society Home). National
home was in a building that was built in 1880s. At first it was a saloon owned
by John Tomsick (Tomšič). In 1906 part of the premises were purchased by the
society "Planinski bratje" št. 5 Zapadno Slovanske Zveze ("Mountain Brothers"
No. 5 of the Western Slavonic Association). When in 1942 the said Society sold
the premises to the Society of St. Joseph No. 56. KSKJ, the building was renamed
"The Slovenian Society home." Society of St. Joseph No. 56 KSKJ then leased
part of its premises as an inn, and some have used them for their own needs.
"Slovenian Society Home" then up to the 1970s represented a gathering place
for the local American Slovenes. It held meetings of societies fraternal benefit
societies, cultural events and political rallies.66
Many Slovenian national homes were during World War II the center of
collecting material assistance homeland. Here were the seats of organizations
to collect aid. In the Slovene National Home in Cleveland in December 1942
the Slovene-American National Council (Slovenian American National Council) was established. It has championed the liberation of the Slovene territory
from the Nazi rule, unification of all the Slovenes and the creation of the state
of Slovenes in the framework of free, democratic and Federal Yugoslavia. During the War American Slovenes has also collected aid for the old country. They
managed to collect millions of dollars in cash, food, clothing, and medical
equipment.67
After World War II, the exodus from "Slovenian settlements" even more
intensified. As dr. Velikonja wrote:
Slovenes experienced the same as the other ethnic groups in US: the concentration of the first generation followed the dispersion of the second and third. For
Slovenes, this process was stopped and the settlements retained their characteristics for some more years by the arrival of several thousand post-world war
II refugees who have overnight occupied houses and premises from which the
old generation of Slovene immigrants was emigrating. Thus, for some decades
the life returned to Slovene settlements in Cleveland and Chicago, in Milwaukee
and iron district [in northern Minnesota – comment of M. K.]; but this wave of
new Slovene immigrants could not revive the dying settlements in Kansas (Pittsburgh), Pueblo and Denver, Leadville and Butte, Calumet, and St. Louis.68
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Despite intensive emigration from traditional Slovene settlements, some
Slovene national homes were built also after the World War II. The political refugees from Slovenia, who immigrated to the US in 1950s, purchased the building in Cleveland, which they called Baragov dom. It was incorporated in 1956.
In the basement was the office of the League of Catholic Americans Slovenian
and "Slovenska pisarna" (Slovenian office).69 This group of Slovene political refugees built also Slovenska pristava – recreation center in Gorenjska style with
hall, swimming pool and a chapel in memory of the victims of post-World War
II massacres by communists.70
Similar recreation centers were built by lodges of different Slovene fraternal
organizations. The largest such recreation center was built by SNPJ near Enon
Valley, PA, in 1963. It includes the multi-purpose hall, restaurant, and exhibition
of Slovenian heritage, swimming pools, holiday cottages and space for caravans. The center was in 1977 under the name Borough of SNPJ registered as the
smallest town in Pennsylvania (population 17),71 in order to be able to serve
only alcoholic beverages in otherwise dry area.
Migration of population of Slovene origin to the outskirts of the cities
from the 1960s onwards contributed to the closure of several Slovene national
homes. This process was also accelerated by the assimilation of the younger
generation of American Slovenes. During this period, a third and fourth generation of immigrants has prevailed, which started to identify as "Slovene Americans" which somehow meant that they were Americans who were of Slovene
ancestry. They knew politically that they came from Slovenia or surrounding
areas but most of them did not retain the Slovene language even in the families,
they used only specific words like dober dan [good day] or potica [nut cake].
Young generations are rarely involved in the activities of Slovene institutions. In order to survive the administrations of Slovene national homes were
forced to invite other ethnic groups, various civil society groups and other supporters to use the facilities for their activities.
For instance, Slovenian National Home in Rock Springs, WY, began to rent
out for the needs of private events – mainly for weddings and other major
celebrations. In the 1970s and 1980s the home was rented by a new religious
organization for their rituals, and they used it yet for courses in ballet and martial arts, which were open to all residents of Rock Springs and the surrounding area. Since the Slovene community due to the smaller number of members
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found it increasingly more and difficult to maintain a home, it was in 1996,
rented to a private company which is engaged in the resale of the immovable
and auctions.72
Many national homes, especially in settlements with a population of only a
few Slovenian Americans have been sold. Thus, for example, in 1973 "the Slovenian Society Home" in Leadville was sold to a fraternal organization "Eagles
Lodge" for 7500 dollars. In 1989 the Slovene home in Denver as purchased by
McDonald's for about 3 million dollars. In the 1990s former refugee community sold also Baraga home in Cleveland. Due to changed political situation in the
homeland they could now use the nearby facilities of Slovene national home
St. Clair Avenue.
Slovene organizations were forced to sell Slovene National Homes because
of the continued process of emigration of Slovene Americans from their traditional settlements. One of the important reasons for this, at least in the major
cities, was the construction of highways, which divided many "Slovene settlements" into two parts (i.e. in Cleveland, Pueblo, Denver, San Francisco, etc.).
New highways, on the one hand, required much space, on the other hand the
heavy traffic on the newly built highways worsened the living conditions in the
parts of the cities which were already unsuitable for living where early Slovene
immigrants settled in the late 19th and early 20th centuries. Slovene Americans
so in even greater numbers migrated to more favorable residential areas in the
suburbs. In the areas of original settlement of Slovene Americans mostly African Americans and Mexican immigrants (in the West) settled. At the beginning
of the 21st century some of the historic "Slovene settlements" (i.e. Globeville in
Denver) remained almost without Slovene Americans.
Despite the fact that many Slovene national homes had to close their
doors, there have been some new Slovene national homes built in the last
few decades. In the 1970s new Slovene national homes were built in Florida
(in New Smyrnia Beach and Miami), where after retiring quite a few Slovene
Americans moved. The construction of Slovene national homes continued into
1990s when they were built in Detroit, MI, and Imperial, PA, together with SNPJ
administrative building. Slovene Cultural Center in Lemont near Chicago, IL,
was built in 1995 with financial help of Republic of Slovenia.
Despite the fact that the Slovene Americans settled in wide areas of the
cities, the Slovene national homes representing the Slovenian national institutions that exist today remained an important element in the connecting of
Slovene Americans.
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Conclusion
Despite many difficulties Slovene national homes even today play a major
role in consolidating and organizing Slovenian Americans. Slovene National
Home in Cleveland, is still the unofficial center of Slovenian culture in the United States, although in its surroundings does not live many Slovenes anymore.
Nevertheless, it was also at this home in 1991 founded the organization United
Americans for Slovenia, which pressured on the US government to help Slovenia in its efforts to achieve independence and international recognition.
Slovene national homes also represent places where Slovene ethnic heritage have been preserved. In large halls are usually hung pictures of Bled Lake
with an island and a church in the largest Slovenian National Home Avenue
St. Clair in Cleveland; still hangs a painting of Maksim Gaspari, depicting some
Slovenian artists from the period between the two world wars. In some homes,
one could find pictures Bozidar Jakac by this renowned painter painted on his
trip across the United States in the twenties and 1930s.
We could say that Slovene national homes in almost all places where there
lived or live Slovene organized communities represent/represented a symbol
of Slovene stubbornness and wish to prove the capabilities of the communities.

Matjaž Klemenčič
SLOVENSKI NARODNI DOMOVI V ZDA

POVZETEK
Ker so priseljenske skupnosti zgrajene na medsebojnih primarnih odnosih
(komunikacija, izmenjava informacij, socialna interakcija, itd.) in na institucionalni mreži, so priseljenci kmalu po priselitvi v novo geografsko ali socialno
okolje pričeli ustanavljati različne organizacije. Nekatere (npr. družina ali cerkev), so prinesli iz "stare domovine" in jih prilagodili potrebam novega okolja,
nekatere (npr. bratske podporne organizacije, narodne domove, kulturna in
druga društva itd.) pa so razvili na novo, zaradi zadovoljevanja kulturnih, soci-
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alnih, ekonomskih ali političnih potreb. Med institucije, ki so jih razvili na novo,
sodijo tudi narodni somovi.
Slovenski narodni domovi so imeli pomembno vlogo pri združevanju
in organiziranju slovenskih izseljencev po svetu, hkrati pa so jim omogočali
premagovanje izoliranosti v deželi priselitve ter kvalitetnejše zadovoljevanje njihovih potreb. Največ jih je nastalo v ZDA, kjer delujejo tudi najstarejše
izseljenske organizacije, nekaj pa so jih slovenski izseljenci zgradili tudi v
južnoameriških državah, Kanadi, Avstraliji in zahodnoevropskih državah.
V prispevku je obravnavana le problematika slovenskih narodnih domov
v ZDA. Za to obstaja več razlogov. Prvi je ta, da je v ZDA že pred prvo svetovno
vojno živelo več kot 180.000 oseb s slovenskim maternim jezikom in njihovih
potomcev, drugi pa, da obstaja za ZDA kar nekaj podatkov o slovenskih narodnih domovih v ZDA v različnih zgodovinskih obdobjih in da so bile zgodovine
nekaterih od teh že obdelane v okviru raziskav nekaterih "slovenskih naselbin".
Vse navedeno je omogočilo primerjavo, koliko so na eni strani slovenski narodni domovi vplivali na postopno preoblikovanje slovenske skupnosti iz tipične
priseljenske skupnosti v skupnost ameriških Slovencev in kasneje v skupnost
slovenskih Američanov, na drugi strani pa koliko je ta preobrazba slovenske
skupnosti vplivala na razvoj in delovanje slovenskih narodnih domov v ZDA.
Slovenski narodni domovi so bili večinoma preproste lesene ali opečnate
zgradbe sredi slovenske naselbine, v katerih so potekali društveni sestanki ter
kulturne in zabavne prireditve. Večji domovi so imeli še lastno knjižnico in
čitalnico, nekateri pa tudi balinišče in – kjer je bilo to dovoljeno – tudi gostilno.
Prve domove so gradila tako društva bratskih podpornih organizacij, kot tudi
cerkvene organizacije, čeprav so župniki načelno nasprotovali njihovi gradnji
in se zavzemali, da bi denar raje namenili izgradnji cerkva in farnih dvoran.
Najstarejša slovenska narodna domova sta bila zgrajena leta 1905 v Chicagu
in Johnstownu (Pensilvanija). Gradnja slovenskih domov je dosegla vrhunec
v letih 1920–30. Najznačilnejši je Slovenski narodni dom v Clevelandu (na
Aveniji St. Clair), največji slovenski naselbini v ZDA. Nekaj slovenskih domov je
bilo zgrajenih tudi po drugi svetovni vojni. Tako je jedro političnih beguncev iz
Slovenije po letu 1945 v Clevelandu kupilo stavbo, ki so jo imenovali Baragov
dom. V 70. letih 20. st. sta bila odprta domova na Floridi (v New Smyrnia Beachu in Miamiju), v 90. letih 20. st. pa domova v Detroitu (Michigan) in Imperialu
(Pensilvanija) ter Slovenski kulturni center v Lemontu blizu Chicaga (Illinois).
Selitve prebivalcev slovenskega porekla na mestna obrobja so v 60. letih 20.
st. prispevale k zaprtju več slovenskih domov. Ta proces pospešila tudi asimilacija mlajše generacije ameriških Slovencev, ki so le še redko vključene v delo
slovenskih ustanov. Da bi lahko preživeli, so bile uprave domov prisiljene v
svoje članstvo vabiti tudi društva drugih narodnostnih skupin, različne skupine
civilne družbe in druge podpornike. Kljub mnogim težavam pa imajo slovenski
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narodni domovi še vedno pomembno vlogo pri združevanju in organiziranju
slovenskih Američanov. Slovenski narodni dom v Clevelandu tako še vedno
ostaja neuradno središče slovenske kulture v ZDA. Tu je bila leta 1991 tudi
ustanovljena organizacija Združeni Američani za Slovenijo (United Americans
for Slovenia), ki je veliko pripomogla Sloveniji v njenih prizadevanjih za neodvisnost in mednarodno priznanje.
Kot svojevrsten simbol slovenske trdoživosti in želje po dokazovanju lastnih sposobnosti so slovenski narodni domovi pomembno prispevali k ohranjanju slovenske identitete in tudi slovenske kulturne dediščine.
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Introduction
When the immigrants of Slovenian origin in Denver settled in their settlement
in Globeville in the late 19th and early 20th century, they began to establish their
associations and organizations. During the first two decades of the 20th century
Slovenian immigrants in Denver, like Slovenian immigrants in other parts of
the U.S.A. and the World, acquired three factors essential for the integration,
operation and development of an ethnic community in foreign country. They
joined in the lodges of Slovene and Slavic fraternal organizations and in 1908
founded their own local Western Slavonic Association,1 in 1918 they established Slovenian-Croatian parish together with Croatian immigrants and in 1920
built the Queen of the Most Holy Rosary church,2 they were involved in different cultural associations. They conscientiously invested in the progress of the
settlement and mutual informal and formal grouping and preservation of cultural and ethnic traditions and customs, so in 1918 they built a Slovenian home
or Home of Slovenian Societies, which served as a national center, where they
gathered on various occasions.3

The Foundation of Slovenian Home in Denver
In the first two decades of the 20th century, the center of social life of the Slovenian community in Globeville was "saloon" or hall of Slovene immigrant John
Predovich at 4837 Washington Street, where various Slavic religious and fraternal benefit societies had their meetings. Inaugural meetings for the establishment of the Queen of the Most Holy Rosary parish (shorter Holy Rosary),
Western Slavonic Association (WSA) and the Society of St. Martin No. 134 of
Polish National Alliance, and meetings of smelter workers of Slavic origin had
been held there.4 In the second decade of the 20th century, the Denver Slovenes
began to increasingly advocate for building a Slovenian home or Home of Slovenian Societies.5

1
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Anthony Jersin, "Nekoliko podatkov iz zgodovine Zapadne slovanske zveze, kakor tudi nekoliko priporočil prihodnji konvenciji, ob njenem srebrnem jubileju", Amerikanski Slovenec, 17 August 1933,
No. 158 (Chicago, Illinois), 3.
George Pavlakovich, "Zgodovina slov. fare Kraljice sv. rožnega venca", in: Golden Jubilee, Holy Rosary
Church 1919–1969, Holy Rosary Church (Denver, Colorado, 1969), 40–42 (hereinafter: Pavlakovich,
"Zgodovina slov. fare Kraljice sv. rožnega venca").
"Slovenski Pijonir; Denver, Colorado: Zapadna slovanska zveza", Novi svet, 26 July 1943, No. 7 (Joliet,
Illinois), 198 (hereinafter: "Slovenski Pijonir; Denver, Colorado: Zapadna slovanska zveza").
Thomas J. Noel, "The Immigrant Saloon in Denver", The Colorado Magazine, No. 3 (Denver, Colorado:
State Historical and Natural History Society of Colorado, State Museum, 1977), 216.
"Slovenski Pijonir; Denver, Colorado: Zapadna slovanska zveza", 198.
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In 1918 Joseph Jarc, known Slovenian innkeeper and different Globeville
associations' officer, found out that the building and land Fort Lindenau was for
sale. It was the property of the Slovaks, because they needed it for the GreekCatholic Church, which was then disbanded. Joseph Jarc, who was also among
the most diligent to obtain a bank loan for the construction of the Holy Rosary
church in 1918 and bought a large bell for the church by himself,6 took advantage of the opportunity and bought the entire estate for $ 2350.00 (this was in
1918 worth as much as $ 36,529.58 today);7 he left managing of all formalities
to his lawyer. That same year, Frank Škrabec, the Secretary General of the WSA,
visited Jarc, and persuaded him to resign the building for Slovenian home. Jarc
was aware of the fact that then settlement necessarily needed Slovenian home
for six existing lodges of Slovene fraternal benefit societies:8 St. Joseph's Lodge
No. 21 of the South Slavonic Catholic Union (JSKJ; later American Fraternal
Union – ABZ), St. Roch's Lodge No. 113 of the Carniolian-Slovenian Catholic
Union (KSKJ), St. Martin's Lodge No. 1 and Queen of the Holy Rosary Lodge
No. 7 of the Western Slavonic Association (WSA), Columbine Lodge No. 218 of
the Slovene National Benefit Society (SNPJ) and Lodge No. 63 of the Slovenian
Women's Union of America (SWUA).9
Škrabec and Jarc agreed that Jarc would resign the estate for Slovenian
home as soon as the initiators manage to collect $ 350.00 of voluntary contributions (this was in 1918 worth as much as $ 5,440.58 today),10 and the remaining $ 2,000 of debt would be paid out to him in monthly installments. At that
time some members of the Slovenian community in Globeville spread rumors
that Jarc was charging high interests for the loan, but he himself answered to
the allegations as follows:
Let me also mention that I had no money on my hands and I had to get it out of
savings deposits, consequently I lost some money in interests. Home therefore
needed my $ 350.00 for a period of four months; $ 1,000.00 for a period of six
months; and $ 1,000.00 for a period of 9 months. I received $ 30.00 of interests, so
I lost throughout the loan amount of $ 150.00.

6
7

8

9
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"Denverske vesti", Fraternal voice, February 1969, No. 5 (Denver, Colorado), 12.
"CPI Inflation Calculator", United States Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, Databases,
Tables & Calculators by Subject: http://www.bls.gov/data/inflation_calculator.htm (22 April 2015)
(hereinafter: "CPI Inflation Calculator").
Joseph Jarc, "St. Anthony's Hospital", Fraternal voice, October 1952, No. 2 (Denver, Colorado), 10–11
(hereinafter: Jarc, "St. Anthony's Hospital").
"Slovenski Pijonir; Denver, Colorado: Društva", Novi svet, 26 September 1943, No. 8–9 (Joliet, Illinois),
224.
"CPI Inflation Calculator".
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Slovenian home in 1926 − 25th anniversary of St. Joseph's Lodge No. 21 of the JSKJ (Photo: Joseph Sadar)

Passionate and nationally conscious Slovene immigrants collected the
sum of $ 350.00 in one month. At that time, they built the cornerstone for the
Slovenian home. Immediately after this lease, Škrabec and Jarc engaged their
attorney to overwrite the estate on the three persons to whom the Jarc trusted
the most, to Frank Škrabec, Anton Marinšek and Louis Andolšek.11 This is how
the Fort Lindenau building on 4464 Washington Street12 in 1918 became the
building of the Slovenian home, owned by the shareholders of Slovene fraternal benefit societies. Anyone who was a member of one or more shareholders'
societies could run for the Home manager.13
The Slovenian home was used for meetings, gatherings, cultural events and
parties of lodges and various other social occasions. During the winter, guests

11
12

13

Jarc, "St. Anthony's Hospital", 10–11.
Louis Andolšek, "Društvena naznanila in dopisi: Naznanilo. Iz urada dr. sv. Roka št. 113 K.S.K.J., Denver,
Colo.", Glasilo K.S.K. Jednote, 11 December 1918, No. 49 (Chicago, Illinois), 2.
Steve Mauser, "Društvena naznanila: Iz urada Doma Slovenskih Društev, Denver, Colo.", Glasilo K.S.K.
Jednote, 30 June 1931, No. 26 (Cleveland, Ohio), 2.
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were gathering in the Home restaurant or in the large hall, which were usually
rented by the Home manager, while in Summer they had access to a garden
with tables, where they socialized in the shade and had fun on summer evenings, Sundays and holidays.14

Political Diversity as an Exception
All Slovenian lodges in Denver were involved in the construction and use of Slovenian home, including both KSKJ lodges, St. Roch's No. 113 and Mary of Help
No. 190, which became shareholder of Slovenian home after its establishment
in 1924.15 This was a remarkable exception among the Slovenes in the U.S. KSKJ
as catholic-oriented fraternal organization has otherwise largely supported the
establishment of Slovenian parishes and the building of churches, while the
national homes were within a range of liberal-oriented societies and organizations (like SNPJ). Tensions between supporters of the establishment of Slovenian home on one side and Slovenian parish on the other did occur, as is evident
from several writings in the newspapers.
Some liberal and anticlerical oriented individuals strongly advocated the
building of Slovenian home and loudly opposed the construction of the Slovenian-Croatian ethnic parish. One opponent complained that "Denver Slovenes have become so educated to begin to build a "god's stable" instead of the
National home, Reading, or rather, to establish a Choral Society, or anything at
all progressive." This writer, who introduced himself as an "old subscriber G. S."
also wrote that "they donated for the church, only to get rid of nagging collectors and some feared the resentment."16 Erazem Gorsche wrote on November
1916 in Prosveta (Slovenian for "enlightenment"), the official SNPJ's newspaper:
As elsewhere, also here, everything is getting really expensive, like never before. Of
course, until we'll have a capitalist government, it cannot be otherwise, because
the capitalists have never worked for others, but only for their own pocket.
Countrymen in our settlement so far have not bothered to improve their situation. Our settlement is strong enough to build a Slovenian home and much more
beside.

14
15

16

"Slovenski Pijonir; Denver, Colorado: Zapadna slovanska zveza", 198.
Mary Perme, "Društvena naznanila in dopisi: Denver, Colo.", Glasilo K.S.K. Jednote, 5 November 1924,
No. 45 (Cleveland, Ohio), 2.
Louis Andolšek, "Dopisi in društvene vesti: Denver, Colo.", Glasilo K.S.K. Jednote, 3 January 1917, No.
52 (Chicago, Illinois), 2.
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Here we have, as far as I know, about 7 Slovenian benefit societies and some Croatian and Serbian. So we need suitable halls, where they could meet for meetings
and where they could organize various lectures and would serve us all for education without political partying. As we can hear nowadays, something is moving among us: some countrymen are apparently missing old Carniolan "Lords",
so they are counting how to get one to build a church. Of course, the main issue
is money, but maybe John D. would draw few dollars, if they inform him of their
intentions.
Countrymen, brethrens, friends, think, before you continue with building a
church: wouldn't it be better to build up our home, our Slovenian hall?
Wouldn't this be worthy (I think the hall) and whether don't we feel the need for
a hall? What about the church, what benefits would we receive from it? None and
none again, we have experienced this already. Until now, we were more or less
unified, when a pope comes to a settlement, he usually brings discord with him
and we will fight each other. If you prefer peace, then do not let it get destroyed
by some religious fanatic, who will poison our settlement; therefore, all of you,
who want to keep the peace and to encourage freethinking, stand up as one and
say, away with the church!
Long live freedom! Forward for Slovenian home!17

Writer, who introduced himself as "Janez (Jonh) from the West", wrote in
Prosveta on March 1919 as fallows:
That they immediately have enough money for the church, and not for some
other useful thing for our nation. From this we can see how they were brought up.
It is no wonder that some of our countrymen are so ignorant. Various "people of
nonsense" have all the power over some countrymen, and they always say, do not
read advanced newspapers, it is a sin, and so on. Some countrymen are so in love
with all the religious ceremonies that they cannot even breathe without them.
Because of that, they had religious ceremonies in our "Home of Slovenian Societies" for some time, since this was not consistent with the declaration of principles of "Home", they moved their activities. And now apparently they want to
build a church. Let only, if they want to be burdened by eternal debts, until the
church will serve the purpose for which it will be built. They won't have other
duties but eternal payment. Keys and all other proprietary rights will be kept by
the bishop and not those who will build it.18

17
18

Erazem Gorshe, "Dopisi: Denver, Colo.", Prosveta, 23 November 1916, No. 149 (Chicago, Illinois), 2.
"Dopisi: Denver, Colo.", Prosveta, 12 March 1919, No. 59 (Chicago, Illinois), 6–7.
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Despite these kinds of resolute oppositions to the establishment of the
Slovenian-Croatian parish and the building of the church by some individuals,
masses before its construction took place in the Slovenian home a couple of
times. This was also an outstanding example among the Slovenes in the United
States. A mass was held in the Slovenian home soon after its establishment, at
Christmas 1918, they moved there the altar, seats and other equipment. Cyril
Zupan, O.S.B., respected Slovene priest from Pueblo, Colorado, and the leader
of Benedictine Monastery in Canon City, Colorado, celebrated Masses in Slovenian home until 1 January 1919, and then they moved to Green Wood Church,
right opposite to the subsequent Slovenian-Croatian church. Masses were held
there until the construction and consecration of the Slovenian-Croatian church
on 20 February 1920.19 Furthermore, in 1919, they organized the first bazaar to
raise funds to build a church in the Slovenian home. Bazaar took place on 8,
9, 11, 12, 15 and 16 November 1919; they held a raffle in which they collected
money for the church by selling different things. They collected $ 2,300.00 (in
1919 it was worth as much as $ 31,205.82 today),20 in addition to money other
church equipment was donated by the parishioners.21.
Tensions between supporters of the establishment of Slovenian home on
one side and Slovenian parish on the other did occur, but in the end the willingness to unite members of the Denver Slovenian community, regardless of
their political or religious affiliation, won. Such solidarity was not present in
any other already researched Slovenian ethnic settlements in the United States.
With the exception of rare individuals, the societies in other settlements strictly
committed to explicitly support the parish or the national home. In particular, since the establishment of these institutions often took place in the same
period of time or even at the same time, as it coincided with the settling of
the Slovenian community in the American environment. This also meant huge
financial burden, which required competition for fundraising.
This unprecedented unity among the Slovenes and their associations in
Denver can be explained by the small size of the local Slovenian settlement
and relatively low number of Slovene immigrants in Denver. At the U.S. population census in 1910 in the district of Globeville, where Slovenian settlement
was located, lived 443 inhabitants or about 80 households of Slovenian ethnic
origin.22 At 1920 U.S. population census, 471 inhabitants or 90 households of
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Pavlakovich, "Zgodovina slov. fare Kraljice sv. rožnega venca", 40–41.
"CPI Inflation Calculator".
George Pavlakovich, "Društvena naznanila in dopisi: Denver, Colo.", Glasilo K.S.K. Jednote, 29 October
1919, No. 43 (Chicago, Illinois), 2.
Denver Public Library, Western History Genealogy Department Archives, U.S. Popultaion Census
1910, Denver, Colorado, Microfilm 115, Ward 6, ED 84.
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Slovenian ethnic origin inhabited Globeville. The settlement was concentrated
on only few streets (mostly on the streets of Pennsylvania, Washington, Logan,
Clarkson and Elgin Place).23 Due to their small number, Slovene immigrants
were forced to cooperate, if they wanted to organizationally and financially
carry out such demanding projects as the establishment of a national home
and parish. Other Slovenian settlements in the United States, which had both, a
national home and a parish, were larger and therefore more divided.

Slovenian Home Renovation
At the end of third and the beginning of fourth decade of the 20th century, officials of local societies, which were shareholders of the Slovenian home, began
to write in newsletters of Slovenian fraternal benefit organizations about the
need to build a new building or to thoroughly restore and expand an old building of the Slovenian home. Most active in this matter was Mike Mavetic, then
the manager of the Slovenian home,24 and secretary of the Columbine Lodge
No. 118 of the SNPJ between 1951 and 1955.25 On 21 February 1939 Mavetic
wrote in the Voice of KSKJ that it would be necessary to build a new home due
to the growing demand for hiring a hall by different organizations.26 In addition, the building of the Slovenian home was modest and worn, as it was repaired approximately fifty times in thirty years of its existence.27 He thought that
according to the rental income, construction of a new home would pay off.
Since without the participation of several Denver societies of fraternal benefit
organizations such investment would not be possible, he urged all societies,
which were then the shareholders of the Slovenian home, to come together
and to engage with the issue and redemption of new shares.28 Despite his call,
there were no prominent activities in connection with the construction of a
new Slovenian home for several years; they were interrupted by the World War
II. After that, fundraising for a new Slovenian home was mentioned for the first
time in December 1945, when the profit from New Year's Eve celebration in
23
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Denver Public Library, Western History Genealogy Department Archives, U.S. Popultaion Census
1920, Denver, Colorado, Microfilm Ward 7, T 625–160, ED 132–137.
Mike Mavetic, "Glasovi iz naselbin: Za nov dom v Denverju", Prosveta, 14 February 1940, No. 32
(Chicago, Illinois), 4.
Joseph Drasler, "Columbine Lodge 218", Prosveta, 7 December 1977, No. 131 (Hinsdale, Illinois), 12.
Mike Mavetic, "Društvena naznanila: Malo premisleka glede novega slovenskega doma", Glasilo K.S.K.
Jednote, 21 February 1939, No. 8 (Cleveland, Ohio), 3 (hereinafter: Mavetic, "Društvena naznanila:
Malo premisleka glede novega slovenskega doma").
Mike Mavetic, "Glasovi iz naših naselbin: Poročilo iz Denverja", Prosveta, 28 May 1952, No. 105
(Chicago, Illinois), 2.
Mavetic, "Društvena naznanila: Malo premisleka glede novega slovenskega doma", 3.
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Slovenian home was saved for the construction of a new building,29 the fundraising continued in 1947, when the so-called "Building Fund" organized a picnic
and dance feast.30
In 1952 the leadership of the Slovenian home finally decided to expand
and modernize the Home, as eight local societies of Slovenian fraternal organizations, which were then Home's shareholders,31 desperately needed it for their
activities, namely: St. Martin's Lodge No. 1, Queen of the Holy Rosary Lodge No.
7 and Trail Blazers Lodge No. 41 of the WSA, St. Roch's Lodge No. 113 and Mary
of Help Lodge No. 190 of the KSKJ, Columbine Lodge No. 218 of the SNPJ, St.
Joseph's Lodge No. 21 of the ABZ, and Lodge No. 63 of the SWUA;32 as well as
the entire Slovene settlement in Globeville. They tried to gain permission for
the construction for some time, but this was difficult due to the World War II,
so they finally acquired it in May 1952. They chose the cheapest construction
company, which promised that the work will be completed by the Labor Day,
i.e. until 1 September 1952.33
The construction was financed by a loan from the First National Bank, at
the last extraordinary meeting of the leadership of the Slovenian home before
the construction started, they agreed to also enable local societies of Slovenian
fraternal organizations, individual Slovene immigrants and organizations to
invest their money in the Slovenian home. For their input they received three
percent annual interest, the other three percent (totally, they were entitled
to six percent interest) were saved from 1 July 1952 onwards and were paid,
when the debt was repaid to the First National Bank. The total cost for the new
Slovenian home amounted $ 100,000.00 (this was in 1952 worth as much as
$ 885,743.40 today)34.35 The grand opening of the new Slovenian home took
place on 11 October 1952;36 on this occasion, the President of WSA George J.
Miroslavich read to the audience the names of those, who voluntarily contributed for the new Home, together with the amounts they have contributed.37
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Antony Jersin, "Društvena naznanila: Vabilo na silvestrsko veselico: Denver, Colo.", Glasilo K.S.K.
Jednote, 26 December 1945, No. 52 (Cleveland, Ohio), 2.
Antony Jersin, "Piknik in ples za Slovenski dom: Denver, Colo.", Glasilo K.S.K. Jednote, 20 August 1947,
No. 33 (Cleveland, Ohio), 2.
Anthony Jersin, "Dopisi: Rojakom v Denverju", Amerikanski Slovenec, 2 July 1958, No. 27 (Cleveland,
Ohio), 4 (hereinafter: Jersin, "Dopisi: Rojakom v Denverju").
Joseph M. Pavlakovich, "Vesti iz naselbin: Denver, Colo.", Amerikanski Slovenec, 18 December 1963,
No. 49 (Cleveland, Ohio), 4 (hereinafter: Pavlakovich, "Vesti iz naselbin: Denver, Colo.").
Jersin, "Dopisi: Rojakom v Denverju", 4.
"CPI Inflation Calculator".
Jersin, "Dopisi: Rojakom v Denverju", 4.
Mike Mavetic, "Glasovi iz naših naselbin: Vabilo na slavnostno otvoritev Slovenskega doma v
Denverju", Prosveta, 17 September 1952, No. 172 (Chicago, Illinois), 2.
Jarc, "St. Anthony's Hospital", 10–11.
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The names of those, who contributed $ 10.00 or more, were written on a plaque
in the Home's hall.38 On 18 October 1952 first festivity took place in the new
hall of the new Slovenian home.39 Later on, there were parties every Saturday
night, with the exception of Advent and fasting days.40
The Grant hall of the new Slovenian home had 500 seats41 and was intended for larger events; in the Small hall various meetings were held. When they
had celebrations in the Grant hall, drinks were served in the Small hall. Next to
the Grant hall was also fairly large modern restaurant, which was owned by the
family of a well known Denver Slovenian, entrepreneur and longtime president of the WSA, Mike Popovich.42 The building was also nicely decorated on
the outside and had a large parking lot.43 Owners or shareholders of the new
Slovenian home were eight above-mentioned lodges of Denver Slovenian fraternal organizations. Home managers were appointed by the Board of Directors of the Slovenian home, which consisted of two members – directors from
every lodge, directors were elected for a term of two years. Besides the directors, other Home officials were elected at the biennial meetings.44
New Slovenian home was much more spacious than the old one, which
is why, in addition to lodge's meetings and gatherings of local societies and
organizations as well as smaller events and parties for Slovenian immigrants in
Globeville, also larger gatherings and events beyond the local level were held
there. The new Slovenian home hosted national conventions of some Slovenian fraternal benefit organizations, or accompanying activities at conventions, such as ceremonial receptions and dances.45 Among others, meetings of
the Colorado and New Mexico Federation of Societies, the organization that
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In 1959 they again started collecting voluntary contributions for Slovenian home and invited to
donate also those, who did not donate in 1952, when the Home was upgraded and renovated. At the
end of this collecting, they also made metal memorial plaque with the names of donors, who donated
$ 10.00 or more, which was installed in a visible place in the Slovenian home (Joseph M. Pavlakovich,
"Društvena naznanila in poročila: Slovenski dan v Denverju", Amerikanski Slovenec, 29 July 1959, No.
28 (Cleveland, Ohio), 3; Joseph M. Pavlakovich, "Dopisi: Za Slovenski dom v Denverju", Amerikanski
Slovenec, 11 May 1960, No. 19 (Cleveland, Ohio), 5).
Amelia Cec, "Društvena naznanila: Veselica 18. oktobra", Amerikanski Slovenec, 8 October 1952, No.
39 (Cleveland, Ohio), 2.
"Denverske vesti", Fraternal voice, October 1952, No. 2 (Denver, Colorado), 12.
Valentina Milavec, "Glasovi iz naših naselbin: Vabilo na sejo in druge vesti", Prosveta, 11 September
1970 , No. 177 (Chicago, Illinois), 2.
"Eulogy to Mike Popovich", Fraternal voice, January 1968, No. 4 (Denver, Colorado), 1–2.
Edward Tomsic, "Glasovi iz naših naselbin: O lepi proslavi društva št. 218", Prosveta, 8 February 1960,
No. 26 (Chicago, Illinois), 2.
Pavlakovich, "Vesti iz naselbin: Denver, Colo.", 4.
Even before the renovation of Slovenian home, in the old Slovenian home accompanying activities
were held at the 7th (1925) and the 10th Regular Convention (1937) of WSA, after renovation the 14th
(1953), the 17th (1965) and the 19th (1973) WSA Convention were held there. The new Slovenian
home was also accompanying events at the 29th National Convention of KSKJ (1978).
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New Slovenian home
in 1953 – 14th WSA
National Convention
(Photo: Mary Lou
Egan)

united the SNPJ lodges in these areas, took place in the Slovenian home. Both
the old and the new Slovenian home constantly hosted various events, which
contributed to the preservation and promotion of Slovenian culture, language,
ethnic customs and traditions among the Slovenes in Denver.

The Closure of Slovenian Home
Activities and the existence of Slovenian home were decisively influenced by
changes in the ethnic structure of Globeville area, which changed dramatically
in the second half of the 20th century. This was due to the emigration of members of the "old" immigrant communities from poor Globeville neighborhoods to more prominent Denver districts or to the suburbs, the construction of
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over 76 m wide four-lane Valley Highway ("Interstate" No. 25) in 195346 and
the four-lane highway "Interstate" No. 70 in the 1960's,47 which cut across the
Slovenian settlement,48 and the process of suburbanization in the 1960's, when
younger generations began to move in the Denver suburbs,49 and mass immigration of Mexican Americans to Globeville started.50 Slovenian settlement in
Globeville practically disappeared by the 1980's and Slovenian home with its
restaurant "Slovenian Gardens" was one of the few old meeting places of an
ethnic community51 that still operated by the end of the 1980's.52 The Home
was still dedicated to Slovenian community in Denver, but in order to maintain
possession of the property, managers had to occasionally rent the Hall to other
communities during the last few decades of its existence.53
Slovenian home finally closed its doors on 31 December 1987. At that time
the Home was owned by only five lodges of Slovenian fraternal organizations,
namely: St. Martin's Lodge No. 1, Queen of the Holy Rosary Lodge No. 7 and Trail
Blazers Lodge No. 41 of the WSA, Columbine Lodge No. 218 of the SNPJ and St.
Joseph's Lodge No. 21 of the ABZ. Societies sold the Slovenian home to McDonald's fast-food chain.54 On 1 March 1989 Joseph Drasler meaningfully wrote to
Prosveta, the official SNPJ's newspaper, that "if you find yourself in the vicinity of the former Slovenian home, which was located on the west bank of the
South Platte River – if you take a walk there, chew a hamburger at McDonald's
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George Pavlakovich, "Društvena naznanila in poročila: Seliti so se morali", Amerikanski Slovenec, 19
August 1953, No. 31 (Cleveland, Ohio), 1 (hereinafter: Pavlakovich, "Društvena naznanila in poročila:
Seliti so se morali").
"Interstate 70: History", AARoads.com: http://www.aaroads.com/west/i-070_co.html (22 April 2015).
The highway took 6 blocks on the 46th Avenue, 10 lots of land in each block. For this reason, among
others, 18 Slovenian families had to leave their homes. Some of them remained in the vicinity of the
church, while others scattered around Denver, which meant a loss for the societies and the parish.
The authorities paid compensations for their houses, but apparently not enough to build new homes
(Pavlakovich, "Društvena naznanila in poročila: Seliti so se morali", 1). Thus, in Denver repeated the
story of Slovenian settlements in some other U.S. cities, Cleveland, San Francisco, Rock Springs and
Pueblo, where the highways of "the Dwight D. Eisenhower National System of Interstate and Defense
Highways" were built through the Slovenian settlements (Matjaž Klemenčič, Zgodovina skupnosti
slovenskih Američanov v Pueblu, Kolorado (=Zora, 79; Ethnicity, 13) (Maribor: Mednarodna založba za
slovenske jezike in književnost, Filozofska fakulteta Univerze v Mariboru; Ljubljana: Inštitut za narodnostna vprašanja, 2011), str. 173).
"Denverske vesti", Fraternal voice, February 1970, No. 5 (Denver, Colorado), 12.
Joseph Drasler, "Columbine 218 News", Prosveta, 1 March 1989, No. 9 (Hinsdale, Illinois), 3 (hereinafter: Drasler, "Columbine 218 News").
Daniel F. Doeppers, "The Globeville Neighborhood in Denver", Geographical Review, No. 4 (New
York, New York: American Geographical Society, October 1967), 520.
Joseph Drasler, "Columbine (218)", Prosveta, 11 May 1988, No. 19 (Hinsdale, Illinois), 3.
Doeppers, The Globeville Neighborhood in Denver, 520.
Joseph Drasler, "Columbine Lodge 218", Prosveta, 22 November 1989, No. 47 (Hinsdale, Illinois), 3
(hereinafter: Drasler, "Columbine Lodge 218").
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McDonald's restaurant, where Slovenian home was until 1987 (Photo: Maruša Verbič Koprivšek)

or whatever ... ".55 In October 1989 the last chapter in the history of Slovenian
home was closed by dividing the profit from the sale of the Home among five
societies, which remained Home owners until its end.56
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Drasler, "Columbine 218 News", 3.
Drasler, "Columbine Lodge 218", 3.
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Maruša Verbič Koprivšek
ZGODOVINA SLOVENSKEGA DOMA V DENVERJU, KOLORADO
– POLITIČNA RAZNOLIKOST KOT IZJEMA

POVZETEK
Avtorica obravnava zgodovino ustanavljanja, delovanja in spreminjanja Slovenskega doma v Denverju, Kolorado, s poudarkom na politični raznolikosti
njegovih ustanoviteljev in lastnikov. Članek je osnovan na podatkih, pridobljenih na podlagi proučevanja zgodovinskih virov in literature ter raziskovanja na
terenu. Tekom prvih dveh desetletij 20. stoletja so slovenski priseljenci v Denverju pridobili tri dejavnike, bistvene za povezovanje, delovanje in razvoj etnične skupnosti na tujih tleh: povezali so se v društva slovenskih in slovanskih
bratskih podpornih organizacij ter leta 1908 ustanovili lokalno Zapadno slovansko zvezo (Western Slavonic Association), leta 1918 so skupaj s hrvaškimi
priseljenci ustanovili slovensko-hrvaško župnijo ter leta 1920 zgradili cerkev
Kraljice sv. rožnega venca. Leta 1918 so društva slovenskih bratskih podpornih
organizacij kupila poslopje Fort Lindenau in ustanovila Dom slovenskih društev oziroma Slovenski dom. Dom je bil uporaben za različne priložnosti. Gostje
so se pozimi zbirali v gostinskih prostorih ali v prostorni dvorani, poleti pa so
imeli na razpolago urejen vrt z mizami, kjer so se v senci družili in zabavali ob
poletnih večerih, nedeljah in praznikih. V Slovenskem domu so imela krajevna
društva in organizacije svoje seje, zborovanja, prireditve in zabave za slovenske
priseljence v denverski etnični naselbini Globeville, v Domu pa so prirejali tudi
večja zborovanja, dogodke in prireditve, ki so presegali lokalno raven. V njem
so tako potekale glavne nacionalne konvencije nekaterih slovenskih bratskih
podpornih organizacij v ZDA ali pa so se tam odvijale spremljevalne aktivnosti
ob konvencijah, na primer slavnostni sprejemi in plesi. Tamkajšnje prireditve
so pripomogle k ohranjanju in spodbujanju slovenske kulture, jezika, etničnih navad in običajev med Slovenci v Denverju, Koloradu in ZDA. Pri gradnji
in uporabi Slovenskega doma v Denverju so sodelovala vsa tamkajšnja tedanja
slovenska društva, tudi obe društvi KSKJ, društvo Sv. Roka št. 1 in društvo Marije Pomagaj št. 190, kar je bil med Slovenci v ZDA izjemen primer. KSKJ je kot
katoliško usmerjena slovenska bratska podporna organizacija v ZDA namreč
večinoma podpirala ustanavljanje slovenskih župnij in izgradnjo cerkvenih
ustanov, medtem ko so bili narodni domovi v dometu liberalno usmerjenih
društev in organizacij. Do trenj med podporniki ustanovitve Slovenskega doma
in slovenske župnije je sicer prihajalo, kar je razvidno iz dopisov v slovenskih
izseljenskih časopisih, vendar pa sta na koncu vselej pretehtali sloga in volja po
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združevanju pripadnikov denverske slovenske skupnosti ne glede na politično
ali versko pripadnost.
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The anecdotal history of construction of the Polish National Alliance (PNA)
Home in Chicago exemplifies animosities and tensions existing within American Polonia,1 even in the ranks of one single organization.2 Furthermore, it provides valuable information about how PNA leaders understood Polish identity
and how, in America, a new Polish identity was constructed.
Before I will tell that short story, let me first set the stage and outline the
standard picture of main political camps active in the ranks of Polonia at the
end of the 19th century, to put PNA internal conflicts in a broader context.

Two Ideological Camps within American Polonia at the End of the
19th Century
Initiatives undertaken by leaders3 of the rising Polish ethnic communities in
America reflected ideological dilemmas which troubled the generation marked
by the memory of the tragedy of the January Uprising, and subsequent anti-Catholic, anti-Polish actions in the Prussian and Russian partitions of Poland.
In America, as in many other places of Polish diaspora settlement at the end of
the19th century a discourse was carried on concerning visions of the future of
Polish lands, and the Poles in diaspora. We should remember that the identity
Polish peasant immigrant brought to the US was predominantly local, regional,
it was "the private homeland's" identity.4 It was only in America that proces-

*
1

2

3

4

I would like to thank Dr. Magdalena Paluszkiewicz-Misiaczek for valuable editorial remarks.
The term Polonia stands for Polish ethnic group abroad, it has been in use since 1875. Interestingly,
in American historiography the problem of internal tensions or struggles within Polonia was seldom
raised. Contrary to it, based on Polish language sources, Polish historiography explored it rather deeply.
James S. Pula, "Remembering Poland, But Not Polonia: The Development of Polish American
Historical Memory," Studia Migracyjne – Przegląd Polonijny 40, No. 1 (2014), 107–108 (hereinafter:
Pula, "Remembering").
For some biographies of Polonia leaders see Andrzey Piber, Adam Walaszek, "Smulski Jan Franciszek,"
Polski Słownik Biograficzny 39, No. 3 (1999), 388–394; Adam Walaszek, "Teofil Antoni Starzyński
(1878–1952) – w pięćdziesięciolecie śmierci", in: Z dziejów Polski i emigracji (1939–1989). księga dedykowana byłemu Prezydentowi RP Ryszardowi Kaczorowskimu, ed. Marek Szczerbiński,
Tadeusz Wolsza (Gorzów Wielkopolski, 2003), 491–505; Adam Walaszek, "Tomasz Siemiradzki: An
Intellectual in Ethnic Politics," Polish American Studies 62, No. 2 (2005), 47–73; Stanislaus A. Blejwas,
"Stanisław Osada, Immigrant Nationalist," Polish American Studies 50, No 1 (1993); Adam Walaszek,
"Kazimierz Żychliński (24 II 1859 – 28 VIII 1927) działacz Polonii amerykańskiej: Notatki do biografii," Studia Migracyjne – Przegląd Polonijny 39, No. l (2013) (hereinafter: Walaszek, "Kazimierz
Żychliński"); Victor R. Greene, Immigrant Leaders 1800–1910: Marginality and Identity (Baltimore,
1987).
Stanisław Ossowski, "Analiza socjologiczna pojęcia ojczyzny," Dzieła 3 (1967); Ewa Morawska,
"The Impact of Past and Present Immigrants'Transnational Engagements on their Home-Country
Localities: Exploring an Underinvestigated Aspect of the Transnationalism-Migration Relationship,"
Studia Migracyjne – Przegląd Polonijny 39, No. 1 (2013), 17–18.
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ses of acquiring Polish national consciousness slowly and gradually occurred.5
Indeed, clashes between leaders and ideologues cannot be reduced to the struggle for control of the immigrants, yet, they show disputes about the meaning
of Polishness in the new diasporic surrounding.6
Basically two political and ideological camps competed among Polish
immigrants in America. Emigrant secular, democratic "left" stressed, as necessity, participation in the struggles for independence of all members of the society and linked the promoted idea of restauration of Polish state with profound
social changes which were to take place in the country once it regained independence. On such path – through the people (Lud) – Polish independence
was to be restored. The activists from this group organized the Polish Commune (Gmina Polska) in Chicago in the year 1866, and prsented such program
in America7.
On the opposite side, the "conservative" (and in American context – "clerical") camp propagated the opinion, that Lud was not yet prepared to struggle
for independence and ascribed such task only to the nobility. Clergy, and in
particular the powerful Congregation of Resurrectionists, after the tragedies
of uprisings in 1830–1831 and 1863–1864, was generally opposing another
direct and active struggle for independence. The goal of the nation and of
Diaspora was to keep members within the ranks of the Catholic Church. The
defence of Polishness was understood exclusively as defence of ancestors faith.
Such was Resurrectionists strategy. Polish national identity was at stake, but the
core of it was Catholic faith. The task of preserving faith seemed particularly
important for emigrants, who landed in protestant America. For Resurrectionist camp, Polishness simply equalled with Catholic faith.8 Such program was
promoted by insurance and self-help organization the Polish Roman Catholic Union in America (Zjednoczenie Polskie Rzymsko-Katolickie w Ameryce,
PRCU) which was formed in 1873.
The same year of 1873 witnessed a split within the ranks of Polonia, which
took place in November in Chicago during the anniversary of Polish November
Uprising (1830–1831). Consequences of what happened would last for a quarter of the century. Secular celebration was scheduled for the afternoon. Rev.

5

6

7
8

Andrzej Brożek, Polish Americans 1854–1939 (Warsaw, 1985), 170–171 (hereinafter: Brożek, Polish
Americans); Pula, "Remembering", 108.
Mary E. Cygan, "Inventing Polonia: Notions of Polish American Identity, 1870–1990," Prospects: An
Annual of American Cultural Studies 23 (1998), 213 (hereinafter: Cygan, "Inventing Polonia"); Pula,
"Remembering", 109–110; John Radzilowski, The Eagle and The Cross: A History of the Polish Roman
Catholic Union of America 1873–2000 (Boulder–New York, 2003), 90–92 (hereinafter: Radzilowski,
The Eagle and the Cross).
Cygan, "Inventing Polonia", 213–214.
Cygan, "Inventing Polonia", 211–212; Brożek, Polish Americans, 60–62.
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Felix Zwiardowski, a Resurrectionist, was invited to the event, and he
noticed the democratic slogan on the banner hanged in the hall: Lud zbawi Polskę
("The people will save Poland"). Rev. Zwiardowski launched into an attack, insisting
it was not the lud but a cud (a miracle or God's grace from above /.../) that would
save Poland.9

The long lasting ideological conflict began. Leftist democrats reminded
that: "Poland has never forgot God /.../ but does not condemn other denominations either." The conservatives and clergy clashed openly with the liberals.10
At the core of the conflict were different perceptions and interpretations of
the events in Polish lands, of uprisings and, foremost, different understanding
of inclusive or exclusive right to belong to Polish nation.11
Given this lack of unity, and occasional outright hostility, the major problem facing Polish immigrants in America was how to craft a new Polish American identity
from such a disparate collection of subgroups, each seeing itself as clearly distinct
from the others.12

The following text does not discuss meanders of PRCU platform (which
obviously existed as well),13 but will concentrate on the other, "secular" camp,
namely Polish National Alliance (PNA), fraternal organization established in
1880 in the U.S., which tried to unite democratic-liberal and irredentist wing of
American Polonia. PNA in various ways attempted to prepare Polish Diaspora
in the United States for the future national tasks.14

9

10

11

12
13
14

Mary E. Cygan in her "Inventing Polonia" (pp. 212–213) mistakenly writes, that this was the meeting
commemorating the January Uprising; Stanislaw Osada, Historya Związku Narodowego Polskiego w
Ameryce, Vol. 1 (Chicago, 1905), 56–63 (hereinafter: Osada, Historya).
Wacław Kruszka, Historya polska w Ameryce: początek, wzrost i rozwój dziejowy osad polskich w
Północnej Ameryce (w Stanach Zjednoczonych i Kanadzie), Vol. 4 (Milwaukee, 1905), 14 (hereinafter: Kruszka, Historya polska); Brożek, Polish Americans, 62; Cygan, "Inventing Polonia," 212–213.
About the conflict cf. Joseph J. Parot, Polish Catholics in Chicago, 1850–1920 (DeKalb, 1981) (hereinafter: Parot, Polish Catholics); see also Brożek, Polish Americans, 60–63.
Pula, "Remembering", 108.
Radzilowski, The Eagle and The Cross, 35–114.
Adam Walaszek, "Konflikty wokół bohaterów: pomniki w Cleveland, Ohio, 1902–1905," Przegląd
Polonijny 20, No. 1 (1994), 145–149; Pamiętnik jubileuszowy Związku Narodowego Polskiego 1880–
1940 (Chicago, 1940), 108; Brożek, Polish Americans, 73, 154–164; Andrzej Kłossowski, Na obczyźnie: Ludzie polskiej książki (Wrocław, 1984), 164–207.
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PNA: 1895–1896
Let me remind once again the fact which is often omitted in the narrative
about the Polish ethnic group in the United States, that not only was the whole
group segmented, but that factionalism existed within the clearly defined big
ideological camps as well. Significantly distant opinions clashed.15 PNA was not
immune to the syndrome, and the story of the 1895 crises, and construction of
PNA's Home provides one more example.
The year 1895 marked fifteenth anniversary of PNA's existence. It was a
difficult year and the Alliance faced many challenges. It still felt financial consequences of the 1889 embezzlement by general secretary Ignacy N. Morgenstern, who disappeared with some Alliance's funds.16
The 11th PNA Convention (Sejm, Diet), which became a scene of a few controversies took place in Cleveland in September 1895.
PNA's close collaboration with the Alliance of Polish Emigration (APE –
Związek Wychodźstwa Polskiego) in Geneva, Switzerland was proposed together with American participation in its National Treasury. Zygmunt Balicki and
Karol Lewakowski, two emissaries from Europe, called for close cooperation
between PNA and APE. Balicki presented to the delegates a program of Democratic National Party in Diaspora, headquartered in Europe. He said: "It is not
only the issue of our formal unification, but /.../ creation of one single Polish
soul, overflown with infinite love for the homeland." APE program proposed a
plan of active struggle for Polish independence. "Let us sustain only the national
spirit and let us create patriotic organizations /.../ The active defence does not
mean a premature new national uprising." Balicki suggested American Polonia's participation in the "glorious task" of building the Polish National Treasury
in Switzerland. "The Treasury ought to be one, as one is Poland /.../ Unite with
us!"17 Lewakowski, as official representative of the APE and of the Council of
Polish Museum in Rapperswil, explained concepts of the Treasury and "active
defence" of Polish nation. Only the institutions associated with Rapperswil
would be permitted to carry the name "National Treasury" in the United States.
The following day (September 9) delegates voted. Kazimierz Żychliński,
15

16
17

One example comes from the history of PRCU in the year 1887. The death of a very popular Polish
writer Józef Ignacy Kraszewski provided such an occasion. When the preparations started in the
church of St. Albert in Chicago, its pastor, afraid that celebrations would turn into strong demonstration of patriotic feelings in the PNA spirit, prohibited parishioners to participate in the event.
Consequently there occurred a split within the PRCU. People willing to participate in the parade
and celebration formed a separate fraternal organization – the Polish Roman Catholic Union under
the Care of Our Lady of Częstochowa – Osada, Historya, 262–2644; Kruszka, Historya polska, Vol. 4,
38–40.
Osada, Historya, 299–302, 426–427.
Osada, Historya, 423–425.
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member of the Central Committee of PNA, and a delegate to the Diet,18 made
a motion that the PNA recognizes Polish National Treasury in Rapperswil as
the one and only diaspora's treasury. This was accepted unanimously. It did not
contradict organization's general platform, neither beliefs of PNA members.
Furthermore, it was proposed that funds already collected in the U.S. under
such names (often for local, American purposes) should now be transferred to
Switzerland. European Treasury would coordinate all Polish efforts undertaken
to Polish cause worldwide. American Poles should support the APE project.19
This clearly was an attempt to merge Polish diaspora activity in Europe and
America, and subordinate American Polonia to the European diasporic centre
and its policy of "active defence."20 Many delegates perceived this proposal as
very controversial, particularly to the "guardians" of the National Treasury in
Milwaukee (where it was located).
To the question whether the already existing PNA's Fund be simply transferred from Milwaukee to Rapperswil, half of delegates responded positively,
the second half negatively (59:59). It was finally decided, that the funds which
had already been collected in America would remain there. Only the accrued
interests would be transferred to Switzerland. PNA members would not
be taxed (one cent per year!) on behalf of the National Treasury. Thus, PNA
defended autonomy of American Polonia. Consequently in the years following 1895 connections between PNA and the Polish diasporic centres in Europe
became rather loose, and for long time erratic.21 Later, due to constant changes
of Polish politics in Europe, APE simply disintegrated.
Next highly controversial proposal was an amendment to the PNA Constitution. According to it, organization's membership would be more inclusive,
more opened. PNA would accept as members all persons, who had arrived
to the U.S. from territories of historically pre-partitioned Polish-Lithuanian
Republic, regardless of their religion and ideology. So far, the PNA constitution
excluded socialists, as internationals from the ranks of the organization. The
new proposal had its opponents, but supporters as well. The later ones argued
that as long last now Polish Socialist Alliance in America (PSA) strongly stressed

18
19
20

21

Walaszek, "Kazimierz Żychliński", 249–256.
Osada, Historya, 427–430.
The initiative to create PNA came from Switzerland in 1879, it proves a long lasting tradition of
diasporic links – Halina Florkowska-Frančić, Emigracyjna działalność Agatona Gillera po powstaniu styczniowym (Wrocław, 1985), 157–165; Halina Florkowska-Frančić, "Agaton Giller i powstanie Związku Narodowego Polskiego w Stanach Zjednoczonych (1880)", Przegląd Polonijny 7, No.
1 (1979); Halina Florkowska-Frančić, "The Influence of Polish Political Emigration in Switzerland
on the Formation of the Polish National Alliance", Polish American Studies 48, No. 2 (1991), 27–37;
Halina Florkowska-Frančič, "Zygmunt Miłkowski and American Polonia", in: Intektualci v diaspori/
Intellectuals in Diaspora, ed. Irena Gantar Godina (Ljubljana, 1999), 115–122.
Brożek, Polish Americans, 75.
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its Polishness and patriotism. Indeed, PSA platform included many points
common with the ones of the PNA. PSA clearly identified with Polish socialists, not internationalists. In 1890s the split within the socialist ranks (which
reflected changes in Europe) occurred. PSA consolidated along not just leftist
but nationalistic slogans as well, developed very close ties with the Alliance of
Foreign Polish Socialists (Związek Zagraniczny Socjalistów Polskich) and Polish Socialist Party (Polska Partia Socialistyczna) formed in Poland (1892). More
radical internationalists associated with Socialist Labor Party of the US and did
not aspire to enter PNA ranks. In America, as in Polish lands, the split within the
socialist ranks took place.
By small majority delegates to the PNA Convention decided that PNA had
to retain the national character. Organization ought to develop Polish patriotism among its members, "rise and strengthen mentally, socially and materially
this part of the US population which had been born on the lands of Poland,
Lithuania and Ruthenia, as well as their children."22 Polonized Lithuanian Dr.
Kodis was elected as second vice-president of the PNA. Furthermore, socialists
would be admitted as members, would they identify clearly as Poles. Indeed in
the ranks of the PNA there were people of Lithuanian and Ruthenian origin,
socialists as well.23

Polish National Alliance Home in Chicago
Finally, the issue of building PNA's National Home in Chicago was officially
submitted to the delegates. PNA weekly Zgoda [Harmony] had earlier strongly
supported the project.24 During the Convention, opinions significantly differed,
however. It was location of the proposed Home, which was at the core of controversy. During the long discussion all delegates presented their opinions. 65
delegates were in favour of Chicago location, 52 against it. For Chicago as a site
of PNA Home opted mostly delegates from the Windy City, Midwest and Pennsylvania (except the ones from Philadelphia). Against the proposed location
were representatives from Buffalo, Cleveland, Detroit, New York, and Eastern
states.25 At the end of the 19th Century there was clearly visible antagonism

22
23

24
25

Osada, Historya, 430–434.
Osada, Historya, 430–432; Danuta Piątkowska-Koźlik, Związek Socjalistów Polskich w Ameryce
(1900–1914) (Opole, 1992), 17–41; Mary E. Cygan, Political and Cultural Leadership in an Immigrant
Community: Polish American Socialism, 1880–1950, Ph.D. Diss., Northwestern University, (Evanston
1989), Chapt. 1, 2; Adam Walaszek, Życie na pograniczu i ‘życie pomiędzy’. Polacy w zagłębiu antracytowym w Luzerne County, Pensylwania, z innymi grupami w tle, 1753–1902 (Kraków, 2011), 65–74.
Osada, Historya, 425.
Osada, Historya, 427; "Sejm Zw. Nar. Pol. w Cleveland", Dziennik Chicagoski, 12 September 1895, 4.
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PNA's
Home
in
Chicago in 1905
(Stanisław
Osada,
Historia
Związku
Narodowego Polskiego w Ameryce, Vol. 1
(Chicago, 1905), 452)

between Polonia's "capital" (Chicago), and its province, "periphery", which
included the East Coast of the U.S.26 Thus, the decision about building the
Home in Chicago passed with small majority. Many PNA members were firmly
convinced that it should be located elsewhere. Thus, the "defeated group was
embittered".27
At the same time proponents of the location of the Home in Chicago
26

27

Mieczysław B. Biskupski, American Polonia and the Resurrection of Independent Poland, 1914–1919
(The Fiodorczyk Lecture Series, Polish Studies Center Connecticut State University, 1989).
"Sejm Zw. Nar. Pol. w Cleveland", Dziennik Chicagoski, 12 September 1895, 4.
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expressed their great satisfaction. Putting it in the context of PNA's position
within Polonia a weekly Zgoda wrote:
This was a day of triumph of the persecuted and formerly weak Alliance, which
now is strong, imposing, and wealthy, robust as an oak. Under its roots each honest Pole will find the shelter, assistance, common goals and ideas.28

After the 11th Convention internal divisions within the PNA did not disappear, however. Revolt caused by personal ambitions, regional animosities and
ideological differences erupted in Ohio. The opening of Alliance membership
to people of different political orientations or ethnicity caused that a certain
number of Cleveland Poles decided to create their own, new organization – the
Alliance of Poles in Ohio (APO; later renamed as Alliance of Poles in America). During the first organizational meeting of the new organization Stanisław
Lewandowski "explained why we are establishing the Alliance of Poles in Ohio
and /.../ mentioned that the PNA cares only about Chicago and nothing else
[this was a clear reference to the location of the planned Home]." Originally
four groups joined APO. One of the leaders A.S. Mniszewski declared "that he
was a catholic … and did not want to belong [to the PNA – A.W.] with socialists
and Jews." Cleveland's weekly Polonia w Ameryce became the official organ of
the APO.29 The new organization would "unite Poles and Americans of Polish
extraction, including also under the same heading Lithuanians, Ruthenians,
and Slovaks", but under the condition they all shared Roman-Catholic faith and
Polish culture. Socialists were excluded.30
After the 1895 Convention, PNA met other difficulties as well. The relations
with socialists (active mainly in the East) were not smooth. Contacts with the
European League were given up. PRCU – with not much success – started the
counter attack, initiating Polish Catholic congresses with the attempt to unify
Polonia under the Catholic banner.31
In February 1896 T.M. Heliński, PNA's censor, issued a proclamation. He

28
29

30

31

Pamiętnik jubileuszowy Związku Narodowego Polskiego 1880–1940 (Chicago 1940), 109.
Osada, Historya, 430–432; Western Reserve Historical Society, Cleveland (hereinafter: WRHS),
Alliance of Poles in the State of Ohio, Board of Directors, Minutes, 22 September 1895, 6 October
1895, 20 October, 1895, 19 January 1896, 27 June 1897; WRHS, Alliance of Poles in America, Cleveland
Records, Cont. 1, Protokół Sejmu I Związku Polaków w Stanie Ohio.
WRHS, Alliance of Poles in America, Cont. 1 Vol. 1, Cleveland, Protokół Sejmu II Związku Polaków w
stanie Ohio, 38–42; Konstytucja i prawa, przepisy i reguły Związku Polaków w Ameryce oraz prawa
, przepisy i reguły Wydziału Małoletnich (Cleveland, n.d.); Konstytucja Związku Polaków w Ameryce
(Cleveland 1927), 3; Polonia w Ameryce, 11 August 1898, 4; WRHS, Polish Library Home Collection,
Protokół Posiedzeń Towarzystwa Synowie Polski i Litwy, grupa 171 ZNP, 25 October 1891, 1
November1891, 15 November 1891.
Osada, Historya, 443–444.
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Library and Museum
in PNA's Chicago
Home,
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Związku
Narodowego Polskiego w Ameryce, Vol. 1
(Chicago, 1905), 620)

argued that the 11th Convention made a decision about construction of the
Home in Chicago not "because members of the Alliance from Chicago required
special treatment, but because of its location. Chicago was the most suitable
town." And further:
This is not going to be a hotel for migrants neither the hospital for retiring members of Alliance. The Home will place the printing office, offices for the Central
Government [at the time the ruling body of PNA was called, clearly showing
PNA's ambitions of being the representation of the whole Polish nation], Museum
and Library.32

Heliński's proclamation finally closed internal squabbles around Home's
location on West 1401 Division Street in Chicago. PRCU did not stop to disparage the idea, however. Rev. Wacław Kruszka from Ripon, Wisc. received a letter
from archbishop of Milwaukee Frederick Katzer, prohibiting the Polish priest
from consecration of the Home ("Kruszka did not have such intention").33
Laying of the corner stone of the Home was the occasion for manifestation
of ideological credo of the Alliance. July 12, 1896 houses on Noble Street and
West Division were festively decorated. At 2 p. m. in front of the actual Alliance's
office members of various societies gathered. At 3 p. m. the imposing parade
of 40 organizations (not only PNA groups, but other as well, like the Alliance

32
33

Ibid, 449.
Kruszka, Historya polska, Vol. 4, 34.
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of Polish Youth, Sons of Liberty, Polish Businessmen Club, Polish Singer Association, Polish Young Men's Alliance) began. The parade reached the platform
constructed in front of the site of the future Home. The orchestra played patriotic religious song "Boże coś Polskę" ["God Thou Hust Poland"]. Chopin, Wanda,
and Przyszłość [Future] Choirs under Antoni Małłek (well respected musician
and Polonia activist of the singers movement) baton performed a cantata.
Zbigniew Brodowski, the president of Central Government underlined the
importance of the event. He said:
in this building the Polish thought and Polish ideals would find shelter, our children will look at the building with pride /.../, for our children the Home will be a
testament, it would require from them love for the language and lands of harshly
oppressed Poland. The Home is a visible sign of our force, power and wealth.34

Brodowski briefly characterized the organization:
The Alliance serves national purposes only. It wants to keep up the honour of the
Polish speaking peoples as Poles and good citizens of this grand republic. Not
only do we try to keep up the Polish national spirit among our people, and assist
in each way all Polish national causes, but we also try to elevate the standard of
American citizenship among the Polish people, teaching them love and loyalty
to this country. Our organization has nothing to do with church matters, leaving
those to the conscience of every man. On this account some of the Polish Catholic priests who like to mingle in politics more than religion and who want to get
supreme power in the Alliance and make noses, have been and are attacking us.

Other speeches included the ones by Judge Tuthill, Postmaster of the city
Duluth, MN, and Franciszek Jabłoński, editor of the weekly Zgoda. Congratulatory telegrams sent from Poland, Switzerland, Brazil and France were read.35
The next speaker was Rev. Kazimierz Sztuczko,36 pastor in the Holy Trinity
parish in Chicago.
Holy Trinity was created in the year 1873, when the church of St. Stanislaus
in Chicago became too small to house the rising number of parishioners. The
St. Joseph Society started efforts to create a new parish, which – however –
did not want to subordinate to the order of Resurrectionists, ruling Chicago's
Polish-Catholic community. The parish had revolted against Resurrectionists
dictate and against Rev. Wincenty Barzyński, who pretended to subordinate to
34
35
36

Osada, Historya, 453.
"Events of the City Day", Chicago Daily Tribune, 12 July 1896, 15.
Osada, Historya, 450–453.
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A meeting room in the
PNA's Chicago Home,
1905 (Stanisław Osada, Historia Związku
Narodowego Polskiego
w Ameryce, Vol. 1
(Chicago, 1905), 620)

the Order all Polish churches functioning in the city. The dramatic conflict lasted unusually long, and included serious tensions between parishioners and the
bishop. It finally ended in the year 1893.37 After the mediation of Apostolic Delegate F. Satolli, Rev. Kazimierz Sztuczko was nominated the pastor in the Holy
Trinity, so called "Trójcowo", Since September 1893 "Trójcowo" became the
centre of PNA activity in the city. Rev. Sztuczko allowed the groups of Alliancers
to operate actively in his parish. What was more, himself became a member of
PNA! So far, there was not such precedent. A few years later, during the 1901
PNA Convention he was the main speaker. Rev. Sztuczko managed to silence
the most anti-clerical voices within the PNA.38
During the Chicago celebration in 1896 Rev. Sztuczko said:
In our homeland our bitter enemies persecute our nationality and our institutions, build jails and imprison our patriots /.../ There, in the country, the enemy
gags our lips, at school it poisons minds of our innocent children. This Home
which is about to be built, represents a different beauty. Among Poles in America
it will rise grand expectations /.../ The edifice will guard our national interests in
America, our laws, our customs, it will rise to heaven as a monument for Polish

37
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Kruszka, Historya polska, Vol. 10, 5–58; Parot, Polish Catholics, 63–94.
Parot, Polish Catholics, 91–92.
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and Alliance work in this hemisphere /.../ The Alliance Home will be for members, what the Capitol was to the Romans, where they went with all problems
of Roman law; it will be what The White House in Washington is for the United
States. This Home will be what Warsaw is for the whole Poland, the centre of
the movements, thoughts and aspirations. What heart is for the human body,
through which all blood circulates. This is what the Home will be for the Alliance.

Sztuczko finished his speach with "sincerely Polish" prayer, addressed
to the God of Polish national heroes – Bolesławs, Jagiellons, Sobieski and
Kościuszko.39
Antoni Małłek sang "Veni Creator",40 and after more prayers, Rev. Sztuczko
blessed the corner stone of the building.41 "By this gesture he won the recognition from the liberals. However the conservative camp felt indignant and
accused Sztuczko of lack of moral principles and believes."42
In the following moments censor Heliński expressed hope, that each "honest Pole" will join the ranks of PNA. The Alliance
calls /.../ all Poles to join for common work in the future /.../ Alliance enemies
called it – 'a plague' /.../ because it preserves Polish national sentiments and education? Help us God that our nation would have more such plagues!43

Construction of the building proceeded fast, and the opening of the Home
took place on November 22, 1896. Central element of the celebration was the
letter, written by Juliusz Andrzejkowicz from Philadelphia, the founding father
of the PNA. The age prevented him from participation in the event. His words
were directed mainly to the youth:
Thanks to work and efforts, the organization raised to enormous size and will
show to the world that Poles are able to self-govern, that they know how to build
and live in peace, that they understand freedom and deserve an independent
political life.44

A crowd of representatives of Polonia organizations from the U.S. and the

39
40

41
42

43
44

Osada, Historya, 453–454. The names refer to Polish kings, dynasties and heroes.
Adam Walaszek, "Antoni Małłek (1851–1917) – działacz Polonii amerykańskiej, muzyk i polityk",
Studia Polonijne 30, (2010), 371–377.
Osada, Historya, 454.
Pamiętnik parafii Św. Trójcy w Chicago, Ill. z okazji 25-tej rocznicy otwarcia kościoła przez J. E. Ks. Kar.
F. Satolliego, 1893–1918 (Chicago, 1918), 25.
Osada, Historya, 454.
Osada, Historya, 455.
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patriotic ones from Europe was addressed by T. Heliński and PNA's secretary
Leo Sadowski. The city of Chicago was praised as "Polonia's capital." The following year, 12th Convention of PNA officially decided that Chicago would be
the official site of organization's "Central Government", which from then on
would be called the Central Committee.45 Thus, Chicago "core" won over Eastern peripheries of Polish diaspora in the U.S.

Further History of PNA Home
The building was designed by an architect Flizikowski. It covered two lots on
1401 W. Division Street, had two floors and high basement. The front of the
building was covered with "blue Bedford" stone. On the top of the facade PNA
coat of arms was placed. Identical one was installed above the main entrance.
The building was heated with modern hot steam. It housed the PNA's administration, insurance offices, library, and the editorial and printing facilities of
weekly Zgoda.46 The basement was occupied by Zgoda printing house and its
distribution section. On the ground floor offices of secretary general, cashier,
bookkeeper, the editorial staff of Zgoda and the meeting room for the Central
Committee were located. National Museum, library, reading room and a small
apartment of a guardian was on the first floor. The second floor had a large
meeting room.47 In 1905 value of the Home was 38.835 dollars.48 The library
housed 3458 books in 4175 volumes in Polish, English, Lithuanian, French.49
In the year 1912 most of the Library and Museum materials and artefacts
were transferred to the newly created PNA's Alliance College in Cambridge
Springs, Pennsylvania. Collections burnt in the tragic fire in 1931.50
The second, larger, and more modern site for PNA was built in the year
1936 at 1514–1520 West Division Street. It was dedicated on May 8, 1938. It
became part of impressive Art Deco buildings complex located in the so called
"Polonia's Triangle", on the convergence of Division Street, Ashland and Milwaukee Avenues. Nearby there was another, separate, impressive PNA-owned
building housing Zgoda and the daily Dziennik Związkowy. Today the building,
located in a very prestigious place, houses the College of Office Technology.

45
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Ibid., 463.
"Polish Home to be opened Today", Chicago Daily Tribune, 22 October 1896, 6; "New Polish Home is
Dedicated", Chicago Daily Tribune, 23 October 1896, 7.
Kruszka, Historya polska, Vol. 4, 35.
Osada, Historya, 617.
Adam Olszewski, Historia Związku Narodowego Polskiego w Ameryce (Chicago, 1957), Vol. 2, 12–13,
(hereinafter: Olszewski, Historia Związku).
Olszewski, Historia Związku, Vol. 4, 276–277.
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The third, and present PNA Building was purchased for $4.1 million from
another insurance firm Federal Life Insurance Company in 1976, and was dedicated on June 4, 1977. The large parcel fronts the expressway. During the very
well attended opening PNA's president, Aloysius Mazewski called the building
a "dream [which] come true", and "Polonia showcase."
The remains of the former PNA Library were transferred to the Polish Museum and Archives of PRCU in Chicago. Many items were lost, however. What has
survived and how it is preserved now, remains unknown.51 The original first
Home building does not exist any longer.

Adam Walaszek
POLJSKA NARODNA ZVEZA V AMERIKI V LETIH 1895–1896
IN IZGRADNJA DOMA PNA V CHICAGU

POVZETEK
Kratek prikaz zgodovine izgradnje doma Poljske nacionalne zveze (Polish
National Alliance – PNA) v Chicagu ponazarja tedanje sovražnosti in napetosti znotraj "ameriške Polonie" in znotraj same organizacije (v tem primeru
med laično, "liberalnim" in "demokratičnim" krilom poljsko-ameriške politične scene). Poleg tega prispeva dragocene informacije o tem, kako so voditelji
PNA razumeli poljski identiteto in kako se je v Ameriki, oblikovala nova poljska
identiteta.
Zgodovina poljske priseljenske skupnosti v ZDA ne kaže le na razčlenjenosti te skupnosti, ampak tudi na obstoj različnih frakcij znotraj jasno opredeljenih velikih ideoloških taborov. In ravno ta nasprotujoča si mnenja so netila prepire. Tudi PNA ni bila imuna na ta sindrom in zgodba o krizi leta 1895 ter gradnji
doma PNA predstavlja le enega od teh primerov. Prispevek sledi sporom znotraj
PNA in sicer na podlagi zapisov v poljskih etničnih časopisih in nekaterih ameri-
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Donald E. Pienkos, PNA: A Centennial History of the Polish National Alliance of the United States
(Boulder, 1984), 60–61. The book provides Home's photographs as well.
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ških časopisih ter na podlagi spominov glavnih akterjev tedanjega časa.
Leta 1895 ja PNA slavila petnajsto obletnico obstoja, vendar pa se je morala v tem težkem letu soočiti s številnimi izzivi. Vprašanje izgradnje Narodnega
doma PNA v Chicagu je bilo delegatom uradno predloženo na 11. konvenciji
PNA, ki je bila tudi ena najbolj kontroverznih. Tednik PNA Zgoda [Sloga] je sprva
odločno podpiral projekt. Med samo konvencijo pa je prišlo do zelo nasprotujočih si stališč. V središču polemik je bila lokacija predlaganega doma. V dolgi
razpravi so svoja mnenja predstavili vsi delegati. 65 delegatov je bilo za gradnjo doma v Chicagu, 52 delegatov pa je temu nasprotovalo. Za gradnjo doma
v Chicagu so se zavzemali predvsem delegati iz "Vetrovnega mesta" (Chicaga),
Srednjega Zahoda in Pensilvanije (razen tistih iz Philadelphije), predlagani
lokaciji pa so nasprotovali delegati iz Buffala, Clevelanda, Detroita, New Yorka,
in vzhodnih ameriških zveznih držav. Ob koncu 19. stoletja so bila jasno vidna
nasprotja med "glavnim mestom" Polonije (Chicago), in njeno "periferijo", ki je
vključevala vzhodno obalo ZDA Tako je bila odločitev o gradnji doma v Chicagu sprejeta z majhno večino. Mnogi člani PNA bili trdno prepričani, da bi moral
biti dom PNA zgrajen na drugi lokaciji. Tako je "bila poražena skupina zagrenjena". Naslednje leto je bila na 12. konvenciji PNA uradno sprejeta odločitev, da
postane Chicago uradni sedež organizacije. Ta se je od tedaj naprej imenoval
"Centralni komite". Tako je čikaško "jedro" premagalo vzhodno periferijo poljske diaspore v ZDA. Dom PNA pa je bil odprt naslednje leto.
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Soon upon the arrival to their destinations, the Slovene immigrants settled
close together. To form "ethnic settlements", as they were called, was practically
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origin at that time. In the early 20th century, there were about 700 settlements
established by Slovenes throughout the USA, mainly in the 1880– 1915 period.
The paper discusses some spatial aspects of Slovene ethnic settlements: their
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Introduction
A particular spatial phenomenon called ethnic settlement was typical of the
first immigrant generation in the USA. These immigrants settled rather close
together and formed a new neighbourhood by choosing linguistic and/or cultural similarities. The phenomenon was widely present in the ethnic communities that came to the USA in the 1870–1915 period.1 Slovene ethnic settlements
were a typical spatial phenomenon at that time. There were many practical reasons for that: from purely social and cultural ones, to much more sophisticated
economic reasons. It seems that these spatial features have not been of any particular interest to researchers, with the exception of some historians. Generally,
the social-and-spatial relations were mostly analyzed as "circumstances". Anyway, these researches do represent a very good "base" for further consideration
about the residential and functional space among immigrants.
An ethnic settlement is considered to be a critical concentration of people of a single ethnic origin in a quickly developing American urban space.
Such settlements were not closed as "ghettos"; their communication was open
and they soon developed a typical American cultural mixture. Churches and
other sacred objects, schools, pubs and restaurants with social events, music
and entertainment, national halls and cultural centres and, last but not least,
cemeteries: they all demonstrate the colourful early American immigrant reality, rapidly melting into a single common American nation. Through the process of "Americanization" the settlers (and particularly their descendants of
the following generations) lost many of the old "ethnic" features. The second
generation seeks for a different social and cultural behaviour, pretty common
in a typical "American way". The ethnic origin seems to be less and less important in daily life, however, many Americans retained some elements of their
"old" identity. They respect their roots, care for memories and seek for communication with the "home" country – the country of their parents. At least
they reserve some symbolic spaces and places in their minds for it. Considering that this "ethnic settlement" was short-lived, often lasting just for one
generation, it can be seen as a provisional, time-limited spatial solution (this
may be the reason why many authors didn't pay much attention to spatial circumstances). Quite the contrary! Ethnic settlements have always been a part
of American spatial history, urban tradition and experiences. Some vestiges
of these times might be regarded as cultural (or spatial, whatever the reader
chooses) heritage.
The study is dedicated to the spatial aspects of the settling space of Slovene

1

Jože Velikonja, "Slovenska naselja v Ameriki", Zgodovinski časopis 50, No. 3 (1996): 383−389.
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immigrants to the USA. There are three main issues of ethnic settlements to be
solved:
• where they were (location)
• their size, spatial structure and organization (structure)
• the main remaining traces of them and their interpretations (heritage).
According to the researches by M. Klemenčič, there were more than 700
spatial units in the USA identified as Slovene immigrant spatial entities, or to
put it in other words – ethnic settlements.2 Due to their predominant ethnic or
linguistic structure, these were Slovene settlements. They were established in a
relatively very short period of aproximately 30 years.

Theoretical and Methodological Remarks
The original ethnic settlements do not exist any more; merely some material vestiges still remain on the original locations. But these traces, in addition
to some written sources, personal records (including letters, diaries and the
like), statistics, business directories, school records, official records of religious organizations and public institutions, and any kind of documentation from
that time and space, are absolutely sufficient to reconstruct the life and space
from the distant past. The site, structure and also different processes are imaginable. This reconstructive manner is a very common method in historical-geographical researches. The more (material) traces, the more documents and
partial analyses are available, the better and more precise can be the results!
This is a typical multidisciplinary work, where the experiences of historians,
geographers and sociologists are primarily used, and other scientific disciplines, such as economy, anthropology, linguistics, literature etc., are also included. Sometimes, individual life stories and correspondence cast much more
light on some details and are thus more accurate than any estimation reached
through official data. The first step in researching ethnic settlements is certainly
to collect all available information, sources, records and other materials.
Next step is to find the exact location of ethnic settlements or better, to
find them in situ. According to the above mentioned materials and architectural remains this does not seem to be a difficult task. Many times, the recent
spatial structure corresponds not to the original settlement, because they were

2

Matjaž Klemenčič, "Slovenske naselbine v Združenih državah Amerike", in: Slovensko izseljenstvo. Zbornik ob 50 letnici Slovenske izseljenske matice, eds. Klemenčič Matjaž, Trebše Štolfa Milica
(Ljubljana, 2001), 179−186 (hereinafter: Klemenčič, "Slovenske naselbine v Združenih državah
Amerike").
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overlapped by later architectural measures. To "reconstruct" the original ethnic
settlement requires a lot of additional work and analyses. With the help of some
older records, historical analyses and other relevant sources and references, the
approximate locations can be determined. But to determine the exact location
is a complicated work. According to some historical researches, city directories,
combined with relevant newspaper notices and some personal records, are the
best sources for determining when and where certain historical ethnic settlements were set up and how long they survived there.
One of most common method used in social geography is the application
of s.c. "field indicators": the material and other elements in cultural landscape,
that clear indicates to existence of one community, their organization and spatial relations. Actually, this means to follow different recent traces and those
from the past, which might be connected with the issues we are searching for.
We could identify ethnic (immigrant) community trough its organizations (s.c.
fraternal benefit organizations, cultural societies, national homes or rarely some
political organizations and parties), institutions (such as schools) and (ethnic)
parishes. These are probably the best indicator of (as well as arguments for) an
existing community. A critical number of persons are required (because they
have to pay for priests and other costs), they normally have common places
(church, other buildings, schools, etc.) and sometimes also additional activities
and organizations. The (ethnic) settlements are just a spatial demonstration
of an existing community. To find some (ethnic, in this case "Slovene") church,
national hall or any other public place means to find some "cores" of an existing local (Slovene) community. But on the other hand, an "ethnic" church or a
national hall is not yet a reliable argument for an ethnic settlement. There are
other open (not necessary public) spaces and places, such as saloons, pubs and
restaurants or buildings for particular educational purposes, which certainly
exist because their clients or guests need such services. All these can enrich
the material for arguing ethnic settlements. The only fully reliable data are the
records about the people of a single ethnic origin, who settled close together, in
the same street. Thus, the street name (e.g. Slovene) indicates, as a rule, that the
area once belonged to the people of the Slovene ethnic origin.
The next issue is the "reconstruction" of the social network, life-styles
and their spatial consequences. Most probably this is the most delicate field
of research, because of the lack of accurate data. Estimations can be made
by using different sources and information items related to the experiences
of immigrants. Theoretical background can be drawn from social geography.
When there is enough information about places of living (using addresses, city
directories, different records), working (using records, statistics, correspondences, city directories, etc.), education, entertainment (or leisure habits), supply (shops), social life and different kind of organizations (using records of
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church, fraternal organizations, cultural events, etc.) the social organization
and life styles can be reconstructed. After having discovered the locations of all
these social functions, we can get an image of the time- and space organization
of the community at that time. Finally, the "reconstruction" of the life-style and
its spatial aspects is therefore complete.

Slovene Ethnic Settlements in the US
According to M. Klemenčič, there were more than 700 Slovene ethnic settlements erected in the US during the period 1870−1915.3 However, the very first,
rather complete presentation of Slovene immigration to the USA occurred in
1912; it was the book written by J. M. Trunk,4 whose pastoral work among Slovene settlers was largely explained by Klemenčič (1999).5 Trunk mentioned
around 100,000 Slovenes in the US at the beginning of the 20th century,6 but
the main Slovene immigration wave followed in the next two decades but was
interrupted by the First World War. The first systematic research into the spatial
dispersion of Slovene immigrants in the USA was made by S. Lipoglavšek-Rakovec7 as a geographical interpretation of Slovene emigration around the world.
This work represents a kind of a "basis" for further investigations into this field.
The author stated that around 300,000 Slovenes or even more immigrated to
the USA, and only a relatively small number (under 50,000) of them returned
home. By using a lot of references and written sources available at that time she
made assessments of the main directions (regions, cities or countries) of tranzit- and final destinations.
During the last two decades of the 19th century, there was an endless flow
of people from Central Europe, who sought for better life across the Atlantic
Ocean, in North America. There are many interpretations of why this process

3
4

5
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Klemenčič, "Slovenske naselbine v Združenih državah Amerike", 179−186.
Jurij M. Trunk, Amerika in Amerikanci, samozaložba (Celovec, 1912) (hereinafter: Trunk, Amerika in
Amerikanci); the book is the first systematical overview of the United States and the Slovene immigration there. He paid a lot of attention to the situation of the immigrants as well as conditions in
the country of their origin (now Slovenia and territories with Slovene minorities in the neighbouring
countries)
Matjaž Klemenčič, Jurij Trunk med Koroško in Združenimi državami Amerike ter zgodovina slovenskih naselbin v Leadvillu, Kolorado, in v San Franciscu, Kalifornija (Celovec–Ljubljana–Dunaj, 1999)
(hereinafter: Klemenčič, Jurij Trunk med Koroško in Združenimi državami Amerike). This book is a
perfect historic analysis of migration processes and the foundation of Slovene ethnic settlements,
particularlyar regards the methodology. The author explains natural, social and political conditions
in the USA at that time.
Trunk, Amerika in Amerikanci, 394.
Slava Lipoglavšek Rakovec, "Slovenski izseljenci", Geografski vestnik 22 (1950), 3−60 (hereinafter:
Lipoglavšek Rakovec, "Slovenski izseljenci").
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was so evidently intense.8 However, there were no demographical, social, political or cultural reasons within European society, neither could the explanation
be found in America's fast development. The US simply needed a great number of workers in the quickly developing America's mining, industry and supporting services, and the European countries had – due to their rapid demographical increase at that time – adequate labour free to go. Besides, with large
steamships, the overseas transport became much faster and safer and people,
potential migrants, had abundant information about the opportunities in the
"dream country"– America. No wonder why it was so: emigration had already
been a century-long process in Europe! Slovenia of that time was part of the
Habsburg monarchy, predominantly an agrarian and rural country where jobseekers had poor opportunities for achieve this goal − jobs.9 Paradoxically, the
quickly increasing industrial regions and centres of innovations were not far
away. The closest innovation centre proved to be Trieste, the main Austro-Hungarian harbour and actually an "open maritime window" for the whole hinterland of Central Europe and the Danube region. People had a lot of information,
but poor opportunities to get jobs in their home country. These were reasons
why "America" became a very attractive for immigration.10
Slovene emigration was part of this immense European migration stream.
Despite relatively small total number, Slovene emigrants were numerous. There
were individuals who had emigrated already before this period for some personal or family reasons, or as refugees due to political or religious reasons, or as
job seekers, adventurers and the like. But most of them exactly knew where to
go and what to do there. Most of the elements that caused this migration-chain
were rather well known, especially because many of these migrants planned
to stay at their destination places just temporarily and then return home. The
existing social network evidently had an essential role in the foundation of the
ethnic settlements. They travel by trains to Hamburg, Bremen, Bremerhaven,
Rotterdam on the North Sea, and not trough Trieste, despite the closeness of
this "Austrian window to the world".
New York was the main entering port for immigrants. Since they were
mainly job seekers they were following job opportunities according to the
informations they had collected before and during the travel. Trunk advised
that those who wished to emigrate should follow only the optimum informa-

8
9
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Rado Genorio, "Slovenci v Kanadi", Geographica Slovenica 17 (1989).
Marjan Drnovšek, Izseljevanje, rak-rana slovenskega naroda: od misijonarja Friderika Barage do
migracijske politike države Slovenije (Ljubljana, 2012), 5−8 (hereinafter: Drnovšek, Izseljevanje, rak-rana slovenskega naroda).
Drnovšek, Izseljevanje, rak-rana slovenskega naroda, 86.
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tion about job opportunities.11 After the arrival to the USA, they could turn to
fraternal and other organizations which took care of the newcomers and the
dissemination of useful information. The existing social networks were of crucial importance. Nevertheless, there were also many who acted independently,
on an individual basis, particularly among farmers. According to Trunk's report,
later also quoted by Rakovec, the Slovenes dispersed to all federal states, but
their main concentration was in the "belt" from Pennsylvania on the east, across
the Great Lakes, trough northern Plains and then to Colorado, Wyoming in the
Rockies, and finally to California. Cleveland undoubtedly became the largest
Slovene city outside the then Slovene territory, and by far the largest of the cities in America with Slovene residents, with more than 28,000 people of Slovene
descent;12 it was followed by Chicago (14,000 Slovenes), Jolliet (7,000), Pueblo
(close to 2,700)13, Leadville,14 Rock Springs (more than 1,000 each) and others.
Slovene miners settled mainly around small coal mines in the large geographical area of the eastern Rocky Mountains.15 Important and well organized were
the Slovenes in Denver, though their number was not comparable to those in
the above mentioned cities. It is estimated that there were around 500 Slovenes
in the city (Globeville),16 but this number can sum up to more than 1,000 if the
larger Denver area is included. In some smaller cities, such as Ely and Eveleth
in the north-eastern Minnesota, they represented the most numerous group,
and a temporary majority.17 Klemenčič estimates (relying on Prpic and Bonutti)
that around 1970, in the city area of Cleveland close to 46,000 residents of Slovene origin could be identified18.
If Trunk's statements are compared to Lipoglavšek-Rakovec's conclusions and more recent Klemenčič's findings about the presence of Slovenes all
over the USA, it becomes evident that the main Slovene immigrant settlement
network was mainly created before the beginning of the 20th century. There
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Trunk, Amerika in Amerikanci, 410−412.
Lipoglavšek Rakovec, "Slovenski izseljenci", 58.
Matjaž Klemenčič, Zgodovina skupnosti slovenskih Američanov v Pueblu, Kolorado, Zora 79 /
Ethnicity 13 (Maribor−Ljubljana, 2012), 148 (hereinafter: Klemenčič, Zgodovina skupnosti slovenskih
Američanov v Pueblu, Kolorado).
Klemenčič, Jurij Trunk med Koroško in Združenimi državami Amerike, 238−241.
Matjaž Klemenčič, "Nacionalna struktura mesta Rock Springs in okraja Sweetwater (Wyoming)
s posebnim ozirom na Slovence", in: Kultura, identiteta in jezik v procesih evropske integracije, ed.
Štrukelj Inka, (Ljubljana, 2000), 214−233.
Maruša Verbič Kropivšek, Razvoj etnične naselbine na primeru Slovencev v Denverju, Kolorado,
Ethnicity 14 (Ljubljana, 2014).
Trunk, Amerika in Amerikanci, 497
Matjaž Klemenčič, Slovenes of Cleveland. The creation od a New Nation and a New World Community
Slovenia and the Slovenes of Cleveland, Ohio (Novo mesto, 1995), 107 (hereinafter: Klemenčič,
Slovenes of Cleveland).
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were many changes in the total number and social structure but, nevertheless, around 700 spatial units were established in a really short period. Though,
some of these locations were just mentioned and it is not sure whether all these
local Slovene communities really functioned as such. A mere critical number
of people in a certain city is certainly not enough for determining a spatialsocial unit of the past time. On the other hand, Trunk reported that there were
families and (sometimes) groups of singles who came to the USA to work hard,
earn money and then return home. They hardly established some closer contact with other immigrants. So, all the aforementioned locations were certainly
not proper ethnic settlements. There were just places (or better: cities) where
Slovene residents were registered at that time, but they probably did not represent an organized local Slovene community.
The formation of a local Slovene community depended on certain factors
or special circumstances. These were: a rather great number of immigrants who
came in a short spell of time, worked close together or in the same company;
when immigrants came "in chain" from the same region of equal tradition and
spoke the same dialect; local circumstances, such as available places or housing, played an important role. When a group of first immigrant settlers made a
local community with houses or flats close together, a "core" was formed. The
existing "core" attracted new immigrants if there were job possibilities and if
information network worked well. More inhabitants of Slovene origin resulted
in new job opportunities for Slovenes, particularly in the service sector, such
as jobs in restaurants, pubs, shops and the like. Trunk reports on a typical phenomenon called "boarders"19 in the first generation of settlers; the newcomers
were mainly single men and this was an initial solution for them.20 The offer of
certain traditional foods and drinks was a typical indication of an existing ethnic community. The pubs and saloons were open places, where people came
together to spend their free time, meet friends, collect informations and get
some entertainment. The next two important steps were: the setting up of a
national home and (often) a parish, which was a reliable indicator of an organized local community and a good warrant for its further development. These
two institutions both required a central position in the settlement and further
stimulated its growth because they attracted other residents, since social services were provided. Indeed, the existence of these institutions depended on
the number of members and their economic capacity. The national home was
intended exclusively for the Slovene ethnic community: it was a place for cultural events, meetings and, of course, the place of the manifestation of the com-
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Houses or flats with many single dwellers (mostly men).
Trunk, Amerika in Amerikanci, 439−440
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munity.21 Parishes became important local unifiers of the residents and through
their caritative activities, solidarity and communication they were acutally the
community-builders and later on, the community-maintainers.22
They were set up upon the arrival of several groups of Slovenes when in the
process of settling these people accepted their place of living and their place
of work; these two issues had the greatest impact. Among all, the most influent factor for establishing an ethnic settlement was the availability of jobs. The
settlers come to particular destination in order to gain jobs. The place of living
must be relatively close to work. Despite modern transportation possibilities,
be it by tram, by train and later also by car, the distance between the place of living and the place of work played the crucial role. In order to avoid spending too
much time (and money) on transport, the immigrants tended to settle within
a walking distance (i.e. a few miles) from their jobs, if possible. However, the
change of job usually resulted in the change of residence. But once the houses
or flats had been set up, they became a kind of "anchor": they not only kept
people there but also attracted services. It was important for the settlers to have
different services in the neighbourhood, and it was inviting for some ambitious
people to provide adequate offer. Trunk reports that more than 200 Slovene
pubs were supposedly in Cleveland alone.23 There were seven urban concentrations of people of Slovene origin24 in this city area and each of them had some
specific local features.
The life style of immigrants was simple: living at home, work in a company
or elsewhere and the third part of time-spatial organization was devoted to
different activities during free time. The distance played an important role as
to the availability of other social functions, too: schools, church services, supply
functions and diverse social activities; these services must preferably be located
close to the place of living. The more services were in the neighbourhood, the
better was the living location. This availability accounts for the "logic" of living
habits of that time.

Spatial Structure and Organization of Ethnic Settlements
Related to social-geographic theoretical standpoint, three "spaces" can be dis-
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Joseph Valenčič, "Slovenski narodni domovi v ZDA", in: Slovensko izseljenstvo. Zbornik ob 50 letnici
Slovenske izseljenske matice, eds. Klemenčič Matjaž, Trebše Štolfa Milica (Ljubljana, 2001), 187−192.
Mihael Kuzmič, Slovenski izseljenci iz Prekmurja v Bethlehemu v ZDA 1893−1924. Naselitev in njihove
zgodovinske, socialne, politične, literarne in verske dejavnosti (Ljubljana, 2001).
Trunk, Amerika in Amerikanci, 511.
Matjaž Klemenčič, Slovenes of Cleveland, 106−107.
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cerned within ethnic settlements: personal (or private), open and public space.
The first one is the personal space: a house or a flat, owned or rented. This
was the place of living, spending time with family members or simply a home.
It represent a fixed capital (in the case of ownership), and personal representative place. The term "home" has higher value, when more people of Slovene
origin lived in the neighbourhood, in the same street, or anywhere nearby.
There was easier to establish social contacts with people, and due to cultural
similarities and easy communication their mutual understanding was better. It
was the neighbourhood that was the most important in this process, because
the urban style of living prevailed. People's free time was rather limited due to
working hours and conditions. Thus, it was crucial to have all the necessary
services close to the place of residence. This neighbourhood (actually: ethnic
settlement) represent a larger size of "home".
The second level of space were open spaces. There were probably many
locations within these neighbourhoods, such as shops, pubs, bars and the like,
just around the corner, played an evident role in the stimulation of social life
among the settlers. These places became the meeting points, places for reviving memories, sentiments and traditions, where immigrants felt closer to this
community and became its member. By living actively in this neighbourhood
the people were deepening their feelings to the local awareness and collective identity. Cultural events, theatre performances, singing bands and choirs
brought back romantic memories and paved the way for entire community
and also offered new jobs. The open spaces were owned by individuals, members of local community and also (rarely) persons who were not. The second
level is the ranking process among community members. Being part of a community (which means to give and accept some solidarity and consciousness)
makes people feel (socially) safer than being alone.
The third kind of space, also dedicated for social interactions and other
public activities, is a public space, composed by common buildings and other
places like national homes, clubs, lodges and even churches. They had similar social effects, but probably their functioning became more demanding and
sophisticated. All mentioned places demanded practically a membership; individuals who have to join to these organized public life, have to enrol there and
pay some attention, time, work and money. Well organized Slovene catholic
parishes became in some cases educational institutions due to their opportunities for schools.25 Beside this, two another public places were very important:
places of work (factories, mines, courts, administrative building) and cemeter-
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Darko Friš, Ameriški Slovenci in katoliška cerkev 1871−1924 (Celovec–Ljubljana–Dunaj, 1995),
204−213.
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Old St. Mary's church in Pueblo on Groove. Formerly, the building was a broom-workshop (Golden
Jubilee of St. Mary Parish, 1895−1945 (Puble, Co., 1945))

ies. Lodges, clubs, unions and churches too, were places/institutions for demonstrating individuals' ambitions, solidarity, economic and social progress and
influence.

A Case Study: Pueblo, Co.
Pueblo is a medium-size atypical American city.26 With slightly more than
110,000 inhabitants it ranks the third in the state of Colorado (after Denver
and Colorado Springs), but it looks small because of the lack of skyscrapers;
Pueblo has none. Located at the foot of the eastern Rocky Mountains range,
more than 1,000 m above sea level and close to the main east-west railway
connection (going westwards trough Denver), the city became known by its
metallurgy. Thanks to the rich coal mines in a large area and good transport
connection with market, the smelting companies have had a strong impact on
the city's development.27 Minnequa Works of the Colorado Fuel and Iron Company became and remain the position of largest steel enterprise west of Mississippi river and largest place of employment in a large surrounding region at
the west end of Prairies.28 Pueblo became one of the cities in America with the
highest percentage of Slovene population: at the beginning of the 20th century,
around 2,200 Slovenes resided in it,29 a decade later, close to 2,700, whereas in
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Klemenčič, Zgodovina skupnosti slovenskih Američanov v Pueblu, Kolorado, 174.
Eleanor Fry, Smelters of Pueblo (Pueblo, Colorado, 2000), 7−17.
Matjaž Klemenčič – Karl Pugelj, Jim Pugelj and Other Slovenian Pioneers of Pueblo, Colorado
(Ljubljana, 2009), 62 (hereinafter: Klemenčič – Pugelj, Jim Pugelj and Other Slovenian Pioneers of
Pueblo, Colorado).
Trunk, Amerika in Amerikanci, 472.
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the broader vicinity in Colorado there were many more.30 Despite several economic crises (caused by the changes in the American steel and iron market),
the Slovene community remained there and made some important and visible
"markers".
The first Slovenes came to the USA most probably before 1880, soon after
the iron industry began to expand.31 There are some indicators that this could
have happened already around 1870.32 After 1885 the Slovene immigrant
inflow was rather constant and intense and lasted until World War I. There were
also Slovene settlers from the eastern states (primarily from Pennsylvania) and
the Great Lakes area who moved to Pueblo, so that many were already familiar
with the American way of life.33 They concentrated in the central and southern parts of the city, rather close (several miles away) to the smelting plants
which were located in the Bessemer area and southwards in the direction of
Minnequa Lake. The newcomers built wooden houses in the typical American
Western style. Klemenčič, proceeding from a strong concentration of people
of Slovene origin, identified two Slovene settlements, Groove and Mesa (later
named "Bojon34 town"). Groove is probably slightly older, but has remained
smaller and has a lesser share of Slovenes in the area, whereas "Bojon town"
represents the actual concentration of Slovenes in Pueblo. Later, from 1930s
onwards, tendencies were to move south-westwards, to the south Bessemer
area, in direction to Minequa Lake. Some Slovenes of the first immigration generation had already settled there, but not in a concentrated form.35
Another characteristic of the Slovenes in Pueblo was that the majority of
them originated in southeast Slovenia, i.e. western Dolenjsko, some parts of
Notranjsko, Suha krajina and Bela krajina.36 This region was hit by a severe
economic crisis after end of iron and leather manufactures in the upper Krka
valley. These immigrants were already skilled workers and they knew something about the processes in steel production.37 Not only their language but
also their dialect was the same! This may not have been the most crucial factor,
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Klemenčič, Zgodovina skupnosti slovenskih Američanov v Pueblu, Kolorado, 141.
Trunk, Amerika in Amerikanci, 457.
Klemenčič, Zgodovina skupnosti slovenskih Američanov v Pueblu, Kolorado, 144.
Tina Maček, Slovenci v Pueblu, Kolorado, med leti 1939–1950, diplomsko delo, Oddelek za zgodovino Filozofske fakultete Univerze v Mariboru (Maribor, 2010).
In the past, the term "Bojon" was comonly used for the people of Slovene descent. There are various
explanations about the meaning of this term.
Maruša Verbič, Socialna struktura, gospodarske aktivnosti in družbene dejavnosti Slovencev v Pueblu
od leta 1950 do danes, diplomsko delo, Fakulteta za humanistične študije Univerze na Primorskem
(Koper, 2008).
Klemenčič – Pugelj, Jim Pugelj and Other Slovenian Pioneers of Pueblo, Colorado, 19.
Jernej Zupančič, "Dolenjski sledovi na robu ameriške prerije: Slovenci v Pueblu, Kolorado", Rast 17,
No.1 (2006), 104.
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The new St. Mary
Church in Pueblo,
errected
in
mid
1930s (Golden Jubilee
of St. Mary Parish,
1895−1945 (Puble,
Co., 1945))

but was certainly important, particularly for improving their communication
in local public life. In such a way it was easier to sustain cultural shocks (new
country, new languages and completely different life-style, in addition to all
socio-economic troubles and other, above all socio-cultural, circumstances).
This "closeness" undoubtedly played a significant role in bonding immigrants
into an efficient, communicative community, either being close neighbours or
living some streets apart. The community existed because there were enough
people (school, church, fraternal benefit organization, lodges), enough open
places (saloons, pubs etc.), because they worked in the same company or they
had similar working and social positions. Their vicinal regional origin is possibly a reason of chain-migration, which is the next indicator of how important
the social network was at that time! But on the other hand, a rather intense
concentration of Slovenes in the city enabled them to use the services among
Slovenes only, i.e. inside their local community.
Yet another important fact manifested itself as social stratification of the
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Slovene community. Some Slovene settlers came from other American cities,
from mines and factories along the Great Lakes, from Pennsylvania and Leadville. They had gained some "American" experiences before, and some of them
attained better economic position. Klemenčič reports that according to the city
directories and official statistical data of 1910, there was already a considerable
number of small entrepreneurs, small shop or saloon owners, boarding-house
owners, and some richer Slovenes, too.38 Some immigrant members found jobs
inside their community and represented a new social class. The community
was thus stratified and hierarchy was established.39
The community of Slovenes in Pueblo was well organized. The practices
and social network of the workers in smelting plants served as a model for their
social and professional organization. A lot (but not all) of them were included into the local Slovene parish.40 This was a strong community thanks to the
active parish priests who established a private Catholic school (St. Mary's Catholic School). The parish was originally established in Groove, the older settlement, but after a flood (1921) it was moved to the much safer area of Bessemer.
The location was perfect, visible and much safer (from floods) and within the
so-called Bojon Town – the Slovene biggest ethnic settlement in Pueblo. But
the Groove settlers were not particularly satisfied with this outcome. Another
type of tensions emerged among the Slovenes in this community, i.e. between
the left-wing (or liberal) side and the Catholic-oriented side.41
Of the two Slovene settlements in Pueblo, the older one in Groove was
smaller with approximately a quarter of Slovene population (otherwise the
population there was ethnically rather mixed), whereas in the somewhat
younger one in Mesa, or later the so-called Bojon Town, the share of the Slovenes reached almost one half of the population (beside strong Slovak and
Croatian groups) and was by far the strongest community in this part of city, in
the city as a whole, the Slovenes represented 5.25% of the population.
The enterprises owned by Slovenes were mainly concentrated in Groove
and Bojon Town, but not all of them were there. Slovene private enterprises
(mostly small) could be found elsewhere in the city, mainly to the southwest
of the two settlements (which later became the third Slovene settling area, but
they were scattered at a larger scale) and in the city north of the Arkansas river,
where Slovene residents were quite rare. But only some of these enterprises
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Klemenčič, Zgodovina skupnosti slovenskih Američanov v Pueblu, Kolorado, 162−163.
Jernej Zupančič, "K socialni strukturi slovenske naselbine v Pueblu, Kolorado", Rast 19, No. 1 (2008),
73−75.
Golden Jubilee of St. Mary Parish 1895–1945 / Spominska knjiga izdana v proslavo 50-letnega jubileja
župnije Marija Pomagaj v Pueblo, Colo. (Pueblo, Colorado, 1945) (no pages recorded).
Klemenčič, Zgodovina skupnosti slovenskih Američanov v Pueblu, Kolorado, 229.
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Members of Prešeren Glee Club, Pueblo, Colorado, 1945 (Golden Jubilee of St. Mary Parish, 1895−1945
(Puble, Co., 1945))

were important for keeping up the community: those who served as meeting
points, open or even public places. Other services were important in view of
economy (they supported different cultural activities, lodges, clubs and charity
organizations, and the church) but their location was not so important. This
characterizes the process of increasing economic and social emancipation as
well as the adoption of American way of life. The increased distances to different services were the result of technical progress in transportation, (auto)
mobile community and new perceptions of life quality.
One place was most probably a single one for all Slovenes – the cemetery.
Long rows of Slovene names and surnames as well as some epitaphs in Slovene are seen in the Roselawn Cemetery in south-eastern part of Pueblo (not
far from the two discussed Slovene settlements), which is a good indicator of
the large Slovene community in Pueblo. However, this does not indicate their
places of residence nor their social functions. The contemporary situation as
to their residence can be partially established by means of a phone book or
similar public evidences, despite some inadequacies (surname is just one of the
possible indicators). According to recent phone book data, the Slovene community is widely spread throughout the city and in the suburbs. But the register
of parish members in St. Mary's parish shows a similar situation, with a stronger
concentration in the south-western part of the city, on the so-called "Heights".
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Conclusion
What has happened to Slovene ethnic settlements?
Through social stratification the community became stronger and more
influential in local relations, i.e. on the level of the city. Their identity was gradually turned from "Slovene immigrants" to "Americans" in the coming generations. Individual members moved to new places of residence and more easily
achieved different social functions at longer distances. Thus Slovene ethnic settlements began to disappear. The former Slovene neighbourhoods were filled
by new immigrants, prevailingly of Afro-American or Hispanic origin (diverse
nations were included, but just to mention the spatial-social effect). The Slovene settlements in the central areas of Cleveland,42 for example, merged into
the large suburban area. This was done completely in accordance with the
American perception of the quality of life: they moved out because they could
afford to do so thanks to their social ascent to the middle class in compliance
with class behaviour. Enterprises, shops, and firms also moved from the former
to new locations. Only the churches and national halls remained at their original place. It seems that the Slovene ethnic settlements (seven, maybe eight, in
Cleveland, and two in Pueblo) have gradually disappeared. But has the Slovene
community (or people of Slovene descent, or, Slovene Americans) also disappeared?
Alongside the social transformation (from workers to the middle class),
which is evident in the spatial dispersion and relocation of the Slovene community to socially better suited locations, this was rather the process of ethnic
transformation too. People changed their identity, and the second and following generations were completely socialized by the American way and adjusted
to American social, cultural and political circumstances. But it was not necessary that through this process they lost their Slovenehood as such. In the sense
of multi- or trans-nationality there are niches for certain elements of a ethnic
or cultural declaration. They (mostly) lost their linguistic (Slovene) knowledge
and practice, they think in a different way and they are organized according to
the needs of the country they live in (the USA).
But some organizations and institutions still exist and people of Slovene
descent support them. Klemenčič describes this phenomenon in his book
about the Slovenes in Pueblo; the Slovene members of St. Mary's parish were
mostly from south Bessemer and other parts of the city.43 The community still
exists, but its spatial relations are very different from those at the beginning
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Klemenčič, Slovenes of Cleveland, 106.
Klemenčič, Zgodovina skupnosti slovenskih Američanov v Pueblu, Kolorado, 172−175.
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of the 20th century. Slovene national halls, churches, lodges, libraries or museums are still on their original locations. They represent rich (material) evidence
of an important period in Slovene spatial history. And they are certainly part
of Slovene settling tradition if the ethnocultural features are understood in a
broader sense, not necessarily bound to the territorial-political entity of Slovenia. These places could become Slovene symbolic places, particularly among
the Slovene Americans.

Jernej Zupančič
PROSTORSKA STRUKTURA SLOVENSKIH ETNIČNIH NASELBIN V ZDA
Vloga in pomen prostorskosti med člani slovenske diaspore

POVZETEK
Oblikovanje slovenske diaspore v ZDA se je pričelo proti koncu 19. stoletja kot
del splošnega evropskega toka intenzivnega preseljevanja v naglo rastočo globalno gospodarsko velesilo. Priseljenci različnih nacionalnosti so se po prihodu
v Ameriko navadno naselili blizu skupaj v obliki "etničnih naselbin". V ZDA je
v začetku 20. stoletja obstajalo okrog 700 slovenskih etničnih naselbin, ki so
večinoma nastale v obdobju 1880 do 1915. To so bile soseske s prevlado ali vsaj
dovolj veliko zgostitvijo oseb določene narodne pripadnosti. Bile se pretežno
socialni pojav v pogojih bližnje prostorske agregacije. Delovale so na podlagi socialnih vezi in manj kot upravne in administrativne enote. Prepoznati jih
je mogoče po gostoti slovenske poselitve znotraj mest in veliko manj v smislu
prostorske zasnove s simbolnim in infrastrukturnim središčem (ki ga navadno
predstavljajo t. i. javni prostori). Vendar so etnične župnije s cerkvami in pripadajočimi objekti na eni ter narodni domovi na drugi strani realno vendarle predstavljale določeno mero središčnosti slovenskih naselbin. Sosedstvo je
nudilo jezikovno in kulturno zatočišče v fazi, ko so priseljenci šele prilagajali na novo okolje. Vendar so bili enako ali še bolj pomembni drugi razlogi, od
ekonomskih in socialnih do kulturnih. Zgostitve so omogočale razvoj socialnih
mrež in stikov, prek katerih so se razvile lokalne skupnosti. Pri tem so imele
ključno vlogo organizirane oblike povezovanja, še posebej pa t. i. podporne
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enote ter lokalne cerkvene občine (župnije). Prve so zgradile več narodnih
domov, ki so postali odprt in javni prostor nastajajočih slovenskih priseljenskih
skupnosti; prizorišče številnih dejavnosti in obenem simbolne točke Slovencev
v Ameriki. Etnične (slovenske) župnije so imele poleg verskega pomena tudi
izobraževalno vlogo. Vlogo odprtega prostora so prevzeli tudi različni lokali in
trgovine, kjer so se ljudje srečevali in družili. Posebej v večjih slovenskih naselbinah kot so na primer v Chicagu, Clevelandu, Jolietu, Pueblu ali Leadvillu so "slovenski" lokali predstavljali tudi zanimivo tržno nišo. Med javne prostore sodijo
tudi pokopališča oziroma deli teh; so obenem indikator obstoja nekdanje (in
tudi sedanje) slovenske poselitve v ZDA. Sodeč po zapiskih, študijah in virih je
bila pri oblikovanju slovenskih naselbin pomembna tudi informacijska mreža,
ki je potencialne selivce usmerjala k določenim destinacijam in celo podjetjem
(kjer so se lahko zaposlili), po prihodu pa je sprejem v lokalno slovensko skupnost do neke mere zagotavljal tudi socialno varnost. Podporne enote, društva
in župnije so bili do neke mere socialni korektiv, ki je deloval na podlagi vzajemnosti in solidarnosti in pri tem gradil tudi lokalno skupnost. Društveno delovanje je omogočalo družbeno hierarhizacijo najprej znotraj slovenskega priseljenskega okolja in posameznikom omogočilo nabiranje izkušenj in zvez za
poznejši vzpon v ameriški družbi. Vsaj v prvi generaciji je bilo sklepanje zakonov med člani slovenskih priseljencev katoliške veroizpovedi precej pogosto,
kar gre vsaj deloma pripisati možnostim druženja in spoznavanja znotraj etničnih naselbin. Ostanki nekdanjih etničnih naselbin predstavljajo poseben del
slovenske materialne kulturne dediščine.
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This paper presents an overview of the ties between the Catholic community
in the United States and in Slovenia established by the Slovenian members of
different religious orders and communities. In the second half of the 19th century
the Catholic community in Slovenia was characterized by two phenomena: a
great interest in missionary work, and the beginnings of emigration. In close
connection with these two phenomena it is possible to talk about the religious
orders which became a means of connecting Slovenia with the United States.
The most important religious orders were the Benedictines, the Franciscans,
and the School Sisters of Maribor. The main means of communication was
print, followed by personal correspondence and, to a lesser degree, personal
contacts. While there were no Benedictine communities in Slovenia, they
became an important Church and educational institution in the States, and
some Slovenian candidates for priestly life joined the community. This paper
will deal with the topic up until the eruption of World War I.
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Two important characteristics of the Slovenian Catholic community in the
second half of the 19th century were: the strengthening of religious orders and
communities which had survived the repressive measures of enlightenment
leaders and the hostile social climate at the end of the 18th century, and the formation of new ones. These were the result of a religious renewal in Slovenia,1
and across Europe in general. All religious groups were organized at a global
level, and at the core of their organizational structure they represented a connection with Europe and other parts of the world.2 Only a small number of
these communities had their beginnings in Slovenia. At the same time, that is,
from the second half of the 19th century to the decade before World War I, the
Church in Slovenia was characterized by two phenomena which then became
key parts of its structure: a great interest in missionary work,3 and the beginnings of emigration. It is precisely in connection with these two phenomena
that it is possible to speak about the religious orders and communities which
became a means of connecting Slovenia with the United States of America.4 The
main means of communication was print, followed by personal correspondence and, to a lesser degree, personal contact. This paper will deal with the time
period before World War I, which left an important mark not only on Slovenian
regions and European history in general, but also, and to a similar degree, on
the history of the United States. When considering the missionary characteristic of the Catholic community in the United States,5 we could have just as easily
limited the discussion to events which took place before the beginning of the
20th century, but if we take into account the history of emigration, the inclusion
of later periods is also worthy of note. It was for that reason that we decided
that it would be most appropriate to speak about this phenomenon up until
the eruption of World War I.

The Community of St. Benedict
The first of these orders were the Benedictines, members of the community
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Though Slovenia only began to officially exist as an independent State after 1991, here "Slovenia"
refers to the greater Slovenian ethnic territory of the time period, an area which is often denoted by
Slovenian historians as "Slovenian lands".
See e.g. Bogdan Kolar, Iskalci Boga. Redovništvo in redovne skupnosti v zgodovine Cerkve (Celje, 2005),
230–233.
See e.g. Bogdan Kolar, Na misijonskih brazdah Cerkve. Oris zgodovine slovenskega misijonstva (Celje,
1998), 40–69.
See e.g. Darko Friš, Ameriški Slovenci in katoliška Cerkev 1871–1924 (Celovec–Ljubljana–Dunaj,
1995), 85ss (hereinafter: Friš, Ameriški Slovenci in Katoliška Cerkev).
See e.g. Grace McDonald O.S.B., With Lamps Burning (Saint Joseph, Minnesota, 1980) (hereinafter:
McDonald O.S.B., With Lamps Burning).
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of St. Benedict, the oldest of its kind in the Western Church, and one which
has been working uninterrupted since the beginning of the 6th century. In areas
which are now within Slovenian territory, the community was active only until
1461, in Gornji Grad, when its property was reallocated to the newly established diocese of Ljubljana. Other abbeys were active on the edge of the Slovenian ethnic regions of the time. In both the 19th and 20th centuries anyone
who wanted to enter this community could do so in one of the Austrian abbeys.
Conversely, in the United States the Benedictine community blossomed in
the 19th century. One of the main reasons for this was an interest in missionary work in the United States. Another important factor was connected with
the conditions in Europe, where monastic communities, especially in German
speaking areas, were separated from public life and prohibited from carrying
out their mission. This was especially felt by communities which were involved
with education, and the Benedictines could be counted among them (not to
mention the Jesuits and Lazarists).
In Germany not one Benedictine abbey had survived the secularization. The
renewal of Benedictinism there began in Bavaria. In 1830 King Ludwig I of
Bavaria (1825–1848) made possible the revival of the old abbey of Metten, in
Lower Bavaria. Beginning from Metten, the restoration of the Bavarian Benedictine Congregation gradually followed. Their monasteries united the monastic life
with active work in schools and parishes.6

In the United States, on the other hand, there were new and virtually unlimited possibilities opening up for the Catholic community to work in the very
fields from which the Church had been excluded in Europe.
From the middle of the 19th century onwards, Benedictine abbeys in the
United States began to take shape, and during the course of the century they
achieved a prominent place in the Church and society, especially in the area of
secondary and post-secondary education, and through their work with immigrants. They maintained their missionary position among Native Americans for
as long as the country was considered a missionary area. St. Vincent Archabbey
in Latrobe, Pennsylvania, and St. John's Abbey in Collegeville, Minnesota, are
among the oldest abbeys which had important roles in organizing missionary
work, and also in developing the community as such. They were important, not
only for their work with immigrants, but also in connection with the work of
Slovenian missionaries, and for that reason they will be given greater attention

6

Karl Suso Frank OFM, With Greater Liberty. A Short History of Christian Monasticism and Religious
Orders (Kalamazoo, Michigan, 1993), 192. The book is a translation of the German original Geschichte
des christlichen Mönchtums, 4th ed. (Darmstadt, 1983).
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Abbot Boniface Wimmer OSB – senior
(www.wikiwand.
com/de/Bonifaz_
Wimmer)

here. The emphasis will be on their work to train Slovenian missionary candidates and on their work within Slovenian settlements. In both cases it can be
said that they were well-known among Catholic Communities in Slovenia at
the time.
The founder of St. Vincent Abbey was the German Benedictine monk Boniface Wimmer (1809–1887). This was the first Benedictine abbey on American
soil, and it was founded in 1846. In 1883, because of its historical importance
and role in the development of other Benedictine institutions, it obtained the
title of Archabbey, and its superior that of Archabbot. The young Benedictine
Boniface Wimmer (who took his solemn vows in the community in 1833, and
was ordained to the priesthood two years prior to that) decided on missionary
work among his compatriot Bavarians, who had emigrated in great numbers
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to the New World. As can be seen from the history of emigration from German
lands, it was between 1830 and 1860 that the majority of America's 1.5 million
German emigrants came to the United States, and most established themselves
in agriculture. "American Catholic bishops, faced with the challenge of how to
minister to this new population, sent requests for pastoral assistance to religious houses in Germany, Austria, and Switzerland."7 When Wimmer read about
their hard living conditions and difficulties in creating a better life for themselves, with the help of the community's leadership (he was residing in Metten
Abbey in Bavaria at the time) he decided to transfer the Benedictine institution
and its original mission to America.
Stories of the loss of faith among the German immigrants seeped back into Germany; and Father Wimmer, convinced that the loss was due mainly to the lack of
German-speaking priests, started a movement within his monastery to stop this
leakage. Of indomitable will and excellent organizing ability, he soon obtained
permission to lead a small band of missionaries to the backwoods of Pennsylvania and there to set up a Benedictine priory.8

In 1846, together with eighteen young candidates for the Benedictine
community (fourteen lay brothers, and four candidates for the priesthood), Fr.
Boniface Wimmer left from Rotterdam and arrived in New York, where many
priests tried to dissuade him from his plans. Wimmer worked with German
Catholic workers for forty years, and his evangelical efforts were also valuable
to the Irish, African Americans, Native Americans, and especially to immigrants
from Eastern Europe. With the combination of his personal dedication and
the institution which he had founded, he demonstrated that resourceful and
advantageous Benedictine attention to detail when it came to the founding of
monasteries and religious centers in agriculture areas – that is, in rural environments rather than in cities. His community and others which developed from it
soon became pastoral centers for German immigrants, and they also paid particular attention to their work with Native Americans by establishing missionary outposts and systematically committing to the organization of educational
institutions. In five years the St. Vincent monastery, which had become an independent abbey in 1855, had one hundred members in its community who had
taken their vows; in just nine years after his arrival to the United States Wimmer
had built a strong monastic community with over two hundred members.

7

8

Joel Rippinger, "Benedictine Abbeys and Priories in the U.S.," New Catholic Encyclopedia, 2nd ed., vol. 2
(Washington, D.C., 2003), 254 (hereinafter: Rippinger, "Benedictine Abbeys and Priories in the U.S.").
McDonald O.S.B., With Lamps Burning, 7.
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Wimmer was also designated as the first president of the newly established American Cassinese Congregation. 'Cassinese' was the name of nineteenth-century
Italian reform congregation, deriving its name from the abbey of Monte Cassino
in Italy, founded by Saint Benedict.9

At the time of Wimmer's death in 1887, in the United States there were
ten Benedictine abbeys which he himself had founded. In his lifetime he established 152 Catholic parishes and numerous schools.
St. John's Abbey in Collegeville, Minnesota, was established in 1856, ten
years after St. Vincent Archabbey, when its foundations were laid by monks
from its own community. There were five of them, and their arrival signaled
the beginning of Benedictine work in Minnesota. They came on the request
of bishop Joseph Crétin from St. Paul (a new diocese which was established in
1851; Crétin was its first leader) in order to work among the German Catholic
immigrants who, at that time, were arriving in great numbers from central Minnesota. The mother tongue of the majority of monks was German. In the following year they obtained the land on which they planned to erect an institution for educational, scientific, and religious purposes. Already in November of
1857 the first five children from the surrounding area enrolled, becoming the
first pupils of St. John's College, as the institution was named. Though the abbey
had to relocate itself several times in search of a suitable location, in the coming
years, as a result of the construction of a new building, its meaning and influence
continued to grow, and the arrival of new immigrants from German-speaking
countries created a new form of work. Since that part of Minnesota had also
become a sought-after goal for many Slovenian immigrants, at St. John's Abbey
they found ways to educate many Slovenian candidates for missionary and clerical life. From the middle of the 1860s onwards, there were always at least a few
Slovenians attending classes at the abbey every year; usually they were referred
to as "Carniolans" ("Kranjci"). Since the abbey advertised regularly in the Slovenian press, it was relatively well-known in Slovenia, where it was referred to
as Sveti Janez. Simultaneously, news from Slovenian regions also came to the
abbey. They had a subscription to the central church paper Zgodnja Danica,
which was published by Ljubljana canon Luka Jeran, and which came regularly
to the monastery's library. Jeran also received various other church papers from
the United States, also in German, and they served as sources for the reports
in his paper. It was in that same part of northern Minnesota, where St. John's
Abbey was developing its work, that Slovenian missionary Francis Xavier Pierz

9

Rippinger, "Benedictine Abbeys and Priories in the U.S.," 254.
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(1785–1880) began his work. "But, as he himself said, he found the work too
heavy for his 'seventy-year-old bones'. At his request, Bishop Crétin of St. Paul
appealed to Abbot Wimmer in Pennsylvania for priests to attend to the spiritual
needs of the German settlers in Minnesota."10 In 1856 Pierz was joined by the
Benedictines and they took over leadership of many parishes, especially those
where the majority of the population was German.
On May 19 (sc. 1856) the Benedictines left St. Paul in the company of Bishop
Crétin and went by stagecoach to Sauk Rapids. They arrived at their destination
the next day and took up residence in the small floorless log cabin, 14 by 20 feet,
which was to serve as temporary monastery and church. There was no one to
welcome them, for Father Pierz, in his eagerness to resume his work among the
Indians, had already returned do Crow Wing.11

Pierz left care of the French-speaking people to a French priest, while he
himself maintained his care of the Native Americans, planning to dedicate the
last ten years of his life to them (or so he thought at the time).
The Benedictine communities in the United States offered Slovenian candidates basic training for missionary work and for taking care of the immigrant
communities, as well as inclusion into the life of the Catholic community. Any
knowledge of German which they brought with them facilitated integration
into the monastic communities which, as mentioned, initially consisted mainly
of members from ethnically German areas. In the monastery schools they could
receive an education, become acquainted with the conditions in the new land,
and discover their vocation. Some of the candidates decided to join the order,
and thus became members of a powerful clerical and educational institution.
Others obtained their education in these institutions and then became members of the diocesan clergy. At the core of Benedictine institutions there were
two forms of pastoral work: missionary work among the Native Americans,
and tending to European immigrants. The Benedictine abbeys offered Slovenian missionary candidates the chance to prepare for missions and become
acquainted with missionary work. Afterwards, they offered a gradual inclusion
into missionary outposts, as every abbey had a certain number of missionary
stations which were watched over by its members. In addition to their indirect evangelical work, they continued the work of bishop Frederic Irenaeus
Baraga (1797–1868), as many Slovenian Benedictines showed a great interest in researching Native American cultures, especially their languages. Among

10
11

McDonald O.S.B., With Lamps Burning, 25.
William Furlan, In Charity Unfeigned. The Life of Father Francis Xavier Pierz (St. Cloud, 1952), 216.
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the last Benedictines of Slovenian descent who set themselves to studying
Native American languages and to collecting materials for the preparation of
much needed dictionaries was Simon Lampe (1865–1940)12 who, in addition
to improving the material which had already been collected by the Franciscan
Chrysostom Verwyst, did a great deal of his own original work.
At the same time, after 1870, Slovenian missionary candidates increasingly
decided to take over care for Slovenian settlements which had been established by Slovenian immigrants to the United States. Being able to care for one's
compatriots was an important incentive for the Benedictine presence in the
land. Even some Slovenians who had left to pursue missionary work ended up
making the decision to take over care of Slovenian church communities. The
reports which they sent to their homeland show us that, in addition to tending to the Slovenian communities, they also helped German and other Slavic
groups. Here, their linguistic education from home was a great aid. Leadership
of the abbeys also provided assistance, ensuring that support, experience, and
financial backing was available when establishing new communities.
As visits to the old country were but rare events, associated with high costs
and prolonged absences from one's place of work, we could say that personal
correspondence and print were the main means of maintaining contact with
one's place of origin. A large portion of Slovenian missionaries and emigrant
priests were literate in the sense that they actively wrote about their work (letters, articles, contributions, etc.). Maintaining contact with their missionary
institutions in Europe, local parishes, and families also meant maintaining contact with a source of funds which made their missionary work possible, but this
aspect was less pronounced when working with one's own countrymen. Members of monastic communities traveled to Europe even less than the missionaries and diocesan priests, so, for them, contact with the editors of church papers
in Slovenian regions played an even more important role. The Benedictines
liked to advertise in the Slovenian press. Their letters were intended to familiarize people with missionary work, but also to inform Slovenia about the work
of the Benedictine communities in the United States. In Slovenian regions of
the 19th century there were no active Benedictine institutions. If a Slovenian
wanted to enter the community, he could do so in Austria, where there were a
few Benedictine abbeys on the edge of Slovenian ethnic areas, such as St. Paul's
Abbey in Carinthia, and Admont and St. Lambert Abbeys in Styria. The reports
that were sent by the Slovenian Benedictines, members of abbeys in the United
States, were the only reason that people in Slovenia knew about this Church
institution. The fact that some Slovenians within these monastic communities

12

See "Odlični Baragovec, rev. Simon Lampe umrl", Ave Maria (1940), No. 12, 39.
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Abbot
Bernard
Ločnikar
(www.
saintjohnsabbey.org/
monastic-life/history/)

achieved a more prominent position or job was a special occasion for the editors or Slovenian press to speak about that particular institution.
Among those who did so, it is worth mentioning Bernard Ločnikar (1848–
1894),13 who led St. John's Abbey as its third abbot from 1890 to 1894. Contributing to Ločnikar's decision to do missionary work among the Native Americans were the encouraging letters which were sent to Slovenia by missionaries
Frederic I. Baraga, Francis Pierz, Lovrenc Lavtižar, and others. He left for the
United States together with his family in the summer of 1868 and became
acquainted with the Benedictine community in the nearby monastery of St.

13

See Jurij M. Trunk, Amerika in Amerikanci (Celovec, 1912), 569–571 (hereinafter: Trunk, Amerika in
Amerikanci).
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John's, Minnesota. Already in September of the same year he entered into the
Benedictine novitiate at St. Vincent Abbey, Pennsylvania. After returning to St.
John's Abbey he studied divinity, and in 1872 he was ordained a priest. At St.
John's abbey he taught theological subjects for many years in the monastery's
theological school, and also worked as a priest in nearby settlements such as
Albany, Avon, St. James, Holding, and Holdingford, and also two Slovenian
immigrant communities in Kraintown and Brockway. He held a responsible
position in the monastic community until April 1890, when he took over the
role of abbot; he was the abbey's third leader. With that, he also became the
leader of the monastery university, where he had already taught for many years.
As far as organizing the life of the community, administration, and other areas,
he proved to be exceptionally capable. In Rome, when he was visiting Europe
in 1893 and took part in a meeting of all the Benedictine abbots, he achieved
recognition of the Confraternity for the perpetual adoration of the Most Precious Sacrament, which then spread throughout the entire United States; he
was named its supreme spiritual leader. He ran St. John's abbey for four years
before he died suddenly on 7 November, 1894.14 Through his letters Ločnikar
was often present in the Slovenian church press. He enjoyed speaking of the
important work which was being done by monks from his community. During
a visit to Slovenia in May of 1893 he invited young Slovenians to enter into his
abbey. At the time in the abbey there were seven Slovenians; six were priests,
and one was a student of theology.15 He returned to the United States via Austria
and Germany, where he visited local abbeys. He brought eight schoolboys with
him when they said that they wanted to become Benedictines. Of them, three
went to St. Vincent Abbey, and five went to St. John's Abbey.16
Following this, Slovenian members of the Benedictine community also
worked in some abbeys which took on a similar mission to the two abovementioned ones – that is, work among the Native Americans and European immigrants. They worked in The Abbey of the Holy Cross, Colorado, St. Procopius
in Lisle, Illinois, St. Martin's Abbey in Lacey, Washington, and St. Bede Abbey in
Peru, Illinois. They were also founders of Benedictine communities in Canada
working in two abbeys: St. Peter's Abbey in Muenster, Saskatchewan, and Westminster Abbey in Mission, British Columbia.

14
15
16

See Robert J. Voigt, Pierzana 1865–1965 (Pierz, 1965), 44.
See "Iz Amerike", Zgodnja Danica 46 (1893), 118.
See "Iz Amerike", Zgodnja Danica 47 (1894), 377–378.
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The Order of Friars Minor
The other religious order which worked in the United States and had members
of Slovenian origin was The Order of Friars Minor (O.F.M.), i.e. the Franciscans
of Saint Francis of Assisi. According to currently available information, the first
Slovenian Franciscan to go to the United States was Ivo Levec (1790–1853),17
who otherwise sought to take after Baraga as a missionary among the Native
Americans, but decided after his arrival in the New World in 1839 to work
among German immigrants. He worked in the diocese in New York and in Philadelphia. In addition to working in a German parish in New York, later he also
worked in Holmesburg near Philadelphia and Lebanon, Pennsylvania. On the
initiative of the leaders of the German community in New York, he began to
think about establishing a Slovenian Franciscan institution in the United States,
but the idea never came to fruition, as there were too few Slovenian immigrants
at the time, and the German Franciscan community did not want there to be
other active Franciscans who were not members of its own community. Levec
corresponded about this issue with the leaders of the Franciscan community in
Slovenia.18 The first period of the Slovenian Franciscans' presence in the United
States therefore took the form of missionary work.
Two other members of this community are also known to us: Oton Skola
(1805–1874), also recognized as a painter and the author of an original Native
American dictionary,19 and Leon Osredkar (1811–1882), who worked in the
states of Missouri and Indiana.20 In particular, the latter remained especially
connected to his countrymen by supporting them financially. Skola left for the
United States on the invitation of Frederic I. Baraga and Francis Pierz in 1841.
Initially he worked in New York with Ivo Levec and prepared for missionary
work among the Native Americans by studying their languages. Following that
he was Baraga's assistant, and he worked independently among the Native
Americans in Green Valley, Wisconsin. In 1851 he had to leave missionary work
when he fell ill. He joined the Franciscans in Allegany, New York, and left his
Native American dictionary in their library. At the end of 1858 he returned to
Europe where, for several years, he was at the center of the Franciscan Assisi
community, and after 1862 he returned to Slovenia. With his stories, Skola preserved enthusiasm for missions among the young Franciscans, and worked to
support the missionaries who were still working in the United States. All of the
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See Trunk, Amerika in Amerikanci, 569; Friš, Ameriški Slovenci in Katoliška Cerkev, 20, 21, 153, 154.
See Friš, Ameriški Slovenci in Katoliška Cerkev, 153.
See Slovenski biografski leksikon (Ljubljana, 1967), vol. III, 333–334; Trunk, Amerika in Amerikanci,
587–588; Friš, Ameriški Slovenci in Katoliška Cerkev, 21, 154.
See Trunk, Amerika in Amerikanci, 577.
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abovementioned Slovenian Franciscan missionaries maintained regular contact with their countrymen and sent reports about their missionary work. The
Slovenian press, which was inclined to missionary work, published their reports
regularly, and thus helped to preserve a missionary consciousness. One of the
central papers was Zgodnja Danica, which was published in Ljubljana from
1848 to 1905. Due to its positive disposition to missionary work, this paper had
a very important place in terms of teaching missionary history and connecting
the Slovenian region to the rest of the world.
Shortly after 1900 the Slovenian Franciscans from the Province of Holy
Cross (Sv. Križ) began to take an interest in their compatriots in the United
States, since, in just a few decades, their numbers had increased significantly.
The center of activity was in the state of Ohio, and the city of Cleveland became
one of the largest Slovenian settlements anywhere.21 An invitation came right
from the diocese of Cleveland, Ohio, from the leader of the diocese bishop
Msgr. Joseph Horstmann, for the Slovenian Franciscans to take over more positions which involved caring for their fellow countrymen. A portion of the Slovenian priests from the secular clergy was otherwise in opposition to the idea of
monks working among expatriates, but needs dictated that the Franciscans get
involved in this work. The originator of the Franciscan presence among Slovenians in the United States was Kazimir Zakrajšek (1878–1958),22 who worked
in Ohio after 1906. He also worked in Ellis Island, New York, in 1908 in connection with the United States Commission of Immigration for New York Harbor.
In Slovenian national history Kazimir (first name Ingatius) Zakrajšek is
mentioned as an emigrant organizer, newspaper editor, and publicist. In 1897
he became a member of the Franciscan order, and in 1902 in Ljubljana he was
ordained a priest. Immediately after that he became a catechist at the school
run by the Franciscans in Kamnik. Already at that time he was publishing articles in a Slovenian newspaper, and journalistic work marked all of his later life.
In December of 1908 he established the St. Raphael Society to help Slovenian
emigrants in New York, and a year later he created Ave Maria, the first Slovenian
religious paper in the United States (which is still being published, and is the
oldest Slovenian religious newspaper there). On his initiative a Slovenian spiritual and cultural center began to form in Lemont, Illinois, and with that also the
central institution of the Slovenian Franciscans in the United States. In 1927
Zakrajšek returned to Slovenia and once again developed a rich range of activities; among other things, he established a new parish in the area of Ljubljana
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See Matjaž Klemenčič, Slovenes of Cleveland. The Creation of a New Nation and a New World
Community Slovenia and the Slovenes of Cleveland, Ohio (Novo mesto, 1995).
See Slovenski biografski leksikon (Ljubljana, 1986), vol. IV, 757–758; Bogdan C. Novak, Pater Kazimir
Zakrajšek (Ljubljana, 2004); Friš, Ameriški Slovenci in Katoliška Cerkev, 154–157.
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Franciscan Fr. Kazimir Zakrajšek (sl.
wikipedia.org/wiki/
Kazimir_Zakrajšek#/
media/File:Kazimir_
Zakrajšek_1930s.jpg)

called Bežigrad. He engaged himself in various forms of work for Slovenian
emigrants, began to publish the paper Izseljenski Vestnik, organized the official "Emigrant Sunday" celebration every year, founded the emigrant museum,
and achieved the founding of the Emigrant Chamber which, due to opposition
from the central state authorities in Belgrade, was never able to act in full. At the
beginning of World War II Zakrajšek, as an American citizen, was able to return
to the United States and support the Slovenian victims of the Nazi occupation
from there. He informed the world of the occupying force's violence towards
the Slovenian population and of the revolution, which was started by the Communist Party during the war. Kazimir Zakrajšek died on January 27, 1958, in
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Lemont, Illinois.23
The beginning of the Slovenian Franciscans' presence in New York goes
back to 1906. At this time Zakrajšek was chaplain of the German parish St.
Nicolas. This became the home of the Slovenian Order of Friars Minor until
1916, when they established their own parish. Officially, Slovenian Franciscans
obtained their own organizational structure which was named the Commissariat of the Holy Cross (Komisariat sv. Križa) in 1912.24 As this was a new kind
of presence for the order, many were opposed to it, including some of the Friars Minor, secular priests in Cleveland and Chicago, representatives of all three
functioning Franciscan provinces in the United States of the time, and also
the Slovenian press in the United States. Not even the Franciscan Provincial
in Ljubljana was altogether inclined to the new institution. Nevertheless, after
simultaneously obtaining consent from the Superior General and establishing
the Commissariat of the Holy Cross in the Province of Carniola, it named its
first superior. Since there would be only three Slovenian members in the Commissariat, they were joined by Slovakian and Croatian Franciscans who would
remain members as long as there were no open possibilities for them to establish something of their own. In addition to managing two parishes, an important task of this new group was to obtain new members and to visit emigrant
parishes which had asked for help. Care for new co-workers turned out to be an
especially difficult task, as in their first active period they were unable to obtain
any members from Slovenian emigrant families, and it became necessary to
"import" members from the old country. Conditions improved significantly in
the time between the two World Wars. At that time some of the sons of Slovenian emigrant families who could receive the education necessary to take
over pastoral duties in the United States began to enter into The Order of Friars
Minor, and the central educational center of the Franciscan community was
created in Lemont, Illinois.
Among the Slovenian Franciscans' important tasks, in addition to managing communities of their compatriots, we could also mention keeping Slovenian regions informed about the problems of emigration, and providing news
or information in general. The church communities in Slovenia were only partially informed about the pastoral dimensions of the emigration issue, and this
was done through occasional information in the printed press and personal
contact. The Order of Friars Minor, and especially their first leader Kazimir
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To date the largest amount of material on the life of Father Kazimir Zakrajšek was published in a book
which was prepared by Bogdan C. Novak, titled Pater Kazimir Zakrajšek (Ljubljana, 2004), 298 pages.
Novak used Zakrašek's notes and memoirs, as well as publications from the paper Ave Maria. Novak's
original work is a history of the Franciscan institution in Lemont.
See Friš, Ameriški Slovenci in Katoliška Cerkev, 160–165.
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Zakrajšek, made sure that Slovenia received regular and more complete information. The paper Ave Maria, which was first published in 1909 and was initially
intended to connect emigrants among themselves, also came to Slovenian areas
and helped to provide adequate information. In the old country it connected
with the monthly paper Bogoljub, which was one of the most widely distributed church papers at the time. This led to the fact that news about Slovenian
emigrants, and the Church and society in general in the United States, entered
into numerous Slovenian homes. Bogoljub had the same informative function
among emigrants. In addition to this religious newspaper, in December of
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1909 the Catholic political weekly Ameriška Domovina, which later received
the name Clevelandska Amerika, began its publication. In 1911 Zakrajšek also
began publishing the annual publication Ave Maria Koledar and the political newspaper Edinost.25 All that occurred in the area of print in the following
years showed the exceptional importance which the Friars Minor connected
to keeping the members of the Slovenian community well-informed and upto-date on religious and political matters. Even the Franciscans and bishops in
Slovenia were better informed, as, in addition to the fact that he was an exceptional organizer and behind numerous initiatives, Zakrajšek was a very creative
writer. It was because of his work that reporting on the life of the Slovenian
community in the United States became an integral part of public awareness
in Slovenia. It was precisely thanks to Kazimir Zakrajšek that Slovenians at
home got acquainted with all the dramatic dimensions of the emigrant issue
which had not been suitably dealt with by the end of World War I. The Austrian parliament never accepted legislation which would have regulated this
situation, despite numerous initiatives. Among others, Janez Evangelist Krek
(1865–1917)26 advocated for the legal regulation arrangement of emigration.
As an institution intended solely for emigrants, it is also necessary to look
at the St. Raphael Society, which was established by Zakrajšek in New York.
Following the example of the societies which helped emigrants, and which
appeared under the same name in German areas, Zakrajšek felt that his society
could help both emigrants and their families – the former with all the decisionmaking steps for their journey into the world and in the search for a new life,
and the latter by providing information and news on the problem of emigration as such. The St. Raphael Society in New York was established in 1908 –
before the society of the same name in Slovenia – and it developed its full range
of work in a time period which is not covered in this paper. Also, due to the
experiences of the Friars Minor and their work with Slovenians in the United
States, and because of the fact that they provided information to Slovenia, in
the motherland after World War I there began a new period of interest in the
people who had left for other parts of the world.

The School Sisters of Maribor
The increased immigration of Slovenians to the United States resulted in the
formation of ethnic parishes and, in connection with them, parish schools, and
25
26

Friš, Ameriški Slovenci in Katoliška Cerkev, 172.
See Bogdan Kolar, "Janez Evangelist Krek in izseljeništvo", Krekov simpozij v Rimu (Celje, 1992), 216–
224.
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School Sisters of Maribor in Sheboygan, Wisconsin (Archive of School Sisters of Maribor)

this was just as the Third Provincial Synod of the American Catholic Church
in Baltimore had anticipated in 1884.27 The majority of the Slovenian parish schools was established before 1909, but a lack of suitable teachers often
placed the work and even the existence of the schools in jeopardy. On the initiative of the Franciscans, the School Sisters left their mother house in Maribor
and decided to go and work among their fellow countrymen. In 1909 a group
of sisters came to America; in the following years they took over work in four
Slovenian parish schools. Prior to that the priests themselves worked in the
parish schools, which was not a sustainable solution, as they were engaged in
other parish tasks and often had not been trained for such work. An attempt to
obtain sisters from other religious communities for Slovenian parish schools
had not succeeded, because they did not speak the Slovenian language. At that
time the School Sisters were still directly under the bishop of Maribor, so they
needed his permission for this new form of work. Bishop Dr. Mihael Napotnik
gave them permission to leave in August of 1909. Their Mother General Stan-

27

See Friš, Ameriški Slovenci in Katoliška Cerkev, 87–88. The first Slovenian parish in the United States
was established in 1871. This was the parish of St. Martin in Tower, Minnesota. By the beginning of the
first world war 36 had been established.
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School Sisters of Maribor in So. Bethlehem, Pennsylvania (Archive of School Sisters of Maribor)

islava Voh, who had responded positively to the requests made by priests in
America was convinced that work among emigrants was an important form of
caring for the education of children and the preservation of faith (already prior
to that, in 1908, they had taken over care of Slovenian emigrants in Egypt).28
As for the arrangement of legal maters connected to the move to the United
States, they were aided by Kazimir Zakrajšek.
They took over the first school in the United States at the request of Davorin
Krmpotić, the priest from the Croatian parish of St. John Baptist in Kansas City,
Kansas. In all the classes there were approximately 200 children.29 A year later,
good relationships with the priest and successes in the school contributed to
their receiving an invitation from Engelbert Pollak, the priest from the Slovenian parish Holy Family, which was located only a few minutes away from the
Croatian one. Pollak had decided to invite the sisters to his parish as well, where

28

29

See Similjana Kodrič – Natalija Palac, Šolske sestre svetega Frančiška Kristusa Kralja. Zgodovina –
poslanstvo – življenje (Ljubljana, 1986), 41–42 (hereinafter: Kodrič-Palac, Šolske sestre); Friš, Ameriški
Slovenci in Katoliška Cerkev, 216–221.
See Kodrič-Palac, Šolske sestre, 45; Trunk, Amerika in Amerikanci, 489.
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they were to take over care for the parish school of household management.30
Word on the good work of the School Sisters in these ethnic parishes spread
quickly among Slovenian priests in the United States. Since many bishops of
numerous dioceses were also convinced that attending a Catholic school was
extremely important for the preservation of faith among immigrants, they supported the priests' plan to entrust the schools to the female communities of
sisters. And so, in 1912 they took over leadership of the Mother of God parish
school in Joliet, Illinois, and, at the end of 1915, also the Sacred Heart of Jesus
School in South Chicago, Illinois. The school sisters from Maribor took over
even more schools after the end of World War I, as the United States' entry into
the war in 1917 prevented regular contact with Slovenian lands, which were
then a component part of the enemy country – Austria-Hungary. In order to
regulate the relations between school leadership, the priests, the community of
sisters, and with the superiors in Slovenia, in 1912, with the consent of bishop
Dr. Mihael Napotnik, the sisters' leadership in Maribor accepted rules on disciplinary issues and the regulation of relations on all levels. The rules were also an
aid to the sisters, who had to make decisions on concrete issues on their own.31
In order to better understand the conditions in which the sisters were
working, and to establish contacts with local bishops, at the end of 1910, and
once again at the end of 1913, their Mother General Stanislava Voh visited a
community of School Sisters in the United States, thereby also completing her
official visit, as determined by ecclesiatical precepts. She was satisfied with their
work and wrote about it to the bishop in Maribor. This helped the sisters take
over even more parish schools in the years after the end of the war. The first difficulty the sisters had with their work was their lack of knowledge of English, as
well as the completely new conditions in which the Catholic Church was working there. Systematic and persistent work helped them learn both English and
Croatian, and with that they prepared themselves for higher-quality work with
children, and to establish the kind of contact with their environment which
was necessary. Since a large portion of their life unfolded among their fellow
countrymen, they needed English mainly for communication with other communities and with the priests which were working with those communities.
Their regular reports, which they sent to the leadership of the community in
Maribor and to the bishop, helped Slovenia become familiar with conditions
among emigrants, the conditions in which the Catholic community was working in, and with the originality of the organisation of church life in the United
States. The regular financial assistance which the sisters from the American

30
31

See Friš, Ameriški Slovenci in Katoliška Cerkev, 221–222.
See Kodrič-Palac, Šolske sestre, 121–123.
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communities sent to Maribor helped the sisters in their mother house to more
easily overcome the challenges and hardships of life after war and in the years
following it, as well as to expand their work to new places.
"In some Slovenian schools young Slovenian women, who were born in
America and had entered into English communities, such as the Benedictine
School Sisters in the St. Mary Help of Christians school in Pueblo (Colorado),
were also teaching."32 The fact that the sisters were also leaving for different
parts of the world was something new for the church community in Slovenia,
but it was precisely the community of School Sisters, with its particular mission,
that happily connected two important characteristics: care for education and
care for the preservation of national-religious values.

Conclusion
With their work, these religious orders, the Benedictines, the Franciscans, and
the School Sisters, became a fundamental part of the history of the Slovenian
community in the United States. It was mainly the young Slovenians leaving for
the "new world" who became members of the monastic community of St. Benedict, so that they could become missionaries among the Native Americans. In
addition to their knowledge of missionary work, the Benedictine abbeys were
familiar with the challenges brought to the Catholic communities in America
by numerous European immigrants and the issues surrounding their pastoral
care. In this way a series of Benedictines of Slovenian descent came to work
in Slovenian ethnic parishes. Their reports and letters to Slovenia, which were
published by the church press, brought essential information about the Benedictines, which were not present in Slovenia. Members of the Franciscan orders
decided to work among their fellow countrymen, because of the invitation they
had received from the Catholic Church in the United States. They took over
leadership in many ethnic parishes and promoted a number of other activities which were of general interest to all Slovenian emigrants (printing, support
institutions, economic activities). In the years to come, with their organization,
they became the central Church institution for work among their fellow Slovenians; from many emigrant families there then came new members, which
took over leadership of these ethnic institutions. Dedicating themselves mainly
to work in schools within the parish school system were the School Sisters from
Maribor, who expanded on their work most in the period between the two
world wars.

32

Friš, Ameriški Slovenci in Katoliška Cerkev, 207.
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In lesser numbers Slovenians could be found in other communities as well.
Some of them became missionaries, others cooperated in pastoral work in ethnic or ethnically mixed parishes, but in the context of the plans which were
accepted by their communities. Similar considerations applied to the members
of Slovenian families in the United States who joined different religious orders
or communities: even though they emphasized that they were of Slovenian origin, their life's work remained connected with the missions of their communities.

Bogdan Kolar
SLOVENSKI ČLANI REDOVNIH SKUPNOSTI V ZDRUŽENIH DRŽAVAH
KOT VEZ MED KATOLIŠKO SKUPNOSTJO V SLOVENIJI IN V
ZDRUŽENIH DRŽAVAH

POVZETEK
Kot pomembna sestavina katoliške skupnosti na Slovenskem so v drugi polovici 19. stoletja ponovno postale redovne skupnosti. Nekatere od teh so preživele
čas represivnih ukrepov državnih oblasti konec 18. stoletja, druge so morale
biti ustanovljene na novo. Postopoma so se tudi te skupnosti vključile v dve
pomembni dejavnosti, ki sta bili poseben izziv za Cerkev v tem času: misijonsko
delo in pastoralna oskrba slovenskih izseljencev, ki so v vedno večjem številu
odhajali v Združene države od druge polovice 19. stoletja dalje. Nekateri mladi
Slovenci so sprva želeli iti po stopinjah misijonarja Friderika I. Baraga, a so se
po prihodu v Združene države odločili za delo med rojaki. Ker so izobrazbo
za bodoče delo prejemali v pomembnih benediktinskih opatijah St. Vincent
Abbey, Latrobe, Pennsylvania, in St. John's Abbey, Collegeville, Minnesota, so se
nekateri med njimi odločili za vstop v meniške vrste. Med temi je Bernard Ločnikar leta 1890 postal tretji voditelj meniške skupnosti St. John's Abbey. V benediktinskih opatijah so mladi Slovenci dobili možnosti, da postanejo misijonarji
med Indijanci ali pa postanejo duhovniki v narodnih župnijah. V času študija so
se seznanili z ameriško družbo, naučili jezikov in odkrivali svojo poklicno pot.
V obe omenjeni opatiji je prihajal slovenski tisk (predvsem osrednji slovenski
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cerkvi list Zgodnja Danica), s pomočjo katerega so bili študentje obveščeni o
dogajanju na Slovenskem. V izmenjavo so pošiljali naslove, ki so izhajali v Združenih državah, zlasti tiste v nemškem jeziku, ki so jih izdajale nemške cerkvene
skupnosti. Po letu 1906 so se za slovenske rojake v Združenih državah začeli
zanimati tudi člani frančiškanske skupnosti. Nekateri med njimi so že v sredi
19. stoletja delovali kot misijonarji. Kmalu so ustanovili lastno strukturo z imenom Komisariat sv. Križa. Poleg vodenja župnij so dali pomemben prispevek
na področju tiska in organiziranja izseljenskih združenj. Od leta 1909 dalje so
v slovenskih narodnih župnijah skrb za delovanje šol prevzemale mariborske
šolske sestre. S svojimi poročili o življenju v ameriškem okolju, o delovanju
tamkajšnje Cerkve in o pomenu redovnih skupnosti so slovenski misijonarji in
nato duhovniki v slovenskih narodnih župnijah slovenski prostor informirali o
tem in ga na svoj način povezovali z ameriškim. Najbolj pogostne oblike povezovanja so bile: tisk in osebna korespondenca, bolj poredko obiski.
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Introduction
In the 19th century the Slovene missionary work in the United States focused
mainly on the northeastern part of the US. In this century almost all Slovene
missionaries working among Native Americans in North America came from
Carniola [Kranjska]. Although all catholic priests active among European settlers regarded themselves as missionaries − since the territory of the United
States was until 1908 treated as missionary land under Congregatio de Propaganda Fide − in the strict sense of the word only Irenej Friderik Baraga, his contemporaries and direct successors can be considered as Slovene missionaries.1
Among large number of Slovene missionaries who since the 1830s migrated to North America, the missionary activities of Irenej Frideric [Friderik] Baraga (1797–1868) and Franc Pirc [Pierz] (1785–1880) were on the Slovene ethnic territory widely recognized as important and significant. The basic source
of information about the work of the above mentioned missionaries were the
letters through which the Slovene missionaries were informing European and
Slovene audience about the social and economic conditions in the United
States of America as well as about the culture of the Native Americans in North
America. Irenej Friderik Baraga and Franc Pirc influenced many Slovene priests
and theology students who followed them to become missionaries among the
Native Americans. To some extent the two men also introduced the United
States of America to the people on the Slovene ethnic territory and therefore
influenced the decision of many Slovenes to immigrate to the United States.2
The printed missionary letters of Baraga and Pirc were released in a yearly
edition of Berichte published in German language by Leopoldine Foundation in
Vienna. The letters revealed information about the history and contemporary
situation in the United States and even more precisely about the territory in
which the Slovene missionaries and bishops were active when the services of
Leopoldine Foundation (1829–1914) were offered. Thus one could also find
in Berichte their correspondence as well as their financial reports. The annual
reports also contained detailed reports on financial remittances of donors and

1

2

Bogdan Kolar, Na misijonskih brazdah Cerkve [On Missionary furrows Church] (Celje, 1998), 40–42,
(hereinafter: Kolar, Na misijonskih brazdah); Jože Velikonja, "Slovenska naselja v Ameriki" [Slovenian
settlements in America], Zgodovinski časopis 50, No. 3 (1996): 383–389.
Majda Kodrič, "Zanimanje slovenskih misijonarjev v Severni Ameriki za izseljevanje rojakov, kot
se odraža v dopisih v Zgodnji danici" [Interest in Slovenian Missionaries in North America for the
emigration of compatriots, as reflected in letters published in Zgodnja Danica], Dve domovini/Two
Homelands, No. 6 (1995): 9−14 (hereinafter: Kodrič, "Zanimanje slovenskih misijonarjev v Severni
Ameriki"); "Pismo prečastitiga gospoda škofa Friderika Baraga (iz Sault Ste. Marie, 12. oktober 1854)"
[Letter from the Reverend Bishop Frederik Baraga (from Sault Ste. Marie, 12 October, 1854)], Zgodnja
Danica, 30 November, 1854, No. 48, 204.
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purposes for which the funds had been used.3
The missionary activities of Baraga and Pirc in the United States as well as
their letters were also published in the newspapers released on the Slovene ethnic territory; i.e. Zgodnja Danica and Novice. Letters that were released in Slovene newspapers were published in Slovene language, as translation of German
originals. One of the columns of Zgodnja Danica named 'Dopisi iz Amerike'
[Letters from America], which was one of the newspaper's major columns contained mostly letters of the Slovene missionaries, who were at the time active
among Native American tribes in the area of Great Lakes. The newspaper Novice
used to release mainly articles on emigration from the European countries, US
immigration legislation and the letters of the first Slovene settlers in the United
States of America. Extensive reports of Zgodnja Danica and Novice about the
missionary, activities in North America are important also to highlight Baraga's
and Pirc's role in promoting economic emigration of the Slovenes from homeland, which extremely increased since the 1880s.4
By publishing numerous articles, Zgodnja Danica and Novice followed the
missionary, work of the Slovene priests in North America and thus introduced
their activities to readers on the Slovene ethnic territory at the time of America's
full expansion in the second half of the 19th century. For the German speaking
readers who did not understand Slovene language the articles about the North
American Catholic missions were published in two newspapers in German language; Carniola and Illyrisches Blatt. Already in 1839 the newspaper Carniola
published biographies of two important Slovenian missionaries, Frederik Bara3

4

The Diocesan Archives of the Archdiocese of Vienna in Vienna/Diözesanarchiv der Erzdiözese Wien
at the Department of the Leopoldine Foundation/Diözesanarchiv der Erzdiözese Wien, Abteilung
Leopoldinen-Stiftung, [hereinafter: DALST/DALSt.] stored Annual Reports of Leopoldine Foundation/
Berichte der Leopoldinen Stiftung im Kaiserthume Oesterreich, [hereinafter: B] in which Baraga's and
Pirc's missionary letters sent to this institution are published (hereinafter: DALST/DALSt., B, year of
publication and page of the document). Resources Baraga in the Annual Reports of the Leopoldine
Foundation: B 1831 (II), 10−12, 15, 18, 20−21; B 1832 (III), 22−23, 30−31, 33; B 1832 (IV), 3, 5, 7, 8−15;
B 1833 (V), 6, 9, 11−18, 33, 35, 36; B 1834 (VII), 3, 5−8, 10−14, 18; B 1836 (IX), 46, 49, 53−56, 59−60; B
1837 (X), 33−34, 36, 37−40, 42; B 1838 (XI), 53; B 1839 (XII), 70; B 1843 (XVI), 54; B 1845 (XVIII), 48,
52; B 1848/1849 (XXI), 60; B 1850 (XXII), 82, 91, 92; B 1852 (XXIV), 94; B 1854 (XXVI), 35; B 1855
(XXVII), 73; B 1858 (XXX), 4; B 1861 (XXXIII), 49; B 1864 (XXXIV), 10, 39−40; B 1865 (XXXV), 18,
54, 56; B 1866 (XXXVI), 47; B 1867 (XXXVII), 34, 51, 55−57; B 1868 (XXXVIII), 39; B 1881 (LI), 35.
Resources Franc Pirc in the Annual Reports of the Leopoldine Foundation: B 1837 (X), 43−44, 48; B
1838 (XI), 73; B 1839 (XII), 73, 82, 85; B 1842 (XIII), 50; B 1842 (XIV), 52; B 1844 (XVII), 53, 57−58; B
1848 (XX), 59−61; B 1849 (XXI), 69; B 1850 (XXII), 97; B 1854 (XXVI), 54; B 1863 (XXXII), 29; B 1872
(XLII), 72, 74; B 1872 (LXB), 65; B 1875 (LXV), 65.
Matjaž Klemenčič, Ameriški Slovenci in NOB v Jugoslaviji – naseljevanje, zemljepisna razprostranjenost in odnos ameriških Slovencev do stare domovine od sredine 19. stoletja do konca druge svetovne
vojne [American Slovenes and the National Liberation of Yugoslavia – settlement, geographical distribution of American Slovenes and the relationship to the old homeland from the mid-19th century
until the end of the Second World War] (Maribor, 1987), 29–33; Kodrič, "Zanimanje slovenskih misijonarjev v Severni Ameriki", 9−14; Janez Stanonik, "Friderik Baraga: Ob dvestoletnici rojstva" [Frederik
Baraga: At the bicentenary of the birth of], Dve domovini/Two Homelands, No. 7 (1996): 15–31.
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Portrait of Irenej
Friderik
Baraga
(1797–1868)
(ed.
Regis M. Walling,
Daniel
N.
Rupp,
The Diary of Bishop
Frederic Baraga First
Bishop of Marquette,
Michigan (Detroit,
1990))

ga and Franc Pirc, who worked among the Native American tribes, Ottawa and
Ojibwe in the area of the Great Lakes, in the territory of present-day US States
of Michigan, Wisconsin and Minnesota.5
The letters, which were read by the parishioners and were either printed or
handwritten, raised the awareness about the missionary activities and caught

5

Franc K. Legat, "Gallerie berühmte Krainer", Carniolia, 10 May 1839, No. 3, 9–10; Franc K. Legat,
"Gallerie berühmte Krainer", Carniolia, 13 May 1839, No. 4, 13–14.
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the public attention as well as the attention of the benefactors in the homeland.
Baraga's and Pirc's letters revealed some precious information about their life
and work. In them authors expressed their attitude towards the "New World",
as well as towards the Native Americans and their lands. In the 19th century the
letters of the two missionaries, were important source for knowledge of the
socio-geographical and political-geographical conditions in the United States
among the Slovenes in homeland.6

Baraga's Missionary Letters as a Source for Knowledge of Way of
Life of the Native American Tribes Ottawa and Ojibwe Among the
Slovenes on the Slovene Ethnic Territory in the 19th Century
Geographical expansion of the United States toward the western part of the
North American continent, the integration of the United States territory and
hence the migration of Europeans and American born to the west had negative
effects on the Native Americans resulting in destruction of the Native American
tribes. The settling of the West was also associated with relocation of Native
Americans from their homelands. Destruction of the Native American people
was even more successful due to the increasing pressure of the settlers, destruction of the Native Americans' economic bases, warfare among the tribes, alcoholism and life on the reservations. The Native Americans were victims of
deliberate extermination. Their relocation toward the west was in the interest
of the United States government. In 1830, the US. Congress passed the Indian
Removal Act7, authorizing the government to relocate Native Americans from
their homelands within established states to lands west of the Mississippi River,
thus also accommodating expansion of the settlers. This resulted in the ethnic
cleansing of many tribes, with the brutal, forced marches. Between the years
1830 and 1838 almost all Native American tribes, were geographically relocated to the territory of the present-day US State of Oklahoma. The law enabled
the government and their armed forces to use real estate frauds and brutal
methods since the law could have been understood as a mutual agreement bet-

6

7

Bogdan Dolenc, "Misijonska zavest na Slovenskem v Baragovem času [The Missionary awareness in
Slovenian in Baraga time]", in: Baragov simpozij v Rimu [Baraga Symposium in Rome], ed. Edo Škulj
(Celje, 2000), 25–26 (hereinafter: Baragov simpozij); "Nekaj od Fr. Baraga" [Some of Fr. Baraga],
Zgodnja Danica, 8 March 1849, No. 10, 79; "Der Missionar Baraga", Illyrisches Blatt, 8 July 1837, No. 27,
105; "Oče Pirc" [Father Pirc], Zgodnja Danica, 17 October 1873, No. 42, 331.
"Indian Removal Act 1830", in: Library of Congress, Primary Documents in American History, A Century
of Lawmaking for a New Nation: U.S. Congressional Documents and Debates, 1774 – 1875, Statutes
at Large, 21st Congress, 1st Session, 414–818: https://www.loc.gov/rr/program/bib/ourdocs/Indian.
html, 12. 6. 2015; Elaine Naylor, "The Jacksonian Frontier", in: Jacksonian and Antebellum Age: People
and Perspectives (Santa Barbara, 2008), 59.
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Map of the western
Great Lakes region,
showing the locations of Friderik
Baraga's
mission
stations among the
Native
American
tribes Ottawa and
Ojibwe, in the present-day US states of
Michigan, Wisconsin
and
Minnesota
(Authors:
Irena
Marković,
Zmago
Drole
(Maribor,
2014))

ween the US government and the Native Americans.8
The end of the Native American's independence followed by their moral and
economic decline coincides with the period of Baraga's missionary, activities
among the Native American tribes (1831–1868). Due to his spread of the Christian religion and literacy among the Native American tribes, Ottawa and Ojibwe
as well as the financial support of the Leopoldine Foundation the two tribes were
despite the Indian Removal Act not geographically relocated to the territory of
the present-day US state Oklahoma and most of them were not forced to leave
the territory of the present-day US states of Wisconsin, Minnesota and Michigan.9
In 1830, the mentioned Leopoldine Foundation financially supported
8

9

Angie Debo, A History of the Indians of the United States (Norman, 1983), 101−117; Ronald N. Satz,
American Indian Policy in the Jacksonian Era (Norman, 2002), 296–298.
Andrew J. Blackbird, History of the Ottawa and Chippewa Indians of Michigan (Charleston, 2009),
31−35 (hereinafter: Blackbird, History of the Ottawa and Chippewa); Edmund J. Danzinger, The
Chippewas of Lake Superior (Norman, 1979), 82 (hereinafter: Danzinger, The Chippewas of Lake
Superior).
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Baraga's decision to leave his homeland and start the missionary, work in the
United States. Thus Leopoldine Fundation supported also the beginning of his
missionary, activities among the Native American tribes Ottawa and Ojibwe.
On all mission stations10 [Arbre Croche, La Pointe, Fond du Lac, L'Anse, Grand
River, Sault Ste. Marie] Baraga was deliberately teaching members of the Native American tribes Ottawa and Ojibwe how to live among white immigrants,
and therefore enabled them to survive. He was encouraging them to construct
Native American settlements by building wooden houses and thus solve their
housing problem. By accepting the housing culture of the White settlers and
by Baraga's spreading of the Christian religion, the Native Americans' customs,
daily lives, norms and values were changing. By this the Native Americans retreated from isolated communities, abandoned some elements of their traditional
culture and through the process of cultural adjustment started to accept elements of the European culture. They also started to build the permanent settlements in Baraga's mission stations in one of the area of the Great Lakes instead of living in dispersed settlements next to rivers, reduced the consumption
of alcohol, started to cultivate lands became craftsmen and therefore became
economically less dependent. All the above mentioned changes helped them
to survive in the new social environment and make their contacts with white
settlers easier.11
Between the years 1832 and 1833 Baraga often visited the newly established missionary stations. In winter he spent days and nights walking through
the snowy wilderness wearing snowshoes, which were an important piece of
winter hiking equipment of the Native American tribes Ottawa and Ojibwe.
Snowshoes were used for walking over the deep snow while hunting in wintertime.12
In a letter to Leopoldine Foundation Baraga used the following words to
describe travelling on foot by using snowshoes:
In winter here it is not possible to travel differently than on foot. However,
because the snow is usually deep [approximately between 182 and 243 cm] and

10

11

12

Baraga was establishing mission stations among the Native Americans. He organized those stations as
parishes. Due to this he built churches, homes for the missionaries as well as schools. Thus he enabled
the religious practice also at those stations which had no permanent priest (Marija Povšič, "Friderik
Baraga v zgodovini" [Frederik Baraga in the History], Ave Maria Koledar 68, No. 72, October 1981,76–
80; France M. Dolinar, "Škof Friderik Baraga, misijonar Indijancev"[Bishop Frederik Baraga, an Indian
missionary], Bogoslovni vestnik 40, No. 4 (1980): 470–474).
DALST/DALSt., Baraga's letter to Vinzenz Eduard Milde, the Archbishop of Vienna, 25 August 1849,
Detroit, B 1850 (XXII), 88–94; Danzinger, The Chippewas of Lake Superior, 82.
Sylvia S. Kasprycki, "The Native American Collection of Friderik Baraga: The Missionary as etnographic
collector/Indijanska zbirka Friderika Barage: Misionar kot etnografski zbiralec", Etnolog 59, No. 8
(1998): 366–367.
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there are no real paths, it is possible to travel only by the means of the snowshoes,
which are tied to one's feet. Snowshoes are four to five feet [104 cm] long and one
foot wide [the width 30.4 cm, the frame height 2.4 cm]. Because they do not sink
too much, it is possible to walk with them, even over the deepest snow. But that
kind of walking is very difficult, especially for the Europeans, who are not used to
it. And if a man has to snowshoe all day, several days in a row, dragging the snowshoes on their feet through the North American woods, where no paths exist, the
journey tires and extremely exhausts the man. /.../13

In a letter to Leopoldine Foundation written in 25 August 1833 Baraga
extensively reported on the success of his missionary work among the people
of the Native American tribe Ottawa (1831–1833) in the settlement of Arbre
Croche.14 He described the way of life of the mentioned tribe and the process
of their adjustment and acculturation. Baraga exposed the importance of their
cultural and economic development which came close to the level of that of
the white settlers in the area of the United States.
The following words serve as the evidence:
The lifestyle of the converted savages15 of this mission station, and especially in a
parish village itself resembles to the one of the white settlers. The savages of Arbre
Croche are now all engaged in farming. /.../ sow only corn and potatoes as well as
pumpkins, which are very tasty. They also cook corn mush, which they prepare
after they mill the corn by themselves. In all the villages they have pigs and poultry. In some villages cows and horses can be found. The latter, however, are only
used for travel. They also make their own clothes and shoes; Indian women are
very skilled at it. Women also tan leather from deer, killed by their husbands in
the hunt, and make shoes. The Christian savages adopt agriculture much quicker
than the pagans, but from time to time they also go hunting. Fishing is also one
of their sources of nutrition. Lake Michigan is very rich with fish, which is why all
the Savages of this mission area live along the Lake and rivers. No one lives in the

13

14

15

DALST/DALSt., Baraga's letter to Vinzenz Eduard Milde the Archbishop of Vienna, 24 January 1846,
L'Anse, B 1847 (XX), 52–54.
In 1831 the name of Arbre Croche applied to the whole area where the Native American tribe Ottawa
used to live and not only for the village, where today the City of Harbor Springs in Michigan is located.
For the unbaptized people Baraga used the term "pagans", while he called the Native Americans the
"savages" [die Wilden] as an ethnonym for the Native American tribes living in nature and not according to the standards or criteria of the European civilization. The same term was used also among the
other missionaries in the United States. The word "savage" [the French sauvage] literally means a "non-grafted tree" and at that time had neither a negative connotation nor expressed negative attitude
towards the Native Americans. The term was also widely used at the Slovene ethnic territory, where
it was wrongly translated. From the translations of Baraga's letters it is clearly evident that the term
"savages" was mistranslated as "Indians" (Jože Gregorič, Baragova misijonska pisma [Baraga's missionary letters] (Ljubljana, 1983), 50).
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Interior of the country. A lucrative source of sugar, which is extracted from the
juice of sugar trees sugar is not white, but it's almost as good as white. When they
wed they do not have ceremonies, they only give each other blankets and clothes.
Their marriages also are not binding and are completely without any kind of
rules. Some men have only one wife, the others two, or even three to four wives
at a time. There are also women who have two husbands. They stay together, as
long as they want, and when they don't want to stay together anymore, they separate and marry another person. The spiritual condition of the Ottawa savages is
mostly morally good and gentle, but they are very prone to drinking. When drinking they insult each other, and also fight, which often leads to the killings. /…/.16

It is important to mention that Baraga was the one who instantly recognized the harmful effects of excessive drinking among Native Americans. The
consumption of large amounts of alcohol was encouraged by the US government which even used to send federal agents and fur traders offering alcohol
in exchange for animal skins and fur to turn the Native Americans into alcohol
abusers who would thus easily be destroyed and their land occupied. Baraga
founded the Associations of Sobriety which aim was to warn the Native Americans of the danger which alcohol presented.17
In his missionary letters Baraga described the reasons for as well as the consequences of the spread of alcoholism, especially the spread of distilled beverages, among the Native Americans:
Savages are in general extremely dedicated to drinking, just that they do not
always have the opportunity to take pleasure in sinful drinking since they cannot
always find spirit. Already here at the mission station of the Grand River there are
so many traders who follow savages and bring them spirit in order to get precious animal furs for low prices, that the savages in our surrounding and even
in our place are almost continuously drunk. It is understandable that practicing
missionary work as well as conversion of the pagans is extremely difficult in such
conditions. It is very hard to see the savage when he is drunk, especially women,
who when being drunk become real furies [furious and irritable]. Many of the
wild women here are without a nose. When I first came here and noticed this
I did not understand the reason. I enquired and discovered that when they get
drunk they attack each other like wild wolves and bite off each other's noses.

16

17

DALST/DALSt., Baraga's letter to Leopoldine Foundation, 25 August 1833, Arbre Croche, B 1834 (VII),
17–22; DALST/DALSt., Baraga's letter to Leopoldine Foundation, 28 December 1835, La Pointe, B
1837 (X), 36.
DALST/DALSt., Baraga's letter to Leopoldine Foundation, 26 June 1834, St. Maria, B 1835 (VIII),
38–41.
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Some women lack fingers on their hands, fingers which were lost in /…/ battles.
Men attack each other with knives, which they constantly bear with them, and I
often hear about murders due to drunkenness. /…/ 18

Between the year 1843 and his consecration as the missionary bishop in
1853 Baraga worked in the fourth Native American mission area called L'Anse
in the present-day US state of Michigan. The region of the L'Anse was a barren
landscape, while 24 km to the north the land was fertile and overgrown with
meadows and forests with maple trees and oaks. The humid continental climate enabled the inhabitants to grow potato, corn and vegetable. At the time
when Baraga arrived in this place, the hillsides were uncultivated and overgrown with forest fruit. There were many water springs which were particularly
desirable during the summer time, when the lake water was too warm. Baraga
was changing the way the Native Americans lived, converting them from hunters and sugar growers into farmers. He was also active in helping them in the
question of education and civilization.19
Because the white settlers as well as the native inhabitants of the mission
station L'Anse started to build houses and roads, Baraga in 1844 decided to
found urban agglomerations [reduction]. In 1842 the Government of the United States made a special contract with the Native American tribe Ojibwe in La
Point [present-day US state of Wisconsin] purchasing the Keweenaw Peninsula
[present-day US state of Michigan] from them. Along the coast of the peninsula and in the village of L'Anse a few thousand of the Indian tribe Ojibwe lived
on hunting and fishing. The area was also rich in deposits of minerals, particularly copper. Due to the rich copper reserves this area was also known as the
"Copper Country". Over the years new towns and settlements were built next to
the mines. The pressure on the Native Americans to sell their land was getting
stronger and stronger, which caused their resistance and aversion. Through the
process of acculturation and adjustment Baraga successfully managed to change the Native Americans way of life. They started to live in urban areas, but thus
lost their autochthony and the ability to practice an indigenous culture.20
Between the years 1846−1849 Baraga used to annually visit all mission sta-

18

19

20

DALST/DALSt., Baraga's letter to Leopoldine Foundation, 1 February 1834, Grand River, B 1835 (VIII),
29–32.
"Življenje mil. g. škofa Baraga, D. D. pervega škofa v Marketi (Marquette) in Sault St. Marie)" [Life
Bishop Baraga, D. D. first Bishop of Marquette and Sault St. Marie], Zgodnja Danica, 22 May 1868, No.
21, 168; DALST/DALSt., Baraga's letter to Vinzenz Eduard Milde, the Archbishop of Vienna, 24 January
1846, L'Anse, B 1847 (XX), 52–54.
DALST/DALSt., Baraga's letter to Vinzenz Eduard Milde, the Archbishop of Vienna, 12 February 1844,
L'Anse, Lake Superior, B (1845), (XVIII), 46–49; DALST/DALSt., Baraga's letter to Vinzenz Eduard
Milde, the Archbishop of Vienna, 4 October 1844, L'Anse, Lake Superior, B (1845), (XVIII), 51–53.
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tions in his mission located in the area of the Great Lakes. In his letters to Leopoldine Foundation he consistently reported on the spiritual, cultural and economic progress of the Native Americans from the tribes Ottawa and Ojibwe:
New converts consistently and faithfully fulfil all the duties of a Christian. In particular, I admire their perseverance with which they defy all temptations and
opportunities to return to the sins of drinking that they used to be so terribly loyal
before their conversion. Also, those white people who are familiar with the situation admire them. /…/ Now they hate drinking as much as they liked it before they
converted. Also in the matter of diligence one can clearly see how /…/ faith /…/ has
changed those simple people. /.../ But now these men have become diligent workers, eager to plough and cultivate fields which are becoming larger. They live in nice
houses, raise poultry and from time to time also a cow or an ox, while their progress
in industry and the economy is becoming more and more important. /…/21

Baraga continued his work and activities in the years when he was a bishop
(1853 – 1868). He did not agree with the official political and economic attitude of the US government toward the Native American tribes. By spreading
Christian religion and literacy among the Native Americans Baraga also as a
bishop influenced the cultural and economic life of the Native American tribes
Ottawa and Ojibwe, which changed their way and geographical location of living and lost their autochthonous culture.22
In his letter sent to the staff to the Leopoldine Foundation on 11 November
1861, Baraga described his regular canonical visitations and the religious situations in the diocese:
I visited the southern part of the diocese, where our most important Indian missions are situated. The population in these missions is increasing, particularly in
the mission of Cross Village /…/ Also the neighboring mission named Middle Village [New York State] shows the cheerful and pleasant need to extend the mission
church. /…/ On the so-called Sugar Island /…/ 20 miles away from Sault Sainte
Marie [Sault Ste. Marie] I have, in my great consolation /…/ and joy founded a new
mission and built a new church. I spent for about three weeks living with the
savages. I promised them to pay them a monthly visit with a five to six days stay
/…/ The good side of these mission churches is that every Sunday the savages,

21

22

DALST/DALSt., Baraga's letter to Vinzenz Eduard Milde, the Archbishop of Vienna, 25 August 1849,
Detroit, B 1850 (XXII), 88–94.
"Annual report of the commissioner of Indian affairs, transmitted with the message of the president
at the opening of the 2d session of the 24th Congress, 1855", in: United States. Office of Indian Affairs:
History, 27–39: http://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/History.AnnRep55, 11. 6. 2015; DALST/DALSt.,
Baraga's letter to Leopoldine Foundation, 23 June 1859, Sault Ste. Marie, B 1859−1860 (XXX), 4–13.
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Baraga's letter to Leopoldine Foundation (DALST/DALSt., 17 September 1838, St. Joseph, Lake Superior,
B 1839 (XII), 69)

although they do not have the missionary, gather in them where they pray and
sing. /… /23

Baraga's letters are a valuable source of information about his work and
life, but also about himself and his character. They reflect his attitude towards
the new lands, as well as towards the original environment and the people in it.
Baraga is supposed to have written more than 2.300 letters through which he
was informing the European and Slovene audience with the living conditions
and the culture of the Native American tribes Ottawa and Ojibwe.24

23

24

DALST/DALSt., Baraga's letter to Archbishop Vinzenz Eduard Milde on Vienna, 11 November 1861,
Sault Ste. Marie, Michigan, B, 1862, (XXXII), 40–41.
"Nekaj od Fr. Baraga" [Some of Fr. Baraga], Zgodnja Danica, 8 March 1849, No. 10, 79; DALST/DALSt.,
Baraga's letter to Leopoldine Foundation, 3 April 1867, Marquette, Michigan, B 1867 (XXXVII),
51–53.
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Pirc's Missionary Letters as a Source for Knowledge of the Sociogeographical and Political-geographical Social Conditions in the
United States among the Slovenes in the 19th Century
Emigration of the Slovenes and also other central South-Eastern Europeans,
in particular German speaking inhabitants of the territory of North Minnesota
[Territory of Minnesota]25 was encouraged also by the missionary Franc Pirc,
who came to work in the mission of La Croix in 1835. La Croix was the succursal of the first Baraga's mission station Arbre Croche, where he started to be
missionary active among the Native American tribe Ottawa in 1831.26
In the Territory of Michigan27 Pirc worked as a missionary between the
years 1835 – 1852. He worked at different places and mission stations: Cross
Village (1835 – 1836), Sault Ste. Marie (1836 – 1838), Grand Portage near the
Lake Superior (1838 – 1839), and in the meantime founded the mission in Fort
William at the Canadian border. Between the years 1839 and 1852 he worked
in Arbre Croche. During that time he was under the jurisdiction of the bishop
of Detroit, firstly under the jurisdiction of Frideric Résé and later under the jurisdiction of the bishop Peter Paul Lefevre. Until the establishment of the State
of Michigan in 1837 the diocese used to cover the territory of the present-day
US States of Michigan, Wisconsin and Minnesota and the territory east of the
Mississippi River – the homeland of the Native American tribe Sioux. After that
date the jurisdiction of this diocese was limited by the boundaries of the present-day US State of Michigan.28
In the process of acculturation and cultural adjustment of the Native American tribe Ottawa Pirc was very successful which is evident also from the following letter sent to the Leopoldine Foundation:
I have seen my efforts blessed in such a way that my mission station is living
proof, that the Indians are able to become good Christians /…/and decent peo-

25

26

27

28

In 1849 Minnesota became a special territorial unit [Territory of Minnesota] of the United States of
America In 1858 it became one of its Federal States (Making Minnesota Territory, 1849-1858, ed.
Anne R. Kaplan, Marilyn Ziebarth (St. Paul, 1999), 1–6).
Johannes Thauren, Ein Gnadenstrom zur Neuen Welt und seine Quelle: Die Leopoldinen-Stiftung zur
Unterstützung der amerikanischen Missionen (Wien, 1940), 223–224; Erik A. Kovačič, "Prvo pismo
misijonarja Pirca Leopoldinini družbi" [The first letter of a missionary Pirc to Leopoldine Foundation],
Ave Maria Koledar, October 1981, No. 72, 81–84.
In 1805 Michigan gained a special status of a territorial unit [Territory of Michigan] of the United
States of America, while it became one of its federal states in 1837.
Grace McDonald, "Father Francis Pierz Missionary", Minnesota History 10, (1929): 107–123; DALST/
DALSt., Franc Pirc's letter to Leopoldine Foundation, 1 July 1838, Saulte Ste. Marie, B 1839, (XII), 81;
Public Documents Printed by Order of the Senate of the United States, During the Second Session of
the Twenty-sixth Congress, Begun and Held, At the City of Washington, December 7, 1840. Volume I.
(Washington, 1841), 357, 363.
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Portrait of Franc
Pirc [Pierz] (1785–
1880) (Franc Jaklič,
Misijonski škof Irenej
Friderik
Baraga
(Celje, 1931), 107)

ple. They are also hardworking and skilled for all kinds of work. Among them
there are great carpenters, joiners, cauldron makers and bricklayers, who know
how to build nice houses. They just the same eagerly cultivate the fields which
they bought from the Government and sell many fruits and vegetables. Women
are hard working as well; they exactly know what the household is. They make
clothes for the whole family; weave blankets, make baskets and variety of other
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Indian Reserves in range States of Minnesota, Wisconsin and Michigan, which settled Indians Ojibwa
(Authors: Irena Marković, Zmago Drole (Maribor, 2014))

things from the porcupine quills. In this work they show great taste and skill. /.../29

When the new diocese was founded in 1851, Franc Pirc achieved to be
relocated to Minnesota. There he founded a new mission station in Crow Wing
which served as a base from which he was able to visit Native Americans from
the tribe Ojibwe, living on the shores of the following lakes: Leech Lake, Mille
Lacs Lake, Cass Lake and Red Lake. He remained in this area until 1873. After
the year 1854 the number of white settlers at the territory of Michigan, and
especially at the territory of its administrative district, Stearns County began
to increase, while the Native Americans were forced to move to reserves. The
white settlers started to colonize the territories west of the Mississippi River,
the area where also Stearns County was located. For this reason Pirc began to

29

DALST/DALSt., Franc Pirc's letter to Leopoldine Foundation, 27 December 1846, Arbre Croche, B
1848/1849, (XXI), 67–68, (hereinafter: Franc Pirc's letter to Leopoldine Foundation, 27 December
1846).
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be missionary active also at this area. He used to work here between the years
1852 and 1873 and was at the same time working among the Native Americans
and the white settlers, as well as among the Slovene immigrants.30
For seventeen years Pirc worked as a missionary in the present-day United
State of Michigan. By spreading the Christian doctrine during the process of
adjustment and acculturation he managed to raise the people of the Native
American tribes Ottawa, Ojibwe and Winnebago to the cultural and economic
level to the one of the white settlers. He helped them settle down, receive casual income and become able to be economically independent by the means of
agriculture. Pirc encouraged them to grow potatoes which become the Native
American's major food. On all mission stations he was establishing tree nurseries planting gardens, building homes, schools and churches. His mission was
fulfilled in Arbre Croche, where he organized the members of the Native American tribe Ottawa to deal with agriculture and craft to such extent that they
started to sell their crops and products to white settlers in the neighbouring
settlements.31
In the process of acculturation and cultural adjustment of the Native American tribe Ottawa Pirc was very successful which is evident also from the following letter sent to the Leopoldine Foundation:
I have seen my efforts blessed in such a way that my mission station is living
proof, that the Indians are able to become good Christians /…/ and decent people. They are also hardworking and skilled for all kinds of work. Among them
there are great carpenters, joiners, cauldron makers and bricklayers, who know
how to build nice houses. They just the same eagerly cultivate the fields which
they bought from the Government and sell many fruits and vegetables. Women
are hard working as well; they exactly know what the household is. They make
clothes for the whole family; weave blankets, make baskets and variety of other
things from the porcupine quills. In this work they show great taste and skill. /…/32

Pirc worked as a missionary in Arbre Chroche also between the years
1839–1852. His missionary working methods were largely the same as those
of Baraga, who was a pioneer of the missionary movement at the broad terri-

30

31

32

Marvin R. O'Connell, Pilgrims to the Northland: The Archdiocese of St. Paul, 1840-1962 (Notre Dame,
2009) (hereinafter: O'Connell, Pilgrims to the Northland), 89–95; Bernard Coleman, Verona LaBlud,
Masinaigans: The little book: a biography of Monsignor Joseph F. Buh, Slovenian missionary in America,
1864-1922 (Saint Paul, 1972), 28–29. "Dopis iz Amerike" [Letters from America], Kmetijske in rokodelske novice, 24 January 1855, No. 7, 27–28.
O'Connell, Pilgrims to the Northland, 89–93; "Neueste Missions-Nachrichten aus Amerika", Illyrisches
Blatt, 3 June 1841, No. 22, 99–100.
Franc Pirc's letter to Leopoldine Foundation, 27 December 1846, 67–68.
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Franc Pirc's letter to Leopoldine
F o u n d a t i o n
(DALST/DALSt., 28
December
1846,
Arbre Croche, B
1848/1849 (XXI),
70)

tory of the Great Lakes. He worked at the same time as Baraga and continued
Baraga's missionary activities in those mission stations [Arbre Croche, Sault Ste.
Marie, Grand Portage], in which Baraga had already established the parishes
with churches, schools and rectories.33
Pirc's invitations addressed to the Germans settlers encouraged their colonization of central part of Minnesota, which took place between the years 1854
and 1864. They settled primarily the area of present-day counties of Morrison,
Benton and Stearns. Thus the territories of St. Paul and St. Anthony were inhabited mainly by the German Catholics, who, when the territories became overpopulated by the new settlers, started to move to the west; 1 - in the area of the
Mississippi river, where in 1855 the city of New Ulm was formed and 2 - towards
the north to the fertile area of the Sauk River Valley. In 1855 more than 50 German families settled in towns of St. Joseph and Jacob's Prairie in Stearns County.
These families built farms with the economic plans of the "bright future". Pirc
was successful at promoting German immigration to the Stearns County in the
1850s. He established Catholic parishes in Sauk Rapids (1853), in Swan River,
Belle Prairie, St. Cloud (1854) and in St. Joseph and in St. August (1855). These
parishes were the mission stations in which Pirc worked among the German
and Slovene immigrants, and at the same time strived for the evangelization of

33

Bertrand Kotnik, "Indijanski misijon v Grand Portage-u. Od 1841 do 1864" [Indian Mission in Grand
Portage. From 1841 to 1864], Ave Maria Koledar, October 1964, 105–119.
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the Native American tribes Ojibwe at the territory of Minnesota34
Pirc as a leading promoter of the Catholic colonization in central part of
Minnesota after the year 1854 played a crucial role in the colonization of this
area and particularly the Stearns County. He was even officially entitled for the
position of the Immigration Commissioner. Through the letters he was writing
as well as through the newspaper articles, he used to encourage the mass settlement of this area, in particular with the German catholic immigrants although
he was inviting the Slovene immigrants as well. In his letters, he was describing the natural and socio-geographical features of this region, reporting about
the ways of travelling and living in the northern Minnesota. By publicizing the
articles about the American immigration legislation and the articles about selling land as well as by publicizing the letters of the first Slovene immigrants
in Minnesota the Slovene readers in homeland were given actual information
and advice which helped them take further decisions about migrating to the
US. The articles were publicized in Zgodnja Danica and Novice. Pirc used to
campaign for permanent settlement and was therefore addressing the Slovene
readers inviting them to come to his mission Crow Wing. He was promising spiritual care and help by providing suitable land for the settlement and therefore
encouraging economic emigration from the Slovene ethnic territory into the
United States, which was widely spread in the 1880s.35
In 1856 the Novice newspaper published the letter in which he wrote
about life in Stearns County and invited Slovenes from Slovene ethnic area to
immigrate:
There is a lot of wilderness. Rabbits, wild fowls and ducks are everywhere. Every
day we get something from the wilderness, and thus we never lack any meat and
we are /.../ just fine. There is so much arable land that we can hardly see from
one end to the other. In the spring they managed to plow some of the land and
sow as well. We grew around 700 measures [approximately 21.000 l. – translator's
note] of potatoes, five baskets of turnip, three baskets of carrot, some kohlrabi,
seventy measures of oat and sixty measures of wheat. Now we have one quite
a big cow and a horse. In order to plough we plan to buy another pair of oxen.
We have quite a lot at the moment and we would have been able to grow more

34
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Kathleen N. Conzen, Germans in Minnesota (St. Paul, 2003), 12–16 (hereinafter: Conzen, Germans in
Minnesota); "Mittheilungen des krainischen Missionärs Herrn Franz Pirz", Illyrisches Blatt, December
1837, No. 51, 201–203; "Iz Amerike. Iz Krov-Vinga v Minnesoti piše ko preč. g. misijonar Fr. Pirc 18.
vinotoka" [From America. From Crow Wings in Minnesota writes missionary Fr. Pierz on 18 October],
Zgodnja Danica, 1 January 1864, No. 34, 276–277.
Conzen, Germans in Minnesota, 17-22; "Dopis iz Amerike" [Letters from America], Kmetijske in
rokodelske novice, 24 Januar 1855, No. 7, 27–28; "Iz Amerike" [From Amerika], Zgodnja Danica, 10
September 1865, No. 26, 210.
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if we hadn't run out of fodder since we came here quite late and were not able
to make more of it. Now we only plan to build houses. /…/ Now they are already
building a church and in time the whole town could be built here. People keep
coming to this place. Not many came last year, but this year the number of new
inhabitants is increasing. We are doing really, really well here, and we are happy
to have come to this place; we only feel a bit bored due to the church. Not every
Sunday is a Holly Mass here because our reverend has to visit many places far and
wide. Each Sunday there is the Holly Mass in one place and we do not have the
opportunity to Mass every Sunday or holiday. The reverend is delighted to have
us here because there is so much to do and not enough workers.../…/ If anyone
is brave enough to come here I can tell him that here it is very, very good. Here
we have plenty of land which is so good that we do not have to do anything else
but plough and sow. We do not have to drag the soil, or do any other work and
nevertheless the potato grows extremely big. /…/36

After the American Civil War the fertile areas of the present-day US state of
Minnesota were settled by the Slovene peasant families from the Upper Carniola region. The reason for their migration was mainly economic crisis in agronomy and in ironworks and the opportunities to purchase fertile land in central
Minnesota. Immigration to this part of Minnesota was especially encouraged by
Pirc who in June 1865 became Immigration Commissioner having the government authority over the immigration in the present-day US state of Minnesota.
In his letters he was precisely describing situations in Minnesota and informing
the Slovenes about the possibilities of migrating and settling in this US state. He
also described in details the conditions for acquisition of the land on the basis
of Homestead Act (1862)37 which played an important role in the colonisation
of the American Midwest.38
In 1865 the United States of America was settled by more families from
Upper Carniola region [a total of 51 persons, men and women with children].
The newspaper Novice wrote about them with attention and affection:
To Triglav that these days 40 individuals from Upper Carniola leave their homeland to move to America. They are neither political dreamers, nor romantic wan-

36

37

38

"Dopis Krajnice iz Amerike" [Carniolans letter from America], Kmetijske in rokodelske novice, 9 January
1856, No. 3, 12.
"Homestead Act", in: The Library of Congress, Primary Documents in American History, A Century of
Lawmaking for a New Nation: U.S. Congressional Documents and Debates, 1774 – 1875, Statutes at
Large, 37th Congress, 2nd Session, 329−393:
https://www.loc.gov/rr/program/bib/ourdocs/Homestead.html, 18. 6. 2015.
Allen J. Maldwyn, American Immigration (Chicago, 1992), 148; "Iz Amerike" [From America], Zgodnja
Danica, 20 May 1865, No. 15, 120–121.
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derers, but diligent people from Upper Carniola urged to leave their homes from
nuisance. /…/39

The situation in the Indian missions and among white settlers made Pirc
in the winter of 1863/64 go to Europe to find new colleagues, who would take
responsibility for the organization of the church life. At that time there were
in the diocese St. Paul only twenty priests, responsible for 111 mission stations, among which Pirc himself was responsible for ten. A major challenge for
missionaries was the rapid spread of different protestant branches which were
financially supported by the federal government of the United States of America. Many Slovene Catholic priests who began missionary work in the United
States had to do pastoral work also among the European settlers of different
ethnic groups who were without their own priests. They were establishing ethnic church communities and parishes. That kind of dimension of missionary
work among the Native American tribes as well as among the white settlers was
a necessary part of the diverse and dynamic pastoral work of the missionaries.
For such approach it was necessary for them to be familiar with European and
Native American languages.40

Conclusion
The missionary letters of Irenej Friderik Baraga and Franc Pirc were among
the Slovenes at the Slovene ethnic territory in the 19th century an important
source for knowledge of the socio-geographical and political-geographical
conditions in the United States and the lifestyle of the Indian tribes Ottawa and
Ojibwe. In numerous letters Baraga writes about his travels − often with snowshoes through the snowy woods and over the frozen lakes, about the difficult
living conditions and about the successes of his missionary activities among
the Native American tribes Ottawa and Ojibwe. Pirc as well as Baraga faced
many difficulties and dangerous events during his missionary work among the
Native American tribes in the United States. However his letters lack vividness
in describing dangerous situations he faced while working among the Native
Americans. Unlike Baraga, Pirc is far more realistic in describing his missionary
activities.

39
40

"Iz kranjskega Gorenskega" [From Carniolia], Kmetijske in rokodelske novice, 13 Maj 1865, No. 19, 154.
Kolar, Na misijonskih brazdah, 90; "Iz Amerike" [From Carniolia], Zgodnja Danica, 20 Maj 1865, No.
15, 120–121.
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Irena Marković
BARAGOVA IN PIRČEVA MISIJONSKA PISMA KOT VIR ZA
POZNAVANJE ZDRUŽENIH DRŽAV AMERIKE IN INDIJANCEV
NA SLOVENSKEM ETNIČNEM OZEMLJU

POVZETEK
V 19. stoletju so bila pisma slovenskih misijonarjev, Ireneja Friderika Barage
(1797−1868) in Franca Pirca (1785−1880) pomemben vir za poznavanja geografskih značilnostih Združenih držav Amerike in načina življenja severnoameriških Indijancev na slovenskem etničnem ozemlju. Osnovni vir podatkov so
bila številna misijonska pisma, preko katerih so slovenski misijonarji seznanjali Evropo in slovensko javnost z družbenimi razmerami v Združenih državah
Amerike in s kulturo severnoameriških Indijancev. Baragova in Pirčeva misijonska pisma je v nemščini objavljala Leopoldinina ustanova na Dunaju v vsakoletnih Poročilih [Berichte der Leopoldinen Stiftung im Kaiserthume Oesterreich], ki
so izhajala v tiskani obliki. V njih so podani zgodovinski podatki o Združenih
državah Amerike, posebej so opisane dežele, kjer so delovali slovenski misijonarji in škofje v času delovanja Leopoldinine ustanove (1828−1913), ter zbrani
njihovi dopisi, prošnje in poročila o porabi denarja. Na slovenskem etničnem
ozemlju so bila prva pisma slovenskih misijonarjev, ki so delovali v Združenih
državah Amerike, objavljena v nemščini, in sicer v časnikih Carniolia in Illyrisches Blatt. Ta pisma sem primerjala s pismi, objavljenimi v slovenski literaturi
in pomembnih slovenskih časnikih tistega obdobja, kot sta Zgodnja Danica
in Novice. Tudi pisma, ki so bila objavljena v slovenskih časnikih v slovenskem
prevodu, so v izvirniku pisana v nemščini. Baraga v številnih misijonskih pismih
piše o svojih potovanjih, pogosto na krpljah skozi zasnežene gozdove in preko
zamrznjenih jezer, o težkih življenjskih razmerah, v katerih je opravljal misijonsko delo, ter o svojih misijonskih uspehih med Indijanci plemen Ottawa in Očipve. Tudi Pircu niso bili prihranjeni nevarni dogodki v času njegovega misijonskega delovanja med indijanskimi plemeni v Združenih državah Amerike, kljub
temu pa v njegovih misijonskih pismih ne začutimo tako dramatičnega opisovanja nevarnih dogodkov v srečanjih z Indijanci kot pri Baragi. Pirc je o svojih
delovnih uspehih in okolju, v katerem je misijonsko deloval, poročal realno.
Misijonarja Baraga in Pirc sta ob vsakem obisku na slovenskem etničnem ozemlju iskala sodelavce, ki bi preko njunih misijonskih pisem seznanjali slovensko javnost o misijonskem delovanju v Združenih državah Amerike. S tem sta
prispevala k spodbujanju začetkov ekonomskega izseljevanja s slovenskega
etničnega ozemlja, ki je dobilo množično razsežnost v 80-letih 19. stoletja.
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The Náprstek Museum contains a large number of documents relating to emigration from the Czech lands, with the great majority of the material concerning
emigration to the US in the second half of the 19th and first half of the 20th century. Together with the Náprstek Museum library's emigré collection, it is a vital
source of information and the richest of its kind in the Czech Republic. The
documentation in the archive of the Náprstek Museum consists of extremely
heterogenous material mostly of personal, but also of institutional origin, and
it also contains a far from insignificant amount of correspondence between all
kinds of figures.1
One of them is Vojta Náprstek,2 the founder of the Czech Industial Museum, now the Náprstek Museum of Asian, African and American Cultures. He
was born in 1826 as Adalbert Fingerhut, son of Anna Fingerhutová, owner of a
still-house and brewery.3 He thus came from a relatively well-situated bourgeois
Prague family, and his mother wanted him to become a lawyer. In 1848, as a law
student in Vienna, he became involved in revolutionary activities, in the end
becoming involved in the revolutionary events of that year in Prague. An arrest
warrant was put out for him, and to avoid arrest he decided to go to America.4
He spent a total of ten years of his life there. At first he lived in New York,
earning a living in all sorts of ways, but in 1850 he settled in Milwaukee, where
he remained for almost all the rest of his time in America. He set up a shop there
– a kind of bookshop – and some time later also a lending library and reading
room. Between 1852 and 1854 he published the weekly Milwaukee Flugblätter,

*
1

2

3

4

This work was financially supported by the Ministry of Culture of the Czech Republic (DKRVO
2015/36, the National Museum, 00023272).
Eva Popovič, Milena Secká, Martin Šámal, "Sbírky dokumentující život našich krajanů v Severní
Americe ve druhé polovině 19. století ve sbírkách Národního muzea – Náprstkova muzea asijských,
afrických a amerických kultur" [Collections documenting the life of Czechs in North America in the
second half of the 19th century in the collections of the National Museum – Náprstek Museum of
Asian, Africa and American Cultures], in: Knihovna: knihovnická revue 24, no. 2 (2013), 5–33.
For more on Vojta Náprstek see e.g. Stanislav Kodym, Dům u Halánků: vzpomínky na Vojtu Náprstka
[The House in Halánků: memories of Vojta Náprstek], 1. ed. (Prague, 1955); Zdeněk Šolle, Vojta
Náprstek a jeho doba [Vojta Náprstek and his time] (Praha, 1994); and more recently Milena Secká,
Vojta Náprstek: vlastenec, sběratel, mecenáš [Vojta Náprstek: patriot, collector, patron] (Prague, 2011).
The German name Adalbert is the equivalent of the Czech Vojta, while Fingerhut is Náprstek in Czech
(the name means "Thimble.") Since Náprstek considered himself a Czech patriot, he used the Czech
version of his name consistently from an early age. While in America he also used the Czech version
of his name consistently in official documents, too. This is interesting because it was only in 1880 that
he had his change of name confirmed legally.
Vojta Náprstek's time in America has been the focus of several studies, all of which are more or less
based on the key work on the subject, that of Zdeněk Solle (Šolle Zdeněk), "Americký pobyt Vojty
Náprstka: Od příchodu do USA v prosinci 1848 až po návrat do Čech v únoru 1858" [Vojta Náprstek's
time in America. From his arrival in the US in December 1848 until his return to the Czech lands in
February 1858], in: Sborník Národního muzea v Praze. Acta musei nationalis Pragae, Series C – Historia
Litterarum XXVIII, No. 3 (1983), 97–185 (hereinafter: Šolle, "Americký pobyt Vojty Náprstka"). Šolle
himself reproduced the work in an only slightly amended form in his biography of Náprstek. See,
Zdeněk Šolle, Vojta Náprstek a jeho doba (Praha, 1994).
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and a year later held the function of notary public.5
In 1856 he took part in the expedition by the government commissioner
for Indian affairs to the Dakota Indians in Minnesota. The records he kept are a
rare testimony, the only one of its sort in Czech, of life in the mid-19th century
on the edge of civiliation in the northern part of the American Midwest.6
He was not allowed to return to his homeland until 1858. On doing so, he
soon felt the cultural, social and societal differences between liberal, free-thinking America and the conservative Czech environment. While America was
experiencing the height of the industrial revolution, in the Czech lands it was at
the very beginning. Náprstek believed the main way out of this backwardness
was education and general enlightenment. Soon after his return from America
he thus founded a library, and a little later the Czech Industrial Museum, now
the Náprstek Museum.7 The library soon became the best-equipped city library
in Prague, with its reading room also functioning as a cultural and social centre.
All sorts of literary figures, academics, travellers and politicians met there. While
in America Náprstek also considered the question of the position of women
in society. In 1865, back in the Czech lands, he initiated the founding of the
American Ladies' Club, the first women's educational society in the Czech lands.
Náprstek was also active in politics, becoming a member of the Prague city
council, and took part in social events and organisations. His home, the house U
Halánků, became an important information centre for Czechs who wanted to
move to America. They were given contacts to emigré Czechs, travel advice and
financial assistance. Given his own experience of America, Náprstek helped not
only Czechs heading for America, but Czechs who were already living in America. He sent over Czech books for emigré libraries, mostly belonging to associations, and from America he gained emigré newspapers and magazines. He tried
in as many ways as possible to document the life of Czech emigrés, thus laying
the foundation for a wealth of documents relating to Czechs abroad, now kept

5

6

7

Archive of the Národní muzeum – Náprstkovo muzeum asijských, afrických a amerických kultur
(hereinafter: Archive NpM), personal collection of Náprstek Vojta, sig. VN 88/4, Appointed a notary, 30 April 1855.
Šolle Zdeněk, "Prameny deníkové a memoárové povahy z let amerického pobytu Náprstkova a z doby
po jeho návratu do vlasti" [Sources of a diary and memoir nature from Náprstek's time in America and
after his return to his homeland], Studie o rukopisech XXIV (1985), 155–178. In the appendix Šolle
provided a transcript of Náprstek's notes from this journey.
Jiří Majer, "Počátky musea Vojty Náprstka" [The Beginnings of the Vojta Náprstek Museum], Sborník
Národního musea v Praze: Řada A – Historie = Acta Musei Nationalis Pragae: Series A – Historia 10,
no. 3 (1956), 107–159.
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Náprstek's brother
Ferdinand, mother
Anna
and
Vojta
Náprstek after his
return back home, W.
D., atelier Brandejs J.
(National museum
– Náprstek Museum,
Collection of historical photography, SIG.
11.0116)

in the library and archive of the Náprstek Museum.8
Vojta Náprstek's literary estate is relatively extensive, amounting to over a
hundred boxes of archive material. The family correspondence from Náprstek's
time in America forms only a very small part of it, consisting of a bundle of 58
letters exchanged by Vojta Náprstek, his mother Anna, brother Ferdinand and
aunt Barbora Serafínová.

8

On the documentation of émigré life in the National Museum see e.g. Jakub Karfík, "Historie a současnost krajanských sbírek Náprstkova muzea" [The past and present of the émigré collections in the
Náprstek Museum], Bulletin pro krajany (July) (1993), 18–25; Milena Secká, "Prameny k vystěhovalectví Čechů v 19. století ve sbírkách knihovny Náprstkova muzea" [Sources on emigration among
Czechs in the collections of the library of the Náprstek Museum], in: Historie emigrace z českých zemí
[A History of Emigration from the Czech Lands] (Mladá Boleslav, 2000), 115–117. Catalogue-type
publications have also appeared; of key importance are the works of Vladimír Zahradníček, Marcela
Linková, Krajanská sbírka knihovny Náprstkova muzea [The emigré collection in the library of the
Náprstek Museum], vol. 1, part 1 (Praha, 1994); Alena Jaklová, Čechoamerická periodika 19. a 20.
století [Czechoamerican periodicals of the 19th and 20th centuries] (Praha, 2010).
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Only some of the letters that were written have survived – specifically, 33
letters written by Vojta Náprstek to his mother and his brother Ferdinand, and
25 letters written by various family members to Vojta Náprstek in America.9
The correspondence mentions further letters that have not been preserved for
various reasons, but the mentions mean we have evidence of a minimum of 66
letters exchanged by members of the Náprstek family between 1848 and 1858.
The real number may, of course, have been (and probably was) still higher.
Vojta Náprstek's letters are written in humanist script, with only the letters from
1848 and 1849 being written in neo-gothic script.10 The handwriting is for the
most part fairly ordinary, but easy to read. The letters have no particular design
or form, with a few exceptions. Náprstek occasionally wrote his personal correspondence on the headed paper of his shop in Milwaukee. This concerns two
letters to his brother Ferdinand. The first was written in 1850, and Náprstek
seems to have created the letterhead himself by sticking on a small paper label
with the words: "Vojta Náprstek, importer and dealer in books, works connected with the fine arts, maps, music and musical instruments, stationery frames
etc., 229 East Water Street, Milwaukee, Wis."11 The second letter is written on
printed headed paper and comes from January 1851.12 There is another very
9

10

11
12

Specifically this concerns 19 letters by Vojta Náprstek to his mother Anna, 13 letters by Náprstek to
his brother Ferdinand, and also 14 letters from Anna Fingerhutová to her son Vojta, 10 letters from
Ferdinand Fingerhut to Vojta an one letter to Vojta Náprstek from his aunt, Barbora Serafínová.
It is interesting above all because the letters that Vojta wrote to his mother from Vienna during his
studies he wrote in humanist script.
Archive NpM, Náprstek Vojta personal collection, sig. T3/109, letter of 21–23 September 1850.
"Vojta Náprstek, Importer and Dealer in foreign books, engravings, paintings, and works of art.
English School Books, cheap publications, Staple and Fancy stationery, Bohemian and American
paper hangings, colored marbled, figured, metal, curtain, drawing, etc. paper, American, French and
German playing cards, Bohemian and French Water and Toy Colors, and every article connected with
drawing & painting.
Foreign and american music, Bohemian Musical Instruments, Violoncellos, Guitars, Violins,
Flageoletts, Fifes, Flutes, Picolas, Clarinetts, Accordeons and all kinds of Brass Instruments.
Italian, Bohemian and German Strings, for Violin, Guitar, Violoncello, Double Bass, Piano Forte and
Harp; Violin Bridges, Tail-Pieces, Pegs, Bows, Bow Hair, Clarinett-Reeds, Capo d'Astro, Tuning Forks,
Music-Pens, Rosin, etc.
Aeolian Harps and Music Boxes, Music Paper, of every quality. Musical Instruments of all kinds repaired.
Select French Perfumery and Soaps. – Gilt Picture Frames, Bohemian Glass-Wares, Fancy Goods and
Toys.
Established in 1850, a musical circulating Library, Containing upwards of 2500 numbers; and a
valuable German and French Circulating Library.
V[ojta] N[aprstek] is agent for the "Iconographic Encyclopedia", Saroni's Musical Times "The Message
Bird". He is also agent for the celebrated Dr. E. Siller's Rissian Tooth Powder.
V[ojta] N[aprstek] is a practical Chemist and Perfumer, and is now fully prepared to do anything in
that line.
Books and Periodicals imported to order, at the shorest notice.
V[ojta] N[aprstek] will be prepared at all times to supply orders, at wholesale and retail, and prices
which cannot fail to give every satisfaction.
Bohemian Warehouse, 229, East Water-St., Milwaukee, Wisconsin."
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Náprstek's letter to
his mother, Hamburg,
October 17, 1848
(National museum
– Náprstek Museum,
Archive of the NpM,
Vojta Náprstek, personal archive sig. VN
54/47a)

interesting letter to his mother, written in April 1852 on letter paper featuring
a few of Milwaukee.
While Ferdinand Fingerhut wrote his letters to his brother exclusively in
humanist script, Anna Fingerhutová and Barbora Serafínová wrote in neogothic script. This is logical, given that they were a generation older than Vojta,
and that they wrote most of their other correspondence in German. In both
cases, however, the influence of humanist script can be seen breaking through
in the case of certain letters. The handwriting of both woman is ordinary, but
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with a few exceptions relatively easy to read. In the case of Anna Fingerhutová
there is one more interesting aspect. Some of the letters were clearly not written by her – they are written in neo-gothic italic or semi-italic script, but the
handwriting is completely different.13 It seems as if she dictated the letter to
someone, but it is probably a copy.14
The correspondence reflecting Náprstek's time in America in fact begins
in Europe, specifically with a letter from Vojta Náprstek from Hamburg on 17.
October, 1848, in which he tries to explain to his mother and to defend his
departure for America.
In America I shall be able to finish studying, to finish what I started in Europe. I
do not know where in almost the whole of Europe in these revolutionary times I
should be able to educate myself so peacefully, with such prospects for the future,
as in America /…/ north America is for me the ideal of all human development.

Náprstek saw in America above all a free country, whose system sharply
contrasted with the reality of the Austrian monarchy. He drew his information
on America, the conditions there and the life of immigrants mainly from the
available literature and press, refining his opinions in discussions with other
students. Evidence of Náprstek's earliest thoughts about possibly spending time
in America comes from a letter of 1842, a year to which Náprstek himself refers
in the above-mentioned letter. It was probably more the romantic dream of a
sixteen-year-old grammar school student than a seriously-meant or thought
-out aim. This is shown by mentions in correspondence from the period before
the revolution broke out in Vienna, in which he tells his mother about his goals,
of which the main one was to finish his studies, not go to America. Moreover,
in addition to dreaming about America, Náprstek also thought about Asian and
other countries.15
Náprstek very much idealised America. He reflected only on the positive
information that he had about America, and trivialised or simply overlooked
the negative. This is shown by his reflections on the experiences of his friend

13

14

15

Both letters are written in a very legible, calligraphic handwriting and are unsigned. Archive NpM,
Náprstek Vojta collection, sig. 54/247 and sig. 248.
However, in the case of Anna Fingerhutová we know that it was not unusual for her to dictate (not
only) correspondence. In the estate of Vojta Náprstek a list of the memoirs of Anna Fingerhutová has
been preserved, written down by his later wife, Josefa Křížková. – See, Milena Secká, Šámal Martin, Byl
to můj osud: zápisky Josefy Náprstkové [It was my fate: the notes of Josefa Náprstková], 1. ed. (Prague,
2014) (hereinafter: Secká, Šámal, Byl to můj osud).
Zdeněk Šolle, "Příspěvek k poznání Náprstkových příprav na cestu do Ameriky" [A note on our knowledge of Náprstek's preparations for his journey to America], Studie o rukopisech XXI (1982), 179–
212. In the appendix to this study he published a transcript of Náprstek's letter of 17. 10. 1848 from
Hamburg.
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Vilém Pflanzer, who went to America in the middle of 1847 and came back
disappointed in the spring of 1848, not even a year later. Náprstek even sought his advice on his planned journey to America. As shown by a letter to his
mother, Náprstek had an entirely different view of life overseas:
...I am told of this by good books and by Americans themselves whom I have met,
and thus the slurs that some books and people cast on America has no effect on me.
Many travellers in America have judged America from a false standpoint; and thus,
like Pflanzer from Horažďovice, they saw many things in a bad and false light.16

Náprstek's departure for America became topical in the period after the
revolution. In connection with the result of the revolution of 1848 and the
uncertain situation in the Czech lands, Náprstek even managed to persuade his
mother to consider selling her house and everything she had in the Czech land
and to go to America. She very soon changed her mind, however, and decided
to stay put. Náprstek, meanwhile, travelled to Hamburg, where he wrote the
above-mentioned letter, and on the next day embarked on the ship Leontine
and set out for America.
Major disillusionment set in soon after his arrival in New York. The contacts that were meant to have helped Náprstek during the initial period turned
out to be no good, and Náprstek had to look after himself. He could not speak
English, he knew no craft, and it was no wonder that he wrote to his mother
from New York: "Here in the city I cannot find any employment, I have tried
hard enough."17 He thus earned his living in all sorts of ways, naturaly almost
all short-lived manual jobs. A little later he became a street seller for the Westermann publishing company, but clearly did not do too well, because in April
1849 he had to sell his personal effects.18
He found more permanent employment two months later, working as a
manual labourer in the cartonnage company of Alfons Karczevski. In January
1850 he found work in New London in the carpenter's workshop of a Mr. Polter. A plan of New London has been preserved in the Náprstek Museum, with
the church indicated. On the other side is an inscription stating that Náprstek
worked on its construction as a stonemason.19 It is not mentioned in any other
letters, but in 1850 Anna Fingerhutová makes reference to it in a letter: "I did
16

17
18
19

Archive NpM contains the diary of Vilém Pflanzer from his time in America in 1847–1848. For more
on him and on Vojta Náprstek's plans for his journey to America see, Zdeněk Šolle, "Deník Viléma
Pflanzera: Ke vzniku plánu Vojty Náprstka na cestu do Ameriky" [The life of Vilém Pflanzer: On the birt
of Vojta Náprstek's plan to travel to America], Studie o rukopisech XX (1981), 119–158.
Archive NpM, Náprstek Vojta personal collection, sig. VN 54/64, letter of 23 January 1849.
Archive NpM, Náprstek Vojta personal collection, sig. VN 24/1 (Safe 2/18).
NpM library, Collection of graphic art, sig. XII/57.
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hope that you might find some other way of earning a living than becoming...
a factory worker or a journeying stonecutter...."20 In the same year, Náprstek's
aunt Barbora Serafínová wrote in similar tone: "Try, dear Vojtěch, from your
childhood to hold only a pen, and then to start using a hammer or a plane. Oh
dear, it is painful work for you."21
It is, of course, possible that the spectrum of Náprstek's activities at the
beginning of his time in America was even more varied, but there are insufficient sources for us to gain a deeper picture. In his correspondence, Náprstek
mentions that he is studying economics, that he wants to become a farmer and
so on..22
As a way out of his difficult situation, he decided to leave New York. He
borrowed money from his friends there, and in 1850 set out for Milwaukee,
where he rented a flat and shop on East Water Street 229. In a letter to his brother he writes:
Beyond all my expectations, I found encouragement and support everywhere.
Wherever I knocked, they recommended me to someone else. 17 New York merchants entrusted their goods to me under good conditions /.../ In all I have around
1700 dollars' (3400 florins') worth of goods, something on credit, something on
commission /.../ In America I have become something I never thought I would –
a merchant /.../ .I shan't stay in it for ever, since I am not a natural merchant and I
have to force myself a fair amount...23

It is interesting that while Náprstek perceived and presented his shop as
above all a bookshop, it was more reminiscent in its nature of a general merchandise store.
On his beginnings as a merchant Náprstek wrote: "The public is crowding
into the shop /.../ the wind instruments are a sensation, but not many of them
have been sold." Thanks to the surviving correspondence we know that relatively early on he tried to involve his brother Ferdinand in his business venture, hoping that he would become his partner. It is interesting that while in his
letters to his brother he painted a picture of a prospering shop, calculating the
potential future profits and musing on the ways in which the product range
could be widened, this description did not much fit the reality, and in fact the
20

21
22

23

Archive NpM, Náprstek Vojta personal collection, sig. VN 54/47, undated letter from Anna
Fingerhutová with the note "no. 92, received 29 April //1850//".
Archive NpM, Náprstek Vojta personal collection, sig. VN 36/7, letter of 15 May 1850.
The NpM archive has even preserved Vojta Náprstek's purchase contract for the purchase of a plot of
land in 1851. See, Archive NpM, Náprstek Vojta personal collection, sig. VN 88/1 and VN 88/2.
Archive NpM, Náprstek Vojta personal collection, sig. VN 54/102, letter from Vojta Náprstek to his
brother Ferdinand of 25 July 1851.
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Katerina Krákorová,
called "Tinka", W. D.
(National museum
– Náprstek Museum,
Archive of the NpM,
Vojta Náprstek, personal archive sig. VN
153/48)

shop was only just managing to earn Náprstek enough to get by. Nevertheless,
in July 1851 he opened a public reading room in the basement underneath the
bookshop and lending library.24
A very important circumstance that had an influence on Vojta Náprstek's
fate in America was the fact that he did not go to America alone. He was accompanied by a woman whom he had met while a student in Vienna, and with
whom he had fallen in love. Her name was Kateřina Krákorová, and she was
an uncommonly charming woman who enjoyed taking part in various social
activities organised by Czech patriots, maintained friendly contacts with Czech

24

It is interesting that he was already considering a public reading room during his time in New London.
Archive NpM, Náprstek Vojta personal collection, sig. VN 24/2 (Safe 2/18).
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students, sang beautifully and and acted in theatre performances. She and
Náprstek fell in love with each other, and the journey to America was their joint
adventure. In America she started to sign herself as Náprstek's wife. Her friends
often called her "Naprsqwaw" in correspondence; Náprstek himself called her
"Tinka".
Náprstek correctly assumed that his enthusiasm for the beautiful Tinka
would not be shared by other members of his family, above all his mother and
brother. Moreover, he required almost permanent financial aid from home,
which a mention of his female companion might have threatened. As a result
he maintained a diplomatic silence regarding Tinka in his letters.25 He was not
quite as circumspect in his letters to his friends, however – and neither was
Tinka, who also wrote to her friends in the Czech lands about her life with
Náprstek.26
Náprstek's mother found out about Tinka shortly after Náprstek arrived in
America, in 1849. In an undated letter she writes to her son that as soon as she
received his first letter from America,27she set out to ask the advice of a family
friend, the well-known merchant Popelka. She learned form him that her son
was going about with some sort of actress of ill repute. It was undoubtedly a
huge shock for her, a deep disappointment and unbelievably painful.
As she herself writes, she first assumed that it must be mere slander, but
gradually further reports came, independently of each other. She even learned
that her son was saying that Tinka was his sister, that they were living together
and that Tinka was using the surname Náprstek.28
It is hard for us today to understand fully what pain and disappointment
Náprstek must have caused his mother. Anna Fingerhutová came from a very
poor background, and only through extremely hard work had she built herself
up into the owner of a prospering business.29 She had brought up her sons in a
very strict and sober style, but on the other hand she had longed to give them a
proper education and above all a better life than the one she had had. This can
certainly not have been how she imagined the result of her love and care...
Soon after the events of March 1848 she had to come to terms with the fact

25

26

27
28
29

It should be remembered here that we can only base our assumptions on the letters that have been
preserved.
If Náprstek had wanted to keep his relationship with Tinka quiet at least for a certain period, it is
incomprehensible why he decided to write that he was living with her to people who were in contact
with his mother or brother. This was the case, for example, with his letter to the Czech politician
František Rieger. Tinka's letters to her friends, meanwhile, ensured that Náprstek's relationship with
her was known all over Prague, and gave rise to various slanders that caused Náprstek's mother to suffer most of all.
This letter has unfortunately not been preserved.
Archive NpM, Náprstek Vojta personal collection, sig. VN 54/47, undated letter
For the life of Anna Fingerhutová see, Secká, Šámal, Byl to můj osud, 52–63.
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Letter of Náprstek's
mother
regarding his relationship
with "Tinka", W.D.
(National museum
– Náprstek Museum,
Archive of the NpM,
Vojta Náprstek, personal archive sig. VN
65/97)

that her son would not only never graduate in law, but nor would he graduate
in practically any other field, which would have an effect on his further profession and career. Moreover, she lived in fear that her son would be arrested by
the police. The police searched their house in Prague and took away correspondence, which certainly did not make her any less uneasy.30 At the end of the year
her son sent news that he was going to America, without giving her any say in
the matter. After several months of worry as to whether he had arrived safely,
she was slightly calmed by the news that he was all right. Soon after, however,
she learned about his partner, about whom she had until then no idea...
Anna Fingerhutová was a devout Catholic, and for a man and woman to

30

At least part of this correspondence has been preserved in the National Archive. See, National Archive,
Investigatory Commission for 1848, Prague, sig. 219.
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live together unmarried was utterly unacceptable to her. Moreover, she understood that the relationship between her son and Tinka had started in Vienna.
Náprstek was at that time not only still a minor, but he had no livelihood and
was entirely financially dependent on his mother. Regardless of all this, Tinka
was unacceptable to Anna Fingerhutová for other reasons, too – she had imagined a different partner for her son than an actress or singer.
All this, above all her deep disappointment, can be felt in one of her letters,
in which, among other things, she writes:
O, dear God, may my feelings for my son turn to stone. He does not deserve my
love, he is not worthy of my anxiety... he stops being a son and I a mother. Maybe
he thinks that I might... support him... that will not happen; if he wants to behave
so freely, he will have to earn his own living. I will not take care of him any longer.31

Her reaction was, as can be seen, very harsh. She decided not to support
her son, and ordered all the members of the family to do likewise. In similar
vein she asked all the family's friends not to support Náprstek in any way until
he reconsidered his relationship with Tinka. It should, however, be added that
almost no one observed Anna's strict ban.32
Náprstek tried to rehabilitate himself in his mother's eyes, hoping that he
would manage to convince her and that she would change her view of his relationship with Tinka. They exchanged several letters, but none has been preserved.33 Náprstek did not, however, manage to change his mother's mind. This
fact, togetether with other reasons, caused him to make a short visit to Europe,
during which he intended to visit his mother in person. In November 1851 he
really did come to Europe, but the meeting with his mother did not take place.
The Austrian police learned of his arrival in Europe, and it would have been very
risky for Náprstek to try to cross the border into his country. He thus met his
brother in Bremen and they went together to Paris, where they spent around
two weeks. Náprstek remained there after his brother went back to the Czech
lands. Indeed, he had to stay there, because he had no money for the return
journey to America, which Ferdinand had promised to send him. The delay
meant that while in Paris, Náprstek experienced the coup of Louis Bonaparte
and the renewal of the French empire.
None of the surviving letters mention the reason for this journey. In the literature it is most often interpreted as Náprstek's attempt to patch up relations
with his mother and lobby for Tinka. However, other weighty facts emerge
31
32
33

Archive NpM, Náprstek Vojta personal collection, sig. VN 54/47.
Archive NpM, Náprstek Vojta personal collection, sig. VN 36/7.
We only know of it thanks to mentions in the surviving correspondence.
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from the correspondence. The journey may also be seen as a desperate attempt
by Náprstek to clear his debts and gain further support for his shop. This is
because the letters contain a detailed list of Náprstek's debts, which at the time
of his journey to Europe amounted to more than three thousand dollars.34 If we
bear in mind that Náprstek had founded his shop only a year ago with a debt of
1700 dollars, it is clear that the shop was not doing well. This corresponds with
the fact that he had to borrow 200 dollars for the journey to Europe, as well as
the fact that he had to wait in Paris until his brother could send him a further
500 dollars for the journey back.35
The truth is, most likely, that Náprstek's brief journey to Europe did not just
have one reason, but several, both personal and economic. In one of his last letters from Paris, there is a telling sign from Náprstek when he writes to his brother, in reaction to a letter in which his brother had offered him help in the form
of goods, that he considered his shop in Milwaukee to be a lost cause. "I can feel
in your last letter your genuine brotherly attachment and concern for me, and I
am very grateful for your good will, for I think it impossible that you could help
me completely. And I thus consider my shop in Milwaukee to be lost!"36
It is not known what the two brothers discussed in Paris. Náprstek sent a
long letter from Paris to his mother, in which he doubtlessly explained why he
was living with Tinka, but the letter has not survived. Nevertheless, both his
personal and economic problems were solved shortly after his return to America. While still in New York he discovered that his mother had paid off all his
debts. On his arrival in Milwaukee Náprstek and Tinka ended their relationship, which was certainly neither a simple decision nor a painless one. Tinka
was undoubtedly the love of Náprstek's life. In a letter from Milwaukee to his
mother and brother, Náprstek wrote of the end of the relationship:
Not only the hard winter on the way here was the cause of my illness, but even
more the mental distress into which I fell as the result of the decision at which I
arrived after careful thought and the thorough and loving entreaties of my wife –
my former wife. Dear mother, in a word – I am single!37

The fact that they kept up their correspondence also says a lot. Sometime
later, Tinka went to New York with Náprstek's friend and colleague, and became
his wife. However, Náprstek continued to support her after he returned to the
Czech lands, and they exchanged their last letter in the 1880s.

34
35
36
37

Archive NpM, Náprstek Vojta personal collection, sig. VN 54/107.
Archive NpM, Náprstek Vojta personal collection, sig. VN 54/105 and VN 54/107.
Archive NpM, Náprstek Vojta personal collection, sig. VN 54/108.
Archive NpM, Náprstek Vojta personal collection, no sig. (Safe 3/107).
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Náprstek's new shop in the market in Milwaukee, later photo (National museum – Náprstek Museum,
Collection of historical photography, without the sig.)

Once he ended his relationship with Tinka, more financial help for Náprstek
started to arrive in America. In 1852 he started to publish his own newspaper,
the weekly Milwaukee Flugblätter. In a letter to his brother he writes:
From the month of June I have started to publish a small weekly newspaper and
I have gained a considerable number of readers /.../ Requests for subscriptions
arrive on a regular basis from all corners of Wisconsin, Iowa, Illinois, Michigan
and also N.Y., Philadelphia, St. Louis and New Orleans. If things carry on like this I
shall soon have a print run of 3000. In Milwaukee itself I sell 8 or 900 copies each
Saturday; no newspaper here has been so successful. You may easily imagine what
a lot of time putting out the newspaper takes me, for I write articles, edit, correct
and am responsible for the delivery of 800 copies! At such a low price – 1 cent for
half a sheet – I do not make very much, since after selling 2000 copies I only have
a profit of 2 or 3 dollars.38

38

Archive NpM, Náprstek Vojta personal collection, sig. VN 54/67.
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As can be seen, not even the publishing of newspapers improved Náprstek's financial situation, but he nevertheless considered it a great benefit that
he devoted the fourth page of his newspaper to an advertisement for his shop.
In the Milwaukee Flugblätter he also printed various appeals for the provision
of information regarding various emigré Czechs who were being looked for by
their relations, and so on. This activity later gave rise to Náprstek's activity as an
advisor and supporter of Czech emigrés.
On 1 July 1852 he opened a new shop at 249 Market Place, around a hundred paces from his former one. What Vojta Náprstek's old shop looked like
can be seen not only from surviving photographs, but from an interesting
description of the shop that was made by another significant expatriate Czech,
Náprstek's friend Jan Borecký (1828–1911), who came to Milwaukee in 1854.
"It was a spacious room, with shelves all around it holding older books fr lending out (circulating library). Various English and German magazines, weeklies
and monthlies, lay on the tables, as well as musicial instruments.." To promote
his shop Náprstek made a journey to New York, describing his itinerary to his
brother:
For this reason I will stop on my journey to New York in all the larger towns.
Tomorrow I will be in Chigaco, then shall stop in Detroit, Sandusky, Cleveland,
Erie, Buffalo, Rochester, Rome, Syracuse, Albany, Boston, New York, Philadelphia,
Baltimore, Washington etc. In all these places I have subscribers, but I have to
gain even more.39

Náprstek carried on the shop until the end of his time in America, in other
words until 1857. However, he never managed during his time in America to do
without financial aid from the Czech lands. By 1855 this support had already
exceeded seven thousand dollars...
It is hard to say with certainty whether at the time when Náprstek went
to America and during his initial period there he was planning to return to the
Czech lands. It is, however, certain that after his return from Europe in 1852 he
was already thinking of returning to Europe permanently as soon as he could.
His family, in particular, was exerting a large amount of effort so that Náprstek could return, but it was only possible after complicated and lengthy official negotiations. Náprstek was allowed to return to the Czech lands in 1858.
With the exception of Šolle, no one else has researched in depth Náprstek's
correspondence from the period of his time in America – probably because of
the high-quality studies that Šolle published regarding Vojta Náprstek's stay in

39

Šolle, "Americký pobyt Vojty Náprstka", 133.
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America, the conclusions of which further authors repeated. Moreover, in an
appendix to his work Šolle also published transcripts of various documents,
including correspondence, and so it was easy for the impression to be created
that there was nothing new in this field to study. However, Šolle focused mainly on Náprstek's patriotic activity, something that the family correspondence
hardly mentions. Moreover, he did not even study all the letters that have been
preserved. This is most clear in the case of the letters from Náprstek's mother, in
which she writes about the circumstances of his departure for America and his
relationship with Kateřina Krákorová.40 Some of his conclusions are therefore
incorrect.

***
Only some of the correspondence dealing with Náprstek's life in America has
been preserved. It would be possible to gain a much more complete picture if
more letters and other documents from the period had been preserved – all the
more because in many cases we know that they existed. The attrition of materials, and of correspondence in particular, occurred in part simply because letters
did not arrive at their destination but got lost on the way. It is also not impossible that some letters were confiscated by the Austrian authorities. Unfortunately, though, the great majority of the letters were not preserved for an
entirely different reason. After Náprstek's death they were destroyed, together
with his personal diaries and other materials, by his wife, Josefa.41 In brief, it did
not seem right to her that someone else should be able to read the private or
intimate affairs of the family, and she was no doubt also motivated by a desire to
maintain the picture of Vojta Náprstek pure and unalloyed. In her memoirs she
states that she had never asked her husband about his time in America. It was
only after his death that she tried to contact some of his friends, who provided
their reminiscences. These are very often accepted uncritically, and above all
as the result of a lack of other sources they have become something of a starting-point for understanding Vojta Náprstek's work in America. It is quite evident that they are reminiscences of a person to whom they looked up, whom
they deeply respected and with whom they were connected by a firm friend-

40

41

In addition to the correspondence kept in the archive of the Náprstek Museum, he also entirely overlooked the correspondence that was confiscated by the police in 1848 during a house search. The
bundle contains lettesr from Vojta Náprstek, Ferdinand Náprstek, their mother Anna and the boys'
family friend and tutor Jiří Krämer. In addition there is a letter here that was written by Náprstek on 14
and 15 March 1848 from revolutionary Vienna. National Archive, Investigatory Committee for 1848
collection, Prague, sig. 219.
They were married in 1875.
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ship – factors which had a marked influence on the character and content of
such reminiscences. A role may also have been played by the fact that the great
majority of the reminiscences were written relatively shortly after the death
of Vojta Náprstek, and so were reminiscences of a not long-departed friend,
something like obituaries that understandably provide a picture of an idealised
Vojta Náprstek.42
The correspondence that has been preserved allows us to document Vojta
Náprstek's time in America only partially. It is interesting that it captures only to
a small extent that part of Náprstek's activity in America that is so much noticed
and emphasised by the biographical literature – Náprstek's patriotic activity,
his participation in emigré life, his membership of various societies and so on.
The main significance of the correspondence lies in something else, however – something that the literature to date has passed over, or has dealt with
only in the margins. It allows us a glimpse into the family relationships of Vojta
Náprstek himself, his mother Anna and brother Ferdinand. It documents, in a
remarkable way, the effect that Náprstek's departure for and activity in America
had on their relationships. It gives us a relatively intimate view of his family
affairs, the way in which family problems were dealt with and so on. Still, it has
to be said that in particular the fragmentary nature of the preservation of the
correspondence has a tendency to provoke more questions than it answers.

42

Milena Secká, Martin Šámal, "Franz Hölzlhuber (1826–1898). Ein transatlantischer Freund von Vojta
Náprstek," Annals of the Náprstek Museum 34 (2014), 21–34.
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Martin Šámal
KORESPONDENCA VOJTE NÁPRSTEKA IZ MILWAUKEEJA
(1848–1858)

POVZETEK
Narodni muzej – Náprstekov muzej azijskih, afriških in ameriških kultur je
danes znan predvsem kot etnografski muzej neevropskih kultur. Vendar arhiv
muzeja in knjižnica hranita tudi bogato zbirko gradiv o izseljevanju iz čeških
dežel in življenju Čehov v tujini. Poleg zbirke revij čeških izseljencev in vrste
dokumentov hrani muzej tudi številne dokumente osebne narave, ki nam razkrivajo življenje različnih posameznikov.
Eden od njih je bil ustanovitelj muzeja, Vojta Náprstek (1826–1894). Kot
študent prava na Dunaju se je vključil v revolucionarno dogajanje leta 1848.
Da bi se izognil aretaciji, se je izselil v Združene države Amerike. Naselil se je
v Milwaukeeju v Wisconsinu, kjer je ustanovil knjigarno. Z njim se je izselila
tudi njegova partnerica Kateřina Krákorová. Náprstek se ni mogel vrniti v češke
dežele vse do leta 1858.
Korespondenca Vojte Náprsteka in njegovo družino predstavlja izredno
zanimivo arhivsko gradivo. Čeprav tvorijo le majhen del njegovega obsežnega
literarnega gradiva, je ključnega pomena za razumevanje njegovega delovanja
v Ameriki. Predstavlja tudi enega redkih ohranjenih verodostojnih virov, ki se
nanašajo na to obdobje Náprstekovega življenja, saj je po njegovi smrti velik del
njegove korespondence in osebnih dnevnikov iz tega obdobja uničila njegova
žena Josefa.
Korespondenca na predstavlja le življenja Vojte Náprsteka, ampak odstira
tudi njegova intimna družinska razmerja in razkriva njegov zapleten odnos z
materjo in drugimi družinskimi člani, predvsem z bratom Ferdinandom. Korespondenca ponuja edinstveno pričevanje o odnosu družine do člana, ki se je
kljub nasprotovanju družine in v nasprotju s tedanjimi običaji odločil oditi v
tujino in tam začeti novo življenje.
V nasprotju z obstoječo literaturo, ki se osredotoča predvsem na Náprstekovo domoljubno dejavnost, njegove objave v periodičnem tisku, organizacijo družabnih dogodkov in delovanja v različnih združenjih, korespondenca
odstira drugo plat življenja Vojte Náprsteka v Ameriki, kot na primer njegovo
nesposobnost, da bi bil uspešen na poslovnem področju in se preživljal neodvisno od zunanje finančne pomoči.
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emigrated in the interwar period from the territory of Italian Julian March to
Argentina and France respectively. The characters of the story presented in the
article formed the triangle of correspondence that consisted of letters from
Argentina, France and the "home place" which was the village of Pliskovica
located in what is now Slovene Karst. What the article attempts to show is that
the relations that were established at the place of origin never lost prominence.
Quite contrary, the evidence shows that through time thick network of support
and solidarity was formed. The key element of the network were the affections
and emotions that were expressed in letters members of dispersed family sent
to each other. However, the network did not consist solely of the exchange of
letters, what was important was also the exchange of gifts and packages that
were sent from one side of ocean to the other. As the evidence shows, material
content of these packages was not so important as the meaning the characters
ascribed to them.
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Emigrant Correspondence and the Study of Migrations
The act of emigration provokes the necessity of maintaing ties with relatives
who either stay at the place of origin or migrate to some other countries. For
19th and the first half of 20th Century that most often meant the correspondence by the way of the written word.
These letters were most often written by people who previously wrote only
rarely, but the act of migration made them want to stay in touch with their close
ones. Analyzing personal correspondence in that way enables us to approach
the ideas and thoughts of people who hardly left any written traces.1
Moreover, the advantage of using personal correspondence as a source
material is that it can provide us with the information about the dimensions of
past which were otherwise hidden from official sources. The epistolary material is the one that enables us to directly perceive the migration process as it
unfolded in the eyes of its protagonists rather than resorting to the secondhand informations gained by other sources.2
Even though the emigrant letters mostly consisted of the writings of the
"uneducated" population, we'll see that at least in the case presented by the
author of the article, characters expressed clearly and accurately, although they
wrote in the dialect.
Furthermore, the study of emigrant correspondence has shown cosiderable results in the research of the functioning of migration networks, as well
as problems derived from the everyday life in the new society and the links
between the land of origin and the one of settlement.3
Moreover, the emigrant correspondence constitutes a rich source for an
analysis of the process of adaptation into the new environment as it enables us
to research the breach that was made by migration and the effect that it had on
the personal life of the migrants. On the other hand it also gives us an opportuinity to study the continuity of identity as we can perceive how the persons
in emigration related to the ones who remained at home and how they inter-

1

2

3

Marcin Kula, "El Brasil y la Polonia de fines del siglo XIX en las cartas de los campesinos emigrados", in:
Jahrbuche für Geschichte von Staat, Wirtschaft und Gesellschaft Lateinamerikas, ed. Richard Konetzke,
Hermann Kellenbenz (Dunaj–Köln, 1976), 39;
Italian historian of migrations Emilio Franzina wrote that the usage of the popular scripture could
provide different forms of historiography as it allows to gain the direct insight into the world of unprivileged classes which were traditionally treated with the sources of official institutions in hands of
dominant classes (Emilio Franzina, Merica! Merica! Emigrazione e colonizzazione nelle lettere dei contadini veneti e friulani in America Latina 1876–1902 (Verona, 2000 [1994]) (hereinafter: Franzina,
Merica! Merica!), 22–23).
María Liliana Da Orden, "Migración de posguerra y epistolarios privados. Notas para el análisis de la
construcción de las identidades a partir del caso gallego en la Argentina", Estudios migratorios latinoamericanos 25, no. 71 (2011), 313.
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acted with the persons from the place of origin in order to maintain elements
of original identity.4
What's more, by reading emigrant correspondence we may found out that
the correspondents frequently refrained of speaking about some aspects of their
lives or circumstances they were confronting – they resorted to silence (refusing
to adress some matters), omittances, sometimes even lies and inventions. These
acts were not marked by inclinations to deceitfullness, but raher by the tendency
towards maintaing stable relations with their relatives. Lies and deception were
in fact constitutive moments of loyalty between correspondents.5
As the author will try to show it in the text, it was evident that the "narrative truth" established in correspondence was for the characters presented in
the article more important than the objective truth. The problem is only that
the collection of correspondence the article deals with is not so exhaustive to
present detailed examples of this. However, the detailed reading of the collection nevertheless shows that the study of letters is not only about what there is
written, but also about what it is not.
As the historian of migrations David Gerber points out, the narrative truth
is the one that helped to establish continuity and stability amongst inconsistencies of life and thus proved to be an indispensable element of written communication.6
Last but not least, as the evidence given below shows us, emigrant correspondence speaks about the persons that were constantly seeking to overcome
the geographical distances that separated them. What they developed by incessant communication is the feeling of sharing the same emotionally tied narrative. Even though the ones who migrated were subjected to the process of
adaptation, they never ceased to maintain contacts with those who remained
at home. The ones who remained at home, on the other hand, always remained
conscious about the lives of their relatives overseas.
Letters show not only how characters strived to maintain close bonds, but
also how familial memory and both collective and individual identities were
shaped in the process of diaologue with the relatives. Argentine historian María
Liliana Da Orden asks how was it possible that the feeling of belonging to a
common family and kinship was developed when there was an ocean that separated its members. In that manner she states that the written word clearly is
the one that enables the creation and re-creation of the family past and offers

4
5

6

Ibidem, 317.
David Gerber, "Epistolary Masquerades: Acts of Deceiving and Withholding in Immigrant Letters", in:
Letters Across Borders, The Epistolary Practices of International Migrants, ed. Bruce S. Elliot, David A.
Gerber, Suzanne M. Sinke (New York, 2006) (hereinafter: Letters Across Borders),147–151.
Ibidem, 151.
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each of the family members the possibility to find their place in relation to past
and thereby also to the present.7
A common feeling and a connection in identity were thus gradually formed
through the process of correspondence. Integration into Argentinian society
was never so schematically complete that we could speak about assimilation
without any restraints – at least not in the lives of the characters presented in
the article.8
What we are witnessing in the correspondence that follows are identities
that are fluid, that are not (yet) solidly categorized, but rather represent the
paths of passages that are constantly evolving. The identity issues of the presented characters are complex however and they would need a seperate study
which would analyze them thoroughly.
The evidence of personal correspondence that is presented below tries to
adress the issues that are noted in this brief introduction, but most of all wants
to prove that the close familial relations never ceased to lose importance. Networks of familial support and solidarity were present throughout the whole
span of correspondence that the author is dealing with.

The Case of Family Vrabec – Emigration from Julian March to
Argentina in the Interwar Period
The collection of correspondence that the author is dealing with in the present article belongs to the family Vrabec from the village of Pliskovica on Slove-

7

8

María Liliana Da Orden, Una familia y un océano de por medio: La emigracion gallega a la Argentina:
una historia a través de la memoria epistolar (Barcelona, 2010), 10; as the article of Mariela Ceva
shows the photographies can constitute a link between the past and present moment and reduce
geographic distances as well (Mariela Ceva, "La construcción de una memoria familiar en la inmigración biellesa (1895–1960)", Estudios migratorios latinoamericanos 19, no. 58 (2005), 506).
Gino Germani, one of the classics in the study of the impact immigration had on Argentine society
wrote that the result of the "flood of immigrants" wasn't the assimilation of the immigrants to the preexisting Argentine society, but rather a form of sincretism, formation of a new cultural type. Germani
argued that the children of the immigrants and their offsprings were perfectly acculturated to (as
he said they were the creators of this new cultural type) the new society, that they identified with
Argentina while at the same time lacked identification with the nationality of their ancestors (Gino
Germani, Política y sociedad en una época de transición: De la sociedad tradicional a la sociedad de
masas (Buenos Aires, 1965), 293–294).
While discussing different perspectives of the cultural integration Argentine historian Fernando
Devoto ("crisol de razas" as the Argentine version of American melting pot on one hand and cultural
pluralism on the other) pointed out that the vision of Germani proved to be unplausible as the microsocial studies showed the persistence of the relations and identifications brought from the place of
origin (Fernando Devoto, Historia de la inmigración en la Argentina (Buenos Aires, 2004), 319–324).
The example shown in this article (and the broader case presented in the study of the author of the
present article Nevidni in pozabljeni) shows similar patterns as proposed by Devoto: identity framework from the place of origin hasn't lost importance so quickly.
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nian Karst (village between Sežana and Nova Gorica). It contains letters from
two brothers (Albin and Franc) who settled in Argentina, Zorislava who went
to France and those who remained at home in Pliskovica – mainly from Jože,
brother of those mentioned above. All of the mentioned persons emigrated
from the region that was known as Julian March in the interwar period and
formed part of Slovene ethnic territory that was under Italian administration. The causes that lead to the mass migration of Slovenes from that territory
lie primarily in economic hardship and fascist repression that the region was
subjected to.
The family Vrabec (known also under the home name Betni) derived
from the peasant background with a considerably small property.9 Albin was
ten years old when the first world war started. Along with his younger brother
Franc and sister Zorislava they frequently were mowing grass in the desolate
villages of northern Karst (Komen and north) and in the places of what is now
interior Slovenia. Father of Albin, Franc returned home by the end of the war.
Just as he came back, however, grandpa of Albin, Alojz had died. Only eight
days after that, Vladimir, the youngest child of Franc had passed away. The children of the family Betni soon had to seek their fortune elsewhere. Albin went to
practise the shoemaker craftsmanship at their home village, Franc started day's
work on the fields, Zorislava went to practise the craft of a tailor to Dutovlje
and Milka went to Barkovlje near Triest after finishing elementary school. After
completing apprenticeship at home village, Albin went to Triest where he lived
at the place of the relatives and began learning accordion. He even started playing at the village festivities, dances and weddings. By the time he returned from
the army service, he started making shoes at home. That was in fact his only job
until he decided to emigrate to Argentina in 1927. Before leaving, he proposed
marriage to a girl Emilija Širca from a neighbouring village.
By the age of 14, Franc decided to go to the village of Orehi in Istria where
he would learn the craft of a blacksmith. He did not really like the job, so he
complained to his father who once visited the workshop about the unease he
felt there. After finishing apprenticeship that lasted three years, he returned to
Pliskovica without any knowledge of blacksmithing whatsoever. Along with
the neighbour who happened to be a mechanic, they opened a mechanical
workshop, but they didn't have enough orders to get through. With the help
of a friend he then contiuned doing day's work on the fields and tried to earn
some additional money with the selling of chopped wood. They both then succeeded in getting a job in the shipyard in Monfalcone. After finishing army ser-

9

The family history narrated here is based on the unpublished memoirs of Jože Vrabec (Življenje trnova
pot – Life is a thorn's path and Vrabčevo gnezdo – The Vrabec's nest) and on the interview I did with
him on 7 September 2006.
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vice, Franc tried to get a job as a sailor on a ship, but he wasn't successful in this
endeavour. Franc wanted to go to American continent much in the same way
as Albin and other villagers did. The cost of travel was too high for him, so the
problem was where to get the money to finance the trip from. His father tried to
fulfill his wish, so he sold the last cow from the stable and some help was given
by Zora and Milka who contributed some money too.
Zorislava gained quite a success with her tailor's workshop. She got permanent customers and managed to sell her products even to Triest. As a young girl
she fell in love with a local guy, educated locksmith who decided to emigrate
to the then Kingdom of Yugoslavia. Because she attended a course at a tailor in
Triest, she hesitated with her departure. Her boyfriend soon found himself in a
desperate situation of having no money and permanent residence. In a tenant
apartment where he was living, there was a girl of his age and he fell in love
with her. He stopped corresponding with Zora, which was what deppressed
her immensely. She eventually got over it when she got to know Marijan Knez
from the village of Tublje on Karst who had already lived in France. They soon
got married and Zora joined him in his home in Clermont.

Emigrant Correspondence and its Meaning – the Phenomenological
Inquiry into the Study of Migrations
Argentina, France and "home place" (first in Italy, then Yugoslavia) were the
parts of world where the characters of our research lived. Even though the
distances between these places were so great, members of the family strived
to maintain bonds that linked them together. Emigrant letters are clearly an
expression of the emotional links and ties of familial solidarity that linked the
members of the dispersed family, much more than they are a description of
social and political environment.
In practice, we could say that they show that the act of migration did not
discontinue the "common" life of a family.10
By analyzing correspondence it is clearly evident that the members of the
family carefully observed what was going on with each other and, especially,
what was happening with the home they once left. Through time a thick network of support and solidarity was gradually formed.11

10

11

Witold Kula, Nina Assordobraj-Kula, Marcin Kula, Writing Home: Immigrants in Brazil and the United
States 1890–1891 (Boulder, 1986), 36.
Mirjam Milharčič Hladnik, "Moje misli so bile pri vas doma. Poti prehodov v pismih", in: Krila migracij:
po meri življenjskih zgodb (hereinafter: Krila migracij), ed. Mirjam Milharčič Hladnik, Jernej Mlekuž
(Ljubljana, 2009), 48.
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Although there were numerous packages and even money that were sent
from a point of immigration to the point of origin (and vice versa), the objects
did not primarily serve a material purpose. What was important was the meaning that the actors ascribed to objects circulating in the network. Shoes, homemade gin and other goods might seem useless, while in fact, for the characters of the story presented in the article, they proved to be priceless. It was the
meaning that was formed through the dialogue – and inherited through the
cultural transmission – that was important. As the representation was more
important than the material content itself, it's no wonder that the emotions
manifested in the personal correspondence played a huge role in maintaing
the relations intact.
What's more, the emotions displayed in the correspondence show that
the ties between the family members (in the generation that concerns us)
never ceased to be strong and personal. Given that the meaning the characters
ascribed to the materials circulating in their correspondence was important,
we can deduce it's not the factual history that we're dealing here with, but rather the phenomenological background of the processes that took place.
The research is thereby subjective in nature and as such seemingly unimportant in the construction of all-embracing theories. Notwithstanding, correspondence wasn't circulating in a vacuum – it was circumscribed by the people
that formed part of it and by the broader historical and social conditions.12
What we are trying to understand is how the characters perceived the role
they were continuosly and consciously playing throughout the process that is
matter of our interest. Their correspondence was quite often marked by omitting the truth – silences, suppressions and lies were employed to mask the reality they were confronting. Even though these acts of deception might signify
acts of dishonesty, they played crucial importance in maintaing stable relations
among the relatives.13
Moreover, the words written in emigrant correspondence are not subject
to rules or conventions and are in that sense more linked to the sphere of oral
communication than to the written one (especially in our case as the writers of
the letters didn't even finish the primary schooling and the education they got

12
13

Jernej Mlekuž, "Maledet? Schiavitu? Ko oblastni glas utihne", in: Krila migracij, 123.
Analogously to oral history, we could conclude that in the case of emigrant letters silences and seemingly senseless narration (the one that was not linked directly to the questions asked) are consitutive parts of the text. Silence is part of a discourse as it represents the point of what preceeds and succeeds the sound. It still is in the field of the "word". According to Luisa Passerini remembering, silence
and forgetting constitute the diverse contents of the same process (Luisa Passerini, Ustna zgodovina,
spol in utopija (Ljubljana, 2008), 231–257).
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Letter of Franc Vrabec
from Argentina, 1929.
Franc describes the
hardships of life in
the new country and
the difficulties he
encountered in finding work at the time
of economic crisis in
Argentina (Private
collection of Jože
Vrabec, stored by the
family Vrabec, now in
Koper)

was in Italian, hence foreign language).14

14

Emilio Franzina claims the emigrant letters (at least when the masses of population were concerned)
are closer to the oral than to the written culture (we should bear in mind however that he used the
letters of the peasants from Veneto and Friuli, sent in the period from 1876 to 1902) and he uses the
expression "the letters of the illiterate" (Franzina, Merica! Merica!, 22–23).
The question whether emigrant letters are closer to oral or written culture still concerns the researchers. Even in the case presented here we could investigate if the manuals of the Mohorjeva družba
(the Society of Mohor; association of catholic church to promote literacy among peasant masses)
influenced writing of letters in any way. David Fitzpatrick for instance argues that neither manuals
for writing letters in English nor educational system had an influence on the letter-writing of the Irish
emigrants in Australia between the years 1843 and 1906 (David Fitzpatrick, "Irish Emigration and the
Art of Letter-Writing", in Letters Across Borders, 97–107).
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As the oral speech is always singular and unrepeatable in nature (and so the
private correspondence is) it is more likely to provide us the meaning rather
than the facts. Analogously to what Alessandro Portelli said for oral history, we
could say that the documents of correspondence tell us more about the meaning of the events than of the events themselves.15

Forms of Cooperation and Solidarity as Expressed in the
Correspondence of Family Vrabec
Already in the very first letter of the collection the author analyzed Franc wrote
down:
I know you would say that I'm playing a fool of you, but it is not true. I would like
to help you as much as I would like to help myself. I think of you every minute, I
think of you as you made an effort to borrow the money for me, but it is all in vain.
Up till now, I couldn't have sent you anything, from now on, if not this month, I
will send you next month. Of course, from a month of work there won't be much,
but I think 500 lira I could make.16

At the time when most of the immigrants were often peniless (crisis in
1929 took a great toll in Argentina and the immigrants were those who suffered most) Franc didn't hesitate to think about sending money home. After all,
his family was the one who lent him the money to buy the ticket for travelling
overseas. It wasn't a completely personal choice of Franc to send letters and
other contributions to the family he left at home. In fact this was a part of the
social game (by saying with the words of Bourdieu) he was involved in, of the
role he adopted through his upbringing. In spite of the distance that was seemingly insormountable, the familial ties never ceased to lose importance – quite
the contrary, as the time unfolded, they were gaining prominence instead of
losing it.17
The case of Emilija, the wife of Albin, shows that she would take the part in
that network as well, it was only a matter of the marriage-ritual that she had to

15

16

17

Alessandro Portelli, The Death of Luigi Trastulli and Other Stories: Form and Meaning in Oral History
(New York, 1990), 50.
Franc Vrabec, letter, 2 July 1929; the letters of Franc, Albin, Emilija and Zorislava (characters mentioned in the text) are stored in the private collections of family Vrabec living in Koper; the same goes
for the photos published in the article – they belong to family Vrabec.
Miha Zobec, Nevidni in pozabljeni: raziskava o izseljevanju v Argentino med svetovnima vojnama na
primeru vaške skupnosti Pliskovica (Pliskovica, 2013) (hereinafter: Zobec, Nevidni in pozabljeni), 94;
Pierre Bourdieu, Sociologija kot politika (Ljubljana, 2003), 47–49.
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Albin and Emilija in their wedding dresses (Private collection of Jože Vrabec, stored by the family Vrabec,
now in Koper)

pass in order to become the proper member. "I'm ending my writing for now
and I truly wholeheartedly greet all of you – but I mustn't say yours, though I
hope that the future one – Milka."18
Only by marriage she would become a proper member of the family and be
included in the thick network of exchange and solidarity.19
She was the one who sent a pair of shoes to the father of Albin and Franc.
Again, the shoes might not be of particular material value, but they constituted
a vital object for the characters involved in the practice of exchange. In the
conditions of postwar shortages in Yugoslavia they proved to be unmissable,
which shows that the link didn't have just a symbolic value, but a practical one
too. Problems that were drawn by the border issues of the Free Territory of Trieste (the event took place in 1952) were soon to be overcome by the smuggling activity of the ordinary men who struggled to ameliorate their personal
situation. The shoes were in that sense sent to a co-villager in Opčine (in the

18
19

Emilija Širca, letter, undated.
Zobec, Nevidni in pozabljeni, 94–95.
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Zone A of then Free Territory of Trieste) and that woman later smuggled that
box with the aid of a friend employed at the customs. Packages like the one
mentioned constituted a vital part of correspondence in the times of postwar
shortages. Their importance was really crucial: Emilija checked if the father of
Albin had received the shoes a couple of times in her letters. She was astonished
that Jože did not say anything about getting the package after he was supposed
to receive it.20
The words of requests (Emilija for instance clearly stated in her letter that
Jože should immediately respond whether he received the shoes or not) and
reproachments (Emilija complained that Jože did not say anything about
receiving the package of shoes) frequently appeared in the letters of Emilija
that were sent in the years succeeding the second world war.21
However, in the sixties, these type of packages started to disappear from
circulation and new forms of correspondence began to appear. With the development of market economy after the Second World War there appeared tape
recorders that constituted (along with TV receivers and white goods) a standard part of an average household.22
The tape recordings started to appear in our correspondence at that time.
These recordings were sent by the family members in Pliskovica. Albin and
Emilija didn't own the equipment to listen to them, so they were listening at
the place of their friend Roza Ščuka who happened to be from the same village
as they were. These recordings allowed much more convenient contacts. Being
able to hear the familiar voice made the members of family feel closer to each
other.
The last Saturday I went to one Slovenian family that resides not far away from
me. We were listening to your recordings from 5 to 11 pm. They liked it very much
and I was literally moved to tears. The problem is that the tape cannot be heard
really well, but I could discern the voice of Albin, some of his words. The other
two tapes I could hear really well, so would like to express my gratitudes to all of
you who spoke on the recordings – and to you Pepi. You sing so nice, the family I
was to, liked your voice very much.23

The instrument of correspondence was a mean to maintain close ties of
20
21

22

23

Ibidem, 96.
Cf. Mirjam Milharčič Hladnik, "Moje misli so bile pri vas doma. Poti prehodov v pismih", in: Krila
migracij, 49.
For the analysis of this type of correspondence based on the example of the family from Trieste in
Australia cf.: Aleksej Kalc, "Pisma in magnetofonski trakovi kot komunikacijska sredstva in viri za preučevanje izseljenstva", Dve domovini/Two Homelands 14, no. 20 (2004), 153–174.
Milka Vrabec, letter, undated.
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Albin playing an accordion on a reunion in the association of Slovene emigrants Triglav in Buenos Aires
(Private collection of Jože Vrabec, stored by the family Vrabec, now in Koper)

the dispersed family. Albin eagerly participated in the activities of the emigrant
associations and he used to play an accordion at their social gatherings. The
feeling of solitude nevertheless started devouring his self-confidence. He was in
a distant land far from the place of origin. Moreover, he was there without relatives and family. He and Milka didn't have any offsprings, after the death of the
sister of Milka they adopted her 17-year old daughter who arrived to Argentina
by the end of the Second World War, in the year 1947.24
Longing to visit once again the former, albeit always his home, never got
realized in the case of Albin. The whole family, including Albin and Emilija from
Argentina and Zora from France, gathered for the last time in the year 1972.
Emilija went there again in the year 1976 when she sold her house and bought
a one-roomed flat.25
The visit of Albin and Emilija from Argentina and Zora from France was
the last moment that the family Betni gathered at their home garden. Although
separated by great distances they had always struggled to maintain bonds with

24
25

Zobec, Nevidni in pozabljeni, 98.
Ibidem.
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correspondence and they practically lived the common life notwithstanding
the enormous distance that separated them. Zora, although living in France,
never failed to familiarize with what was going on with Albin and Emilija in
Argentina and with the families of brothers and sisters in Yugoslavia. That was
equally true for others. They were all acquainted with the everyday activities of
other members of the family of origin.26
Albin, Franc, Zora, Jože and Emilija were born in the framework of the
Habsburg monarchy and spent their youth while their land was annexed to
Italy. This was also the time when some members of the family emigrated
abroad. Albin and Franc spent rest of their lives in Argentina, Zora went to
France, Jože remained home, after the war he moved to Koper and lived in the
new state, socialist Yugoslavia. Argentina, France and Yugoslavia were at the
end nothing but different parts of the world where the members of "our" family
formed their new homes. The world they had left was in fact still the one they
had emotionally belonged to.27

What does the Story of Family Vrabec tell us About the Lives of the
Immigrants?
From what the correspondence shows us, it is evident that migration didn't
mean a definite separation of the family members, but rather the extension of
the place of origin to the place of settlement (and vice versa, hence we could
talk of a sort of merging of the two worlds). What's more, it is obvious that the
exchange of objects underlined emotional attachment of family members. The
importance of the obbjects in circulation thus wasn't in their material value,
but in what meaning the characters ascribed to them. The feelings and emotions that were expressed through the diverse means of correspondence were
of crucial importance in maintaing the family ties intact through the whole
span of the first generation of migrants. By exchanging gifts, packages and statements of affection the feeling that there was another family on the other side
of the ocean was generated.
Correspondence in that sense tells us more about the meaning and experience of the events than about the events themselves. The story that the characters presented in the article were continuously developing through correspondence is the one of attachment and connection that sought to overcome
the physical distance. The story is of course subjective in nature, it does speak

26
27

Ibidem, 99–100.
Ibidem.
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about the life of the analyzed characters (from a specific point of view), but it
does not portray the background of other individual immigrants or immigrant
ethnic groups. Notwithstanding, the story could be generalized to a framework that was common to many migrants: questions we are dealing with – the
persistence of communication in spite of the physical distance, the issues of
both rupture and continuity in feelings – are general and could be attributed to
migrants of different backgrounds.
On the other hand, the subjective approach means that the way the author
dealt with the topic implied his personal relation to the subject of interest. By
his familial background the author was acquainted with the situtation in the
village of Pliskovica, which means that he got the access to the materials easier than he would if he was a "foreigner", but it also suggests proximity which
might provoke a bias in his research.28
What the author wanted to present was the phenomenological way of
constructing the family history – the facts were not given as such, the meaning
was constructed in the process of dialogue. Even though the reality of the lives
of characters was masked by the acts of withholding and deceiving, these acts
served to perpetuate the feelings of attachment among the family members.
The feelings of guilt and reproachments were greatly exceeded by the sense of
connection and the feeling of sharing the same history. The lives of the characters presented in the article were in that sense never strictly embedded in
some categories, they were instead constantly evolving through the process of
dialogue where the characters strived to maintain connected identities.

28

According to Virginia Yans-McLaughlin, the concerns that hermeneutics brings to social and historical inquiry are of double nature. Firstly there is the relation between the investigator and the object of
inquiry. The second ne comprises the necessity of understanding the object of interpretation within
the larger context from which it obtains meaning. These considerations led the author to summarize
his personal relation to the object of inquiry and place the object in broader framework of family history and interpersonal relations (Virginia Yans McLaughlin, "Metaphors of Self in History: Subjectivity,
Oral Narrative, and Immigration Studies" in Immigration Reconsidered, History, Sociology, Politics, ed.
Virginia Yans McLaughlin (New York–Oxford, 1990), 257–258).
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Miha Zobec
DRUŽINSKA MREŽA IZMENJAVE, PODPORE IN SOLIDARNOSTI,
KOT SE JE IZRAŽALA V OSEBNI KORESPONDENCI

POVZETEK
Članek obravnava vprašanje družinskih omrežij podpore in solidarnosti, kot so
se ta izražala v izseljenski korespondenci. Zbirka korespondence, ki jo obravnavam v članku, pripada družini Vrabec iz Pliskovice (vas na slovenskem Krasu
med Sežano in Novo Gorico). Zbirka vsebuje pisma Albina in Franca, bratov, ki
sta se izselila v Argentino, njune sestre Zorislave, ki je odšla v Francijo, ter brata
Jožeta, ki je ostal v domači Pliskovici. V času množičnega izseljevanja med svetovnima vojnama je vas pripadala ozemlju, ki je bilo pod italijansko vladavino,
po drugi svetovni vojni je bilo priključeno socialistični Jugoslaviji, po njenem
razpadu pa je postalo del Slovenije. Navkljub razdalji, ki je ločila družino, so si
vsi njeni člani prizadevali vzdrževati vezi, ki so jih združevale. Pisma, ki so si jih
pošiljali člani družine, kažejo, da ločitev, ki jo je prinesla selitev na oddaljene
konce sveta, ni prekinila vezi solidarnosti, ki je bila del družinske zavesti. Še več,
zbirka dopisovanja kaže, da so tisti, ki so izselili v Argentini pošiljanje pisem in
dobrin domačim imeli za nekakšno dolžnost, ki je izhajala iz pripadnosti družini. V letih, ki so sledili naselitvi v Argentini, je podpora domači družini temeljila v denarni pomoči, ki so jo pošiljali, čeprav so bili zneski vselej majhni. Po
drugi svetovni vojni se je obseg podpore povečal in je vključeval tudi izdelke
in dobrine, ki so v okoliščinah povojnega pomanjkanja v Evropi primanjkovale. Oče izseljenih je z Argentine prejel čevlje, njun brat, ki je ostal doma pa je
prejel poročno obleko. Tisti, ki so ostali doma pa niso bili samo prejemniki v
tem omrežju izmenjave. V Argentino je Jože denimo poslal domači brinjevec.
Kot poskušam v članku pokazati, materialna vrednost poslanih dobrin ni bila
tako pomembna kot afektivna, ki se je oblikovala skozi proces neprekinjenega
komuniciranja. Najbrž še pomembnejša kot izmenjava dobrin pa je bila čustvena podpora, ki je člane družine, ločene s tako velikimi razdaljami, zopet zbližala. Popolnoma običajno je bilo, da so tisti, ki so emigrirali v Argentino domače
povprašali o vsakodnevnih opravilih, o gospodinjstvu in o vsem, kar je zadevalo
njihovo zasebno življenje. To je veljalo tudi za tiste, ki so ostali v domačem kraju:
kar se je dogajalo z izseljenimi svojci je bilo predmet njihovega vsakodnevnega
zanimanja. Zbirka dopisovanja, ki jo v članku analiziram tako kaže, da družinske vezi, ki so sprva temeljile na neposrednih stikih, kljub neverjetni razdalji, ki
je ločevala pripadnike družine, niso izgubile veljave, ampak so se le preoblikovale.
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The article presents the child's part in the exceptionally extensive and complex
correspondence of the Udovič-Hrvatin-Valencic family, which is an important
source for understanding the family in a translocal migration context. The
presented case study is based on the collection of family letters that started to
travel among a Slovenian village, Jelšane, a city in the United States, and the
capital of Argentina in the 1920s. It focuses on a child's role in the epistolary
practice since many researchers claim that children are underrepresented in the
studies of migration correspondence. The article is based on the methodology
that combines analysis of the letters with the personal narrative and shows how
the correspondence served to fill the absence and bridge the distance while it
created closeness and intimacy in a different way. It actually produced intimate
strangers – people who knew each other in the world of epistolary practice but
also felt as strangers when they met in the real one.
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Introduction
In migration studies, the use of the "documents of life"1 like diaries, auto/biographical texts, letters, photographs, and life narratives has been extensive
in the past few decades. There has been some attention paid to the migrants'
correspondence as a source of understanding the subjective experiences of
migration process as well.2 Even in Slovenia we can finally find some studies
of emigration and immigration that rely on these sources.3 However, migrant
correspondence has been so far only rarely researched and presented in the
Slovenian migration context.4 This is due to the lack of interest among the
scholars in letters as a valuable research material, as well as the lack of collected and preserved migrant letters, and non-existent depositories or archives
of such material. Very few family correspondences and other collections of
migrant letters are preserved and openly accessible in Slovenia and it is probable that there are not many more preserved in private collections. The view that
migrants' epistolary practices are a valuable source from the historical, socio-economic and cultural point of view was never held by any institution in Slovenia, as happened in Sweden where the Emigration Commission understood
the importance of the migrant letters already in the years 1907–13 when the
process of collecting and preserving started on its initiative. No wonder that
until today different Swedish institutions have together preserved a collection
of around 50,000 migrant letters. The Slovenian situation is more comparable
to the Irish one, where migrant letters were regarded as not important or valuable enough to "treasure and preserve" on the family as well as on the national

1
2

3

4

Ken Plummer, Documents of Life 2: An Invitation to a Critical Humanism (London–New Delhi, 2001).
Alistair Thomson, Moving Stories: An intimate history of four women across two countries (Manchester,
2011); Solveig Zempel, In Their Own Words: Letters from Norwegian Immigrants (Minneapolis, 1991);
Samuel L Baily, Franco Ramella eds. One Family, Two Worlds: An Italian Family's Correspondence
across the Atlantic, 1901–1922 (New Brunswick–London 1988) (hereinafter: Baily, Ramella eds.
One Family, Two Worlds: An Italian Family's Correspondence across the Atlantic, 1901–1922); Sonia
Cancian, Families, Lovers, and their Letters: Italian Postwar Migration to Canada (Manitoba, 2010);
Mirjam Milharčič Hladnik, Jernej Mlekuž eds. Going Places: Slovenian Women's Stories on Migration
(Akron, 2014).
Daša Koprivec, Dediščina aleksandrink in spomini njihovih potomcev (Ljubljana, 2013); Mirjam
Milharčič Hladnik, Jernej Mlekuž eds. Krila migracij: Po meri življenjskih zgodb (Ljubljana, 2009); Peter
Zorn, Aleksandrinke so prišle domov (Nova Gorica, 2012).
Marjan Drnovšek, "Pismo Apolonije Noč od Sv. Jožefa / St. Joseph, Minnesota (1855)", Dve domovini
/ Two Homelands, No. 18 (2003), 63–81; Aleksej Kalc, "Pisma in magnetofonski trakovi kot komunikacijska sredstva in viri za preučevanje izseljevanja: primer tržaške družine v Avstraliji", Dve domovini
/ Two Homelands, No. 20 (2004), 153–174; Miha Zobec, "Nekateri aspekti vključevanja v argentinsko
družbo skozi prizmo izseljenske korespondence", Dve domovini / Two Homelands, No. 38 (2013),
129–140; Mirjam Milharčič Hladnik, "Moje misli so bile pri vas doma: Poti prehodov v pismih", in:
Krila migracij: Po meri življenjskih zgodb, Mirjam Milharčič Hladnik, Jernej Mlekuž eds. (Ljubljana,
2009), 23–58.
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and academic level.5
It is therefore a great opportunity for a researcher in Slovenia to get access
to and study an extensive collection of migrants' letters as is the case with the
correspondence of the Udovič-Hrvatin-Valencic family. One reason is the mentioned lack of such material. The second reason is the research importance
of letters that Samuel Baily and Franco Ramella describe in this way: "Letters
have unique advantages as sources for studying the process of migration. Private letters – those written for the personal consumption of a specific individual or family – served as a vital link between immigrants and families and
friends back home."6 This is so true especially when both sides of the epistolary
exchange are preserved, which is rarely the case. As a source, the correspondence of the Udovič-Hrvatin-Valencic family is exceptional because the letters
from three sides and many correspondents are preserved but also because of
its rich content, scope and structure. It contains hundreds of letters, postcards,
greeting cards, and numerous references to packages that made up the correspondence in the decades after 1945. All the mentioned mail travelled between
Jelšane, a village in Primorska, Slovenia; Cleveland, Ohio, in the United States;
and Buenos Aires, the capital of Argentina. The correspondence of the UdovičHrvatin-Valencic family reveals the subjective reality and intimate experiences
of all participants in the migration process – those who left and those who
stayed at home, as well as their children. The decades, the people across the
ocean, and the letters and packages across time and space are connected by
borderless and timeless emotions between the mother Helena and her children: three sons (Jože, Tone, Ivan), a daughter (Pepica), and their descendants.
It is important to understand how this transmission involved the siblings' children and how the migration experience of family was part of their life even if
they did not migrate.
The presented case study is based on the collection of family letters that
started to travel between a Slovenian village, a city in the United States, and
the capital of Argentina in the 1920s. I will present the children's part of the
exceptionally extensive and complex correspondence of the Udovič-HrvatinValencic family, which is an important source for understanding the family in
a translocal migration context. I decided to focus on a child as a part of the
epistolary practice since many researchers claim, that children are underrepresented in the studies of migration correspondence. As Bruce Elliot, David Gerber and Suzanne Sinke claim: "Women, illiterates, children, and those who wish

5

6

Donald. H. Akenson, Ireland, Sweden and the Great European Migration 1815–1914 (Montreal–
Kinsgston, 2012), 252.
Baily, Ramella eds. One Family, Two Worlds: An Italian Family's Correspondence across the Atlantic,
1901–1922, 2.
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for whatever reason not to maintain contact with their homelands are underrepresented in the corpus of immigrant letters. They are often spoken for, if
spoken for at all, by others who do engage in writing."7 In the presented case,
we will hear the child speaking for herself in the narrative of a memory of the
childhood as well as in the written form of the letters.
The preserved family correspondence started in the 1920s but the focus of
my analysis will be in the period after 1945, when the children became correspondents as well. The period after 1945 was especially difficult. Jelšane is a village in the western part of Slovenia, which was annexed to Italy after WW I. The
whole region, called Primorska, suffered under fascist rule and a brutal war that
caused material, political, cultural, and psychological devastation of immense
proportions. After liberation, the new regime was harsh on farmers and the dire
circumstances lasted for almost a decade. Among the three children in Jelšane,
born during the WW II to Ivan Udovič8, the only brother who did not migrate,
the daughter Cilka quickly learned how to write and read in order to be able to
correspond with her father's siblings in "America" and especially with her Aunt
Pepica in Cleveland. She became involved in exchanges of love, loyalty and
devotion and in the intense and anxious correspondence revolving around the
packages that started to arrive after 1945 and were of crucial importance for
the survival of the family. Through her letters and testimonies I will present the
translocal world of children who never migrate yet live their lives constructing
bridges to the places and people they themselves never cross. It is also important that the study of the cycle of migrant correspondence include those who
do not move but are included in the migration experience and the exchange
of letters, and especially in the construction of transatlantic emotional communities.

Methodology
The article deals with one part of the vast correspondence of the Udovič-Hrvatin-Valencic family, the letters of the daughter Cilka of the only son and brother
who stayed at home. The focus of the analysis will be mainly the letters between Cilka and Aunt Pepica Valencic in Cleveland. Cilka Udovič was born in
Jelšane to Ivan Udovič and his wife Elka in 1940 and she corresponded with

7

8

Bruce, S. Elliot, David A. Gerber, Suzanne M. Sinke eds. Letters across Borders: The Epistolary Practices
of International Migrants (New York, 2006), 4. For one such case of a child's correspondence, see:
Helen Brown, "Negotiating Space, Time, and Identity: The Hutton-Pellett Letters and a British Child's
Wartime Evacuation to Canada", ibid. 223–247.
The three children were born during WW II, Cilka in 1940, Miran in 1942, and Rado in 1944.
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her aunt and uncles in the Americas and their children since she learned how
to read and write in the late 1940s. The correspondence lasted from the late
1940s to 1958 with Uncle Jože; to 1971 with Uncle Anton; and with Aunt Pepica to 2004 when Aunt Pepica died. Cilka's correspondence with their children,
her cousins, still goes on. It means that the descendants of brothers and a sister
keep the nine-decade long epistolary tradition of the migrant family alive until
today. I met Cilka Udovič in 2005 when I returned from the United States. In
Cleveland I met Joe Valencic, her cousin, who gave me permission to look at
the family correspondence from his side but mentioned that I had to obtain
permission and access on the other side of the Atlantic, in Jelšane. I was lucky
and privileged that Cilka Udovič granted me both.9
My research is therefore based on the methodology that combines the
letter analysis and the personal narratives. I started my research of the correspondence in 2005 with regular visits and talks to Cilka Udovič in Jelšane,
which complemented my earlier talks with Joe Valencic in Cleveland. However, the oral narratives quickly changed into written ones for two reasons. After
my return to Slovenia I started an intensive e-correspondence with Joe Valencic in Cleveland regarding the family epistolary practice and the wider context.
And although a few of Cilka's testimonies were recorded as field notes on some
of the many visits over in the past ten years, they were sent to me mainly in the
form of letters. She preferred this form of narrating her life story, answering
my questions or commenting on something that we discussed during the visit.
In this way I have become part of the family correspondence, not only as the
reader of the many-decades-long epistolary practice, but also as an addressee.
I have experienced what it means to be involved in an active process of creation of meanings and of corresponding in collective, intergenerational context
that serve family but also social and scientific functions at the same time. One
characteristic of this active process is temporality: there is no end to this kind
of research. It has been going on for a decade and even if I finish one part of it,
there are other topics and issues that still wait to be presented and analysed.10 It
9

10

I would like to express my gratitude to Cilka Udovič and Joe Valencic for granting me access to this
correspondence, their help in understanding family relationships, and their trust. Cilka Udovič from
Jelšane and Joe Valencic from Cleveland allowed me to copy and use the following parts of the correspondence: the letters that Pepica kept in her home in Cleveland (private collection of Joe Valencic)
and the letters that Pepica's niece Cilka keeps in the family home in Jelšane (private collection of Cilka
Udovič). All the quoted letters from this family correspondence are from the private collection of Joe
Valencic in Cleveland and Cilka Udovič in Jelšane. The quoted letters of Cilka Udovič to the author as
well as field notes are from the personal archive of the author at the Slovenian Migration Institute in
Ljubljana.
My previous presentation and analysis of the correspondence focused on gender and emotions
aspect. See: Mirjam Milharčič Hladnik, "A Slovenian Bride in Cleveland: Emotions in Letters", in: Going
Places: Slovenian Women's Stories on Migration, Mirjam Milharčič Hladnik, Jernej Mlekuž eds. (Akron,
2014), 21–67.
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was this process that recently opened up the topic of the role of children in the
epistolary practice as part of the analysis. In the article, I will quote the letters
from the Udovič-Hrvatin-Valencic family and Cilka Udovič's narratives from
the letters to me and from my field notes.
Regarding the time frame, I use the childhood not just as the period when
Cilka was a child correspondent but as a memory as well. The reason is the definition, taken from Cilka's narrative in 2014, when she was 74 years old. She said
to me: "We are still children as we were then. Now, that we write to each other
for birthdays and holidays. It seems to me that we are still small, me, Joško, Merica, Cilka…."11 Therefore I use the narrative about the time when she was a child,
growing up as a part of the migrant family correspondence, as an explanation
and interpretation of the epistolary practice of the family. The narrative is also
valuable information about the first and only visit of the main protagonist, Joe
Valencic's mother and Cilka's Aunt Pepica in 1960, which shows an additional
dimension in the epistolary construction of the family bonds. The places are
Cleveland and Jelšane, and, in Jelšane, the same house that Cilka has been living
in for 75 years. She has never moved.

Letters and Narratives
Ivan Udovič married Elka in 1939. Mother Helena Udovič died in 1940, just a
few months before Cilka was born. It is obvious from the correspondence that
during the war there were no letters exchanged between the siblings. The first
letters started coming only in summer 1945. In July 1945, Anton wrote from
Avellaneda to his brother Ivan: "Please receive cordial greetings from your
brother Anton. Likewise, I send greetings to your wife and children. If you, and
they, are lucky to be still alive."12 From Cleveland brother Jože wrote to Ivan:
"What I hope and expect is that you will describe for me a little of your life and
your suffering that you went through in those horrible days of cruel war when
the homeland was burning and suffering."13 Sister Pepica wrote to Ivan in May
1946, "as long as you have survived these horrible times"14 and immediately
started sending packages. Cilka told me that her father talked to his children
about his sister and brothers and their families and showed them their letters
and photographs ever since they were small children. It means that brother/
father Ivan used letters and photographs from before the war to introduce fam-

11
12
13
14

A conversation with Cilka Udovič, field notes – 17 November 2014.
Brother Anton to brother Ivan, 22 July 1945.
Brother Jože to brother Ivan, 26 May 1947.
Sister Pepica to brother Ivan and his wife Elka, 18 May 1945.
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Letter from Pepica to
her brother in Jelšane
1946 (Courtesy by:
Cilka Udovič)

ily members that were far away to his children. Cilka explained how the connection among them was established:
For as long as I can remember, the name "Pepica" was present in our house. Our
parents, Ivan and Elka, told us that Pepica was our father's sister and that she lives
far away in a place called America. Where that place could be we didn't know
until we went to school. At the same time we were told that one of our father's
half-brothers, Jože, also lives in America, and the other one, Tone, in Argentina.
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Rummaging through old photos, our father introduced us to everyone individually, including with the photo of the late Nonna Helena. We had no photos of
Nonno Jože, her husband. I loved looking at these photos, especially of Aunt Pepica's photo when she was still young and at home, just before she left for America
in November 1930. I remember Aunt Pepica's letters, even from before I could
read, by her handwriting and the photos of her two small daughters, Merica and
Cilka. As a child I felt how eagerly anticipated her letters were. The day the postman brought her letter was always filled with excitement and mirth. Father and
mother were the first to read the letters and then told us what the aunt wrote.
When I learned to read, I would read them by myself. In 1947 I started school.
I was really looking forward to it, because I knew I'd learn to read and write. So
immediately upon learning the alphabet, I wrote a letter to Aunt Pepica, thanking
her for the package, or packages. So our correspondence began.15

In the memory of her childhood there are first the letters and photographs
about the relatives from distant places and about the deceased ones in the
form of family stories. But very soon, in 1946, packages started arriving and
that meant more than just the exchange of emotions, care, and information in
a written form. A translocal network of support included an infinite number of
packages that were sent by uncles and the aunt from Americas. They contained
flour, rice, coffee, oil, vitamins, sugar, beans, ham, tools, clothes and shoes during the extreme shortage following World War II.
The impact these packages had on a child growing up in the period after
1945 is described by Cilka:
Yes, she sent us everything, from needles and thread, to all types of clothes, cutlery, nylon stockings when there were none yet here, pillow covers, a shaving
kit for Father, beautiful handbags and wallets, rings and earrings for me (when I
grew up). In 1949 she sent me a beautiful doll. The head, arms and legs were made
of porcelain, the rest of cloth. She was exquisitely dressed and shod. On her back,
she had a button and when you pressed it she said mama or something similar.
I remember the first and other packages that Aunt Pepica sent to us, they were
like a miracle to us. We were just staring and ooohing! and aahing! Dresses, shirts,
t-shirts, trousers, some footwear, household items, special candy, and special toys
that we'd never seen and nobody in the village had, that's what she sent to us. The
clothes for me were particularly pretty, they must have been from her daughter
Cilka. Sometimes I was really embarrassed in front of my friends who had noth-

15

A letter from Cilka Udovič to the author, 6 September 2005. In the letter, she also mentioned that
"Miran and Rado sometimes wrote a couple of lines".
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Letter from Cilka
to Aunt Pepica in
Cleveland
1961
(Courtesy by: Cilka
Udovič)

ing to wear. /…/ What these packages meant cannot be described!16

There was a stream of packages and letters with endless lists of the items
sent, accompanied with the begging of requests for return information if the
family in Jelšane got everything. What was in the letters to Cleveland, written
by a child who was seven, when she could thank her aunt for the packages full

16

A letter from Cilka Udovič to the author, 24 March 2006.
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of food, or twelve when the packages contained beautiful dresses, and sixteen
when there were earrings and fancy bags in them? From Cilka's side, the correspondence was full of endless thanking for all the items, for the gifts, money,
and birthday greetings sent to her and her family. In one of her letters in 1966,
she writes:
In the meantime, we have received also your gifts that you had sent through
Danilo. I thank you on behalf of everybody. /…/ Mother thanks you for the scarf
and that fabric, as well as the others. /…/ I thank you again for everything, also for
the skirt and blouse that you had sent me last winter and I would have almost
forgotten to thank you for. I used both a lot. They came handy.17

If we follow her epistolary practice through decades, we can see that she
always added to the gratefulness lengthy descriptions of family matters, of relatives and neighbours, like health, births, and funerals issues, information about
village transformations, and expressions of love and devotion.
She wrote to Aunt Pepica after her daughter – also named Cilka18 – visited
them in Jelšane in 1970 and brought many gifts:
You sent us very beautiful gifts. I thank you and Joško on behalf of everybody for
the nice album, blouse, shirts, slips, comb and the rest. All of us thank you. /…/ We
are all the same. Father has to be careful because of his blood pressure, but otherwise he is well and works at home. Mother had an eye operation and is not yet
well. She cannot see distance. Also her legs hurt very much. Rado and I are healthy.
We go to work every day.19

What is interesting is the fact that she wrote to her aunt and other relatives
on the other side of the Atlantic to reinforce family ties and to personally contribute to maintaining of the network of solidarity and exchanges of emotions
and support. But on the other hand, it is obvious from her narrative that she
wanted to have her own intimate connection with the people she regarded as
being part of her world. Though she never met one of her uncles, Anton, and
the other one, Jože, only once, when he visited Jelšane, she explained to me: "I
liked both uncles very much, each with his own way of thinking."20 To give an
example from a letter to Cilka by Uncle Anton who wrote to her in 1956:

17
18
19
20

A letter from Cilka Udovič to aunt Pepica, 18 December 1966.
Cilka is Cecilia in English
A letter from Cilka Udovič to aunt Pepica, 18 December 1970.
A letter from Cilka Udovič to the author, 6 September 2005.
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Dear niece, Cilka!
I am glad that you think about your uncle abroad. Your uncle is far away and it's
been 27 years since I came to this new world. I tried many things in this promised
land. I survived without any special things and difficulties and remained simple,
working and principled in my needs and abundance. I left years ago because of
some obstacles and stayed for years. Oh, how would I like to see again my beloved
home. /…/ So, you are studying in Trnovo. I am glad that you are going to be a
teacher like Jelka. I am very happy that I have good nieces and that they study and
will teach in support of humanity, this is my opinion.21

Another example is from the same year, when Uncle Jože sent his niece
Cilka dictionaries and thought about her education and her future. He was
convincing his brother Ivan, Cilka's father: "If you can, send her to school to
Ljubljana, the child is talented, let her learn. I will help as much as I can."22 Cilka
wanted to keep in touch with people she had known growing up only from
their photographs and their expressions of love and devotion to the family in
the form of countless letters and packages. At the same time, she kept personal
communication with people that really cared about her. It is obvious that she
wrote on behalf of the family but also to establish her own ties with a different world, to establish her own epistolary community. Therefore it is especially
interesting how she interprets the encounter when the "different world" came
to Jelšane. A special visit happened in 1960 when Aunt Pepica came for the
first and last time to her village. She came with her grown-up daughter Cilka
and five year old son, Joško, thirty years after her departure. Cilka describes the
arrival:
Our family went to wait for them at the train station in Sežana. We hired the only
taxi, at that time from Ilirska Bistrica, and took the macadam road through the
Vreme Valley to Sežana. How excited we were when our beloved relatives got
off the train! The aunt! It was a very heartfelt meeting. The aunt spoke beautiful Jelšane dialect, with a Slovenian word thrown in it here and there, and rarely
an English one. Cilka tried to speak Slovenian, while Joško couldn't really do
it. We looked at each other, asked questions, and soon it was like we'd always
been together. The aunt found the village much changed. Where's that walnut,
the mulberry? Since when has there been a bridge across the stream where there
used to be only a footbridge? Then she went to the graveyard and burst into tears.
My aunt brought us whatever she could, and as if she had a hunch what we were

21

22

A letter from Uncle Anton to Cilka, Avellaneda 19 March 1956. Avellaneda was a neighborhood of
Buenos Aires.
Brother Jože to brother Ivan, 30 May 1956.
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Sister Pepica and brother Ivan with the family in Jelšane 1960 (Cilka Udovič is third from left ) (Courtesy
by: Cilka Udovič)

lacking. And not just us, she didn't forget other relatives, friends and neighbors.23

The meeting was emotional for everyone and as Cilka says, "it was like we'd
always been together". They spent the whole summer together, worked in the
field together, visited relatives in other villages, and made trips. Joško learned
Slovenian so that they could all communicate without any problems. However,
the more time they spent together, the more obvious the difference appeared
to Cilka. So, she continues her narrative about the visit with the description of a
realization that came at the end of the summer:
Although Jelšane was here and Jelšane was there and our aunt's children were like
they had been born here because Joško knew every [property] boundary stone
even before he saw it (and even I didn't know about it), a new world opened in
front of us when they arrived, a realization, how different they are from us. They
were people with different ways of thinking, a different understanding of life, different behavior and even a different sense of humor. Also feelings and sympathy

23

A letter of Cilka Udovič to the author, 24 March 2006.
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were different. And probably it was like that for them, too? The attitude toward
work and business, to achieve something at any cost! Everything has to be in
superlatives, as though it is congenital. Also: relaxation (which I like very much),
self-control, manners, smiling (that, we Slovenians lack). Yet, they do not want
to talk about problems, sickness, or death, not at all. Also not about old age, only
if somebody would be a hundred, then they would be proud. And about politics
they also do not want to talk.24

In spite of the differences, what connected them was the correspondence.
Cilka in one of her many letters to me wrote that "our correspondence created
our common separated life". It was through the correspondence that bridges
among these different people were established. She says that love and devotion to those who left were instilled in them by their parents. And most surprisingly, for her the correspondence meant "my experience of having a contact
with America and an insight into life there".25 The letters by the uncles and aunt
meant direct contact with a foreign land without ever leaving home. The written conversations between them produced a feeling of understanding their life
there and being a part of it. It really means that a migration experience can be a
shared one among those who leave and those who stay if the (epistolary) communication is practiced intensely.

Conclusion
Migrant correspondences are considered central document to study migrations and to understand the solidarity and bonds, experience and emotions
of individuals, those who stay and those who migrate. "In this way, the migration experiences of nameless crowds are finally being structured into concrete
individual and family stories, while the theory and history of migrations gain
invaluable insight into subjective realities and migrants' social organizations."26
The correspondence of the Udovič-Hrvatin-Valencic family provides an insight
into the migration experiences of individuals and their families at home and
at homes away from home. The individuals live in both worlds, on both sides
of the Atlantic, in the old place and the new home. Physically separated, they
think of each other, take care of each other, and keep in mind their social and

24
25
26

A letter from Cilka Udovič to the author, 17 February 2006.
A letter of Cilka Udovič to the author, 6 September 2005.
Mirjam Milharčič Hladnik, "A Slovenian Bride in Cleveland: Emotions in Letters", in: Going Places:
Slovenian Women's Stories on Migration, Mirjam Milharčič Hladnik, Jernej Mlekuž eds. (Akron, 2014),
21–67.
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family circles here and there. They live in two worlds simultaneously. Many
studies have helped us to understand that this "simultaneity" is the subjective
experience of migrants.27 From the narrative of our protagonist in this article
we received another perspective. The perspective of those who stay shows us
that they live in their old homes but also in the new places where their loved
ones have moved. They live in two worlds simultaneously as well. The migrant
family correspondence shows that their thoughts are intense, their care genuine, and their lives subjected to the actual needs and ambitions of both parts of
the world, in both homes. The members of this emotional transatlantic community were those who were separated due to migration but also those who
entered the family circle by marriage and by birth. Therefore it is particularly
interesting to see how a child took a position and role in the epistolary practice
and the creation of a translocal community of support even if she had seen
family members only in photographs attached to letters. Nevertheless, she took
an active role in correspondence as a child and has never stopped since.
In this article I showed how useful the analytical combination of correspondences and life narratives is for understanding the conceptual connection
between both sides of the migration process. Migrant correspondence, which
includes the letters of those who migrate and of those who stay, together with
narrative method, turn out to be an indispensable source of relevant information about the intimate perception of the new world and the old place. It is
also a source of important knowledge about transnational social fields and
transnational practices. These kinds of sources, as Maja Povrzanović Frykman
emphasizes, show how they are never only about migrants and their "receiving"
countries, but also
include people who never migrated themselves but stayed behind in the places
"left" by the migrants. Even if the reciprocity of their relations is asymmetrical,
"here" and "there" exert mutual influences. If research interest is devoted to material aspects of simultaneity of daily activities, routines and institutions incorporated in locations in different countries, it is obvious that people, places and
things both 'here' and 'there' must be taken into equally careful consideration.28

Here, the narrative about the visit of the migrants and their children in
the home village adds an additional dimension in the process of creating the
transatlantic, translocal family experience. The interpretation of the differenc-

27

28

See: Peggy Levitt, Nina Glick Schiller, "Conceptualizing simultaneity: A transnational social field perspective on society", International Migration Review 38(3) (2004), 1002–1039.
Maja Povrzanović Frykman, "Material Aspects of Transnational Social Fields: An Introduction", Dve
domovini / Two Homelands, No. 29 (2009), 109.
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es between them – the members of the family from America and those from
Slovenia – sheds light on the transcultural dimension of the experience. When
Cilka actually met her relatives from "America" after years of corresponding
with them, as she puts it, they were "very different". From a child's perspective
we got an understanding of the way the letters produce the "third life": how
the families and correspondents live in different countries and in very different circumstances yet their lives intersect through the letters. The correspondence creates the translocal intimacy and the virtual space and time of emotions.
The "third life" was different from their lives. It was the epistolary creation that
included the real life but was at the same time more than that. Correspondence
served to fill the absence and bridge the distance, yet it created closeness and
intimacy in a different way. It actually produced the intimate strangers – people
who knew each other in the world of epistolary practices but were also strangers when they met in the real one.

Mirjam Milharčič Hladnik
OTROCI KOT KORESPONDENTI V EPISTOLARNIH PRAKSAH
MIGRANTSKIH DRUŽIN

POVZETEK
V migracijskih študijih se je uporaba avto/biografskih virov, kot so dnevniki,
pisma, pričevanja, razširila šele v zadnjih par desetletjih, ko beležimo tudi več
pomembnih prikazov korespondenc in pisem v migracijskem kontekstu. V
Sloveniji ni bilo zbiranje, shranjevanje in analiziranje migrantskih pisem nikoli institucionalno podprto, zato je takšnega gradiva ohranjenega zelo malo.
Pomembna izjema je obsežna družinska korespondenca družin(e) Udovič-Hrvatin-Valencic, ki jo je na obeh straneh Atlantika zbrala avtorica članka.
Korespondenca obsega pisma, voščilnice in razglednice družinskih članov, ki
so odšli v Severno in Južno Ameriko, in njihovih potomcev od 20. let prejšnjega
stoletja do danes. Korespondenca družine Udovič-Hrvatin-Valencic pa ni izjemna samo po obsegu, ki zajema osemdeset let, pač pa tudi po tem, da sta ohranjeni skoraj v celoti obe strani korespondenčne izmenjave, torej tudi pisma in
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razglednice ter voščilnice tistih, ki so ostali v Sloveniji, in njihovih potomcev.
Članek se osredotoča na vlogo otroka v družinski korespondenčni sagi in
predstavlja njeno videnje s pomočjo kombiniranega metodološkega pristopa.
Uporabljena je tako analiza pisem otroka in njene glavne dopisovalke, tete v
Clevelandu, kot tudi osebna življenjska pripoved danes že starejše osebe v Jelšanah, ki interpretira pomen dopisovanja skozi desetletja po koncu druge svetovne vojne, ko je odraščala. Perspektiva otroka je tako uporabljena kot dejansko
življenjsko obdobje, pa tudi kot spomin na otroštvo in pomene ter vrednote,
ki jih je družinska epistolarna praksa privzgojila v procesu odraščanja. Šele iz
pripovedi, ki dopolnjuje pisma, lahko izluščimo subjektivno percepcijo migracijskega procesa, v katerega so vključeni tako tisti, ki odidejo, kot tudi tisti, ki
ostanejo in se – tako kot protagonistka pričujoče analize – nikoli ne premaknejo iz rojstne hiše.
Naracija korespondence in naracija življenjske zgodbe prikažeta kompleksnost življenj na obeh straneh Atlantika, ki so prepletena v sinhronosti skrbi,
emocij in spominov njenih protagonistov. Pokaže se gosta mreža podpore in
solidarnosti, pa tudi nekaj več. S pomočjo kombinirane analize lahko ugotovimo, da so si bili dopisovalci emocionalno blizu, pa vendarle so si bili tudi tuji,
kar se je razkrilo ob prvem fizičnem stiku, obisku sorodnikov iz Amerike v rojstnem kraju. Protagonistka članka nam s svojimi pismi, ki jih je začela pisati po
koncu druge svetovne vojne kot otrok, in z življenjsko naracijo danes starejše
osebe predstavi, kako nastanejo izven transnacionalnih prostorov "tretji prostori", ki jih ustvari komunikacija brez fizičnega stika in kjer živijo emocije, solidarnost, podpora in ljubezen med intimnimi tujci.
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this element of modernity was used by the correspondents, which effects and
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Between Writing and Talking
Historians and other scolars in humanities have extensively researched correspondence of migrants. They have examined it both from the angle of the communication practices and networks as well as invaluable sources for migration
studies. The most of the attention has been drawn by the letters, the greatest
and for a long time the only protagonists of this story, involving millions of
ordinary people, who authored an extraordinary corpus of historical documents1. Nevertheless, the migration scholars have been showing an increasing
interest also in the communication means appearing with the technological
revolution. Not only has the modern technology radically transformed the
practices of the communication across distances; it has also redefined the communication systems as spaces of encounter and interaction between distant
worlds and transformed the effects of the transnationalism on the migrants'
feelings and their attitudes towards identity and integration2.
The aim of this article is to examine a specific phase in the evolution of
both the communication technology and the practices to maintain relationships between new and old homelands. This phase coincides with the 1960s,
when relatively cheap tape-recorders designed for the wider public use started to be sold commercially. For the emigrants and their relatives these appliances meant a kind of revolution, as beside traditional correspondence they
were now able to exchange recording tapes, in other words – audio letters.

1

2

Some examples: Bruce S. Elliott, David A. Gerber, Suzanne M. Sinke (ed.), Letters across Borders. The
Epistolary Practices of International Migrants (New York, 2006); David A. Gerber, Authors of Their Lives.
The Personal Correspondence of British Immigrants to North America in the Nineteenth Century (New
York, 2006); Yves Frenette, Marcel Martel, and John Willis (ed.), Envoyer et recevoir. Lettres et correspondances dans les diasporas francophones (Québec, 2006); Walter D. Kamphoefner, Wolfgang J.
Helbich, Ulrike Sommer (ed.), Briefe aus Amerika. Auswanderer schreiben aus der Neuen Welt, 1830–
1930 (München, 1988); Emilio Franzina, Merica! Merica! Emigrazione e colonizzazione nelle leltere dei
cantadini veneti in America Latina 1876 /1902 (Verona, 1994); Sonia Cancian, Families, lovers and
their letters. Italian postwar migration to Canada (Winnipeg, 2010); Samuel L. Baily, Franco Ramella,
One Family, Two Worlds: an Italian Family's Correspondence Across the Atlantic, 1901–1922 (New
Brunswick–London, 1988); Arnold H. Barton, Letters from the Promised Land. Swedes in America,
1840–1914 (Minneapolis, 1975); Witold Kula, Nina Assorodobraj-Kula, Marcin Kula, Writing home.
Immigrants in Brazil and the Unitled States, 1890–1891 (New York, 1986).
See for example Dena Huisman, "Heike Flood, Baloney or Braunschweiger? Communicating cultural identity in multigenerational German immigrant families", Iowa Journal of Communication 44,
1 (2011), 22–42; Steven Vertovec, "Cheap calls: the social glue of migrant transnationalism", Global
Networks 4, 2 (2004), 216–24; Mirca Madianou, David Miller, Migration and New Media. Transnational
Families and Polymedia (London–New York, 2012); Rianne Dekker, Godfried Engbersen, How social
media transform migrant networks and facilitate migration, The IMI Working Papers Series No. 64
(Oxford, 2012); Loretta Baldassar, Cora Vellekoop Baldock, Raelene Wilding, Families Caring Across
Borders. Migration, Ageing and Transnational Caregiving (New York, 2007) (hereinafter: Baldassar,
Vellekoop, Wilding, Families Caring Across Borders).
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The audio correspondence became very common, as a lot of evidence proves3.
However, audio letters are preserved to a lesser extent than written letters, due
to the manner in which the rell to rell tapes were used. Indeed, in many cases
the same tapes were exchanged many times by recording new contents over
those received. In addition, the same surviving of this type of correspondence
and the opportunity for using it as research sources are much depending on
the technical consistency of the tapes, which deteriorate over the time and can
lose their contents. To listen to the audio letters it is necessary to have a tape
recorder or to digitize them. This is also a reason why the audio letters seem not
to draw the same affective interest as the more tangible written correspondence and photographs in the families' holdings, and why they haven't become
matter of more extensive studies so far. The audio correspondence this article
deals with refers to the members of a family emigrated from the city of Trieste/
Trst (Italy) to Australia in the 1950s. It includes a series of tapes addressed to
Trieste/Trst over a 10 years period. In order to deeply comprehend and decode
their informative and evocative meaning they have been read in the context of
the whole communication system, on which the family interaction with their
relatives was based, and by considering the family in its historical perspectives
and time dynamics4.

A Family of Emigrants
The protagonists of the correspondence under our scrutiny are the members of
the Kovačič family (father Berto, mother Lina and their daughters Irene, Adriana
and Sylvia) in Australia and their relatives in Trieste/Trst. The Kovačičs left Trieste/Trst in 1955 within the wave of departures towards the fifth continent following the dissolution of the Free Territory of Trieste, ruled by the Allied military
administration, and the incorporation of the city into the Italian state in 19545.

3

4

5

Compare: Baldassar, Vellekoop, Wilding, Families Caring Across Borders, 111; Alistair Thomson,
Moving Stories. An intimate history of four women across two countries (Manchester–New York, 2011),
213–218.
Aleksej Kalc, Poti in usode: selitvene izkušnje Slovencev z zahodne meje (Koper–Trst, 2002), 151–169
(hereinafter: Kalc, Poti in usode).
About this process see Gianfranco Cresciani, Trieste goes to Australia (Leichhardt, 2011) (hereinafter:
Cresciani, Trieste goes to Australia); Piero Purini, Metamorfosi etniche: i cambiamenti di popolazione a Trieste, Gorizia, Fiume e in Istria 1914–1975 (Udine, 2010) (hereinafter: Purini, Metamorfosi
etniche); Aleksander Panjek, Ricostruire Trieste. Politiche e pratiche migratorie nel secondo dopoguerra (Trieste, 2006); Pio Nodari, La comunità giuliana di alcune città australiane: Sydney, Adelaide,
Melbourne (Trieste, 1991); Carlo Donato (ur.), Spostamenti di popolazione e trasformazioni sociali
della provincia di Trieste e nel distretto di Capodistria nel secondo dopoguerra (Trieste, 2001); Carlo
Donato, Pio Nodari, L'emigrazione giuliana nel mondo: note introduttive (Trieste, 1995); Pavel Stranj,
Poskus ocenitve števila tržaških Slovencev, ki so se izselili v Avstralijo v povojnem obdobju (Trst, 1982).
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Lina, Berto and their daughters Irene and Adriana before departure from Trieste/Trst in July 1955
(Historical archive of the Kovačič Family, Trieste/Trst)

Berto and Lina landed with Irene and Adriana in Adelaide, while Sylvia was born
there in 1957. The departure and the separation from the stem family were quite
tempestuous, not least because the emigration of thousands of Triestini took
place in troubled social and political circumstances. The working class, especially, and those who supported the political idea of the city as a small independent
state and lived through this period considered it as a traumatic experience.
However, moving over longer or shorter distances wasn't anything new
for the Kovačičs. Migration was rather a kind of family tradition. Berto's father
Josip was born in Brasil, where his parents had emigrated from Slovene ethnic
territory in search of a better life. After Berto's parents died he was sent still as
a little boy to Trieste/Trst, where he was raised up by his aunt an uncle. Berto
became a railway worker and as such he had to move for work to Genua in
1927. This transfer was in the framework of the fascist policy aiming to erase
the Slavic character of Italian eastern provinces, annexed at the end of WWI.
Among the measures of this policy there was also the scattering of the public
employees of Slavic origin across the territory of Italia. At the end of the 1930s
Josip, his wife Eugenia and their sons Berto and Silve were allowed to return to
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Berto, Lina, Irene,
Adriana and Sylvia
in their new house
in Adelaide 1963
(Historical archive of
the Kovačič Family,
Trieste/Trst)

Trieste due to health reasons6.
During WWII Berto joined Tito's partisans in Slovenia and then remained
in Yugoslavia until 1948, where he served in the Yugoslav army. Once back in
Trieste/Trst he found employment as a laborer with the Allied military govern-

6

Kalc, Poti in usode, 151–154.
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ment, then with the public construction company until he joined the police. In
the meantime he got married with Lina, who had moved to Trieste/Trst from
Istria at the end of the war when her widowed mother catched up with her
relatives in the US. When the Free territory of Trieste was dissolved and the city
became part of the Italian state the Kovačič brothers were all caught by a desire
for emigration. Although he got a good job with the government, Silve tried to
emigrate to the US or to the UK. However, his applications were both rejected
and in the end he gave up. The youngest brother Eugenio, too, desired to move
to the US. He worked as an electrician on a cargo ship and was planning to illegally land in an American port, but his girlfriend, also working on the ship, discouraged him from this, because she suffered from homesickness and couldn't
imagine her life far from Trieste/Trst. Eventually, Berto and his wife were the
only one who achieved their "australian dream". Nevertheless, in the large
Kovačič's kinship there were a lot of migrants all over the world. The migration as an economic, social as well a political strategy, and the transnational ties
spread over many countries and continents constitute remarkable features of
this large community of relatives7.

The Communication System
The letters and the audio tapes are only two components of the communication system through which the Kovačičs maintained their overseas networks
from the mid 1950s onwards. The system also includes postcards, congratulation cards, photographs, telegrams, film tapes, videocassettes, telephone calls
and, in the last decade, especially the web technologies (e-mail and the skype).
The correspondence this contribution referes to is that sent from Australia to
Trieste/Trst until the early 1990s. It amounts to more than 400 units, a hundred of which are letters and 20 are audio tapes (about 35 hours of recordings). Some letters and tapes have been lost, while certain tapes were used
many times and their previous contents was erased. Fortunately, the most part
of the materials addressed to Trieste has survived, thanks to Silve Kovačič, who
collected and jealousy preserved it together with other correspondences from
relatives abroad, and Eugenio's daughter Kristina Kovačič, who has put in order
and today keeps the family archive8.
Each of these means played its specific role in the communication system. The classical ones (i. e. the written communication and photographs)

7
8

Ibid, 154–157.
Historical archive of the Kovačič family (hereinafter: HAK), Trieste/Trst, Italy.
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appeared, with oscillating frequency, continuously through the entire period
considered. In the long run there was a change in their use and contents. From
the mid 1970s the number of the letters with longer descriptive and informative contents progressively dropped. They gave place to postcards, congratulation cards and other kind of shorter messages, sent in occasion of "important
dates" as birthdays, name-days, Christmas and Easter or travels and holidays.
This form of communication was maintained also thanks to the involvement
of Berto's and Lina's daughters. They harbored a great affection for their grandparents, uncles, aunts and cousins in Trieste/Trst and manifested it by exchanging greetings, congratulations, wishes and gifts. The modes of communication
were also influenced by the shifts in the family life cicle, especially the marriages of the eldest daughters Irene and Adriana. At that point, after twenty years of
hard work and efforts to achieve the economic stability and the desired standard of life, Berto and Lina could eventually relax and afford some leisure. The
postcards from all over Australia and other destinations reflect the frequency
and the geographical width of their travels and holidays, which they used as
opportunities for writing to Trieste/Trst. These postcards are functionally and
typologically similar to the letters for, besides the greetings, they contain quite
extensive information and descriptions of the places visited and about the everyday life. The pictures on the postcards were accurately combined with the
written messages in order to integrate them and render the communication
more vivid9.
The photographs also play a specific role in the Kovačič's communication
system. There are two categories of them. The first one is about the relevant
moments in the family life cycle: births and christenings, holy communions
and confirmations, engagements, weddings, and, the most special, the delivery
of the certificate of Australian citizenship. These photographs are professional
products and as such imprint an official value in the moments documented.
The second category is that of pictures taken with amateur cameras and showing the family in its everyday routine or in occasion of less important moments,
like birthday parties. Many of these photographs aimed to visually integrate the
letters' contents. A lot of them were taken to show the great goals achieved by
the family (for example the new house with its external and internal characteristics), the neighborhood in which they lived etc.
As for the new means of communication, they were adopted in compliance with the generally established technology and some fell out of use after a

9

Some examples are: the pictures of the neighbourhoods in which Adriana and Irene lived, have their
hair salon and restaurant, the pictures of the yearly Formula 1 race in Melbourne and of holiday places.
The author is habitually Berto, who likes to add detailed descriptions and, inevitably, information on
the weather.
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The very popular tape recorder Geloso 257 (1961) (http://www.fracassi.net/geloso_immagini.htm)

certain phase. The time period of the audio letters started with the 1960s and
ended in the early 1970s, when some events greatly changed life dynamics in
the family, diminishing the interest in audio letters and giving priority to written
correspondence. These events were the marriages of Irene and Adriana, which
requested lots of hard work and efforts, and the emigration of Berto, Lina and
Sylvia to New York. In 1973, indeed, they decided to put into practice a project
from 1955, when Berto and Lina failed in obtaining a visa to immirate to the
US. Thus they departed to Australia and hoped they will succeed in emigrating
to the US from there. Once established in Adelaide, however, they abbandoned
that idea, because they had to become Australian citizens before applying for
immigration to US and this would take at least five years10.
That American dream set aside for such a long time awoke again when Lina
and Sylvia came back from a visit to Lina's mother in New York. So, after 17 years
of life in Australia Berto and Lina moved with Sylvia to the US, with the plan that

10

Kalc, Poti in usode, 157–158.
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also Irene and Adriana with their families would follow them in a second time.
The American living and working experience, however, was so disappointing that within some months they sold the newly built house and returned to
Adelaide. Then another period of hard work and commitment started, because
they had sold their Australian properties before leaving and now they had to
build a new house. During this animated period of moves and resettlements the
communication through tapes fell out of use. Soon, the establishment of the
telephone link between Italy and Australia enabled more practical and direct
phone contacts. The interest for the communication through audio tapes also
dampened with the families in Australia and Trieste continuing their life paths
with new marriages, generations and social networks. Moreover, on the way
back to Australia Berto, Lina and Sylvia stopped in Trieste and embraced Berto's mother, brothers and other relatives. This encounter satisfied their affective
desires gained over almost two decades during which they were missing each
other11.
In 1967 the Kovačič's communication system improved with another element of modernity, i.e. the 8mm films, also sent to Trieste/Trst as means of
interaction. Their use and contents deserve a special discussion. Let us only say,
that there are twenty of them spread over the period until the late 1980s. A
part from those referring to some travels, they present similar characteristics
as the photographs and postcards. Initially, they sent video reports about holy
communions, confirmations, engagements and weddings. In a second phase
they were taken to show the environment in which the Kovačič's lived and to
illustrate the Australian way of life.

The Audio Letters
Audio taping partly reduced, but did not drive out or replaced written correspondence. The exchange of written letters continued and played a more formal or "official" role in the communication. It was the mode to regulate issues
like those of inheritance, to clarify misunderstandings among relatives and to
discuss aspects that the corespondents don't face with in the audio letters. The
audio tapes greatly integrated the written correspondence in extended and
evocative power and, what is more, it made the communication easier and
less discriminating. First, the tapes meant a great relief as far as the production
of the messages, because for our correspondents in Australia and Trieste/Trst
writing was a fairly great effort. In this regard sentences as the following are

11

Ibid, 160–161.
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eloquent: "Dear Eugenio (Berto's Brother), sorry for not replying sooner. I'm so
engaged, I work 80 hours a week and I have no time even to polish my shoes. If
I do this, I can't shave and vice versa." Lina writes: "I've asked Berto to write, but
he is always too tired and so am I. I am writing now, but my hand is rigid, so that
I must often rest. This is Australia"12.
Besides the time and practice, writing required the mental effort in expressing thoughts in literary language. Namely, our correspondents tried to use
standard Italian, which they did not master, since their customary colloquial
language was the Trieste Italian or Slovenian dialect and, in Australia, English.
Tapes surmounted these difficulties, for communication became less formal,
more relaxed and direct, in everyday language and with no restraint, which
can render letter writing very difficult indeed. Second and most important, the
audio tapes extended the network of correspondents by involving the illiterate
family members (i.e. young children) and those, who weren't used to writing.
Nevertheless, the production of audio recordings met with certain difficulties, too, primarily of temporal and organizational character. Letter writing,
while taking relatively little time, required mental preparation, searching for a
favourable moment and the necessary discipline. Besides, letters seldom contained more than 450 words. Tape recordings, on the other hand, lasted from
one to two hours. Their implementation therefore demanded incomparably
more time. Moreover, it requaired certain temporal adjustment, for audio communication now enabled all members of the family to express their thoughts.
And the tendency was that on each tape all of them took part and, quite often,
even some of their friends and acquaintances.
At the time when correspondents had no tape recorder of their own, this
meant, either for recording the tape or listening to it, to simultaneously gather
all the members of the family and those who wished to take part together in
one place. In Australia, especially, this entailed additional efforts to coordinate
with the friends, who lent them the tape recorder, because of the distances in
Australia. As a consequence, the listening to the letters and the registrations
were combined with visits in one another's home and became opportunities

12

HAK, Berto Kovačič' letter to Eugenio Kovačič (Sept. 13, 1959); Lina Sestan Kovačič' letter to Berto's
family (March 28, 1963).
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for snacks and socialization13. So was in Trieste/Trst, too, where owing to this
need and practice the emigrants' families got to know and were meeting each
other.
The eventual purchase of the device mitigated such preparations and
allowed for a greater recording flexibility. This is reflected in two different
audio recording typologies and in the different use of the device. The first tapes
recorded with a borrowed recorder were made, so to speak, at a stroke, usually
in a single Saturday evening, and were the fruit of fairly lengthy preparations.
They were very much like a public performance, in which a series of people
take part in compliance with a carefully directed scenario. At the end of the
tapes only there was space for improvisation. The topics were accurately prepared and organised in order to best exploit the tape's duration. They also tried
to do their best to make the listeners happy and to show capacities of each one,
especially those of the kids.
The actual purchase of the device brought the first change: recordings were
made piece by piece and often took several weeks to be completed. On each
tape, all members of the family and a series of other people were still heard,
however not necessarily all together but also individually or in groups. So the
recordings ceased to be occasions for meetings and the audio letters lost previous collective dimension. Even the listening and the deriving emotions weren't
necessary shared in groups any more.
The greatest novelty, however, lay in the fact that the tape recorder soon
became like a family member taking part in the everyday life. The device was
mostly used by being simply switched on, while people were eating, ironing,
sewing, washing up, cleaning, tidying up, and so on. While doing so they were
talking to the addressees of the messages, telling them whatever they had on
their minds, drawing them into their mutual conversation, as if they were actually there. Such a use of the tape recorder was undoubtedly connected with
the problem of the time necessary to prepare a programmed recording. At the
same time it was a "natural" evolution of this form of communication and its
function. In a first phase there was an enthusiastic exchange of audio letters.
All participants endeavored to tell as much as possible about the period since
the departure to Australia and to compensate for what hadn't been told in the
13

Lina writes in a letter to Trieste: "We received your tape but we had to wait a week to listened to it"
(HAK, March 28, 1963). In one of the first audio letters Lina tells: "Dear all, we are here in our kitchen:
Irene, Adriana, Sylvia and me. We've been waiting for three weks to record this tape. We hope to do
it today, finally. Yesterday Elda and Franco brought the tape recorder and their daughter and tonight
they'll return to take them up. We start the recording now and hope that Berto also arrives soon.
/.../. We hope we'll buy our own recorder one day, so we'll be able to do more tapes. It's annoying to
depend from others … they have to wait until we listen and do the tape … If you have your own recorder you can do the tapes piece by piece, as you find the inspiration and know what to tell. One can't
talk at all times, especially like me now, with a mountain of dishes to do" (HAK, November 2, 1962).
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written correspondence. Then this enthusiasm diminished and gave priority
to talks about current happenings and ordinary everyday issues14, though the
remembrances of the past hadn't disappeared. We can say, that after a phase,
devoted to illustrate the life experience in Australia and intended to convey the
memories accumulated in the years of "silence", the tapes started to depict the
life in its real run. This is reflected in the numerical drop of the audio letters as
well as in the fact that the registrations became more and more spread in the
time, burdensome and sometimes even embarassing for the correspondents
who didn't find enough topics to fulfil the tapes. In this case they used to find
inspiration in the photographs received from Trieste/Trst, by setting them on
the table and recalling or asking questions about events and people.

The Power of the Sounds and the Spoken Words
The tape recordings are structuraly and as for the contents quite simlar to the
written letters. They can be properly called audio letters15. Nontheless, they present remarkable differences. The written contents are just essential and often
expressed awkwardly. They seem as if the writers haven't put on the paper all
they had liked. In the audio letters the extent of the communication is substantially increased and became lively. The topics are dealt with very thoroughly,
often pedantically, described down to the smallest detail, with the clear aim of
helping the listeners to imagine them as realistically as possible16.
A good example of such a meticulous reporting is that concerning the new
house with rooms depicted from their size to the colours of the walls, the tiles,
the furniture etc. Another one is the description of the garden in the backyard
and the vegetables of Trieste/Trst cooking tradition growing in it, the wooden
fence, the front yard to be renewed by restoring the sidewalk and the lawn. The
correspondents are so accurate also when telling about their typical day, their
style of life, describing the school system, or reporting about working experiences and plans. In the audio letters the communication ability of the correspondents emerges with Lina playing a dominant role as for the variety and

14

15

16

Berto: "We just have to finish. As soon we have some news we do another tape. When we'll can. Piece
by piece, news by news" (HAK, Tape dated June 21–28, 1967).
It is worth noting that also the tapes habitually start with an incipit and the date (for example: "Here
Adelaide, July 4, 1963. Berto is speaking"). They adopted this mode when the exchanges of tapes increased in number and the post delays upset the chronology of the audio letters. As the written one
also the audio correspondence proceeded on an exchange basis – by sending the letters in response
to those received. Thus, the temporal coordinates were useful to identify the tapes' chronology, especially if one tape included recordings made at different dates over a longer period.
HAK, Tape without any date, 1962; Tape dated May 29–31, 1963.
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Audio letter from Australia in its envelope (Historical archive of the Kovačič Family, Trieste/Trst)

clarity of the discourses as well as the talking skills. Berto is a good and fluent
narrator, but Lina is really amazing in her verbal linearity, fluidity and expressivity. Since she spent more time at home than Berto, she had more opportunities to register tapes and manifested more interest in keeping contacts. Over
the years, however, the correspondents alternated their roles, which was connected with the different circumstances and the aims of the communication.
After his father's death in 1964, for instance, Berto replaced Lina as lead speaker
in order to stay closer to his mother. Instead, in the latest tapes their daughters
Irene and Adriana were the main protagonists. In that period they got engaged
and presented their boyfriends to the relatives in Trieste/Trst.17
The communication capacity of audio tracks, however, grossly surpasses
the meaning of the words themselves. The expressive power of spoken words
sounds out in all its direct immediateness, warmth and emotional charge. The
voices of the people who had not heard each other for many years were something indescribable by themselves alone, and the voices of the children, one of

17

HAK, Tape dated November 20 – December 25, 1969.
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whom born in Australia, were the most amazing. No wonder, therefore, that
the first tape caused a true shock in Trieste/Trst and that the highly excited
addressees dreamed of it "all the night long". It had been sent without notice,
like that sent to Lina's mother in New York, in order to provide a lot of surprise18. The first tape received in Australia was also considered as a great event19.
The voices with their emotional impact were more important than the contents in this kind of communication. This is repeatedly testified by sentences
like the following: "We were so happy to hear your voices!", or "I've already listen
to your tape twice", or "One listening only is nothing. You can't even understand
anything. So, one day, when I was ironing, I listened to them one after another",
or "The listening makes me always cry. Especially when I hear the children. And
then I have my day spoiled"20. The most explicit example is that of Berto when
saying to his father: "I'm so happy that listening to the tape did such a great
effect. /…/ Through tapes we can hear each others' voices. It's a consolation at
least".
The correspondents often recommend to their addressees to register as
much as possible. They also manifest the desire to see a lot of relatives and
friends involved in the talking and listening. Some people, however, could not
get used to talk over the tape recorder for quite some time, for it was not simple
to speak to somebody who was not listening to you, but above all – as claimed
by themselves – because while thinking of the addressee "the emotions smothered all words in your throat". This was true for Berto's mother and brother
Silve, especially. Sometimes the emotions prevailed also on relaxed speakers as
Berto. So, Lina tells about his husband: "He started recording three times, but
he couldn't speak". And Berto adds: "Yes, Lina asked me – How are you speaking? – and calm me down. Then, I took my guitar and started playing. And the
sadness passed". One more funny sketch refers to Berto's colleague Aldo, when
first greeting his mother after years. Since he was reticent and allways avoided
registering, one day Lina was purposely waiting for him with the tape recorder
switched on in order to catch some sentences. Berto encouraged him: "There is
Aldo here with me, and since he can't bring himself to speak, I'm pouring him
a glass of vine. Aldo, say just a hi, hell. Don't worry about some tears! Don't say, I
can't! Come on! Drink one more glass and try!"21
The collective communication and the effects of the live voice immediately
capture the attention of the listener. The contents were often enriched by Trieste/Trst and Australian songs accompanied on the accordion or on the guitar.

18
19
20
21

HAK, Tape without any date, 1962.
Ibid; Tape dated November 2, 1962.
HAK, Tape dated May 29–31, 1963.
Ibid.
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The Australian music were registered from the discs or directly from the radio.
But that is not all. The audio letters brought the most diverse sounds of temporary events and everyday life, such as those made during lunch or washing up,
noises from the neighbouring room, voices from the neighbourhood, sirens of
ambulances rushing to the hospital, road traffic or downpour noises, radio and
TV programmes in the background, all kinds of situations in the family life, and
so on. All of this greatly empowered the tapes' ability to stimulate the listeners'
emotions and imagination. These sounds were at times recorded on purpose.
So, the emigrants used to send to Trieste/Trst the sounds of their environment,
including the buzzing of their new car, washing machine, lawn mower etc.
At the same time they requested to listen, for example, to the howling
of the typical Trieste/Trst north-easterly winds, to the chatter in the street in
which they used to live, or the busses driving past their old house. In this way
the human voices, the words and the "sound memories" helped to evoke and
maintain the images of the old living environment. On the other hand they
contrubuted to produce representations of the new one. All of this created a
sensation of nearness and enabled the two so distant worlds to co-experience
each other more directly, both in momentary and somewhat longer temporal
sequences. Most symptomatic in tape communication is, in comparison with
letters, its temporal dimension. If written letters reflect events, circumstances,
situations and feelings of the times in which they were produced, the audio
letters are capable of catching the course of events and to factually transmit
pieces of real time and life through their acoustic dimensions (both sounds
and silences), including the momentary atmosphere and the speakers' state of
mind. The mediation and the mutual participation become as much direct as
the use of the tape is relaxed and without programmed contents. This facilitates the listener's involvment in what is happening.
Let's look at some examples. At a certain point the narrative stops because
somebody is ringing at the door: "Sorry – Lina says – the bread has arrived. I go
to pick it up. On Fridays they also deliver the bread for the weekend". Another
scene is that in which Lina is cooking. One can hear the water boiling, the sound
of dishes, a lid jumping under the pressure of the steam, the sound of the knife
Lina is cutting with etc.. Suddenly something falls on the ground. Lina stoops to
pick it up and cries out because of a pain in her back. Hearing this the listener
not only is drawn to participate in what is happening, but also in Lina's pain.
The same goes when in the middle of Berto's talk Sylvia starts crying because
she has lost a Monopoly game, or she comes to say good night. "I'm in bed. I'm
ill, I have sore throat", Berto says in a husky voice. One of the most evocative
examples of how such a use of the means helped people feel a sense of proximity is that of one correspondent saying: "I'm now sitting in the kitchen and
eating bread with coffee. Would you like a bit, too?" Another one is the record-
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Audio letter from
Trieste/Trst in its
envelope (Historical
archive of the Kovačič
Family, Trieste/Trst)

ing of the dinner for celebrating one member's birthday, on which the listeners
are vividly informed on the taste of the dishes, or the other one, on which the
children were un-wrapping the packages with the Christmas presents received
from the Triestine relatives and manifesting their joy.
A skilled writter couldn't put on the paper the time dimension and sequences in such a realistic way, not to speak about Lina's muscular sprain, Berto's cold
or the tasty dinner at the family party. The written word wouldn't reproduce so
accurately the tone of the voices and the speakers' emotions when manifesting their concern because of the mortgage for the house, their joy because of
receiving the presents from Trieste/Trst as well as the dreams and desires for
the future, the sad feelings due to the thought that maybe they wouldn't have
any occasion to see their relatives any more, the sensation of the distance and
loneliness emerging in some moments. The listener can even vividly imagine
Berto by hearing his laboured breathing as he returns home from work and
then, when he took a shower that mitigates his tiredness and gradually relaxes
his talk. The same goes for Lina when she says: "You work eight hours a day, you
lift motors and then they expect that you do overtime. And today I've also polished the home's floor. I'm so tired". Over the long period the audio correspondence also allowed to seize the person's individual development, especially that
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of the children growing up, learning to speak, mutating their voices, shaping
their personalities and facing with the several phases of their existence. Thanks
to the audio letters the personal and family lives can be caught through their
everyday as well as in long run dimensions.

The Contents and the Languages
The Kovačič's written and audio correspondence deals with a wide range of
topics and issues, which need further examination to be properly discussed.
To this end it would be also profitable to draw the letters and other materials
received in Adelaide from Trieste/Trst, the US, Yugoslavia and other countries.
We couldn't ascertain whether this material has been preserved. Nevertheless,
with an exceptional number of explicit and implicit pieces of information the
audio letters at our disposal offer an insight into several aspects of a personal
and wider social character. Without these means of comunication lots of this
information would have been lost. Indeed, only a part of it has remained stored
in the protagonists' memory and in many cases significantly altered by the time,
as talks with Berto and Lina recorded in occasion of their visit in Trieste/Trst in
the late 1980's testify. The audio letters embrace the life cycle both of a group
and of individuals, the factors that influenced this cycle in different ways, and
everything else that accompanied it. Most clearly evident are, for example,
planning, priorities, objectives and strategies for their attainment, organisation of family life and changes through time, the system of values, the issues
regarding the bringing up of children and the adoption of new ways of life,
the change of mentality in the wider sense of the word, the attitudes and sentiments towards the old and the new homeland, the adoption of new habits, not
to mention the creation of new social networks in the immigrant environment,
and obviously the keeping in touch with the old place of origin and preserving
its cultural contents.
Another aspect, worth of special attention, is the language dimension of
the audio letters and the communication system as a whole. It is interesting
from the point of view of the idiom spoken in that time, the triestine dialect,
and the English influences it was receiving in Australia. But especially it is relevant because the language offers elements to discuss the attitude the correspondents had towards their ethnic and cultural background and identification
in their old and new living environment. The members of the Kovačič family
in multi-ethnic Trieste/Trst were of Slovenian origin, but the communication
betwen those emigrated to Australia and those in the old place was exclusively
in Italian. Trieste Italian dialect is the language that Albert and Lina also transferred to their daughters, even though Albert perfectly masters Slovene lan-
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guage and Lina Croatian, their mother tongues. By contrast, other Slovenian
immigrants from Trieste and their children maintained the Slovenian language
at their homes as well as in the communication with their relatives overseas.
This question points out the complex matter of the identity of Triestine
immigrants. In Australia the Triestini reproduced ethnically mixed communities, made up, as in the home city, by people of Italian and Slovenian mother tongue. In this social reality the triestino, i.e. the Trieste Italian dialect, was
affirmed as lingua franca22. It was the language of the numerically dominant
and traditionally monolingual Italian component, while the Slovenes were
bilingual. This immigrant microcosm knew the italianization of a part of the
Slovenian component, as it was happening in Trieste/Trst. This was partly due
to the intermarriages between Italian and Slovenian speaking members inside
the triestine community and, more in general, because of the tendency of many
Slovenes in Trieste to cut their Slovenian roots and assimilate into Italian culture. Such a process was the concequence of the fascist opression, but it was
also generated by the historically contrasting relationships between the socially
and politically dominant Italian and the subordinated Slovenian component of
Trieste population. So, the Trieste/Trst immigrant communities, incorporating
into the Australian society, knew a double process of acculturation and integration. This idea is reinforced by the conceptualization of the international
migrations in ethnic terms and by the classification of Trieste emigration and
immigrant communities as simply Italian, without considering their ethnic,
cultural and political complexities. In this regard, the mass emigration of Triestini to Australia itself is very controversial, becouse it was not only connected with the economic and social motivations, but also with the suspicion and
even aversion to Italy and the desire of not living under its rule23. Indeed, in the
Kovačič case, as well as in many others, the adoption of Italian language cannot be understood in terms of an ethnic choice. It was rather part of an adjustment strategy to avoid dividing ethnic and ideological sentiments, which had
dramatically affected the history of Trieste/Trst and led thousands of Trieste
inhabitants to emigrate to Australia in the mid 1950s. In this regard the follow-

22

23

Compare: Cresciani, Trieste goes to Australia; Gianfranco Cresciani, "Storia e caratteristiche
dell'emigrazione giuliana, istriana e dalmata in Australia", Qualestoria 25, 2 (1996), 35–65; Adriana
Nelli, "L'esperienza migratoria triestina. L'identità culturale e i suoi cambiamenti", in: Giuliano dalmati in Australia. Contributi e testimonianze per una storia, ed. Gianfranco Cresciani (Trieste, 1999),
85–96; Aleksej Kalc, "Selitvena gibanja ob zahodnih mejah slovenskega etničnega prostora: teme in
problemi", Annales. Anali za istrske in mediteranske študije 22 (2000), 357–370 (hereinafter: Kalc,
"Selitvena gibanja").
Cresciani, Trieste goes to Australia; Fulvio Gon, Elisa Lo Sapio, Pio Nodari, Dario Rinaldi, Claudio Tonel,
Arriva la madre i figli partono : l'emigrazione in Australia di 20.000 triestini (Trieste, 1999), Kalc,
"Selitvena gibanja"; Purini, Metamorfosi etniche.
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ing thoughts expressed by Berto Kovačič in one of his first letters to Trieste24 are
the most eloquent: "Here in Australia – he says – you don't think about national
flags, nor about immortal mother-countries. Here you have what you can really
call peace and freedom".

Aleksej Kalc
"NA TA NAČIN SE POČUTIMO BLIŽE": ZVOČNA PISMA
MED AVSTRALIJO IN TRSTOM

POVZETEK
Prispevek obravnava komuniciranja družin tržaških izseljencev v Avstraliji
s sorodniki v Trstu s pomočjo magnetofonskih posnetkov ali zvočnih pisem
v šestdesetih letih 20. stoletja. To korespondiranje, ki so ga omogočili cenovno dostopni snemalni aparati, je pomenilo malo revolucijio v vzdrževanju
stikov na daljavo. Zvočna pisma niso odrinila ali nadomestila tradicionalnih
pisemskih oblik, ampak so obogatila komunkacijski sistem in znatno poživila
sorodstvene vezi na daljavo. Olajšala so težave, ki so jih korespondenti imeli
s pisanjem, omogočila bolj neposredno in sproščeno izražanje v vsakdanjem
jeziku, razširila krog korespondentov na vse člane družine, brez diskriminiranja nepismenih (se pravi otrok) ali pisanja nevoljnih. Zvočna pisma so nastajala na različne načine: na začetku v enem zamahu s hkratnim sodelovanjem
vseh družinskih članov, s časom pa vse bolj po kosih, v teku daljših obdobij in
z ločenim snemanjem posameznih govorcev. Kmalu pa je magnetofon postal
nekakšen gost, soudeležen pri vsakdanjem življenju družine. Uporabljali so ga
preprosto tako, da so ga prižgali med večerjo, med likanjem, šivanjem, pomivanjem posode, pospravljanjem, umivanjem in podobnim ter se prek njega
pogovarjali z naslovniki sporočil, jim pripovedovali najrazličnejše stvari in jih

24

HAK, Berto Kovačič' letter to his relatives in Trieste (June 16, 1956).
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pritegnili v medsebojne pogovore, kot če bi bili dejansko navzoči.
Medtem ko so bile pisne vsebine korespondentov skope in jezikovno
okorne, se v trakovih njihov obseg poveča in razživi. Teme so obravnavane do
potankosti, opisane v najdrobnejših detajlih, da si poslušalec ustvari slikovite
predstave. Sporočilnost zvočnih posnetkov pa znatno presega pomen samih
besed. Izrazna moč govorjene besede izzveni v vsej svoji neposrednosti, toplini
in emocionalnem naboju. Skupinskost poročanja in žive besede prevzamejo
poslušalca. Vsebino pogostokrat bogati prepevanje ter igranje na harmoniko
tržaških in avstralskih pesmi. Magnetofonski trakovi pa prinašajo tudi zvoke
trenutnega dogajanja in vsakdanjega življenja: npr. zvoke kosila, pomivanja in
pospravljanja posode, ropote iz sosednje sobe, glasove iz sosesčine, hrup cestnega prometa, sirene rešilcev, ki drvijo v bližnjo bolnišnico, naliv, radijske in
televizijske programe iz ozadja, najrazličnejše situacije iz družinskega življenja.
Vse to je včasih tudi namenoma posneto, saj si npr. izseljenci v Avstraliji želijo
slišati zavijanje burje ali klepetanje z ulice, kjer so stanovali, sami pa posredujejo
v Trst opise in zvoke svojega okolja, vštevši brnenje novega avtomobila, pralnega stroja in kosilnice. Vse to je ustvarjalo občutek bližine in omogočalo, da
sta se tako oddaljena svetova med seboj neposredneje sodoživljala. V primerjavi s pismi izstopa pri magnetofonskem komuniciranju ravno njegova časovna
dimenzija, ker je to sredstvo sposobno ujeti potek dogajanja in prenesti izseke
življenja, vključno s trenutnim vzdušjem in stanjem duha govornikov.
V zvočnih pismih pridejo do izraza vidiki osebnega in širšega družbenega
značaja, ki bi drugače ne ostali zabeleženi. Nanašajo se na primer na življenjsko
načrtovanje, strategije za njihovo uresničevanje, vzgojo trok, organizacijo
družinskega življenja, sisteme vrednot, usvajanje novih načinov življenja,
spreminjanje miselnosti in ustvarjanje novega družbenega networka v novem
okolju. Posebnega poudarka je vreden tudi problem etnične identitete in odnosa do starega kraja, ki je v primeru tržaških slovenskih in italijanskih izseljencev
tesno povezan z izkušnjo pod fašizmom, med drugo svetovno vojno in s povojno usodo Trsta. Izseljevanje v Avstralijo je bil namreč tesno povezano z ukinitvijo Svobodnega tržaškega ozemlja in prehodom mesta pod Italijo, ki so jo
mnogi odklanjali.
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the world. A survey conducted among Croatian immigrants living and working
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Introduction
The Republic of Croatia, traditionally an emigration country, belongs to the circle of European countries with the largest number of emigrants. Emigration
from each country is always conditioned by the overall, economic and political development, as well as the development of the country/countries of final
destination of migrants. In this context, economic, technical and technological
advances, social certainty and tolerant human relations, the most developed
countries of the world attract the population from less developed or underdeveloped countries.1
Direction of migration related to transatlantic emigration, today in relation
to the trend over the past century have not changed significantly as evidenced
by various documents, media and everyday life.2
Due to the wide meaning of the word image is very difficult to find a single
word in any other language that would successfully replace the widespread
notion. The term image in the literature usually includes images, feeling or
association that is created in man's consciousness in sight or mention of an
entity (person, institution, corporation or state), and the impression or perception that the public has about this subject. In short, the image can be defined
as impressions, picture, attitudes, opinions, beliefs, prejudices and past experience, about a particular product, company, person or country has a public
(consumers, voters, viewers or other actors in communication, marketing or
other activities).3
According to estimates of the Croatian Embassy and the Consulates General
of the Republic of Croatia in the USA and the Croatian Catholic Missions, today
in the United States has a population of 1,200,000 Croats and their descendants. The most numerous communities are located in Pittsburgh and the surrounding area (about 200,000), Chicago and the surrounding area (150,000),
St. Louis (40,000) Detroit (7,000), San Jose (5,000), and New York metropolitan
area (8,000).4
The aim of this paper is to provide more accurate opinions, thoughts, attitudes and perception of Croats and their descendants who live and work in the
1

2

3
4

Rebeka Mesarić Žabčić, "Temeljne značajke iseljavanja hrvatskog stanovništva s posebnim naglaskom
na iseljavanje u proteklih petnaestak godina," Dve domovini/Two homelands 26 (2005), 97–115.
Tea Romić, "Boro Grubišić o iseljavanju Hrvata: Ovo je etničko čišćenje," http://www.vecernji.hr/
hrvatska/boro-grubisic-o-iseljavanju-hrvata-ovo-je-etnicko-ciscenje-1011105, (19 June 2015); Lana
Kovačević, "Iz Hrvatske se prošle godine iselilo čak 12.000 građana," http://www.vecernji.hr/hrvatska/iz-hrvatske-se-prosle-godine-iselilo-cak-12000-gradjana-471454 (29 June 2015).
Božo Skoko, Hrvatska-identitet, image i promocija (Zagreb, 2004), 35– 77.
"Hrvatsko iseljeništvo u SAD-u," Republika Hrvatska, Državni ured za Hrvate izvan Republike Hrvatske,
Hrvatsko iseljeništvo, http://www.hrvatiizvanrh.hr/hr/hmiu/hrvatsko-iseljenistvo-u-sad-u/35 (26
May 2015).
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USA on the image of Croatia in their eyes. The author attempted to via interview to determine how much the descendants of the first generation of Croatian emigrants really identify with their ancestors' homeland, what specifically
is considered a good image, and that the bad image of the Croatia in the world,
what ideas they offered to their homeland and homeland of their ancestors
to improve the economic situation and how can it possibly be to count them
as the future broadcasters of Croatian culture, language and even the Croatian
identity. The author also wanted to find out whether those interviewed represent a significant group of potential returnees to Croatia and whether the
descendants of Croatian immigrants in the United States represent a young
force that will help and assist in the economic reconstruction of the Republic
of Croatia.

Methodology
In addition to the existing extensive scientific and professional literature, the
theme of the article required the use of various sources on the world wide web.
As an important source of electronic data, it is necessary to mention the database of the Center for the History of the American Family Immigration at Ellis
Island in New York. Due to an absence of research in this area as well as previous failures in studies of this type on the Croatian diaspora, this research is just
the beginning of a great research project to be implemented in other overseas
countries in which Croats and their descendants live and work. For the most
part the research is based on analysis of interviews and personal interviews
with Croatian immigrants to the United States, the so-called method of oral
history. The sample contained a total of 200 respondents. They were contacted
in two ways: personal communication and through social networks (Facebook
and LinkedIn). From the overall number of calls to respondents, 100 of them
responded to the call of research, while 100 neglected or ignored response to
research. This article contains, discusses and analyzes the twenty dissenting
opinions of Croatian immigrants and their descendants. The paper still will not
assume or comment on why the call to explore was neglected or ignored. The
age limit of respondents included Croatian immigrants of all three age groups:
young, mature and old age, from 25 to 60 years, and both genders, male and
female. Also, in the study were included first, second, third and fourth generation of Croats and their descendants in the United States.
The aims and intentions of the entire study were to determine the manner in which Croatian immigrants and their descendants from a modern perspective, think, reflect, and look at the various aspects and its position in the
Republic of Croatia, and what they want to say to the Croats in Croatia. The
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area to which this research relates exclusively space is United States. Based on
the thinking at the time of research, current views and personal experiences
of Croatian immigrants in the United States the paper concludes by summarizing the most important opinions and conclusions regarding the image of
Croatians based on current concepts at the time the research was conducted
and the current views and personal experiences of the participants.

Brief Overview of Push and Pull Factors of Migration
The question of why people migrate is one that for years scholars from different disciplines with different areas of focus have offered a variety of different
answers to. In general, we can identify several types of push and pull factors
that can influence and affect the migration of people (sometimes simultaneously), including: a) the environment (e.g. climate, natural disasters), b) policies
(e.g. war) c) the economy (e.g. work) d) culture (e.g. religious freedom, education). Considering that push or pull factors are more important in certain
migratory periods, the conclusion is that the migration process is very complex
and that from its beginning until its end is influenced by a number of factors. It
is very difficult to clearly separate the complicated mix of objective and subjective factors pushing the decisions of migrants. A very simple definition of push
and pull factors is provided by Everett S. Lee.5 Lee's push factors are linked to
the country or place of emigration (wars, insecurity, poverty, unemployment,
etc.) and pull factors for the country or place of immigration (stability, good
economic boom, migration policy etc.).

Creating the Image of the Republic of Croatia outside of Croatian
Borders
Some scholars6 define image of a country as a set of beliefs and impressions
that people have about a place/country. Image by the same authors is a picture
of a large number of associations and pieces of information that are associated
with the place or country. The image can be created consciously or unconsciously. The country of origin is very important for every emigrant wherever they

5
6

Everett S. Lee, A Theory of Migration (Philadelphia, 1966), 11– 28.
Philip Kotler, Donald H. Haider, Irving Rein, Marketing Places: Attracting Investment, Industry and
Tourism to Cities, States, and Nations (New York, 1993).
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worked and lived in the world.7 Because of this knowledge, Croatian emigrants
constantly feel the need to observe and express their opinions about what
is going on, works, products, etc. in the country of origin. They try, since the
declaration of Croatia as state, to provide aid, advice, reflections, suggestions,
and ideas for the home country with the desire and aim to have the best life
for Croatian citizens living in Croatia. The image of Croatia outside Croatian
borders can be viewed through variety of different structures while at the same
time taking into account that it is important to some extent to know the level
of education and knowledge of the person who created this image in itself.
The Image of Croatia outside of Croatian borders can be recognized or
detected: through slogans, through the content of which represent others (history, culture, geography, lifestyle, etc.), through the impact of communication
tools: media, photography, magazines, books, radio, film, television, et cetera
through travel and personal experiences from a trip, through the influence of
family and sharing information with family, through conversations with relatives and friends, through the images that surround us, which is crucial for raising awareness about something.

The Image in the Eyes of the Croatian Emigrants in USA
In order to understand the importance, relevance and accuracy of the opinions
of Croatian immigrants it is necessary to clarify the following concepts: perception, image, stereotype how these concepts are not to interfere or equaled. The
concept of perception often related to the concept of the image. Perception
enables you to gain information about the properties of objects, phenomena,
beings, their spatial and temporal arrangement and the like. The perception
experience always significantly affects psychological factors like motivation,
expectations, attitudes, emotions; generally speaking perception is noticing,
perception. The term image is more complex than the notion of perception;
image is the result of perception. Perception happens at the individual level,
is different in the eyes of each individual observer. Perceptions and stereotypes
are an integral part of an image. The idea of something is an individual variable
and is formed as a result of the normal psychological functioning of a person.8
For "social bias", that is characteristic of people based on their attitude who
take on concrete attitudes towards something or someone, without checking

7

8

Rebeka Mesarić Žabčić, "The importance of the Croatian Diaspora for development of the Republic of
Croatia: Examples from Australia and the USA," Croatian Studies Review 8 (2012), 130–147.
Božo Skoko, Država kao brend: Upravljanje nacionalnim identitetom (Zagreb, 2009), 16–55.
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whether the attitudes are justified or not.9 Stereotypes are mostly group attitudes about something, the established images of something and phenomena
are of long duration. Stereotypes are used motivational needs of the individual,
also serve the people and to give an explanation of complex, often stressful,
social action and to preserve the values, preserve the distinction of others or
justify collective action. In a broader sense they are closer to the form of propaganda about something.10 Stereotypes generally help us to find meaning in
the world around us. So stereotypes represent less regulated higher view of the
world around us, our habits, our tastes, our abilities, our joys and our hopes.
Stereotypes alike can be both beneficial and harmful, depending on what they
refer to.
Through the prism of dissenting opinions, and in the wake of the final conclusions of the image of Croatia in the eyes of Croatian emigrants from United
States article will try to clarify the picture of their "image" of Croatia; Croatia in
the "eyes" of Croatian emigrants, which is ultimately a reflection on the image
of Croatia outside the Croatian borders.

Dissenting Opinions of Croatian Emigrants from USA about Croatia
Of the total of 100 respondents, for the purposes of this paper, twenty reviews
will be presented of Croatian emigrants from United States. The analysis presented contains only the most important observations relating to the image of
Croatia, which are both positive and negative. Within the objectives set aside,
opinions, thoughts, feelings and ideas respondents to emphasize (non)homogeneity and (non)coherence of individual experiences, but many attitudes
incurred as a result of personal experiences. Much of the analysis and interpretation is based on the individual case, valuing individual personal experience.

Featured positive reviews
... Croatia is a country with very good management in the tourist area, and is a
popular tourist destination ...
... The natural beauty and cultural values are in one word "fantastic"...

9

10

Val Colic-Peisker, Migration, Class, and Transnational Identities: Croatians in Australia and America
(Urbana and Chicago, 2009), 5–28; Rebeka Mesarić Žabčić, "Opći pregled iseljavanja Hrvata u
Sjedinjene američke države od 1880. do danas," in: Migrantske zajednice, udruženja i društvene aktivnosti u Sjevernoj i Južnoj Americi: komparativni prikaz Hrvatska–Slovenija, ed. Rebeka Mesarić Žabčić
(Zagreb, 2010) 29–44.
Daniel Boorstin, The Image: The Guide to Pseudo-Events in America (New York, 2000): 27– 59.
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... It is very good and cheap education in relation to the United States, with an
emphasis on learning several languages, it is very useful for young people ...
... The first thought in Croatia is through food and wine from the birthplace of my
parents ...
... People are very friendly and open to people from different countries of the world
...
... My opinion of the Republic of Croatia is mostly good. I believe that it is important
to create a good opinion and good image of the Republic of Croatia and in Europe
and in the world, because many people or have a low opinion of the Republic of
Croatia, due to the older stereotypes and perceptions, and so many do not know
where Croatia is in the geographical sphere. Expatriates would also should help
create derivative good image of their motherland ...

Featured ideas
... Croatia is very beautiful country, but always seem to blame individuals in the
wrong places and positions in Croatia, it leaves a bad impression on us in the diaspora, creates a bad image in our eyes ... that no one has ever knew, do not dare
to say he did not want, to take advantage of immense scientific, cultural and economic potential of Croatian immigrants ...
... I wonder what Croatia has done to attract more investments of Croatian immigrants to their home countries?, I think it's an important issue that can not be
ignored in the country, and certainly not to delay its response ...
... The role of immigrants has always had great importance in the economic development of their home country, before the remittances that have lifted standards of
living in the country, now it turns out that a large number of immigrants are spending vacation in Croatia and spend your money there ... Croatia should increase the
arrival of immigrants in several times a year on the general well-known events and
holidays, because immigrants are good consumers ...
... It should be more work on the consolidation of relations and cooperation between
the Croatian and foreign countries in which they live and their descendants ...
Just ... I would have ten days to restore order, and discipline in many sectors, as it
is in America, but the question is whether the interest in Croatia for the order, work
and discipline ...
... my biggest wish is that Croatia is no longer selling out to foreigners ... this should
be prevented in the future ... my idea is that emigrants invest in Croatia, and I know
that immigrants want and are willing to invest their capital in Croatia...
... I think that because of the difficult economic situation in Croatia and the wider
economic crisis, should give immigrants even greater importance, should mobilize
to us how we can help ideas, investment in Croatia, but the general impression is
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that Croatia does not need us ...
... It is well known in the world that many diaspora helped with ideas, projects,
money, investing in their home country, see as an example the Chinese and Israeli
Diaspora as their Diaspora have made for their country, we should think twice
about it and learn from this experience ...

Featured negative reviews
... Give finally select government cosmopolitans. Not good destructive and negative
policy, do not encourage the young generation, makes them as our parents out of
the Croatia, not thinking about the future of young people. One gets the impression
that anyone who is smart and worth no chance and the opportunity to show that.
I think you know, but the young people are quickly disappointed and leave the
country, if you can, which is a big mistake policy ... is someone to check it calculated
how much the state spends on education of the individual and how much is lost
when that person moves out of Croatia...
... It is necessary to remove the head of Croats stereotypes of the past and begin to
focus on positive things and positions of Croatia in EU ...
... I love Croatia, and so on just thinking about Croatia, any part of the Croatia,
pass me chills ... but I think it goes in completely the wrong direction today ... it will
be increasingly difficult to live and work in Croatia ... Croatia will be faced with
even greater challenges and demands for institutional change and changing the
way of life of its citizens ...
... We are all witnesses that in recent years more and more young highly educated Croats left Croatia and moved to western democratic countries of the world in
search of a better education and a job. With his departure they worsen the already
bad demographic picture of Croatia, so when you ask what I mean about Croatia, I must emphasize that I'm surprised Croatia and all the authorities that do
not do anything to prevent the emigration of highly educated young people during the years invested in education, insisted to graduate within that do not lose
their student rights, and now we just those same elites allowed to move out of the
Croatia not trying to change the system or values in society, let alone attract and
offer educated young people control stations ... it seems that there is no employment
in Croatia according to expertise ... and young people is not to wait and more to
work a few years ago ... the different time is today in relation to my youth, it's different and social order in relation to my youth ... better communication, networking,
technique ...
... The State government, regardless of which political party running the country,
has finally once realize that now that we are in a difficult economic crisis, only a
sincere friend, partner and collaborator in finding a strategy for getting out of the
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crisis are Croatian emigrants who willing to help their country ...
... For years, inform about Croatia through the media, listening to Croatian radio,
I read online portals on everything what happens in Croatia, Croatia as a country
delights, natural beauty, national parks, sea, and I can not list them all... what is
happening in Croatia is not good for the Croats, should move towards raising the
economy and not sell out everything of value in the land of strangers ... should the
ruling if they already have to sell, sell company immigrants, there are many immigrants who wanted invest their capital, but failed ...."
... I am very bothered with one hand what today in public and political life of the
Croatian there are two negative stereotypes of Croatian immigrants, which date
back to Yugoslavia ... first negative stereotype based on no truths that Croatian
emigrants are members of extremist emigrants prone to terrorism, an ultra rightwingers, supporters and the heirs of fascist ideology. Another stereotype is based on
the presentation of Croatian immigrants as uneducated or poorly educated primitives who, as members of the lowest layer of Croatian society left their homeland ...
although these stereotypes are not true, unfortunately, for the most part Croatian
population still prevails the image of Croatian immigrants. This perception, conditioned by ideological convictions and the personal economic interests of the political and economic elite, however, they are systematically preventing a mass return
of Croatian immigrants, and particularly their investment in the home country ...
the fact is that according to official data of the World Bank remittances Croatian
immigrants just last year amounted to 1 billion and 156 million euros. If one adds
investment in real estate, as well as contributions in Croatian tourism, it is the
impressive amount much higher. Why is this information is ignored and why there
is no public debate on this topic in the general public? ...

The focus of this research was the individual observations, thoughts, opinions, experiences, perceptions and conceptions of Croatian emigrants and
their final interpretation of how they perceive the Republic of Croatia. The
observations, opinions, thoughts, experiences, ideas and perceptions are the
result of the analysis of personal interviews and interviews of selected 20 Croatian emigrants from the total sample of 100 Croatian immigrants, and it would
be wrong to take the results of this study and considered representative of the
entire Croatian immigrant population in the United States.
The analysis showed us that the respondents particularly valued the quality
of education that can be gained very cheaply in the Republic of Croatia which
provides a focus on learning languages which is according to the testimony of
respondents, a good and positive image of the Republic of Croatia. At the same
time, there is a widely accepted and good image of Croatia relating to natural
beauty and cultural specificities.
Criticism that it is necessary to change the image of Croatia comes comes
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from behavior of individuals and their attitudes for jobs and positions in society. "They" still understand and recognize that the problems of the Croatian
society and that such existing behavior leaves a trace, creates and projects a bad
image of Croatia in their eyes, and beyond.
At the same time, it is noticed and wondered how no one recognized or
did not want to make use of the scientific, cultural and economic potential of
Croatian immigrants, which has led them to in some way confused feeling.
Croatians need to ask themselves how to solve problems that they can not
and must not ignore or hide in today's world, access to information and that led
to such opinions younger generation in the diaspora, with intention to change
the image of Croatia in the areas in which criticisms were received.
Improving the image of the Republic of Croatia for the younger generation of Croats who live and work in the United States, means the positioning of
Croatia in the EU, creating conditions for the promotion of the reputation of
Croatia abroad, in an effort to change attitudes about the created stereotypes
about Croatia, the focus of the state on the positive things and in joint cooperation with the immigrants in the economic sector of activity.
The intention of this article is to draw attention to the existing possibility of future activities and the ideas of the younger generation immigrants, try
to establish communication between the Republic of Croatia and immigrants
from Croatia to create a better perception and image of Croatia in the service
of creating "fertile soil" in the realization of a wide range of Croatian interests.
Following the statements of opinions, attitudes and personal impressions
it is considered necessary to note how important a good image is for a good
perception of the good opinion which results in a good attitude.
Therefore, it is important to see who has the highest influential dimension
to create the image with immigrants when it comes of the perception of the
country of origin? This question raises many new questions and provides impetus for further research of this type.

Conclusion
This paper presented the opinions of Croatian emigrants who discussed Croatia from various aspects. Every immigrant has (his or her) immigrant story
which includes many immigrant identities and multiple identifications. Every
emigrant from his corner of the world in which he lives and works with his eyes
watching Croatia, forms positive and negative views on Croatia. Based on personal individual perceptions, experiences, personal experiences, emotions and
attitudes are formed and shaped the image of Croatia in their eyes. At the same
time an image of Croatia is created through the media, magazines, pictures and
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stories which they told relatives.
The process of creating the image is very complex and depends on various
factors. The image is a very broad term, and includes the sum of all impressions, beliefs, ideas, individual opinion that an individual has on an object,
place or destination. The image can be positive, neutral or negative, good or
bad, constant or variable. The image of Croatia may affect tourism, investment,
economics, politics, but also affect the promotion of the Croatian in Europe
and worldwide. The great importance of image in the design and creation of
perceptions, perceptions and stereotypes about some place and about a country, and this can be routed through all social and cultural activities, such as gastronomy, traditions, sports, and also through our communication with others.
Their experiences during their stay in Croatia, positive, positively evaluated
and all Croatian cultural events known in the world have influenced their perceptions. Croatia is in their eyes is one of the most beautiful tourist destinations
in the world.
They have understanding for the difficult economic situation, but they
blame the Croatian government for the difficult situation in the country. Living
in a free and democratic world, where they among other things acquired different positive experience, political culture, immigrants can not understand the
behavior and public rhetoric used by some senior Croatian government officials, especially members of Croatian government.
Croatian emigrants are aware that things are slowly changing in Croatia,
and also concluded that we need a lot of things to change in Croatia. Emigrants
are of the opinion that Croatia must quickly change many things because of
high unemployment (especially economic policy of the state).
Traditionally, the view of the majority of Croatian immigrants that is necessary to change the stereotypes, prejudices and opinions on Croatia in Europe
and the world.
Many wonder, and what is the official policy of the Republic of Croatia to
the Croatian emigrants.
It can be concluded that emigrants believe that many successful business
projects of our people abroad should be much more accessible to the Croatian people in Croatia because they serve as a good and inspiring models and
positive examples of how you can actually achieve business excellence and
high competitiveness of production unless there are good conditions business
knowledge and management skills, the use of competing technologies, and a
strong entrepreneurial spirit. They find that the incentives to entrepreneurship
and strengthen the mobility of ideas, people and capital are key to the economic growth of the Republic of Croatia.
The conclusion is that the emigrant experience, knowledge and their
involvement important potential of possible positive changes in Croatia, and
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especially now in difficult times of economic crisis. It is believed that immigrants successfully passed the entire vertical career progression, from hard
labor to ownership of the company and management positions and in terms
of the rule of law and clear legislation and tax system which is certainly a good
model of life and professional success, and the emigrant experience is necessary primarily for the Croatian transitional economy.
Perhaps it is now time for a moment and finally begins to listen to our emigrants and use Croatian immigrant capital!

Rebeka Mesarić Žabčić
PODOBA HRVAŠKE SKOZI VIDENJE HRVAŠKIH PRISELJENCEV V ZDA

POVZETEK
Migracije Hrvatov v ZDA predstavljajo del evropskih migracijskih tokov. Najbolj množično so se Hrvati selili v ZDA v obdobju od leta 1890 do prve svetovne vojne. Hrvati v ZDA predstavljajo največjo skupina hrvaških izseljencev
zunaj svoje domovine. Prispevek analizira posamezna mnenja, misli, izkušnje
in odnos hrvaških izseljencev v ZDA do stare domovine. Hrvaški izseljenci razmišljajo o Hrvaški iz različnih vidikov in sklepajo o njej na podlagi objektivnih
dejstev, vendar pa njihova stališča v veliki meri predstavljajo njihova osebna
mnenja. Na podlagi individualnih zaznav, osebnih izkušenj, čustev in odnosov so oblikovali in oblikujejo podobo Hrvaške v lastnih predstavah. Hkrati je
ustvarjanje te podobe odvisno tudi od medijev. Njihove izkušnje v času njihovega bivanja na Hrvaškem so pozitivne. Hrvaška je v njihovih očeh eden od najlepših in najbolj želenih turističnih ciljev na svetu. Razumejo težke gospodarske
razmere, za kar krivijo hrvaško vlado. Hrvaški izseljenci se zavedajo, da se razmere na Hrvaškem počasi spreminjajo in da je za to potrebno kar nekaj časa.
Izseljenci menijo, da mora zaradi visoke brezposelnosti čim prej priti do sprememb, hkrati pa bi bilo potrebno spremeniti stereotipe, predsodke in mnenja
o Hrvaški in to tako v Evropi kot tudi po svetu. Mogoče je sklepati, da hrvaški
priseljenci v ZDA verjamejo, da bi morali v domovini vedeti več o mnogih projektih uspešnih poslovnežev v tujini, saj bi ti lahko služili kot dobri in navdi-
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hujoči modeli ter pozitivne prakse, kako je mogoče doseči poslovno odličnost
in visoko konkurenčnost na podlagi dobrih poslovnih pogojev, znanja in vodstvenih sposobnosti, uporabe konkurenčnih tehnologij in močnega podjetniškega duha. Ugotavljajo, da so spodbude za podjetništvo in krepitev mobilnost
idej, ljudi in kapitala ključnega pomena za gospodarsko rast Republike Hrvaške.
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Naslov: SLOVENSKI NARODNI DOMOVI V ZDA
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Kategorija: 1.02 Pregledni znanstveni članek
Jezik: angleški (izvleček angleški in slovenski, povzetek slovenski)

Ključne besede: Slovenci, slovensko izseljenstvo, ZDA, slovenske naselbine, slovenski narodni domovi
Izvleček: Prispevek obravnava problematiko slovenskih narodnih domov v ZDA. Obstaja več razlogov, zakaj so bili zgrajeni in zakaj so imeli pomembno vlogo v zgodovini slovenskega priseljenstva. Prvi je ta, da je
v ZDA že pred prvo svetovno vojno živelo več kot 180.000 priseljencev s slovenskim maternim jezikom in
njihovih potomcev in ti so že takrat začeli graditi slovenske narodne domove. Drugi razlog pa predstavlja
obstoj slovenskih narodnih domov v ZDA, ki so bili zgrajeni v različnih zgodovinskih obdobjih in da so bile
zgodovine nekaterih domov že obdelane v okviru raziskav posameznih "slovenskih naselbin". Vse navedeno je
omogočilo primerjavo, koliko so na eni strani slovenski narodni domovi vplivali na postopno preoblikovanje
slovenske skupnosti iz tipične priseljenske skupnosti v skupnost ameriških Slovencev in kasneje v skupnost
slovenskih Američanov, na drugi strani pa koliko je ta preobrazba slovenske skupnosti vplivala na razvoj in
delovanje slovenskih narodnih domov v ZDA.
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Jezik: angleški (izvleček angleški in slovenski, povzetek slovenski)
Ključne besede: narodni domovi, slovenski izseljenci, Združene države Amerike, Denver, slovenske naselbine,
zgodovinski pregledi
Izvleček: V članku je obravnavana zgodovina ustanavljanja, delovanja in spreminjanja Slovenskega doma v
Denverju, Kolorado, s poudarkom na politični raznolikosti ter sodelovanju njegovih ustanoviteljev in lastnikov. Slovenski dom je predstavljal pomembno ustanovo za združevanje priseljencev slovenskega etničnega
porekla v Denverju, tamkajšnje prireditve pa so pripomogle k ohranjanju in spodbujanju slovenske kulture,
jezika, etničnih navad in običajev med Slovenci v Koloradu in širših ZDA. Članek je osnovan na podatkih, pridobljenih na podlagi proučevanja zgodovinskih virov in literature ter raziskovanja na terenu.
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Jezik: angleški (izvleček angleški in slovenski, povzetek slovenski)
Ključne besede: poljski Američani, Poljska narodna zveza, narodni dom, Chicago
Izvleček: Kratka zgdovina izgradnje doma Poljske nacionalne zveze (Polish National Alliance – PNA) v Chicagu ponazarja tedanje sovražnosti in napetosti znotraj "ameriške Polonije" in tudi znotraj same organizacije.
Poleg tega prispeva tudi dragocene informacije o tem, kako so voditelji PNA razumeli poljsko identiteto in
kako se je v Ameriki, oblikovala nova poljska identiteta. Leto 1895 je bilo težko leto za poljske sekularne organizacije pa tudi za PNA. Eno od spornih vprašanj je predstavljala lokacija načrtovanega narodnega doma.
Čikaška struja je premagala druge naselbine Polonije in na koncu je Chicago postal "glavno mesto Polonije".
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Naslov: PROSTORSKA STRUKTURA SLOVENSKIH ETNIČNIH NASELBIN V ZDA
Podnaslov: Vloga in pomen prostorskosti med člani slovenske diaspore
Studia Historica Slovenica
Časopis za družboslovne in humanistične študije / Humanities and Social Studies Review
Maribor, letnik 15 (2015), št. 1, str. 87–104, 44 cit., 3 slike
Kategorija: 1.02 Pregledni znanstveni članek
Jezik: angleški (izvleček angleški in slovenski, povzetek slovenski)
Ključne besede: Slovenci, migracije, ZDA, etnične naselbine, socialna geografija
Izvleček: Slovenski priseljenci so se po prihodu v Ameriko navadno naselili blizu skupaj. Oblikovanje t. i.
"etničnih naselbin" je bila na splošno pogosta oblika prostorskega obnašanja imigrantov prve generacije v
tistem času. V ZDA je v začetku 20. stoletja obstajalo okrog 700 slovenskih etničnih naselbin, ki so večinoma
nastale v obdobju 1880 do 1915. Prispevek obravnava prostorske vidike slovenskih etničnih naselbin v
ZDA: njihovo strukturo, prostorsko organizacijo kakor tudi socialno-kulturne odnose. Medtem ko so bile
te značilnosti razmeroma široko analizirane po naseljih v Sloveniji, so na območjih slovenskega izseljenstva
skoraj neznane. Etnične naselbine predstavljajo poseben del slovenske materialne kulturne dediščine.
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Avtor: KOLAR Bogdan
Dr., redni profesor
Univerza v Ljubljani, Teološka fakulteta
Poljanska cesta 4, 1000 – Ljubljana, Slovenija

Naslov: SLOVENSKI ČLANI REDOVNIH SKUPNOSTI V ZDRUŽENIH DRŽAVAH KOT VEZ MED
KATOLIŠKO SKUPNOSTJO V SLOVENIJI IN V ZDRUŽENIH DRŽAVAH
Studia Historica Slovenica
Časopis za družboslovne in humanistične študije / Humanities and Social Studies Review
Maribor, letnik 15 (2015), št. 1, str. 105–126, 32 cit., 6 slik
Kategorija: 1.02 Pregledni znanstveni članek
Jezik: angleški (izvleček angleški in slovenski, povzetek slovenski)
Ključne besede: Slovenija, Katoliška cerkev, Benediktinci, Frančiškani, šolske sestre
Izvleček: Razprava podaja pregled vezi, ki so se spletle med katoliško skupnostjo v Združenih državah in Slovenijo in so jih predstavljali člani različnih redovnih skupnosti. V drugi polovici 19. stoletja sta katoliško skupnost v Sloveniji močno zaznamovala dva pojava: veliko zanimanje za misijonsko delo in začetki izseljevanja.
V povezavi s tema pojavoma je mogoče govoriti o redovnih skupnostih, ki so postale vez med Slovenijo in
Združenimi državami. Najpomembnejše redovne skupnosti so bili benediktinci, manjši bratje (frančiškani)
in mariborske šolske sestre. Osrednje sredstvo povezovanje je bil tisk, temu je sledilo osebno dopisovanje in
v manjši meri osebni stiki. V Sloveniji ni bilo nobene benediktinske skupnosti, v Združenih državah pa so
postali pomembna cerkvena in izobraževalna ustanova. Kar nekaj Slovencev se je pridružilo tej skupnosti in so
postali duhovniki. Besedilo obravnava vprašanje slovenskih članov redovnih skupnosti v Združenih državah
do začetka prve svetovne vojne.

Avtor: MARKOVIĆ Irena
Dr. ameriških študij
Osnovna šola Rače
Grajski trg 1, SI − 2327 Rače, Slovenija

UDC 930.85(=81/=82):[929Baraga I. F.+929Pirc F.]

Naslov: B
 ARAGOVA IN PIRČEVA MISIJONSKA PISMA KOT VIR ZA POZNAVANJE ZDRUŽENIH
DRŽAV AMERIKE IN INDIJANCEV NA SLOVENSKEM ETNIČNEM OZEMLJU
Studia Historica Slovenica
Časopis za družboslovne in humanistične študije / Humanities and Social Studies Review
Maribor, letnik 15 (2015), št. 1, str. 127–148, 40 cit., 4 slike, 2 zemljevida
Kategorija: 1.01 Izvirni znanstveni članek
Jezik: angleški (izvleček angleški in slovenski, povzetek slovenski)
Ključne besede: Irenej Friderik Baraga Franc Pirc [Pierz], misijonska pisma, Leopoldinina ustanova, ZDA, Indijanci plemen Ottawa in Očipve
Izvleček: V prispevki avtorica analizira pisma slovenskih misijonarjev, Ireneja Friderika Barage (1797−1868)
in Franca Pirca (1785−1880), ki so bila pomemben vir za poznavanje socialno-geografskih in političnogeografskih družbenih razmer v Združenih državah Amerike in načina življenja Indijancev plemen Ottawa
in Očipve na slovenskem etničnem ozemlju v 19. stoletju. Osnovni vir podatkov so bila številna misijonska
pisma, preko katerih so slovenski misijonarji seznanjali Evropo in slovensko javnost z družbenimi razmerami
v Združenih državah Amerike in s kulturo severnoameriških Indijancev. Ta misijonska pisma je v nemščini
objavljala Leopoldinina ustanova (1829−1914) na Dunaju v vsakoletnih Poročilih [Berichte der Leopoldinen
Stiftung im Kaiserthume Oesterreich], ki so izhajala v tiskani obliki.
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UDK 930.85(73):929Náprstek V.
Avtor: ŠÁMAL Martin
Dr., arhivist
National Museum – Náprstek Museum of Asian, African and American Cultures /
Náprstkovo muzeum asijských, afrických a amerických kultur
Betlémské náměstí 1, CZ – 11000 Praga 1, Češka
Naslov: KORESPONDENCA VOJTE NÁPRSTEKA IZ MILWAUKEEJA (1848–1858)
Studia Historica Slovenica
Časopis za družboslovne in humanistične študije / Humanities and Social Studies Review
Maribor, letnik 15 (2015), št. 1, str. 149–168, 42 cit., 5 slik
Kategorija: 1.01 Izvirni znanstveni članek
Jezik: angleški (izvleček angleški in slovenski, povzetek slovenski)
Ključne besede: Vojta Náprstek, Náprstek Museum, izseljevanje v ZDA, Čehi v ZDA, Milwaukee, osebna korespondenca
Izvleček: Družinska korespondenca Vojta Náprstek je edinstvena zbirka pisem, ki dokumentirajo obdobje
med letoma 1848 in 1858 v Združenih državah Amerike. Ohranjenih je približno 60 pisem, kar je nedvomno samo del korespondence. Kljub temu pa nam ta pisma pomagajo razumeti, zakaj se je Náprstek odločil
izseliti iz čeških dežel, in nam omogočajo boljše razumevanje njegovih začetkov v ZDA in njegovih aktivnosti
v Milwaukeeju. Predvsem pa gradivo predstavlja osnovo za študij položaja družine Náprstek in odnosov med
njenimi člani.

UDK 930.85(=163.6)"1918/1941":929Vrabec
Avtor: ZOBEC Miha
Univ. dipl. zgodovinar in sociolog, asistent
Univerza v Mariboru, Filozofska fakulteta, Oddelek za zgodovino
Koroška cesta 160, SI – 2000 Maribor, Slovenija
Naslov: D
 RUŽINSKA MREŽA IZMENJAVE, PODPORE IN SOLIDARNOSTI, KOT SE JE IZRAŽALA V
OSEBNI KORESPONDENCI
Studia Historica Slovenica
Časopis za družboslovne in humanistične študije / Humanities and Social Studies Review
Maribor, letnik 15 (2015), št. 1, str. 169–184, 28 cit., 3 slike
Kategorija: 1.01 Izvirni znanstveni članek
Jezik: angleški (izvleček angleški in slovenski, povzetek slovenski)
Ključne besede: migracijske mreže, izseljenska korespondenca, podpora in solidarnost, subjektivni aspekt migracijskega procesa, čustva in naklonjenost
Izvleček: Članek prinaša vpogled v življenje družine Vrabec, katere člani so v času med obema vojnama emigrirali v Argentino oziroma Francijo iz območja tedanje Julijske krajine. V članku predstavljam življenjsko
pot oseb, ki so sestavljale dopisovalni trikotnik med Argentino, Francijo in "domačim krajem", Pliskovico na
območju današnjega Krasa v Republiki Sloveniji. Članek si prizadeva pokazati, da odnosi med člani družine, ki
so bili vzpostavljeni doma, nikoli niso izgubili veljave. Ravno nasprotno, izseljenska pisma kažejo, da se je skozi
čas med pripadniki družine razvila mreža podpore in solidarnosti. Najpomembnejši element tega omrežja so
bila čustva, ki so jih izražali v pismih, ki so jih člani družine pošiljali drug drugemu. Mreže pa niso sestavljala
zgolj pisma. Pomembna je bila tudi izmenjava daril in paketov, ki so si jih člani družine pošiljali z ene na drugo
stran oceana. Kot kažejo besede zapisane v pismih, materialna vrednost teh paketov ni bila tako pomembna
kot pomen, ki so ga jim člani družine pripisali.
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Avtor: MILHARČIČ HLADNIK Mirjam
Dr., izredna profesorica, Univerza v Novi Gorici, znanstvena svetnica
ZRC SAZU, Inštitut za izseljenstvo in migracije
Novi trg 2, SI – 1000 Ljubljana, Slovenija

Naslov: OTROCI KOT KORESPONDENTI V EPISTOLARNIH PRAKSAH MIGRANTSKIH DRUŽIN
Studia Historica Slovenica
Časopis za družboslovne in humanistične študije / Humanities and Social Studies Review
Maribor, letnik 15 (2015), št. 1, str. 185–200, 28 cit., 3 slike
Kategorija: 1.01 Izvirni znanstveni članek
Jezik: angleški (izvleček angleški in slovenski, povzetek slovenski)
Ključne besede: migracije, družinske korespondence, epistolarne prakse, otroci, translokalna intimnost, transatlantska skupnost, subjektivna realnost, migracijski proces, mreža podpore, migrantska pisma, naracije
Izvleček: Članek predstavi vlogo otroka v izjemno obsežni in kompleksni korespondenci družine UdovičHrvatin-Valencic, ki je pomemben vir za razumevanje družine v translokalnem migracijskem kontekstu. Predstavljeni primer temelji na zbirki družinskih pisem, ki so začela potovati med slovensko vasjo, Jelšane, mestom
v Združenih državah Amerike in prestolnico Argentine v dvajsetih letih prejšnjega stoletja. Osredotoča se na
vlogo otroka v epistolarnih praksah, saj veliko raziskovalcev ugotavlja, da so v študijah migrantskih korespondenc otroci le redko predstavljeni. Predstavitev primera izhaja iz metodološkega pristopa, ki združuje analizo
pisem z osebno pripovedjo. Članek pokaže, kako je epistolarna praksa služila kot nadomestek za odsotnost in
kako je premostila razdalje, ko je hkrati ustvarjala bližino in intimnost na drugačen način. Dejansko je ustvarila
intimne tujce – ljudi, ki so poznali drug drugega v svetu epistolarne prakse, a so se hkrati počutili kot tujci, ko
so srečali v realnem svetu.

Avtor: KALC Aleksej
Dr., višji znanstveni sodelavec, izredni profesor
ZRC SAZU, Inštitut za slovensko izseljenstvo in migracije
Novi trg 2, SI – 1000 Ljubljana, Slovenija

UDK 314.15(94=163.6)"195/...":394.92
930.85(94+450.361Trst)

Naslov: "NA TA NAČIN SE POČUTIMO BLIŽE": ZVOČNA PISMA MED AVSTRALIJO IN TRSTOM
Studia Historica Slovenica
Časopis za družboslovne in humanistične študije / Humanities and Social Studies Review
Maribor, letnik 15 (2015), št. 1, str. 201–220, 24 cit., 5 slik
Kategorija: 1.01 Izvirni znanstveni članek
Jezik: angleški (izvleček angleški in slovenski, povzetek slovenski)
Ključne besede: zvočna pisma, izseljenska korespondenca, družbene mreže, Trst, Avstralija
Izvleček: Izseljenci niso vzdrževali stikov na daljavo s svojimi sorodniki, prijatelji in znanci samo s pomočjo
pisem. Odnose so gojili tudi z izmenjavo fotografij in na ta način delili pomembnejše in vsakdanje trenutke
življenja v izseljenstvu in izvornih krajih. V poznih petdesetih letih dvajsetega stoletja, ko so se na trgu in
po mnogih domovih pojavili magnetofoni, dostopni povprečnemu kupcu, pa se je izseljencem in njihovim
dragim ponudila nova, vznemirljiva oblika komuniciranja, to je izmenjava magnetofonskih posnetkov. Zvočna
pisma so zmanjšala občutek geografske razdalje in dovolila ljudem, da so se prek govorjenja in poslušanja
ohranjali bliže drug drugemu. Prispevek obravnava načine korespondiranja s pomočjo te tehnološke novosti,
učinke in implikacije, ki so jih imeli na odnose in čutenja, ter pomen zvočnih pisem kot virov za zgodovinsko preučevanje izseljenstva. Članek temelji na analizi tradicionalne pisne in zvočne korespondence tržaške
družine, ki se je sredi petdesetih let dvajsetega stoletja izselila v Avstralijo.
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Avtor: MESARIĆ ŽABČIĆ Rebeka
Dr., višji raziskovalec
Inštitut za migracije i narodnosti
Trg Stjepana Radića 3, CR – 10000 Zagreb, Hrvaška

UDK 314.15(73=163.42)

Naslov: PODOBA HRVAŠKE SKOZI VIDENJE HRVAŠKIH PRISELJENCEV V ZDA
Studia Historica Slovenica
Časopis za družboslovne in humanistične študije / Humanities and Social Studies Review
Maribor, letnik 15 (2015), št. 1, str. 221–234, 10 cit.
Kategorija: 1.01 Izvirni znanstveni članek
Jezik: angleški (izvleček angleški in slovenski, povzetek slovenski)
Ključne besede: image/podoba, hrvaško izseljenstvo, Hrvaška, Združene države Amerike
Izvleček: Danes mnogo Hrvatov in njihovih potomcev živi v izseljenstvu. Največ od teh jih živi v Združenih
državah Amerike in so tudi predmet obravnave pričujočega prispevka. Avtorica v prispevku analizira mnenja,
misli, izkušnje in odnos hrvaških priseljencev v ZDA do njihove države izvora, to je Republike Hrvaške. Proces
oblikovanja podobe o tem problemu je zapleten in odvisen od različnih dejavnikov. "Image" predstavlja zelo
širok pojem in vključuje skupek vseh vtisov, prepričanj, idej in individualnih mnenj posameznika o nekem
problemu, kraju ali okolici. Ta podoba je lahko pozitivna, nevtralna ali negativna, dobra ali slaba, stalna ali
spremenljiva. Tako lahko ima "image" pomemben vpliv na turizem, investicije, gospodarstvo, politiko in na
promocijo Hrvatov v Evropi in svetu. Raziskava med hrvaškimi priseljenci v ZDA se nanaša na podobo Republike Hrvaške zunaj meja Republike Hrvaške, bogati sedanje vedenje o tem vprašanju, prispeva k širšemu
razumevanju fenomena "imagea" in odpira več novih vprašanj ter spodbuja nadaljnje raziskave.
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Uredniška navodila avtorjem
1.

Studia historica Slovenica (SHS) je znanstvena periodična publi
kacija, ki jo izdaja Zgodovinsko društvo dr. Franca Kovačiča, Koroška
cesta 160, Maribor. Revija objavlja članke s področja zgodovine in osta
lih humanističnih in družboslovnih ved, ki mejijo na zgodovinsko zna
nost.

2.

Revija Studia historica Slovenica izhaja v treh številkah letno. V dveh
številkah objavlja prispevke v slovenskem jeziku – s povzetkom (sum
mary) v angleškem, nemškem, italijanskem, francoskem ali ruskem
jeziku in izvlečkom (abstract) v angleškem jeziku. Ena številka je tuje
jezična in je namenjena objavam prispevkov domačih in tujih avtorjev
v enem od svetovnih jezikov – s povzetkom (summary) v slovenskem
jeziku in izvlečkom (abstract) v slovenskem jeziku.

3.

Prispevek, oddan ali poslan uredništvu, lahko obsega do 30 eno
stransko tipkanih strani s po 30 vrsticami na stran (52.750 zna
kov). Prispevek mora biti oddan na disketi (praviloma z urejevalnikom
Word for Windows) in v iztiskani obliki. Slikovni material v obliki
laserske kopije ali v elektronski obliki (PDF ali TIF format) mora biti
opremljen s podnapisom in navedbo vira.

4.

Avtor mora navesti naslednje podatke: ime in priimek, akademski
naslov, delovno mesto, ustanovo zaposlitve, njen naslov in morebitni
naslov elektronske pošte (e-mail).

5.

Oddani prispevek mora biti opremljen: s povzetkom (30-45 vrstic),
izvlečkom (6-10 vrstic) in ključnimi besedami.
Izvleček mora biti razumljiv sam po sebi brez branja celotnega besedi
la članka. Pri pisanju se uporabljajo celi stavki, izogibati se je treba slab
še znanim kraticam in okrajšavam. Izvleček mora vsebovati avtorjev
primarni namen oziroma doseg članka, razlog, zakaj je bil napisan, ter
opis tehnike raziskovalnega pristopa (osnovna metodološka načela).
Ključne besede morajo odražati vsebino prispevka in biti primerne za
klasifikacijo (UDK).
Povzetek mora predstaviti namen prispevka, glavne značilnosti in
metodologijo raziskovalnega dela ter najpomembnejše rezultate in
sklepe.

6.

Besedilo prispevka mora biti pregledno in razumljivo strukturira
no (naslovi poglavij, podpoglavij), tako da je mogoče razbrati namen,
metodo dela, rezultate in sklepe.
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7.

Opombe morajo biti pisane enotno kot sprotne opombe pod črto.
So vsebinske (avtorjev komentar) in bibliografske (navedba vira, upo
rabljene – citirane literature).
Bibliografska opomba mora ob prvi navedbi vsebovati celoten
naslov oz. nahajališče: ime in priimek avtorja, naslov dela (ko gre za
objavo v reviji ali zborniku naslov le-tega), kraj in leto izida, strani
(primer – monografija: Jože Mlinarič, Studeniški dominikanski samo
stan : ok. 1245–1782 (Celje, 2005), str. …; primer – revija: Darko Friš,
"Banovinska konferenca Jugoslovanske nacionalne stranke leta 1937 v
Ljubljani", Zgodovinski časopis 59, št. 1–2 (2005): str. …; primer – časnik:
(avtor), "Volitve v mariborski mestni zastop", Slovenski gospodar, 27.
november 1873, št. 48, str. …; primer – zbornik: Vasilij Melik, "Vprašanje
regij v naši preteklosti", v: Regionalni vidiki slovenske zgodovine : zbor
nik referatov XXXI. zborovanja slovenskih zgodovinarjev, ur. Peter [tih
in Bojan Balkovec (Ljubljana, 2004), str. …), nato pa se uporablja smisel
na okrajšava (dalje: Mlinarič, Studeniški dominikanski samostan, str. …).
Pri navajanju arhivskih virov je treba navesti: arhiv (ob prvi navedbi
celotno ime, v primeru, da ga uporabljamo večkrat, je treba navesti
okrajšavo v oklepaju), ime fonda ali zbirke (signaturo, če jo ima), števil
ko fascikla (škatle) in arhivske enote ter naslov navajanega dokumenta
(primer: Pokrajinski arhiv Maribor (PAM), fond Pavel Turner, škatla
7, pismo Davorina Trstenjaka Pavlu Turnerju iz Starega Trga, 7. junija
1889.)

8.

Prispevki so recenzirani; recenzije so anonimne. Na osnovi pozitivne
ga mnenja recenzentov je članek uvrščen v objavo.

9.

Za znanstveno vsebino prispevka in točnost podatkov odgovarja
avtor.

10. Uredništvo prejete prispevke lektorira, avtor lekturo pregleda in jo
avtorizira. Uredništvo posreduje avtorju prvo korekturo prispevka,
ki jo mora vrniti uredništvo v roku treh dni; širjenje obsega besedila ob
korekturah ni dovoljeno. Pri korekturah je treba uporabljati korekturna
znamenja, navedena v Slovenski pravopis (1962), Slovenski pravopis 1.
Pravila (1990). Drugo korekturo opravi uredništvo.
11. Dodatna pojasnila lahko avtorji dobijo na uredništvu.
Uredništvo SHS
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Editor's Instructions to Authors
1.

Studia historica Slovenica (SHS) is a periodical scientific publication
published by the Historical association of Franc Kovačič PhD, Koroš
ka cesta 160, Maribor. The publication publishes historical articles and
other humanistic and sociological articles that adjoin historical science.

2.

Studia historica Slovenica is issued in three volumes a year. The first
two volumes publish articles in Slovene language – with summaries in
En
glish, Ger
man, Ita
lian, French or Rus
sian lan
gua
ge and ab
stracts in
English. The third volume is a foreign language volume, which is intended
for publishing articles written by local and foreign authors in one of the
world languages – with summaries and abstracts in Slovene language.

3.

An article, delivered or sent to the editorial board, can comprise of at
most 30 one-sided typed pages with 30 lines per page (52,750
print signs). It has to be delivered on a computer diskette (edited in
Word for Windows) and in a printed form. Image material in the form
of a laser print or in electron form (PDF or TIF format) must be equip
ped with subtitles and the source quotation.

4.

The author must submit following data: name and surname, academic
title, occupation, institution of occupation, its address and e-mail.

5.

Delivered article must be equipped with: a summary (30-45 lines), an
abstract (6-10 lines) and key words.
Summary must be understandable by itself, without reading the artic
le as a whole. In writing whole sentences must be used, less known
abbreviations and shortenings should be avoided. Summary must con
tain the author's primary goal and the purpose of the article, the reason
why it was written and the description of research techniques (primary
methodological principles).
Key words must reflect the content of the article and must be adequa
te to classification (UDK).
The abstract must present the purpose of the article, its main cha
racteristics and the methodology of research work as well as the most
significant results and conclusions.
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6.

The text of the article must be clear and intelligibly structured (chap
ter titles, sub-chapters) for the purpose of clear recognition of article's
aim, work methods, results and conclusions.

7.

Notes must be uniquely formed as footnotes, which can be contextual
(author's comment) and bibliographical (source quotation, quoted lite
rature).
On first quotation, a bibliographical footnote must contain an enti
re title or location: author's name and surname, title (review or miscel
lany title when published in it), place and date of issue, pages (example
– monograph: Jože Mlinarič, Studeniški dominikanski samostan: ok.
1245–1782 (Celje, 2005), p…; example – review: Darko Friš, "Bano
vinska konferenca Jugoslovanske nacionalne stranke leta 1937 v Ljub
ljani", Zgodovinski časopis 59, No. 1–2 (2005): p. …; example – paper:
(author), "Volitve v mariborski mestni zastop", Slovenski gospodar, 27.
november 1873, No. 48, p. …; primer – miscellany: Vasilij Melik, "Vpra
šanje regij v naši preteklosti", in: Regionalni vidiki slovenske zgodovine:
zbornik referatov XXXI. zborovanja slovenskih zgodovinarjev, ed. Peter
[tih and Bojan Balkovec (Ljubljana, 2004), p. …). On following quota
tions logical shortenings are used (Mlinarič, Studeniški dominikanski
samostan, p. …).
While quoting archival sources, the archive must be stated: archive
(whole name on first quotation, on following quotations use a shorte
ning in brackets), name of fond or collection (signature, if given), num
ber of fascicle (box) and archival unit, address of quoted document
(example: Pokrajinski arhiv Maribor (PAM), fond Pavel Turner, box 7,
letter Davorina Trstenjaka to Pavel Turner from Stari Trg, 7. June 1889.)

8.

Articles are reviewed; reviews are anonymous. An article is placed for
publishing on the basis of reviewer's positive view.

9.

Author is responsible for article's scientific content and accuracy of
data.

10. The editorial board arranges the lectureship, which is reviewed and
authorized by the author. Editorial board sends the first correction
to the author, who has to return it in three days; enlargement of text while
correcting is not permitted. While correcting corrective signs, as stated in
the orthography, must be used. The editorial board performs the second
correction.
11. Additional explanations are available at the editorial board.
Edtorial board of SHS

